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PREFACE.

THIS Hand-book does not pretend to give more than an

outline of the very large subject of Greek and Latin

Palaeography. It must be regarded as an introduction

to tlie study of the subject, indicating tlie different

branches into which it is divided and suggesting the

lines to be followed, rather than attempting full in-

struction. It in.no way supersedes the use of such

works as the collections of facsimiles issued by the

Palasographical Society and by other societies and

scholars at home and abroad; but it is hoped that it

will serve as an aid to the more intelligent and profitable

study of them.

Our conclusions as to the course of development of

the handwritings of former ages are based on our know-

ledge and experience of the development of modern

forms of writing. Children at school learn to write by

copying formal text-hands in their copy-books, and the

handwriting of each child will bear the impress of the

models. But as he grows up the child developes a

handwriting of his own, diverging more and more from

the models, but never altogether divesting itself of their

first influence. Thus, at all times, we have numerous

individual handwritings, but each bearing the stamp of

its school and of its period ;
and they, in their turn, re-

act upon and modify the writing of the next generation.

In this way have arisen the handwritings of nations
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and districts, of centuries and periods, all distinguish-
able from eacli other "by the trained eye. And tlie

iacuity o distinction is not entirely, but to a very great

degree, dependent on familiarity. Anyone will readily

distinguish the handwritings of individuals of his own

time, and will recognise his friend's writing at a glance
as easily as he recognizes his face ; he has more difficulty

in discriminating between the individual handwritings
of a foreign country. Set before him specimens of the

writing of the last century, and he will confuse the hands
of different persons. Take him still farther back, and
he will pronounce the writing of a whole school to be

the writing of one man ; and he will see no difference

between the hands, for example, of an Englishman, a

Frenchman, and a Fleming. Still farther back, the

writing of one century is to him the same as the writing
of another, and he may fail to name the locality where a

MS. was written by the breadth of a whole continent.

Palaeographical knowledge was formerly confined to a

few, chiefly to the custodians or owners of collections of

manuscripts ; works of reference on the subject were

scarce and expensive; and facsimiles, with certain excep-

tions, were of no critical value. In these days, when

photography has made accurate reproduction so simple a

matter, the knowledge is within the reach of all who
care to acquire it. The collections of facsimiles which
have been issued during the last twenty years have

brought into the private study materials which the

student could formerly have gathered only by travel

and personal research. And more than this : these

facsimiles enable us to compare, side by side, specimens
from manuscripts which lie scattered in the different

libraries of Europe and which could never have been

brought together. There is no longer any lack of
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material for tlie ready attainment} of palceographical

knowledge.

Abroad, this attainment is encoaraged In various

countries by endowments and schools. In our own

country, where the development of such studies is

usually left to private exertion and enterprise, Palaeo-

graphy has received but little notice in the past. In the

future, however,, it will receive better recognition. In the

Universities its value has at length been acknowledged
as a factor in education. The mere faculty of reading an

ancient MS. may not count for much, but it is worth,

something. The faculty of assigning a date and locality

to an undated codex ; of deciding between the true and

the false ; in a word, of applying accurate knowledge to

minute points a faculty which is only to be acquired by
long and careful training is worth much, and will give
a distinct advantage to the scholar who possesses it.

I have to thank my colleague, Mr. G. F. Warner, the

Assistant-Keeper of the Department of MSS., for kind

help in passing this work through the press,

E. M. T.
BRITISH MTTSEUM,

IMh December, 1892.
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PAL-aaOGEAPHY.

CHAPTER I.

THE GEEEK AOT LATIN ALPHABETS.

ALTHOUGH the task which lies "before ns of investigating
the growth and changes of Greek and Latin palaeography
does not require ns to deal with any form of writing till

long after the alphabets of Greece and Rome had as-

sumed their final shapes, yet a brief sketch of the origin.
and formation of those alphabets is the natural introduc-
tion to such a work as this.

The alphabet which we use at the present day has
been traced back, in all its essential forms, to the ancient

hieratic writing of Egypt of about the twenty-fifth century
before Christ. It is directly derived from the Roman
alphabet; the Roman, from a local form of the Greek;
the Greek, from the Phoenician; the Phoenician, from
the Egyptian hieratic.

The hieroglyphic records of Egypt extend tlirouali a

period of from lour to five thousand years, from the age
of the second dynasty to the period of the Roman
Empire. Knowing the course through which other

primitive forms of writing have passed, we must allow
a considerable period of time to have elapsed before the

hieroglyphs had assumed the phonetic values which they
already possess in the earliest existing monuments.

Originally these signs were ideograms or pictures, either

actual or symbolical, of tangible objects or abstract

2
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ideas which they expressed. Prom the ideograms iu
course of time developed the phonograms, or written

symbols of sounds, first as verbal signs representing
entire words, then as syllabic signs of the articulations
of which words are composed. The last stage of

development, whereby the syllabic signs are at length
taken as the alphabetical signs representing the ele-

mentary sounds "into which a syllable can be resolved,
has always proved the most difficult. Some forms of

writing, such, as the ancient cuneiform and the modern
Chinese, have scarcely passed beyond the syllabic stage.
The Egyptians curiously went more than half-way in the
last perfecting stage j they developed alphabetical signs,
bnt failed to make independent use of them. A phono-
gram was added to explain, the alphabetically-written
word, and an ideogram was added to explain the phono-
gram. It has been truly said that this cumbrous system
seems almost inconceivable to us, who can express our
thoughts so easily and so surely by six-and-twenty
simple signs. The fact, however, remains that the

Egyptians had unconsciously invented an alphabet ; and
they had been in possession of these letters for more than
four thousand years before the Christian era. Tho
oldest extant hieroglyphic insciiption is engraved on a
tablet, now in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, which
was erected to the memory of a priest? who lived in the
reign of Sent, a monarch o the second dynasty, whose

?eriod
has been variously given as 4000 or 4700 B.C.

a the cartouche of the king's name three of the alpha-
betical signs are found, one of which, %, has descended
and finds a place in our own. alphabet. The age of our
first letters may thus be said to number some six thousand
years. In addition, it is a moderate computation to
allow a thousand years to have elapsed between the first

origin of the primaeval picture-writing of Egypt and the
matured form of development seen in the hieroglyphic
characters of the earliest monuments. We may without
exaggeration allow a still longer period and be within
hounds, if we carry back the invention of Egyptian
Wilting to six: or seven thousand years before Christ,
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To trace tie connection of the Greek alphabet with
the Semitic is not difficult. A comparison of the early
forms of tie letters sufficiently demonstrates their com-
mon origin ; and, still further, the names of the letters
and their order in the two alphabets are the same. But
to prove the descent of the Semitic alphabet from the
Egyptian has been a long and difficult task. Firstly, in
outward shape the Egyptian hieroglyphs of the monu-
ments appear to be totally different from the Semitic
letters and to have nothing in common with them.
Next,

^

their names are different The names of the
Semitic letters are Semitic words, each describing the
letter from its resemblance to some particular object., as

aleph an ox, leth a house, and so on. When the Greeks
took over the Semitic letters, they also took over their
Semitic names j by analogy, therefore, it might be
assumed that in adopting the Egyptian letters the
Semites would also have adopted the Egyptian names.
Thirdly, the order of the letters is different. All these
difficulties combined to induce scholars to reject the
ancient, though vague, tradition handed down by Greek
and Roman writers, that the Phoenicians had originally
obtained their letters from Egypt. By recent investiga-
tion, however, the riddle has been solved, and the chain
of connection between our alphabet and the ancient

Egyptian hieroglyphic writing has, beyond reasonable

doubt, been completed.
The number of alphabetical signs found among the

inscriptions on Egyptian monnments has been reckoned
at forty-five. Some of these, however, are used only
in special cases; others are only alternative forms for

signs more commonly employed. The total number
of signs ordinarily in use may thus be reduced to

twenty-five a number which agrees with the tradition
franded down by Plutarch, thab the Egyptians possessed
an alphabet of five-and-twenty letters. Until lately,

however, these hieroglyphs had been known only in the
set and rigid forms as sculptured on the monuments.
In 1859 the French Egyptologist de Rouge made known
the results of his study of an ancient cursive form of
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hieratic writing in which he Lad discovered the link

connecting the Semitic with the Egyptian alphabet.
The document which yielded the most important results

was the Papyrus Prisse, which was obtained at Thebes

by Mons. Prisse d'Avennes, and was given by him to the

Bibliotheque Rationale. The greater part of this papyrus
is occupied by a moral treatise composed by Pfcah-Hotep,
a prince who lived in the reign of a king of the fifth,

dynasty not, however, the original, but a copy, which,

having been found in a tomb of the eleventh dynasty, is

anterior to the period of the Hyksos invasion, and may
be assigned to the period about 2500 B.C. The old

hieratic cursive character which is employed in this most
ancient document is the style of writing which was no
doubt made use of in Egypt for ordinary purposes at the
time of the Semitic conquest, and, as de Rouge has

shown, was taken by the new lords of the country as

material wherewith to form an alphabet of their own.
But, as has already been remarked, while adopting the

Egyptian forms of letters, the Semites did not also adopt
their Egyptian names, nor did they keep to their order.
This latter divergence may be due to the fact that it was
a selection that was made from a large number of ideo-

gi^anis and phonograms, and nota complete and established

alphabet that was taken over. In the table which accom-

panies this chapter the ancient hieratic character of the
Prisse papyrus may be compared with the early Semitic

alphabet of some sixteen hundred years later, and, in

spite of the interval of time, their resemblance in very
many instances is still wonderfully close.

Ihis Semitic alphabet appears to have been employed
in the cities and colonies of the P." oenicians and among
the Jews and Moabites and other neighbouring tribes at
a period not far removed from the time when the children
of Israel sojourned in the land of Egypt. Bible history
proves that in patriarchal times the art of writing* was
unknown to the Jews, but that, when they entered the

promised land, they were in possession of it. All evidence

goes to prove its acquisition during the Semitic occu-

pation of the Delta ; and the diffusion of the newly-.
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Formed alphabet may have been due to the recreating
Hyksos when driven out of Egypt, or to Phoenician

traders, or to both. 1

The most ancient form of the Phoenician alphabet
known to us is preserved in a series of inscriptions
which date back to the tenth century B.C. The most

important of them is that engraved upon the slab known
as the Moabite stone, which records the wars of Mesha,
king of Moab, about 890 B.C., against Israel and Edom,
and which was discovered in 18G8 near the site of

Dibon, the ancient capital of Moab. Of rather earlier

date are some fragments of a votive inscription engraved
on bronze plates found in Cyprus in 1876 and dedi-

cating a vessel to the god Baal of; Lebanon. From these
and other inscriptions of the oldest type we can con-

struct the primitive Phoenician alphabet of twenty-two
letters, as represented in the third column of the table,
in a form, however, which must; have passed through
many stages of modification since it was evolved from
the ancient cursive hieratic writing of Egypt.

The Greek Alphabet.

The Greeks learned the art of writing from the

Phoenicians at least as early as the ninth century B.C. ;

and it is not improbable that they had acquired it even

one or two centuries earlier. Trading stations and
colonies of the Phoenicians, pressed at home by the

advancing conquests of the Hebrews, were established

in remote times in the islands and mainlands of Greece

and Asia Minor
;
and their alphabet of two-and-twenty

letters was adopted by the Greeks among whom they
settled or with whom they had commercial dealings. It

is not, however, to be supposed that the Greeks received

the alphabet from the Phoenicians at one single place
from whence it was passed on throughout Hellas

;
but

rather at several points of contact from whence it was

locally diffused among neighbouring cities and their

colonies. Hence we are prepared to lind that, while the

* See Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, chap. ii. 8.
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Greek alphabet is essentially one and tlie same in all

parts of Hellas, as springing fiom one stock, it exhibits
certain local peculiarities, partly no doubt inherent from
its very first adoption at different centres, partly derived
from local influences or from linguistic or other causes.
We cannot, then, accept the idea of a Cadmean alphabet,
in the sense of an alphabet of one uniform pattern for all

Greece*

Among the two-and-twenty signs adopted from the

Phoenician, four, viz. dleph, "he, yod, and ayin, were
made to represent the vowel-sounds a, e, i, o, both long
and short, the signs for e and o being also employed for
the diphthongs ei and oi. The last sound continued to
be expressed by the omiJcron alone to a comparatively
lato period in the history of the alphabet. The fifth

vowel-sound u was provided for by a new letter, the

upsilon, which may have been either a modification or
"
differentiation" of the Phoenician ivaw, or derived from

a letter of similar form in the Cypriote alphabet. This
new letter must have been added almost immediately
after the introduction of the Semitic signs, for there is no
local Greek alphabet which is without it. Next was felt

the necessity for distinguishing long and short e, and in

Ionia, the aspirate gradually falling into disuse, the sign.
H, eia>3 was adopted to represent long e, probably before
the end of the seventh century B.C. About the same
time the long o began to be distinguished by various

signs, that used by the lonians, the omega, 1, being
apparently either a differentiation of fhe omilcron, or, as
has been suggested, taken from the Cypriote alphabet.
The age of the doable letter <!> and of X and ^, as they
appear in the Ionian alphabet, must, as is evident from
their position, be older than or at least coeval with

omega,.
With regard to the sibilants, their history is involved

in great obscurity. The original Semitic names appear
to have become confused in the course of transmission
to the Greeks and to have been applied by them to
the wrong signs. The name zeta appears to corre-

spond to the name tsade, but the letter appears to be
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taken from the letter zcn/n. 3Li3 which seems to be the
same word as shin, represents the letter sameJch. San,
which is probably derived from zayn, represents tsade.

Sigma) which may be identified with sarnBkh, represents
shin. But; all these sibilants were not used simultane-

ously for any one dialect or locality. In the well-known

passage of Herodotus
(i. 139), where he Is speaking of

the terminations of Persian names, we are told that they"
all end in the same letter, which the Dorians call san

and the lonians sigma" There can be little doubt that

the Dorian sail was originally the M-shaped sibilant

which is found in the older Dorian inscriptions, as in

Thera, Melos, Crete, Corinth and Argos.
2 This sibilant)

is now known to have been derived from the Phoenician
letter tsade. In a Greek abecedarians, scratched upon a
small vase discovered at Formello, near Veii, this letter

is seen to occupy the eighteenth place, corresponding
to the position of tsade in the Phoenician alphabet. In
the damaged Greek alphabet similarly scrawled on the

Galassi vase, which was found at Cervetri in 1886, it is

formed more closely on the pattern of the Phoenician letter.

In the primitive Greek alphabet, therefore, san existed

(representing tsade) as well as sigma (representing shin),
but as both appear to have had nearly the same sibilant

sound, the one or the other became superfluous. In the

Ionian alphabet sigma was preferred.
But the disuse of the letter sari must date far back,

for its loss affected the numerical value of the Greek

letters. When this value was being fixed, the exclusion

of san was overlooked, and the numbers were calculated

as though that letter had not existed. The preceding
letter pi stands for 80 ; the hoppa for 90, the numerical

value of the Phoenician feadeand properly also that of san.

At a later period the obsolete letter was re-adopted as

the numerical sign for 900, and became the modern

sampi (i.e. san+pi), so called from its partial resemblance,
in its late form, to the letter pi.

" It has also been identified with a T-shaped sign which
^

used for a special sound on coins of Mesembria, and at JELalicar

nassns in the fifth century B.C.
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With, regard to the local alphabets of Greece, different

states and different islands either adopted or developed
distinctive signs. Certain letters underwent gradual
changes, as eta from closed H to open H, and theta from
crossed to the dotted circle 0, which forms were com-
mon to all the varieties of the alphabet. The most
ancient forms of the alphabet are found in Melos, Thera,
and Crete, which, moreover did not admit the double
letters. While some states retained the digamma or the

koppa, others lost them; while some developed par-
ticular differentiations to express certain sounds, others
were content to express two sounds by one letter. The
forms J1 for beta and fc for epsiloib&re peculiar to Corinth
and her colonies; the Argive alphabet is distinguished
by its rectangular lamlda ^ ; and the same letter

appears in the Boeotian, Chalcidian, and Athenian alpha-
bets in the inverted form I'.

But while there are these local differences among the
various alphabets of ancient Greece,, a broad division has
been laid down by KirchhofF, who arranges them in two
groups, the eastern and the western. The eastern

group embraces the alphabet which has already been
referred to as the Ionian, common to the cities on the
western coast of Asia Minor and the neighbouring islands,
and the alphabets of Megara, Argos, and Corinth and
her colonies

; and, in a modified degree, those of Attica,
Naxos, Thasos, and some other islands. The western
group includes the alphabets of Thessaly, Euboea, Phocis,
Locris, and Bceotia, and of all the Peloponnese (except-
ing the states specified under the other group), and also
those of the Achaean and Chalcidian colonies of Italy
and Sicily.

In the eastern group the letter H has the sound of a?;
and the letters X, f , the sounds of Jch and ps. (In Attica,
Naxos, etc., the letters E and 4* were wanting, and the
sounds a? and ps were expressed by X], <frZ). In the
western group the letter H is wanting, and X, V have
the values of # and Wi ; while the sound ps was expressed
by HZ or <J>Z, or rarely by a special sign $. In a word,
the special test- letters are :
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Eastern: X=&&. *P=p*.
Western: X=a?. ^= M,

How this distinction came about Is not known,
several explanations have been Hazarded. It Is unneces-

sary In this place to do more tlian state the fact.

As the Semitic languages were written from right to

left, so in the earliest Greek inscriptions we find the same
order followed. Next came the method of writing
called l)oustrop}tedons in which the written lines ran

alternately from right to left and from left to right, or

vice versa, as the plough forms the farrows. Lastly, writ-

ing from left to right became universal. In die most
ancient tomb-inscriptions of Melos and Thera we have
the earliest form, of writing. Soustropliedon was com-

monly used in the sixth century B.C. A notable excep-
tion, however, is found in the famous Greek inscription
at Abu Simb el the earliest to which a date can be

given. It is cut on one of the legs of the colossal statues

which guard the entrance of the great temple, and
records the exploration of the Nile up to the second
cataract by certain Greek, Ionian, and Cariaa mercenaries
in the service of Psammetichus. The king here men-
tioned may be the first (B.C. 654 617) or the second

(B.C. 594589) of the name. The date of the writing

may therefore be roughly placed about 600 B.C. The
fact that, besides this inscription, the work of two of

the soldiers, the names of several of their comrades are

also cut on the rock, proves how well established was
the art of writing even at this early period.

'lie Latin Alphabet,

Like the local alphabets of Greece, the Italic alphabets
varied from one another by the adoption or rejection of

different signs, according to the requirements of language.
Thus the Latin and Faliscan, the Etruscan, the Umbrian,
and the Oscan alphabets are sufficiently distinguished in

this way ; but at the same time the common origin of all

can be traced to a primitive or so-called Pelasgian alphabet
of the Chalcidian type. The period of the introduction of
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writing into Italy from the great trading and colonizing

city of Chalcis must be carried back to the time when
the Greeks wrote from right to left, A single Latin

inscription
3 has been found which is thus written j and

in the other Italic scripts this ancient system was
also followed. We may assume, then, that the Greek

alphabet was made known to the native tribes of Italy
as early as the eighth or ninth century B.C., and not

improbably through the ancient Chalcidian colony of

Cumae, which tradition named as the earliest Greek
settlement in the land. The eventual prevalence of the

Latin alphabet naturally followed the political supremacy
of Rome.
The Latin alphabet possesses twenty of the letters of

the Greek western alphabet, and, in addition, three

adopted signs. Taking the Pormello and Galassi abece-

dana as representing the primitive alphabet of Italy,
it will be seen that the Latins rejected the letter san
and the double letters theta, phi, and chi (H'), and dis-

regarded the earlier sign for %i.
4 In Quintilian's time

letter X was the " ultima nostrarum " and closed the

alphabet. The sound z in Latin being coincident with
the sound s, the letter zeta dropped out. But at a later

period it was restored to the alphabet, as Z, for the

purpose of transliteration, of Greek words. As, however,
its original place had been meanwhile filled by the new
letter G, it was sent down to the end of the alphabet.
With regard to the creation of G, till the middle of the

third century B.C. its want was not felt, as C was em-

ployed to represent both the hard c and g sounds,
5

a,

3 On a small vase found in Rome in 1880. SeeUInscription de
Duenos in the Melanges d'Archeologie et d'&istoire of the iScole

Francaise de Bonne, 1882, p. 147.
4 Some of these letters are generally accepted as the origin, of

certain of the symbols used for the Latin numerals. Bat a dif-

ferent origin has been lately proposed by Professor Zangemeister :

JSntstehung der romischen Zahlzeichen (Sitzber. d. k. Preuss. Alsad.,

1887).
5 The sound represented by C in Latin no doubt also gradually,

but at a very early period, became indistinguishable from that

represented by K. Hence the letter K fell into general disuse in
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survival of this use being seen in tbe abbreviations 0.

and On. for Gaius and Gratis; but gradually the new

letter was developed from C and was placed in the

alphabet in the position vacated by zeta. The digamma
had become the Latin F, and the itpsilon had been

transliterated as the Latin V j but in the time of Cicero

upsilon}
as a foreign letter, was required for literary

purposes, aud thus became again incorporated in the

Latin alphabet this time without change of form, Y*

Its position shows that it was admitted before Z.

writing, and only survived as an archaic form in certain words,
such as &alend&.



CHAPTER II,

MATERIALS USED TO EECEIVE WETTING,

OF tlie various materials wliicli have "been used within

the memoiy of man to receive writing, there are three,
viz. papyrus, vellum, and paper, which, from their

greater abundance and convenience, have, each one in

its turn, displaced all others. But of the other materials

several, including some which at first} sight seem of a

most "unpromising character, have been largely used.

For such a purpose as writing, men naturally make use
of the material which can be mosb readily procured, and

is, at the same time, the most suitable. It the ordinary
material fail, they must extemporize a substitute. If

something more durable is wanted, metal or stone

may take the place of vellum or paper. But with in-

scriptions on these harder materials we have, in the

present work, bufc little to do. Such inscriptions gene-
rally fall under the head of epigraphy. Here we have

chiefly to consider the softer materials on which hand-

writing, as distinguished from monumental engraving,
has been wont to be inscribed. Still, as will be seen in

what follows, there are certain exceptions ;
and to some

extent we shall have to inquire into the employment of

metals, clay, potsherds, and wood, as well as of leaves,

bark, linen, wax, papyrus, vellum, and paper, as materials

for writing. We will first dispose of those substances

which were of more limited use.

Leaves.

It is natural to suppose that, in a primitive state of

society, leaves of plants and trees, strong enough for
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the purpose, would be adopted as a ready-made material

provided by nature for such an operation as writing.
In various parts of India and the East the leaves of

palm-trees have been in use for centuries, and continue
to be employed for this purpose, and form an excellent and

enduring substance. Manuscripts written oil palm-leaves
have been of late years found in Nepaul, which date back

many hundreds of years. In Europe leaves of plants
ara not generally of the tonga character of those which

grow in the tropics ;
but there can be no doubt that they

were used In ancient Greece and Italy, and that the
references by classical writers to their employment are

not merely fanciful. There is evidence of the custom
of TrfiTaXtoyio?, or voting for ostracism with olive-leaves,
at Syracuse, and of the similar practice at Athens
under the name of e/c^uXXoc^opta.

1

Pliny^ $at. Hist.

xiii. 11, writes: " Antea non fuisse chartarum usum: In

palmarum foliis primo scriptitatum, deinde quarundam
arborum libris."

Barfe.

Better adapted for writing purposes than loaves was
the bark of trees, libery which we have just seen named
by Pliny, and the general use of which caused its name
to be attached to the book (i.e. the roll) which was made
from it. The inner bark of the lime-tree, <f>i\vpa, HUa3

was chosen as most suitable. Pliny, ffnt. Hist. xvi. 14,

describing this tree, says :
u Inter corticem et lignum

tenues tunicge sunt multiplici membrana, e qulbus vincula

tilise vocantur tenuissimas earum philyrse." It was
these delicate shreds, pJiilyrse, of this inner skin or bark
which formed the writing material. In the enumeration
of different kinds of books by Martianus Capella, ii, 136,
those consisting of lime-bark are quoted, though as

rare ;
" Kari vero in philyrse cortice subnotati/* Ulpian

1 The olive-leaf, used in this ceremony, is also mentioned, (

atasy as the material on which lo inscribe a charm. Oat. Gk.

Pa/pyri in Brit. M"us. pap. cxxi. 213 ; and a bay-leaf Is enjoined
for the same purpose in Papyrus 2207 in. the Bibliothecnie

Rationale.
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also, Digest, xxxii. 52, mentions c*volumma . in

philyra aut in tilia." Bat not only was the bark of the
lime-tree used, but tablets also appear to have been made
from its wood the "tilias pugillares" of Symrnachus,
IT. 34

;
also referred to by Dio Cassius, Ixxii. 8, in the

passage: "SaBe/co, rypajJLfJLarela, old ye IK <f>i,\vpa$ irotei-

rat,.
33

It seems that rolls made from lime-bark were co-

existent at Rome with those made from papyrus, after

the introduction of the latter material
; but the home-

made bark must soon have disappeared before the

imported Egyptian, papyrus, which had so many advan-

tages both in quantity and quality to recommend it.

Linen.

Linen cloth, which is found in use among the ancient

Egyptians to receive writing, appears also as the material

for certain rituals in Roman history, Livy, x. 88, refers

to a book of this character,
"
liber vetus linteus," among

the Samnites; and again, iv. 7, he mentions the "lintei

libri
"

in the temple of Moneta at Rome. Pliny, Nat. Hist.

xiii. 11, names " volumina lintea
" as in use at an early

period for private documents, public acts being recorded
on lead. Marfcianus Capella, iii. 136, also refers to
ee carbasina volumina"5

'; and in the Code& Theodos.

xL 27, 1,
"
mappse linteas

"
occur.

Clay and Pottery.

Clay was a most common writing material among the

Babylonians and Assyrians. The excavations made of late

years on the ancient sites o their great cities have brought
to light a whole literature impressed on sun-dried or fire-

burnt bricks. Potsherds came ready to the hand in

Egypt, where earthenware vessels were the most common
land of household utensils. They have been found in

large numbers, many inscribed in Greek with such

ephemeral documents as tax and pay receipts, generally
of the period of the Roman occupation.

2 To such
inscribed potsherds has been given the title of ostraka,
a term which will recall the practice of Athenian ostracism

3 See autotypes of some specimens in Pal. 800. ii. pL 1, 2.
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in-which the votes were recorded on sneh fragments/
Thafc such material was used in Greece only on. such

passing occasions or from necessity is illustrated by the

passage in Diogenes Laertius, vii. 174, which narrates

that the Stoic Cleanthes was forced by poverty to write

on potsherds and the shoulder-blades of oxen* Tiles

also., upon which alphabets or verses were scratched with

ths stilus before baking, were used by both Greeks and
Romans for educational purposes.

4

Wall-spaces.

It is perhaps straining- a term to include the walls of

buildings under the head of writing materials; but the

graffiti or wall-scribblings, discovered in such large
numbers at Pompeii/ hold such an important place in

the history of early Latin palaeography, that it must not

be forgotten that in ancient times, as now^ a vacant wall

was held to be a very convenient place to present appeals
to the public, or to scribble idle words.

Metals.

The precious metals were naturally but seldom used

as writing materials. For such a purpose, however, as

working a charm, an occasion when the person specially
interested might be supposed not to be too niggard in his

outlay in order to attain his ends, we find thin plates or

leaves of gold or silver recommended,
6 a practice which is

paralleled by the crossing of the palm of the hand with

3 Yotes for ostracism at Athens were probably recorded on

fragments of "broken vases which liad been used in religious

services, and which were given out specially for the occasion.

Only two such voting ostraka appear to be known: the one is

described by Benndorf, G-nech. und sicilisclie VasenMlder, tab.

xxix. 10; the other, for the ostracism of Xanthippos, the father

of Pericles (see Aristotle, Const. Athens, p. 61), is noticed by
Studniczka, Antenor un& archaische Muterei in Jahrbuch des Jcaia.

Deutscken Arch. Instituts, bd. ii. (1887), 161
4
Facsimiles in Corp. Inscr. Lat. iii. 962.

s Ibid. iv.
6 Cat. GJc. Papyri in Brit. Mus., pap. cxxi. 580 j also papyri

in the BibL Nationale, 258, 2705, 2228.
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a gold or silver coin as enjoined by the gipsy fortune-

teller.

LeacL

Lead was used at an ancient data Pliny, Nat. Hist. xiii.

11, refers to "plmnbea volumina^ as early writing mate-
rial Pausanias, ix. 31, 4, states that at Helicon he saw
a leaden plate (jj,d\ij3So$) on which the "Epy<x of Hesiod
were inscribed. At Dodona tablets of lead have been
discovered which contain petitions to the oracle, and in

some instances the answers.7 Lenormant, Rhein. Museum,
xxii. 276, has described the numerous small leaden pieces
on which are written names of persons,, being apparently
series judicicw

ti&
)
or lots for selection of judges, of ancient

date. Dirae
9
or solemn dedications of offending persons

to the infernal deities by, or on behalf of, those whom
they had injured, were inscribed on this metal. These

maledictory inscriptions, called also de/ixiones or

/cardSea/Aoi and fcaraSe&eis, appear to have been exten-

sively employed. An instance is recorded by Tacitus,
Annal. ii. 69, in his account of the last illness and
death of Germanicus, in whose house were found,
bidden in the floor and walls, remains of human bodies and
" carmina et devotiones etj nomen Germanic! plumbeis
tabulis insculpturn.*" Many have been found at Athens
and other places in Greece, and some in Italy; others

again in a burial-ground near Boman Carthage.
8 Several

were discovered at Cnidus which have been assigned to

the period between the third and first centuries B.C. \

s

and recently a collection was found near Paphos in

Cyprus, buried in what appears to have been a malefac-

tors' common grave.
1 These Cnidian and Cyprian

examples are now in the British Museum. Charms and
incantations were also inscribed on thin leaves of lead.2

*7
Carapanos, Dodone et ses J&uines (1878), p. 68, pi. xxxnr.-xl. ;

Corp. Tnscr* Zat.L 818, 819,
8 Bulletin de Gorresp. Meflenique, 1888, p. 294
9 Newton, Dwcov. at Halicarnassus (1863), ii. 719-745 ; anil

GollitB and Bechtel, G-rieoh. Dialefct-Inschriften, iii. 233.
1 Soc. BUliral Arclimology, Proceedings, vol. xiii, (1891), pt iv.
* Leemans, Papyri Grs&ci Mus. Lngdun. 1885; Wessolj, Grierh,

Zauber Paj?yrit 1888; Cat. G-k. Papyri in J3rit> Mus, pp. 64 sqc[.
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Montfaucon, Palseoyr. GTBQCCL, 16, 181, mentions and

gives an engraving of a leaden book, apparently con-
nected with magic. In 1880 an imprecatory leaden
tablet was dug up at Bath, the inscription being in

Latin : a relic of the Roman occupation.
3 Of later date

is a tablet found in a grave in Dalmatia, containing a
charm against evil spirits, in Latin, inscribed in cursive
letters of the sixth century.

4 Several specimens which
have been recovered from mediaeval graves prove that
the custom of burying leaden inscribed plates with, the
dead was not uncommon in the middle ages.

5 The
employment of this metal for such purposes may have
been recommended by its supposed durability. But
lead is in fact highly sensitive to chemical action, and is

liable to rapid disintegration under certain circum-
stances. For the ancient dirse it was probably used
because it was common and cheap. For literary purposes
it appears to have been to some extent employed in the
middle ages in Northern Italy, leaden plates inscribed
with historical and diplomatic records connected with
Venice and Bologna being still in existence, apparently
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.8

Bronze.

Bronze was nsod both by Greets and Bomans as

a material on which to engrave votive inscriptions,

laws, treaties, and other solemn documents. These,

however, do not come under present consideration,

being strictly epigraphical monuments. The only class

which we need notice is that of the Eoman military

diplomas, those portable tabulse lionestse missionis, as they
have been called, which were given to veteran soldiers

and conferred upon them rights of citizenship and

marriage. Fifty-eight such documents, or portions of

them, issued under the emperors*, from Claudius to

Diocletian, have been recovered.7
They are interesting

JFermes xv. ; Jburn. Brit. Arch. Assoo. xlii. 410,

Corp. Inscr. Lai. iii. 961.

Wattenbach, Scliriftw. 42-44.

ArcJiseologia, xliv. 123.

Corp. Inxcr. I/at. iii. 843 g^q.

8
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"both palsBographically, as giving a series of specimens
of the Roman rustic capital letters, and also for the form
which they took, exactly following that observed in the

legal documents preserved in waxen tablets (see below).

They were, in fact, codices in metal. The diploma con-
sisted o f

'

two square plates of the'tnelal, lunged with

rings. The authentic deed was engraved on the inner
side of the two plates, and was repeated on the outside of

the first plate. Through two holes a threefold wire was
passed and bound round the plates, being sealed on the
outside of the second plate with the seals of the wit-

nesses, whose names were also engraved thereon. The
seals were protected by a strip of metal, attached, which
was sometimes convex to afford better cover. In case
of the outer copy being called in question, reference was
made to the deed inside by breaking the seals, without
the necessity of going to the official copy kept in the

temple of Augustus at Rome.
The repetition of the deed in one and the same

diploma is paralleled in some of the Assyrian tablets,

which, after being inscribed, received an outer casing of

clay on which the covered writing was repeated.

Wood.

Wooden tablets were used in very remote times. In
many cases they were probably coated, if not with wax,
with some kind of composition, the writing being
scratched upon them with a dry point ;

in some in-
stances we know that ink was inscribed upon the bare

wood.^
The ancient Egyptians also used tablets covered

with a glazed composition capable of receiving ink.8

Wooden tablets inscribed with the names of the dead
are found with mummies. They wore also used for
memoranda and accounts, and in the Egyptian schools;
specimens of tablets inscribed with receipts, alphabets, and
verses having survived to the present day.

9 One of the

8
Wilkinson, Anc.

JSyyp. ii. 183,
9
Beuyens, Lettres, m. Ill

; Transao, Roy. Soc, Lit., 2nd scries,
x. pt. 1

; Leemans, Mon, JSgypt. ii. tab. 236. Several specimeus
of Egyptian inscribed tablets are in the British Museum.
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earliest specimens of Greek writing is a document in-

scribed m ink on a small wooden tablet now in the

British Museum (5849, 0.) ,*
it refers to a money trans-

action o she thirty-first year of Ptolemy Pliiladelphus
(B.C. 254 or 253) .

l In the British Museum there is also

a small wooden board (Add. MS. 33,293), painted white
and incribed in ink with thirteen lines from the Iliad (in.

273 285), the words being marked off and the syllables
indicated by accents,, no doubb for teaching young
Greek scholars It was found in Egypt, and is probably
of the third century. There is also a miscellaneous set

of broken tablets (A.dd. MS. 33,369) inscribed in ink
on a ground of drab paint, with records relating- to the

recovery of debts, etc., at Panopolis, the modern Bkhmim,
in the Thebaid ; probably of the seventh century. In
the records of ancient Greece we have an instance of

the employment of wooden boards or tablets. In
the inventory of the expenses of rebuilding the

Brechtheam at Athens, BC. 407, the price of two

boards, on which the rough accounts were first entered,
is set down at two drachmas, or 9|rf. each :

"
craviSes ovo

9 0.9 TOP Xo7oz' dva t

ypd<pofjL6v"
2 And again a second

entry of four boards at the same price occurs. In some
of the waxen tablets lately recovered at Pompeii, the

pages which have been left in the plain wood are in-

scribed in ink.3 Wooden tablets were used in schools

during the middle ages.
4 In England the custom of

using wooden tallies, inscribed as well as notched, in the

public accounts lasted down to tho present century.

Waxen and other Tablets.

But we may assume that as a general rule tablets

were coated with wax 5 from the very earliest times in

1 See Revue Mgi/ptofogiqne^i^ Append., p. 51 ; Paf. Sor.. ii. pi. 142,
2
Rangabe, Anliq. JMlen. 56; Egger, Note sur le prix <&?

papier, etc., in M&m. d'lfiat* Ancienne (1803).
* Pal 8ov. i. pi. 159.
4
"Wattenbacb, Schriftw. 78.

5

K^pos-, cera, or pd\@ri, juciAtfa. Pollux:, Onomtxt. x. 57, in b'a

chapter vrepl j3t$Xuoi> names the composition :
*' 6 fie eVwy rf)
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Greece and Rome. Sucli waxen tablets were

double, triple, or of several pieces or leaves. In Greek

they were called TriVaf, 7rtj>a/a?? SeA/ro?, SeA/nW, $\rl$i,ov,

TTVKTLOV, 7ruf/oz>, fypafjLfJiarelov ;

6 in Latin, ceite, tabnlsB,

talellse. The wooden surface was sunk to a slight

depth, leaving. a raised frame at the edges, after the

fashion of a child's school-slate of the present day, and
a thin coating of wax, usually black, was laid over it.

Tablets were used for literary composition/ school exer-

cises,
8
accounts, or rough memoranda. They were some-

times fitted with slings for suspension. Two or more put
together, and held together by rings acting as hinges,
formed a caudex or codex. Thus Seneca, De brev. vit. 13 :

" Plurium tabularum contextus caudex apud antiques
vocabatur ;

unde publics tabulae codices dicuntur/"*

When the codex consisted of two leaves it was called

Sldvpoi, S/TTTt/^a, diptycha, duplices ; of three, rpi7rrv^at

iripf,ycha, triplices ; and of more, TrezmiTrru^a, penta-

ptycha, quintuplices, TroXv-Trrv^a, polyptycha, mnUiplices*
In Homer we have an instance of the use of a tablet in

the death-message of King Proetus,
"
graving in a folded

tablet many deadly things/"
* And Herodotus tells us

(vii. 239) how Demaratus conveyed to the Lacedaemon-
ians secret intelligence of Xerxes' intended invasion of

Greece, by means of a message written on the wooden
surface of a tablet (Se\Tiov SLTTTVXOV) from which the wax
had been previously scraped but was afterwards renewed
to cover the writing. On Greek vases of the fifth and
fourth centuries B.C., tablets, generally triptychs, are

represented, both open in the hands of the goddess

jJ-d\drf, 77 fjid\0a. 'Hpo'ftoros /jtez/ yap Krjfj&vc'lprjKG, Kparivos 8 ev

rrj Hvrivfl pdkOrjv ec/>^." Ma\6a appears to have been wax mixed
with tai'. Of. Arwtoph. Jfragm. 206 :

**

TTJV pdt^dav e r&v y/ja/x/xa-
reiov fja-Qiav."

fr See Pollux, Qnomastioon, x. 57.
T
Quintilian, Instit. orator, x. 3, 31, recom-mencls the use of

waxen tablets :
"
Soribi optima ceris, in quibua facillima eat ratio."

H
Horace, Sat, I, vi. 74,

" Loevo suspensi loculos tabula in <j.ue
lacerto.*'

9
Martial, xiy. 4, 6.

1 Iliad, vi. 169 ;

"
ypdtyas V irivaKt TTTHKT^ Qvfwty&upa jroX>fi.

|f
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.Athena or other persons, and closed and bound round
with strings, hanging from the wall by slings or handles. 3

Tablets in the codex form would be used not only as

mere note-books, but especially in all cases where the

writing was to be protected from Injury either for the
moment or for a long period. Hence -they were used
for legal documents, conveyances and wills, and for

correspondence. When used for wills, each page was

technically called cera, as in Gaius, ii. 10i: "flaec, ita

ut in his tabulis cerisque scripta sunt, ita do lego."
3

They were closed against inspection by passing a triple

thread, \ivov, linum, through holes in the boards, and seal-

ing it with the seals of the witnesses, as will presently be
more fully explained. As to correspondence, small tablets,
codicilli or pugillares, were employed for short letters ;

longer letters, epistolsB, were written on papyrus. Thus

Seneca, Ep. 55, 11, makes the distinction :
" Adeo tecum

sum, ut dubitem an incipiam non epistulas sed codicillos

tibi scribere." The tablets were sent by messengers,
tcLbellarii, as explained by Festus :

4 " Tabellis pro chartis

utebantur antiqui, quibus ultro cifcro, sive privatim sive

publice opus erat, certiores absentes facie bant. Unde
adhuc tabellarii dicuntur, efc tabellae missse ab impera-
toribus."

5 The answer to the letter was inscribed on the

same set of tablets and returned. Love-lettei*s appear to

have been sometimes written on very small tablets ;

6 Mar-

tial, xiv. 8, 9, calls them Vitdliani. Tablets containing

- See Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenlilder, iii. 239, iv, 244, 287,

288, 2S9, 296
; Lnynes, Vases, 35.

3 Of. Horace, Sat. IL v. 51 :

"
Qni testamentum tradet tibi cnnqne legendum
Abmiere, et tabnlas a be removere memento ;

Sic tamen, ut lirnis rapias quid prima secnixdo

Cera velit versn."
4 De Verboruwi Signif., ed Miiller, p. 359.
5

Compare St. Jerome, J7p. viii. :
4 Eam et rudes illt Itnlia

homines, ante chartae et mombranarum naum., aut in dedolatis e

Lgno codicillis aut in corticibus ai'borum mntno e])istolarum

alloquia missitabant. U^de et portifcores eornm tabellarios et

bcriptores a libris arbornra librarios vooavere.
1 *

* See the drawing in Museo Borboniro, i. 2,
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letters were fastened with a thread^ which was sealed. 7

Tlie materials for letter-writing are enumerated in the

passage of Plautus, Betcchides, iv. 714 :

" Ecfer cito . . -

stilum, ceram et tabellas, linum "
; and the process of

sealing in line 748 :

" cedo tu ceram ac linum actututn

age obliga, opsigna cito." In Cicero, CatiL iii. 5, we have

the opening oi a letter: " Tabellas profcrri jussimus.
. . . Primo ostendimus Cethego sigimm ; cognovit ;

nos

linum incidimus ; legimus. . . Introductus es>t Statilius j

cognovit et signum et manum suam/*
The custom of writing letters on. tablets survived for

some centuries after classical times. In the 5th century
St. Augustine in his epistle to Eomanianus (Migne,

Patrolog. Lai. xxxiii. 80) makes reference to his tablets

in these words :

" Non haec epistola sic inopiam charts

indicafc, ut membranas saltern abundare testetur. Ta-
bellas eburneas quas habeo avunculo tuo cum litteris

misi Tu enim huic pelliculse facilius ignosces, quia
differri non potuit quod ei scripsi, et tibi non scribe re

etiam ineptissimum existimavi. Sed tabellas, si qiise ibi

nostroB sunt, propter hujusmodi necessitates mittas pefco/*
St. Hilary of Aries likewise has the following passage
in his Life of Honoratus (Migne, Patrol. I/at. 1. 1201) :

" Beatus Bucherius cum ab eremo in tabulis, ut assolet,
cera illitis, in proximaab ipso degens insula, littoi^as ejus

suscepisset :
'

Mel/ inquit,
* suum ceris reddidisti/

'*

Both these passages prove that the custom was general
at the period. Even as late as the year 1148 a letter
"

in tabella" was written by a monk of Pulda.8

It will be noticed that St. Augustine refers to his tablets

as being of ivory. The ancient tablets were ordinarily
of common wood, such as beech, or fir, or box, the

"vulgaris buxus^ of Propertius (iii. 23) ;
but thoy were

also made of more expensive material. Two of Martial's

apophoreta are "pugillares citrei" and "
pugillares

eborei/" Propertius (I.e.) refers to golden, fittings :

"Non illas fixurn caras effecerat aurum.** The large
7
Clay, cretula, was originally ti>ed: y^ a-rj^dvrpis, Herod. ii 38 ;

viros, Aristoph. Zmis. liiOO, Pollux, Qnotncwt. x. 68.
8 Watteabaoh, Scki^ftw. 48.
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consular diptychs, as we know from existing special ens,
were of ivory, often most beautifully carved.
The employment of waxen tablets lasted for certain

purposes through the middle ages in countries of Western

Europe. Specimens inscribed with, money accounts of

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries have survived
to the present day in France 9

; and municipal accounts
on tablets of the fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries are
sf.ill preserved in some of the German towns. They
also exist in Italy,

1

dating from tlie thirteenth or four-

teenth, century ; they were used in England ; and

specimens are reported to have been found iii Ireland.
IL is said that quite recently sales in the fish-market of

Rouen were noted on waxen tablets.
2

Greek Waxen Tablets.

Ancient Greek waxen tablets have survived in not many
instances. In the British Museum are some which have
been found in Egypt. The most perfect is a book (Add.
MS. 38/270), perhaps of the third century, measuring
nearly nine by seven inches, which consists of seven tablets

coated on both sides with black wax and two covers

waxed on the inner side, inscribed with documents in

shorthand, presumably in Greek, and witli shorthand

signs written repeatedly, as if for practice,, and with

notes in Greek $ in one of the covers a groove is hol-

lowed for the reception of the writing implements.
Another smaller book, of about seven by four inches,
formed of six tablets (Add. MS, 83

;068) t
is inscribed,

probably by some schoolboy of the third century, with

grammatical exercises and other notes in Greek, and
also with a rough drawing, perhaps meant for a carica-

ture of the schoolmaster. There are also two tablets

9 A tablet of accounts, of aboxit the year 1300, from CHeaux

Abbey, is in the British Museum, Add. Mfc>. 33, 215. Four tablets,

of the 14th century, fotiud at Beauvais, are in the Bibliotbfcque
Rationale Aoad. des Inscriptions, Cowptes Ifandus, 1887, p. H-l,

1 See Milaiii, Sei Tavolette cerate, in Pubbl. del R. Ivlituto di

Studi Superiori, 1877.
a
Wattenbaeh, 8oMftw. 74
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inscribed with verses in Greek uncial writing, possibly
some literary sketch or a school exercise.

3 Two others

of a similar nature have been recently acquired, the one

containing a writing exercise, the other a multiplication
table. The Bodleian Library has also lately purchased
a waxen tablet (Gr. Inscr. 4) on which is a writing
exercise. Others are at Paris; some containing scribbled

alphabets and a contractor's accounts, which were found

at Memphis.
4 In New York is a set of five tablets, on

which are verses, in the style of Menander, set as a copy
by a writing-master and copied by a pupil.

5 Other

specimens ot a similar character are at Marseilles, the

date of which can be fixed at the end of the 3rd or

beginning of the 4th century;
6 and the last leaf of a

document found at Verespatak, where so many Intin

tablets have been discovered, is preserved at Karls-

burg.
7

Latin Waxen Tablets.

Extant Latin tablets are more numerous, but have only
been found in comparatively recent years. Twenty-four,

containing deeds ranging in date from A.D. 131 to 167,
were recovered, between the years 1786 and 1855, from
the ancient mining works in the neighbourhood of AAbur-
nus Major, the modern Verespatak, in Dacia. In 1840
Massrnann published the few which had at that time

been discovered, in his Mbellus Auranus ; but the ad-

mission into his book of two undoubtedly spurious docu-

ments cast suspicion on the rest, which were accordingly
denounced until the finding of other tablets proved their

genuineness. The whole collection is given iu the

Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum of the Berlin Aca-

demy, vol. iii.

During the excavations at Pompeii in July, 1875, a box

8 See Verhandl. der Philologen-Versamml. &% Wiirzbitrg, 18(59,

p. 239.
4 Revue ArcMol. viii, 461, 470.
5
Proceedings of the American Acad. ofArts and Sricnr.es, iii. 871.

8 Annuaire de la Soc. Fran, de Numiam. et d'ArcMoL iii,

xx i. Ixxvii.
7 Corpus Inscr. Lai. iii. 9C3
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containing 127 waxen tablets was discovered in the house
of L. Cascilius Jucundus. They proved to be perscrip-
tiones and other deeds connected with, sales by auction

and receipts for payment of taxes.
8

The recovery of so many specimens of Latin tablets

has afforded ample means of understanding the mechani-
cal arrangement of such documents among the Romans.
Like the military tcibulse Tione^tsa missionis, they con-

tained the deed under seal and the duplicate copy open
to inspection. Bat most of them consist of three leaves:

they are triptychs, the third leaf being of great service

in giving cover to the seals. The Pompeian and Dacian
tablets differ from one another in some particulars ;

bufc

the general arrangement was as follows. The tiiptych
was made from one block of wood, cloven into the

three required pieces, or leaves, which were fastened by
strings or wires passing through two holes near the edge
and serving for hinges. In the Pompeian tablets, cue
side of each leaf was sunk within a frame, the hollowed

space being coated with wax in such a way that, of the

six sides or pages, nos. 2, 8, 5 were waxen, while 1, 4, 6

were of plain wood. The first and sixth sides were not

used ; they formed the outside. On the sides 2 and 3

was inscribed the deed, and on 4 the names of the

witnesses were written in ink and their seals sunk into

a groove cut down the centre, the deed being closed

by a string of three twisted threads,, which passed
through, two holes, one at the head and the other at th

foot of the groove, round the two leaves and under the

wax of the seals, which thus secured it. An abstract

or copy of the deed was inscribed on page 5. The
Dacian tablets differed in this respect, that page 4 was
also waxen, aud that the copy of the deed was com-
menced on that page in the space on the left of the

groove, the space on the right being filled with the

8 Atti delta, It. Awademfa del TAncei, sor. ii- vol. iii. pt. 3,

1875-76, pp. 150230; Homes, vol. xii. 1877, pp. 88-141; and
OverbecV, Pompeji, 4th ed. by Man, 1884, pp. 489 sqq. The
whole collection is to be edited by Prof. Zangemeister in the

Corpus Inacr. Lat. gee PaL Soc. i. pi, 159.
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witnesses* Barnes. The following diagram sliows the

arraBgement of a Dacian triptych :

It will "be noticed that, although the string which

closed the deed (as indicated by dotted lines) passed

through the holes of only two of the leaves, yet the

third leaf (pages 5 and 6) is also perforated with

corresponding holes. This proves that the holes were

first pierced in the solid block, before it was cloven,

into three, in order that they might afterwards adjust
themselves accurately.

9 In one instance the fastening
threads and seals still remain. 1

9 See Corp, Inscr. Lat> Hi. 922.
i Hid. 908.



CHAPTER IIL

MATERIALS USED TO BECEIVE WRITING continued.

WE now have to examine the history of the more com-

mon writing-materials of the ancient world and of the

middle ages, viz. papyrus, vellum, and paper.

Papyrus.

The papyrus plant, Cyperus Papyrun, which supplied
the substance for the great writing material of the

ancient world, was widely cultivated in the Delta of

Egypt. From this part of the country it has now

vanished, but it still grows in Nubia and Abyssinia.

Theophrastus, Hist. Plant, iv. 10, states that it also

grew in Syria, and Pliny adds that it was native to the

Niger and Euphrates. Its Greek name Trdirvpos, whence

Latin papyrus, was derived from one of its ancient

Egyptian names, P-apa. Herodotus, our most ancient

authority for any details of the purposes for which the

plant was employed, always calls it #146X09, a word no

doubt also taken from an Egyptian term, Theophrastus

describes the plant as one which grows in the shallows

to the height of six feet, with a triangular and tapering

stem crowned with a tui'ted head ;
the root striking out

at right angles to the stem and being of the thickness

of a man's wrist. The tufted heads were used for

garlands in the temples of the gods j
of the wood of the

root were made various utensils
;
and of the stem, the

pith of which was also used as an article of food, a

variety of articles, including writing material, were

manufactured; caulking yarn, ships
1

rigging, light

skiffs, shoes, etc. The cable with which Ulysses bound
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the doors of the tall when he slew the suitors was
o-irKov ftvj3\ivo (Odyss. xxi 390).
As a -writing material papyrus was employed in Egypt

from the earliest times. Papyrus rolls are represented
on the sculptured walls of Egyptian temples; and rolls

themselves exist of immense antiquity. The most
ancient papyrus roll now extant is the Papyrus Prisse,
at Paris, which contains the copy ot" a work composed in

the reign of a king of the fifth, dynasty and is itself of

about the year 2500 B.C. or earlier. The dry atmosphere
of Egypt has been specially favourable to the preserva-
tion of these fragile documents. Buried with the dead,

they have lain in the tombs or swathed in the folds of

the mummy-cloths for centuries, untouched by decay,
and in many instances remain as fresh a.s on the day
when they were written.

Among the Greeks the papyras material manu-
factured for writing purposes was called ^dprrj^ (Latin

charta) as well as by the names of the plant itself.

Herodotus, v. 58, refers to the early use of papyrus rolls

among the Ionian Greeks, to which they attached the

name of S^depat,
"
skins," the writing material to which

they had before been accustomed. Their neighbours,
the Assyrians, were also acquainted with it.

1

They
called it

" the reed of Egypt/' An inscription relating
to the expenses of the rebuilding of the Erechtheum at

Athens in the year 407 B.C. shows that papyrus was
used for the fair copy of the rough accounts, which
were first inscribed on tablets. Two sheets, ^dpTat, Svo,

cost at the rate of a drachma and two obols each, or a

little over a shilling of our money.
1

The period of its first importation into Italy is not
known. The story of its introduction by Ptolemy, at

1 In the Assyrian wall-sculptures in the British Museum thei*e

are two scenes (Nos. 3 and 84) in which two couples of scribes

are represented taking notes. In each case, one of the scribes

is using a folding tablet (the hinges of one being distinctly

represented), and the other a scroll. The scroll may be either

papyrus or leather
2 See above, p. 19.
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the suggestion of Aristarclius, is of suspicious authenti-

city.
3 We know, however, that papyrus was plentiful

in Rome under the Empire. In fact, it was the common
writing material among the Romans at that period, and
became so indispensable that,, on a temporary failure of
the supply in the reign of Tiberius, there was danger of
a popular tumult. 4

Pliny also, Nat. Hist. xiii. 11, refers
to its high social value in the words :

"
papyri natura

dicetur, cum chartse usu maxime humanitas vitee constet,
certe memoria," and again he describes it as a thing"
qua constat immortalitas hominum "

It is probable that papyrus was imported into Italy
already manufactured ; and it is doubtful whether any
native plant grew in that country. Strabo says that it

was found in Lake Trasimene and other lakes of Btruria;
but

the^ accuracy of this statement has been disputed.
Still, it is a fact that there was a manufacture of this

writing material carried on in Borne, the charta Fanniana
being an instance; but it has been asserted that this

industry was confined to the re-making of imported
material. The more brittle condition of the Latin papyri,
as compared with the Greek papyri., fouiid at Hercu-
laneuni, has been ascribed to the detrimental effect of this

re-manufacture.
At a later period the Syrian variety of the plant was

grown in Sicily, where it was probably introduced during
the Arab occupation. It was seen there by the Arab
traveller,, Ibn-Haukal, in the tenth century, in the neigh-
bourhood of Palermo, where it throve in great luxuriance
in the shallows of the Papireto, a stream to which it gave
its name. Paper was made from this source for the use o
the Sultan j but in the thirteenth century the plant began to

fail, and it was finally extinguished by the drying up of the
stream in 1591. It is still, however, to be seen growing
in the neighbourhood of Syracuse, bat was probably
transplanted thither at a later time, for no mention of ifc

8 See below, p. 36.
4
Pliny, Nat. Hist. xiii. 13,

"
Sterilitatem sentit hoc quoqne,

factumque jam Tiberio principe inopia chartse, ut e senaLa
darentur arbitri dispenaandoe ; alias in tmmiltu vita ernt."
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in that place occurs earlier than 1674. Some attempts
have been made in recent years to manufacture a writing
material on the pattern of the ancient chcwta, from this

Sicilian plant.
The manufacture of the writing material, as practised

in Egypt, is described by Pliny, Nat. Hist. xiii. 12, His

description applies specially to the system of his own day ;

but no doubt it was essentially the same that had been
followed for centuries. His text is far from clear, and
there are consequently many divergences of opinion on.

different points. The stem of the plant was cut longitu-

dinally into thin strips (philyrse)
5 with a sharp cutting

instrument described as a needle (acus). The old idea

that the strips were peeled off the inner core of the stem
is now abandoned, as it has been shown that the plant,
like other reeds, contains a cellular pith within the rind,
which was all used in the manufacture. The central strips
were naturally the best, being the widest. The strips
thus cut were laid vertically upon a board, side by side,

to the required width, thus forming a layer, sckeda,
across which another layer of shorter strips was laid at

right angles. Pliny applies to this process the phrase-

ology of net or basket making. The two layers formed a
"

uet>,
3}

plagula, or <c

wicker," crates, which was thus
"
woven/"* texitur. In this process Nile water was used

for moistening the whole. The special mention of this

particular water has caused some to believe that there

were some adhesive properties in it which acted as a paste
or glue 011 the material; others, more reasonably, have

thought that water, whether from the Nile or any other

sourco, solved the glutinous matter in the strips and thus
caused them to adhere. It seems, however, more probable
that paste was actually used. 6 The sheets were finally

5
Birt;, AntiJces Hucliwesen, 229, prefers to apply the word sflwclte

or schidt to the strips. But Pliny distinctly usos the wordjp/ii^/ws,

although, he elsewhere describes the inner bark of the lime tree by
this name. Another name for the strips was mas.

6 Birt, 231, points out, in regard to Pliny's words, "turbitlus

liquor vim glutinis praabet," that "glutinis" is not a genitive
but a dative, Pliny never using the word "

gluten," but
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pressed and dried ia tlie sun. Rough or uneven places
were rubbed down with ivory or a smooth shell.7 Mois-
ture lurking between the layers was to be detected by
strokes of the mallet. Spots, stains, and spongy strips

(t&nise) in which the ink woaid run, were defects which
also had to be encountered.8

The sheets were joined together with paste to form
a roll, scapus, but not more than twenty was the pre-
scribed number. There are, however., rolls of more than

twenty sheets, so that, if Pliny's reading mcinse is correct,
the number was not constant in all times. The outside
of the roll was naturally that part which was more

exposed to risk of damage and to general wear and
tear. The best sheets were therefore reserved for this

position, those which lay nearer the centre or end of the
roll not being necessarily so good. Moreover, the end of
a roll was not wanted in case of a short text, and might
be cut away. A protecting strip of papyrus was often

pasted down the edge at the beginning or end of a roll,
in order to give additional strength to the material and

prevent it tearing.
9 The first sheet of a papyrus roll

was called the Trpcoro/coXXov, a term which still survives
in diplomacy the last sheet was called the eV^arcwoXTuoz/.

Among the Romans the protocol was marked with the
name of the Comes largitionum, who had the control ofthe

manufacture, and with the date and name of the place
where it was made. The portion thus marked was in

ordinary practice cut away; but this curtailment was
forbidden in legal documents by the laws of Justinian. 10

After their conquest of Egypt in the seventh century,
the Arabs continued the manufacture and marked the

7
Martial, xiy.

209:
" Levis ab sequorea cortex Mareotica conclia
Fiat ; inojteu-a cuvnt harundo via."

8
Pliny, JEplst. viii. 15 :

'*

quas (cliartaa) si sea brae bibiilseve

sint," etc,
9 Wilcten, in Hermes, xxiii. 466.

10 *'
Tabellicmes non scribant instrumenta in aliis chartis quam

in bis quss protocolla habent, ut tamen protocol! urn tale sit, quod
liabeat nomen gloriosissimi comitis largitionum et tempua quo
cbarta facta est.

7 '

Novell, xliv. 2.
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protocol in Arabia An instance^ of an Arab protocol
thus marked is found in a bull of Pope John VIII,
of 876, now in the Bibliotheque National e, Paris.

With regard to the width of papyrus rolls, those which
date from the earliest period of Egyptian history are

narrow, of about six inches ; later they increase to nine,

eleven, and even above fourteen inches. The width of

the early Greek papyri of Homer and Hyperides in the
British Museum runs from nine to ten inches. From
Pliny we learn that there were various qualities of writ-

ing material made from papyrus and that they differed

from one another in width. It has however been found
that extant specimens do not tally with the figures that

he gives; but an ingenious explanation has been lately

proposed,
1 that he refers to the breadth of the individual

sheets which together make up the length of the roll,

not to the height ofthe sheets which forms its width. The
best kind, formed from the broadest strips of the plant,
was originally the c/iarta hieratica, a name which, was
afterwards altered to Augusta out of flattery to the

emperor Augustus. The charta JJivia, or second

quality, was named after his wife. The hieratica thus

descended to the third rank. The Augusta and Livia
were 13 digits, or about 9^ inches, wide; the hieratica

11 digits or 8 inches. The charta amphitheatrica, of 9

digits or 6J inches, took its title from the principal

place of its manufacture, the amphitheatre of Alexandria.

The charta tfanniana was apparently a variety which
was re-made at Rome, in the workshops of a certain

Fannius, from the ampliitlieatrica, the width being in-

creased by about an inch through pressure. The Saitica

was a common variety, named after the city of Sais, being
of about 8 digits or 5| inches. Finally, there were the

TsQniotica which was said to have taken its name from
the place where it was made, a tongue of land (rawla)

near Alexandria and the common packing-paper, charta

emporetica, neither of which was more than 5 inches

wide. Mention is made by Isidore, Etymol. vi. 10, of a

* Birt. 251 ana.
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quality of papyrus called Corneliana, which, was first

raade under 0. Cornelius Gall us when prefect of Egypt.
But the name may have disappeared from tlie vocabulary
when Gallns fell into disgrace.

2 Another kind was
manufactured in the reign of Claudius, and on that ac-

count was named Claudia. It was a made-up material,
combining the Augusta and Livia, to provide a stout sub-
stance. Finally, there was a large-sized quality, of a
cubit or nearly 18 inches in width, called macrocollon.
Cicero made use of it (Epp. ad Attic, xiii. 25; xvi. 8).

Varro, repeated by Pliny, xiii. 11, makes the extra-

ordinary statement that papyrus writing
1 material was

first made in Alexander's time. He may have been
misled from having found no reference to its use inprse-
Alexandrine authors j or he may have meant to say that
its first free manufacture was only of that date, as it was
previously a government monopoly.
Papyrus continued to be the ordinary writing material

in Egypt to a comparatively late period.
3 Greek docu-

ments of the early centuries of our era have been found
in considerable numbers in the Fayoum and other dis-

tricts. In Europe also, long after vellum had become
the principal writing material, especially for literary

purposes, papyrus continued in common use, particularly
for ordinary documents, such as letters. St. Jerome,
Up. vii., mentions vellum as a material for letters, "if

papyrus fails"; and St. Augustine, Up. xv., apologizes
for using vellum instead of papyrus. A fragmentary
epistle of Constantino V. to Pepin le Bref, of 756, is

preserved at Paris. A few fragments of Greek literary

papyri of the early middle ages, containing Biblical

matter and portions of Grasco-Latin glossaries, have also

survived.

For purely Latin literature papyrus was also occa-

* Ibid. 250.
3 The middle of the tenth century is the period ^vheti it has

been calculated the manufacture of papyrus in. Egypt ceased.

JECarabacek, Das arabisclie Papier, in Miitheilungen aus der*

Sammlung der Pajjyrus JJirzherzog tlainer 9 bd. ii. iii. (18&7),

p. 98.

4
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slonaHy used IB the early middle ages. Examples, made

tip in book form, sometimes with a few vellum leaves in-

corporated to give stability, are found in different

libraries of Europe. They are : The Homilies of St.

AvituSj of the Oth century, at Paris j Sermons and

Epistles of St, Augustine,, of the 6th or 7th century, at

Paris and Genoa; works of Hilary, of the 6th century, at

Vienna ; fragments of the Digests, of the 6th century, at

Pommersfeld ; the Antiquities of Josephus, of the 7th cen-

tury, at Milan ; an Isidore, of the 7th century, at St. Gall.

At Munich, also, is the register of the Church of

Eavenna, written on this material in the 10th century.

Many papyrus documents in Latin, dating from the 5th

to the 10th century, have survived from the archives of

Ravenna ; and there are extant fragments of two imperial

rescripts written in Egypt, apparently in the 5th century,
in a form of the Latin cursive alphabet which is other-

wise unknown. In the papal chancery papyrus appears
to have been used down to a late date in preference to

vellum, A few papal bulls on this material have survived;
the earliest being one of {Stephen III. of the year 757 ; the

latest, one of Sergius IV. of lOll. 4 In France papyrus
was in common use in the sixth century.

5 Under the

Merovingian kings it was used for official documents
;

several papyrus deeds of their period, dated from 625
to 692^ being still preserved in the French archives.

Skins.

The skins of animals are of such a durable nature that

it is no matter for surprise to find that they have been

appropriated as writing material by the ancient nations

of the world. They were in use among* the Egyptians as

early as the time of Cheops, in the 4th dynasty, documents
written on skins at that period being referred to or

copied in papyri of later date. 6 Actual specimens of skin

rolls from Egypt still exist. In the British Museum is a

4
Rapport de M. Delisle, in Bulletin du CoiKite dez

hist, et Bcient., 1885, No. 2.
5
Gregory of Tours, Hist. Franc, v. 5.

Wilkinson, Anc. Jtfgypt., ed. Birch, ii. 183.
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ritual on white leather (Salt, 256) which may be dated
about the year 2000 B.C. The Jews followed the same
custom,, and to tlie present day continue it in their syna-
gogue rolls. It may be presumed that their neighbours
the Phoenicians also availed themselves of the same kind
of writing material. Tlie Persians inscribed their history
upon skins.7 The use of skins, Si<f>0epai, among the
Ionian Greeks is referred to by Herodotus, v. 58, who
adds that in his day many foreign nations also wrote on
them*

Parchment and Vellum.

Affcor what has been here stated regarding the early
use of skins, the introduction of parchment, or vellum as
it is now more generally teiined, that is to say, skins

prepared in such a way that they could be written upon
011 both sides, cannot properly be called an invention

; it

was rather an extension of, or impr-ovement upon, an old

practice. The common story, as told by Pliny, Nat. Hisf.
xiii. 11, on the authority of Varro, runs that Emnenes II.

of Pergamum (B c. 197 158), wishing to extend the

library in his capital, was opposed by the jealousy of the

Ptolemies, who forbade the export o papyrus, hoping
thus to check tho growth of a rival library. The

Pergameno king, thus thwarted, was forced to fall back

again upon skins; and thus came about the manufacture
of vellum :

" Mox asnmlatione circa bibliothecas regum
Ptolemasi et Eumenis, supnrimente chartas Ptolemceo,
idem Varro mem bran as Pergami tradit repertas."

8

Whatever may be tho historical value of this tra-

dition, at least it points to the fact that Pergamutn
was the cliio

1
*

centre of the vellum trade. The name
$icj)6epai,, membrane, which had been applied to the

7
Diodorxis, ii. 32 : "CK r&v jBaa-LXiK&v t</j$ep<i>j>, ev als ot Hfpcrat ras

8 Sb. Jerome, JEp. vii., also refers to the place of its origin :

"Chartam defame noil puto, jEt^ypto mini.stran.te commercia.
Eb si alicubi Ptolernasus maria clausisset, tamen rex Attains
membranas a Pcrgarno tniserat, tit pennria chnrtse pellibus

peusaretur. Undo cfc Pergameriarum nornon ad hunc usque
diem

,
tradente sibl inviceni posteritate, servatutn eat."
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earlier skins, was extended also to the new manufacture.
The title wcm&nma Percjamena is comparatively late,

first occurring in the edict of Diocletian, A.D. 301, de

pretiis rerum, vii. 88 ;
next in the passage in St. Jerome's

epistle, quoted in the footnote. The Latin name was also

Grsecized as ju,efjij3pdvat,9 being so used in 2 Tim. iv. 18 :

'*
fjidXiPTO, ra? jjue^pdva^.^ The word <7<0/wmoi>, which

afterwards designated a vellum MS. as opposed to a

papyrus roll, had reference originally to the contents,
such a MS. being capable of containing an entire work
or corpus*
As to the early nso of vellum amon^ the Greets and

Romans, no evidence is to be obtained from the results of

excavations. No specimens have been recovered at

Herculaneum or Pompeii, and none of sufficiently early
date in Egypt. There can, however, be lit lie doubt that

it was imported into Borne under the Republic. The

general account of its introduction. thither evident!/

suggested by Varro's earlier story of the first use of

it is that Ptolemy, at the suggestion of Aristarclius

the grammarian, having sent papyrus to Borne, Orates

the grammarian, out of rivalry, induced Attains of

Porgamum to send vellum. 1 References to the pages
of certain municipal deeds seem to imply that the latter

were inscribed in books, that is, in vellum M88., not
on papyrus rolls.

2 When Cicero, Epp, ad Attic, xiii. 24,
uses the word SicfrBepat, he also seems to refer to vellum.
The advantages of the vellum boo"k over the papyrus roll

are obvious : it was in the more convenient form of the

eodetv; it could be re-written; and the leaves could
receive writing on both sides. Martial enumerates,
among bisApophoretrt> 9 vQ\]Tim MSS. of Homer (xiv. 184),

Virgil (186), Cicero (183), Livy (190), and Ovid (192).
3

9
Birt, Ant. Euc&w., 41,

1
Boissonade* Anecd. i 420.

2 Mommsen, Inscr. Ncapol. 6823; JnnaU del Injf. (18jG)
xxx. 192 ; Marquardt, Privatlcben der Rawer, 796.

3
Pliny, Nat. JHist. vii. 21, mentions a curiosity: "In

indusa-m Iliadern Homeri carmen in me librana soriptum
Cicero."
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Yellum tablets began to take the place of tlie ialulse

cerate, as appears in Martial, xiv. 7 :
" Bsse puta ceras^

licet haec membrana vocetur : Delebis, quotiens scripta
novare voles." Quintilian, x. 3, 81, recommends the use
of vellum for drafts of their compositions by persons
of weak sight : the ink on vellum was more easily read
than the scratches of the stilus on was:.

4 Horace refers to

it in Sat. ii. 8 :
" Sic raro scribis ut toto non quater anno

Membranam poscas
;;

j and in other places,
Prom the dearth of classical specimens and from the

scanty number of early mediaeval MSS. of secular authors
which have come down to us, it seems that vellum was
not a common writing material under the first Roman
emperors. There are no records to show its relative

value in comparison with papyrus.
5 But the latter had

been so long the recognized material for literary use that
the slow progress of vellum as its rival may be partly
ascribed to natural conservatism. It was particularly
the influence of the Christian Church that; eventually
carried vellum into the front rank of writing materials
and in the end displaced papyrus. As papyrus had been
the principal material for receiving the thoughts of the

pagan world, vellum was to be the great medium for

conveying to mankind the literature of the new religion.
The durability of vellum recommended it to an extent

that fragile papyrus could in no way pretend to. When
Constantino required copies of the Scriptures for his new
churches, he ordered fifty MSS. on vellum,

"
TrevrrfKovra

c-wfjbdrta ev Steepens/' to be prepared.
6 And St. Jerome,

Ep. cxli., refers to the replacement of damaged volumes
in the library of Pamphilus at Caosarea by MSS. on
vellum :

" Quam [bibliothecam] ex parte corruptani
4 So also Martial, XIT. 5: "Languid a ne tristes obscurent

lumina certB, Nigia tibi niveum littera pingat ebur."
5

Birt, Ant. JEtucliwesen, has attempted to prove that vellum
was a comparatively worthless commodity, used as a cheap
material for" rough drafts and common work. His conclusions,

however, cannot be accepted, For example, few probably will

agree with him that a copy of Homer's JBttkirncho'ttiyo'niackiQt on

papyrus was a grift of equal value with the Iliad oa vellum.
6
Eusebius, Vit. Constant., iv. 36.
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Acacias dehinc et Euzoius, ejusdera eccIesijB sacerdotes,^in rnembranis instaurare conati
As to the character and appearance of vellum at

different periods., it will be enough to state generally
that in the most ancient MSS. a thin 5 delicate material

may usually be looked for, firm and crisp, with a smooth
and glossy surface. This is generally the character of
vellum of the fifth and sixth centuries. Later than this

period, as a rule^ it does not appear to have been so care-

fully prepared | probably, as the demand increased, a

greater amount of inferior material came into the market,7

But the manufacture would naturally vary in different

countries. In Ireland and England the early MSS. are

generally on stouter vellum than their contemporaries
abroad. In Italy a highly polished surface seems at

most periods to have been in favour; houce in this coun-

try and neighbouring districts, as the South of France,
and again in Greece, the hard material resisted absorp-
tion, and it is often found that both ink and paint have
flaked off in MSS. of the middle ages. In contrast to

this are the instances of soft vellum, used in England
and France and in northern Europe generally, from
the thirteenth to the fifteenth century, for MSS. of
the better class. In the fifteenth century the Italian

vellum of the Renaissance is often of extreme whiteness
and purity. Uterine vellum, taken from the unborn

young, or the skins of new-born animals wore used for

special purposes. A good example of this very delicate
material is found in Add. MS. 23,935, in the British

Museum, a volume containing in as many as 579 leaves
a corpus of liturgical church service books, written in

France in the 13th and 14th centuries.
Vellum was also of great service in the ornamentation

of books. Its smooth surfaces showed off colours in all

their brilliancy. Martial's vellum MS. of Virgil (xiv. 186)
is adorned with the portrait of the author: "Ipsius

7
Instances, in MSS, of the seventh and tenth centuries, of

vellum whii:h was too thin or badly prepared, and therefore left
blank by the scribes, are noticed in Oat of Anc. MBS. in th-
Brtt. Mweum, Pt. ii. 51 j and in Delisle, Melange*, p. 101.
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voltug piima tabella gerit/
1

Isidore, Orig. vi. 11, 4,

describing this material, uses the words :
^ Membrana

autem aut Candida aut lutea ant purpurea sunt. Can-
dida naturaliter existunt. Lntenm membranum bicolor

est, qnod a confectore nna tingitnr parte, id est, crocatur.

De qno Persius
(iii. 10),

' Jam liber et positis bicolor

membrana capillis/
" This quotation from Persius refers

to the vellum wrapper which the Romans were in the

habit of attaching to the papyrus roll : the fyawoX
1

)]?,

psenula, literally a travelling cloak. The vellum was well

suited, from its superior strength, to resist constant

handling. It was coloured of some brilliant hue, generally
scarlet or purple, as in Lucian 8

:
"
Trop^vpa Si e/croaBev

fj Si<0epa.
J> Ovid finds a bright colour unsuited to his

melancholy book, Trist. I. i. 5 : "Nee tepurpureo velent

vaccinia fuco/* Martial's libellus, viii. 72, is
(c nondum

murice cultus
>}

;
and again he has the passages, iii. 2 :

" et te purpura delicata velet
"

;
and x. 93 :

"
carmina,

purpurea sed modo snta toga/" the toga being another

expression for the wrapper. In Tibullus III. i. 9, the

colour is orange: "Lutea sed niveum involvat mem-
brana libellum/' The strip of vellum, <7tXXvj8o9 (or

<r(TTvf$o$) 9 titulus, index, which was attached to the

papyrus roll and was inscribed with the title of the work
therein contained, was also coloured, as appears from
the passages in Martial, iii. 2 :

" Et cocco rubeat super-
bus index," and in Ovid, Trist. I. i. 7 :

tf nee titulus minio

nee cedro charta notetur."

We do not know how soon was introduced the extra-

vagant practice of producing sumptuous volumes written

in gold or silver upon purple-stained vellum. Towards
the end of the third century, however, it seems ihat such

MSS. were well known. Theonas, probably bishop of

Alexandria, writing to the imperial chamberlain Lucian,
directs him how he may favourably dispose the emperor

(Diocletian) towards the Christians, and advises him, in

regard to the imperial library, to have the books orna-

mented " non tantum ad superstitios suxnptus quantum

)
41.
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ad utile oruamentum : itaque scrlbi in pnrpureis
branis et litteris aureis totos codices, nisi specialiter

Princeps demandaverit, non effectet/'
9 It was a sump-

tuous MS. of this description which. Julius Capitolinus,

early in the fourth century, puts into the possession of
the younger Maxiniin :

" Cum grammatico daretur,

qugedam parens sua libros Honaericos oranes purpureos
dedit, aureis litteris scriptos." Against luxury of this

nature St. Jerome directed his often-quoted words in his

preface to the Book of Job: "Habeant qui volunt

veteres libros vel in membranis purpureis auro argen-
toque descriptos vel uncialibus, ut vulgo aiunt, litteris,

onera magis exarata quam codices
*'

; and again in his

Up. xviii, to Eustochium: "Inficiuntur membranss
colore purpureo, aurum liquescit in litteras, gemmis
codices vestiuntur, et nudus ante fores earuni

[i.e.

wealthy ladies] Christus emoritur."

The art of staining or dyeing vellum with purple or

similar colour was practised chiefly in Constantinople,
and also in Rome j but MSS. of this material, either

entirely or in part, seem to have been produced in most
of the civilized countries of Europe at least from the
sixth century, if we may judge from surviving examples
which, though not numerous, still exist in fair numbers.
Of these the best known are : Portion of the Book of

Genesis, in Greek, in the Imperial Library at Vienna,
written in silver letters and illustrated with a series of

coloured drawings of the greatest interest for the history
of the art of the period; of the 6bh century.

1 A MS. of

the Gospels, in Greek, in silver, leaves of which are in the
British Museum, at Vienna, Rome, and in larger numbers
at Patmos, whence the others were obtained; also of

the 6th century.
2 The Codex Rossanensis, lately dis-

covered at Rossano in South Italy, which contains the

9
D'Achery, SpicUeg. xii 549.

1 See a facsimile of one of the pages in Pal. Soc. i., pi. 178;
and of one of the paintings in Labarte, Hint, dcs Arts industr*
du Moyen Age (1864), album il, pi. 77.

2 Edited by Tipchendort, Man. 8acr. Xnecl.; see also Weatvvood,
ralseogr. Sacra Pict., "Purple Qieek
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Gospels in Greek^ of tie 6tl century5 written also in

silver and having- a series of drawings illustrative of the

Life of Christ.
3 The Greek Psalter of Zurich, of the

7th century, in silver letters.
4 The famous Codex Argen-

teus of Upsala, containing the G-othic Gospels of UlHlas*

translation, of the 6th century.
5 The Latin Evangeli-

arium of Vienna, originally from Naples, of the same

period, in silver uncials; a single leaf of the MS. being
in Trinity College, Dublin.6 The Latin Psalter of St.

Germain (who died A.D, 576) at Paris, also in silver

uncials.7 The Metz Evangeliarium at Paris, of the same

style and period. Of later date are the MSS. which
were produced in the Carlovingian period, when a
fresh impetus was given to this kind of ornamental

luxury. Such, are : The Latin Gospels at Paris, said

to have been written for Charlemagne by Godescalo
in letters of gold.

8 A similar MS. at Vienna.9

The Latin Gospels of the Hamilton collection of MSS.
lately at Berlin, which appears to have once be-

longed to our king Houry VIII., is probably also of

this period.
1 And lastly may be mentioned the Latin

Psalter in the Douce collection in the Bodleian Lib-

rary, written in golden Caroline minuscules and orna-

mented with miniatures.2 Other specimens of purple

8
Edited, with outline tracings of the drawings, by von Gebhardfc

and Harnack, JZvangeliorum C'ocZeo* Gr&tus -purpureus R,os*a-

nensis, 1880.
4 Edited by Tischendorf, Mon. Sacr* Ined. Nova Coll. iv.
5 See an autotype in Pal. Soc. i., pi. 118.
6 Ed. Tischendorf, 1847. A facsimile of the Dublin leaf is in

Par Palimpsest. Dullm, ed. Abbott, 1880.
7

Silvestre, Univ. Palseogr. (English ed.), pi 110.
8 Westwood, Pal. Sacr. Pict.,

"
Evangelist artum of Ohaiie

magne."
9
DenJcsclirifte der Jcais, AJcad. der Wissensch,, xiii. 85.

1 See "Die Handschr. der Hamiltouschen Sammlung," by
Prof. Wattenbaoh, in Neues Ar^hiv. viii 329. Prof, Wattenbach
would identify this MS. with the famous purple codex *' de auro

purissimo in membranis depurpuratis coloratis
"
which. "Wilfrid,

archbishop of York, caused to be made and presented to the

monastery of Ripon in the latter half of the 7th century.
2 Douce MS. 59.
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MSS. are cited in different palseograpMcal worts and

catalogues.
3

The practice of inserting single leaves of purple-stained
vellum for the ornamentation of MSS, was not uncom-
mon in the eighth and ninth centuries. A Beautiful ex-

ample is seen in the fragmentary Latin Gospels from
Canterbury (Brit. JMus., Royal MS.' 1. B. vi.), a large folio

volume, in which there still remain some leaves dyed of

a rich deep rose colour and decorated with ornamental
initials and paintings, the remnant of a larger number
of the latter part of the 8th century.

4 But more
generally, for such partial decoration, the surface of the
vellum was coloured, sometimes on only one side of the

leaf, or even on only a parfc of it, particularly in MSS
of French or German origin of the tenth and eleventh
centuries. 5 At the period of the Renaissance there was
some attempt at reviving this style of book ornamentation,
and single leaves of stained vellum are occasionally found
in MSS. of the fifteenth century. Other colours, besides

purple, were also employed ; and instances occur in MSS.
of this late time of leaves painted black to receive

gold or silver writing. Such examples are, however, to

be considered merely as curiosities.

A still more sumptuous mode of decoration than even
that by purple-staining seems to have been occasionally
followed. This consisted in gilding the entire surface
of the vellum. But the expense of such work must have
been so great that we cannot suppose that more than a

very few leaves would ever have been thus treated in any
MS., however important. Fragments of two vellum

leaves, thus gilt and adorned with painted designs, are

preserved in the British Museum, Add. MS. 51 Hi They
originally formed part of Greek tables of the Eusebian

8 See references in Wattenhach, Scltriflw. 110-113.
4 Cat. of Ancient MSS. in the JBr. Mvs , Pt. ii. (1834) 20; West-

wood, Pal. Sacr. Pict., and Facs. of Miniatures and Ornaments
ofA.-Saxon and Irish MSS. pll. 14, 15.

6 An instance of this superficial colouring occurs in a page of:

the Cotton MS. Yesp. A. viii., the foundation charter of New-
minster, Winchester, A.D. 966. The Harley MS. 2821, written in

Germany in the llth century, con trans many leaves of this kind.
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Canons, no doubt prefixed to a copy of the Gospels, of

the 6ch century,
6

Paper.

Paper,, manufactured from fibrous substances., appears
to have been known to the Chinese at a most remote

period. Its introduction into Europe is due to the

agency of the Arabs, who are said to have first learnt its

use at Samarkand, which they captured A.D, 704. Its
manufacture spread through their empire ; and it received
one of its mediaeval titles, cliarta Damascena, from the
fact of Damascus being one of the centres of paper
commerce. A comparatively large number of early
Arabic MSS. on paper still exist, dating fiom the nintli

century ;
the earliest is of the year 86G. 7

This oriental paper, becoming known in Europe at a
time when the Egyptian papyrus, although not in actual
common use, still was not yet forgotten, was called by
tlie same names, charta and papyrus. It was also known
in the middle ages as charta "bomlycina, gossypina,
cuttu*iea

9 Damascena, and rylin,ay
and in Greek as

%v\oxapTt,ov or %V\OTVKTOV. It has in recent times also

been generally known as cotton-paper, that is, paper
made from the wool of the cotton plant. It is usually
stout, of a yellowish tinge, and with a glossy surface.

This last quality seems to have gained for it one of its

titles, charta sarica. Imported through Greece into

Europe, it is referred to by Theophilus, a writer of the
twelfth, century (Schedula dirersarurn art turn,

8
i. 24) as

Greek parchment, perc/amena Gr&ca ; and he adds,
fc

quee
fit ex laiia ligni/' But it does not appear to have been
used to any great extent even in Greece before the
middle of the thirteenth century, if one may judge from
the very few extant Greek MSS. on paper of that time.

Paper-making in Europe was first established by the
Moors in Spain and by the Arabs in Sicily; and their

6 Cat. An?. MSS. Pfc. i. (1881) 21.
7 See facsimiles of several in the Oriental Series of the Pala3O-

graptiical Society.
8 Ed. K. Hendrie, 1847, p. 28.
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paper was at first slill tlie same oriental paper above
described. In Spain it was called pergameno de panno,
cloth parchment, a title which distinguished it from
the pergameno de cuero, or vellum ; and it is so de-

scribed in the laws of Alphonso, of 1263. On the

expulsion of the Moors, an inferior quality was produced
by the less skilled Christians. From Sicily the manu-
facture passed over into Italy.

Here we must pause a moment to revert to the ques-
tion of the material of which oriental paper was made.
As already stated, its early European names point to the

general idea that it was made of cotton. But recent

investigations have thrown doubts on the accuracy of this

view j and a careful analysis of many early samples has

proved that, although cotton was occasionally used, no

paper that has been examined is entirely made of that

substance, hemp or flax being the more usual material.
9

An ingenious solution of this difficulty has been recently

offered, that the term" ^dpr^ /3o/^/3u/az;o9, charta bowiby-

cinctj is nothing more than an erroneous reading of

%apr??<? pafifivicivos, charta "banibycina^ that is, paper
made in the Syrian town of Bambyce, Ba^,/3i/tf?7, the Arab
Mambidsch.1 The question ofmaterial is not, however, of

any particular importance for our present purpose j and it

is only the distinction wliichhas been made between orien-

tal paper and European paper, as being the one of cotton
and the other of linen rag. that requires it to be noticed. A
more satisfactory means of distinguishing* the two kinds
of paper is afforded by the employment of water-marks in

European paper, a practice which was unknown to the

oriental manufacturer.
Several examples survive of oriental paper, or paper

9
C. M. Briquet, RpchercJies sitr les Premiers Papiers du X* au

XIV6
Stecle, in the Memoires de la Soc. Mat. de$ Antiguaires de

France, tome xlvi ; and a review of the same by C. Paoli, Carta
di Cotone e Carta di Lino, in the Archivio Storico Italiano, 1885,

p. 230. Karabacek, Das arallsche Papier, in Mittheilungen aus
der Sammluncf der Papyrus Mrzlierzog Jtainer, bd. ii.-iii. 87.

1
Karabaeek, Neue Quellen zur PapiergekchicLfa, in MittJiei-

lungen (nt supr.) bd. iv. 117.
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made in the oriental fashion, used for European docu-
ments and MSS. The oldest recorded document was a

deed of King Roger of Sicily of the year 1102, and
others of other Sicilian kings of the l2rh century are

also mentioned. At Genoa there are extant letters of

Greek emperors, of 1188-1202. The oldest known imperial
deed is a charter of Frederic II. to the nuns of Goess, in

Styria, of 1228.2 The same emperor forbade, in 1231,
the use of paper for public deeds. A Visigothic paper
MS. of the 12th century, from Silos, near Burgos, is

BOW in the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris (Noav. Acq.
Lato 1298) ;

3 a paper notarial register at Genoa dates

from 1154
;
in the British Museum there is a paper MS.

(Arundel 2C8), written in Italy, of the first half of the

13th century; and at Munich the autograph MS. of

Albert de Bt-ham, 1288-1255, is also on the same kind
of paper. In several cities and towns of Italy there

exist registers on paper dating back to the thirteenth

century,
4 Letters addressed from Castile to Edward I.

of England, in 1279 and following years, are on the same

material; and a register of the hustings court of Lynie
Regis, now in the British Museum, which begins with
entries of the year 1 809, is on paper which was pro-
bably imported from Spain or Bordeaux, such as that

employed for the Bordennx customs register of the be-

ginning of the raig-u of Edward II., now in the Record
Office.

5

The earliest reference to the material of paper made
in Europe appears to be that in the tract of ireter, abbot
of Cluny (A.D. 1122-1150), "adversus Judseos/' cap. 5,

in which among the various kinds of books he mentions
those made exrasurisvekerumpcmnontm* There appears

2 J. G-. Schwnndner, Cfliarta Lmea, 1788.
3
Delisle, J!feftw#e$,109.

4 Cited by Professor Paoli, La, Storm della Carta secmido gli
uJkimi stitdi) in Nuova Antologia, vol. xviii. (1888), p. 297.

6 See abo Rogers, Tlist. Aqricult. and Prices, i, 641.
6 "

Quales quotidie in. n^ri legendi habemus, nliqne ex pellnra
arietnm, hircorum, vel vitnlorura, sive ex biblis vel jnnois orieti-

talium paludam,aufc ex rasarus veterura pannorum, seuexquahbet
alia forte viliore materia compactor."
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to Lave certainly been an extensive manufacture in Italy
in the first half of the thirteenth century. There is

evidence of a paper trade at Genoa as early as 1235.7 But
the place from which we have the earliest known water-

mark, on paper which was used in I29o, is Fabrlano, in

the marquisate of Ancona, where the industry was
established certainly before the year 1276,, and probably
much, earlier. The jurist Bartolo, in his treatise De
insigniis et armis, mentions the excellent paper made
there in the fourteenth century. Other centres of early
manufacture were Colle, in Tuscany, Padua., where a

factory was established at least as early as 1 340, Treviso,

Venice, Pignerol and Oasella in Piedmont, Florence,

Bologna, Parma, Milan, and other places. From the

northern towns of Italy a trade was carried on with

Germany, where also factories were rapidly founded in

the fourteenth century. France borrowed the art of

paper-making from Spain,, whence it was introduced, it

is said, as early as 1189, into the district of Herault.

The north of Europe, at first supplied from the

south, gradually took up the manufacture. England
drew her supplies, no doubt, at first from such trading*

ports as Bordeaux and Genoa
;
but even in the fourteenth

century it is not improbable that she had a rough home-
manufacture of her own, although it is said that the
first English mill was set up in Hertford not earlier than
the sixteenth century.

Paper was in fairly general use throughout Europe in.

the second half of the fourteenth century at that time it

began to rival vellum as a material for books ; in tho

course of the fifteenth century it gradually superseded
it. MSS. of this later period are sometimes composed of

both vellum and paper, a sheet of vellum forming tho
outer leaves of a quire, the rest being of paper : a revival

of the old practice observed in certain papyrus books in

which vellum leaves protected and gave strength to the

leaves of papyrus.
A knowledge of the appearance of paper and of water-
7
Briquet, Papiers et Filigraneft des Arddves de Gtncs, 1888,

p. ot>.
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marks of different periods Is of great assistance In as-

signing dates to undated paper MSS. In tha fourteenth

century European paper is usually stoufc, and was made
in frames composed of thick wires which have left

strongly defined impressions. In the next century the

texture becomes finer. The earliest known water-mark,
as already stated, is on paper used in the year 1293, At
first the marks are simple, and being impressed from
thick wires are well defined. In process of time they
become liner and more elaborate, and, particularly iu

Italian paper, they are enclosed within circles. Their

variety is almost endless : animals, heads, birds, fishes,

flowers, fruits, domestic and warlike implements, letters,
armorial bearings, and other devices are usedj some

being peculiar to a country or district, others apparently
becoming favourites and lasting for comparatively long
periods, but constantly changing in details. For example,
the glove, a common mark of- the sixteenth century de-

velops a number of small modifications in its progress ;

and of the pot or tankard, which runs through the
latter part of the sixteenth century and the early part
of the seventeenth century, there is an extraordinary
number of different varieties. The names of makers were
inserted as water-marks quite at the beginning of the
fourteenth century; but this practice was very soon

abandoned, and was not revived until after the middle of
the sixteenth century. The insertion of the name of

place of manufacture and of tho date of n.iauufacturo

is a modern usage.



CHAPTER IV.

WRITING- IMPLEMENTS, ETC,

The Stilus, Pen, etc,

Of writing implements the <TTV\O$,

rypafy&ioV) stilus, grajphnim, made of iron, bronze, or

other metal, ivory, or.bone, was adapted for writing on
waxen tablets, the letters being scratched with the sharp

point. The other end was fashioned into a knob or flat

head, wherewith the writing could be obliterated by
smoothening the wax, for correction or erasure : hence
the phrase verfere stilum* "

to correct/
5

Among the

fioman antiquities found in Britain, now deposited in the

British Museum^ there are several specimens of the stilus,

in ivory, bronze, etc. Many of them are furnished with

a sharp projection, at right angles to the shaft, near the

head, for the purpose of ruling lines on the wax. The

passage in Ovid, Metam. ix. 521, thus describes the action

of the writer :

** Dextra tenet fernim, vncnam tenet altera ceratn*

Incipit, et dobitat, scribifc darrmatque tabellas.

Et notat et delet, matat, culpatque probatque."

Here the stilus is simply ferrum. In another place,
Amor. I. xi. 23, Ovid gives its title of graphium :

**

Quid
digitos opus est graphic lassare tenendo? J>

This riddle on the stilus also occurs :

** De summo plaiius, sed non ego plauns in imo.
Versor ntrimque manu ; diversa et munera fungor :

Altera pars levocat qnidqnid pars altera fecit." 3

The case in which such implements were kept was the

1 Horace, Sat. I. x. 72 :
"
Saspe stilum verbug/

1

2
Eiese, Anthol. Lat. I. no. 2^o,
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r}, grapMarium ; as in Martial, xiv. 21,
Sf armata

suo graphiaria ferro."

For writing on papyrus tlie reed, Kd\ajj,o<$, $6va%
<ypa<f>ev$, a*xoivQ$, calamus, canna, was in use. s Suitable
reeds came cliiefly from Egypt,, as referred to by Martial,
xiv. 38 :

<e Dat cliartis habiles calamos Memphitica tell us ";
or from Cnidus, as in Ausonius, Hip. vii. :

" Nee jam fissi-

pedis per calami vias Grassetur Cnidise sulcusarundiiiis."

Parallel with our use of steel pens is that of the ancient
metal reeds, of which a few specimens., in bronze, have
been found In Italy, and one in England.

4 The case in

which reeds were kept was the Kah.au06rjKrj, fca\a/u,k,

calamarium, theca calcMnartct' ; as in Martial, xiv. 19 :

"
Sortitus thecam, calamis armare memento.'* In Diocle-

tian's edict, De prctiis r&rum vena-lium, the reed-case

appears as made of leather.

Heeds continued in use to some extent through the
middle ages. In Italy they appear to have survived
into the fifteenth century.

5

The fcovSi\Lov
} yeniculits, peiiicilhts, was the brush with

which writing in gold was applied.
6

The pen, penno*, is first mentioned by an anonymous
historian who tells us that, to enable the unlettered Ostro-

goth Theodoric to write his name, he was provided with
a stencil plate, through which he drew with a pen the

strokes which formed the first four letters of his name:
"

ut, posita lamina super chartam, per earn penna duceret
et subscriptio ejus tan turn videretur."" 7

Isidore, Orlg. vi.

33, describes the pen thus :
et Instrumenta scribae calamus

3

Pliny, Nat. Hist, xvi. 36: "Chartisque serviunt calami."
Some specimens of ancient reeds cut like a pen (Ausonius,
"fissipes calamus'') are in. the Egyptian, gallery, British

Museum.
4 See Bulletmo deW Inxtituto, 1S49, p. 169

; 1880, pp. 68, 69,
150. The onefoirndin England is preserved among the JRomano-
Britiah antiquities in the British Museum.

5 For detailed information, see Watteabach, Scliriflw. 186.
6
Theophilus, De diversis artibus, iii. 96, mentions the reed for

tin's purpose: "Atque rogo pariter, calamo cum ceperit aiirum,
Illnm commoveat, pulchre si scribere quasrit."

7 In the JSwerjpta printed at the end of Gronovius's edition of

Aramianus Marcellinus, KJ93, p. 512.

n
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et perma. Ex Ms emm verba paginis infiguntur ; seel cala-

mus arboris est, penna avis, cujus acumen dividitur in

duo, in toto corpore unitate servata.*' But, although no
earlier mention of the quill pea than these has been
found, it can scarcely be supposed that, as soon as
vellum came into general use, so obviously convenient an

implement, always ready to hand, could have been long
overlooked, particularly in places where reeds of a kind
suitable for writing could not be had. The hard surface
of the new material could bear the flexible pressure of
the pen which in heavy strokes might have proved too
much for the more fragile papyrus,

Inks, etc.

Black ink, tlie orclinaiy writing fluid of centuries,
fieKav, or more exactly jpatpivov tueXav, jjueXdwov, atra-

mentuin, or atramentum librarian to distinguish it from
blacking used for other purposes, later ^KCLVO-TOV, incaus-
tum, differs in tint at various periods and in different
countries. In early MSS. it is either pure black or

slightly brown $ in the middle ages it varies a good deal

according to age and locality. In Italy and Southern

Europe it is generally blacker than in the north, in

France and Flanders it is generally darker than in

England; a Spanish MS. of "the 14th or 15th century
may usually be recognized by the peculiar blackness
of the ink, Deterioration is observable in the course
of time. The ink of the fifteenth century particularly
is often of a faded, grey colour.
The ancients used the liquid of the cuttle fish, as in the

lines of Persius, iii. 12 :

" Tune
queritpr crassus calamo quod pendeat humor,

Nigraquod infusa vanescat sepia lympha,
Dihitas queritur geminet quod fistula guttas."

Pliny, Nat. Hist. xxxv. 6, mentions soot and gum as the
ingredients of writing ink. Other later authors add
gall-apples. Metallic infusions seem also to have been
used at an early period. In the midde ages vifcriol was
an ordinary ingredient. Theophtlus, in Im work J)a
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direrws artibus, written probably early in the twelfth

century,, gives a recipe (i. 40) for the manufacture of
ink from thorn wood boiled down and mingled with
wine and vitriol.

Inks of other colours are also found in MSS. o the
middle ages : green,, yellow, and others, but generally
only for ornamental purposes, although volumes written

entirely in coloured ink are still extant. Bed, either in

the form of a pigment or fluid ink, is of very ancient and
common use. It is seen on the early Egyptian papyri j

and it appears in the earliest extant vellum MSS. j either

in titles or the first lines of columns or chapters. The
Greek term VTSS pekdviov K&KKWOV] Latin -minium, nibrica,
A "volume written entirely in red ink, of the 9th or lOfch

century,, is in the British Museum, Harley MS. 2795.
The purple ink,, KLvvdftapis, sacrum incaustum, reserved
at Byzantium for the exclusive use of the emperors,
seems to have originally been of a distinct kind. Later
the same term, KtvvdftapiS) appears as a synonymous
term with minium.
The ink-pot, yaeXaz/So^o/^ ju,6\ai'$6\7j, fie^av^oj^eiov, atra-

mentarium, used by the ancients, was generally, as

appears from surviving examples, a small cylindrical

jar or metal box, the cover often pierced with a hole to

admit the insertion of the reed. In paintings on the
walls of Pompeii double ink-pots, with hinged covers, are

depicted, the two receptacles being probably for black
and red ink.8

Throughout the middle ages the ink-

horn was in common use.

Gold was used as a writing fluid at a very early

period. In a papyrus at Leyden, of the third or

fourth, century, there is a recipe for its manufacture. 8

Something has already been said on its use in con-

nection with purple-stained vellum. Ordinary white

vellum MSS. were also written in gold, particularly in

the ninth and tenth centuries, in the reigns of the

Carlovingian kings. In most of the large national

8 Museo Borbonico, i. pi. 12.
9 Leemans, Papyri Gr^cl Mus. Lugd. BaL, torn. ii. (1885)

p. 218.
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libraries examples are to be found. 1 The practice passed
from the continent to England, and was followed to

some considerable extent in this country, not only for

partial decoration, but also for the entire text of MSS.
The record of a purple MS. written in gold, by order
of Wilfrid of York., late in the 7th century, has already
been noticed (p. 41, note T) ; but the way in which this

volume is referred to: "Inauditum ante seculis nostris

quoddam miraculum "
proves that such sumptuous MSS.

were not known in England before that time. St.

Boniface, writing in A.D. 735 to Eadburg, abbess of St.

Mildred's, Thanet, asks her to get transcribed for him in

gold the Epistles of St. Peter.3 But the exibtiDg English
examples are of later date.3 Gold writing as a practice
died out in the thirteenth century, although a few isolated

instances of later date are found. State letters of the

Byzantine emperors were also sometimes written in

gold, and the same was used for imperial charters in

Germany, as appears from extant examples of the
twelfth century, and for similar documents in other
countries.

4

Writing in. silver appears to have ceased contempora-
neously with the disuse of stained vellum. This metal
would not show to advantage on a white ground,

1 Such MSS. in the British Mueeum are Earl. MS. 2788, the
"Codex Aureus," a copy of* the G-oapels, in uncial letters, of the
9th century ^llarl. MS. 2797, "also a copy of the Gospels, in
minuscule writing, late in the 9th century, from the monastery of
St. Geuevieve, Paris. The Cottonian MS., Tiberius A, ii., which
was sent as a present to king ^Ethelstan by the emperor Otho,
also contains some leaves written in gold. *

* "Sic et adhuo deprecor . . . . ut mihi cum auro conscribas

epistolas domiui mei Sancti Petri apostoli, ad houorem et

reverentiam sanctarum scriptnrarum ante ocnlos carnalium in

prgsdicando, et quia dicta ejus qui me in hoc iter direxit maxinie
semper in prs&seatia cupiarn habere." Jae, Monumenta Moyun-
tina, iii. 99.

3 The foundation chatter of Wewminster, "Winchester, granted
by king Edgar in 966, in Cotton. MS, Vesp. A. viii., is written
in gold. The Benedictional of jSJthelwold, bishop of Winchester,
A..D. 963-984, also contains a page in gold.

4 Wattenbach. Scluiftw. 214-217.
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Various Implements.

For ruling papyri, a circular plate of lend, fVfc\oreprfq

o<$, rpo-^oeL^ yU,6/U$So9, /cu/cXo/^oXt/SSo?, was used. Ink
was removed with, tlie sponge. Papyrus would scarcely
bear scraping with the knife. If the ink was still wet,
or lately applied, its removal was of course easy. Martial,
iv. 10, sends a sponge with Ms newly-written Look of

poems, wherewith, the whole of his verses might be
cleaned off.

5

Augustus effaced his half-completed
tragedy of Ajas, with the remark :

C

Ajacem snum in

fepongiarn incubuisse/" 6 With, vellum MiSS. the knife or

eraser, rasorium or novacula, came into use. While
wet tlie ink could still be sponged away ; but when it

was hard and dry, and for erasure of single letters and
words without obliterating also the surrounding text, it

was scraped off.

The penknife was the tr/ufaa), <y\v(f>avovy <y\v7rrr]p, or

7X1/0/9, scalprum lilrarium, the mediaeval scalpellum9

cultellus9 or artamis ; the ruler was the icavcdVy canon,
norma, regula, Unearinm ; tlie pricker or compass for

spacing off tlie ruled lines was SiafBavrj?, drainus, or

punctorium ; and lastly, tlie office of the modern pencil
was performed by the pointed piece of lead,

plumbum, or plummet.

novus est rasa nee adhuQ mihi froute libellns,

Pagina dam tangi non bene sicca tiraet,

I, puer, et caro perfer leve DITIILUS amico,
Qui meruit nugas primus habere meas.

Carre, sed instructus : comitetur Punica libruin

Spongia; imineribus convenit ilia meis.
Non possnnt nostros multe, Faustine, Uturoa
Emendare jocos ; una litura potest."

6
Suetonius, Aug. 85,



CHAPTER Y.

FORMS OF BOOKS.

The EolL

- tlie Greeks the ordinaiy terms for a toot (that

is, a roll) were- $tj8Xo<? and its diminutive /SifiXiov.
1

Earlier forms of these words were /3u/3Xo? and, more

rarely, /SvjShlov, which were clearly derived from the

material, the J3v/3\o? or papyrus,, of which books were
made. The corresponding word liber of the Latin

people, in like manner, was adopted as a term for a

book, primitively made of the bark or inner rind of the

lime or other tree. Such bark-books, however, dis-

appeared in presence of the more convenient and more

plentiful papyrus imported from Egypt; but the old

name was not unfitly transferred to a book made of the

new substance, which in texture and general appear-
ance was not unlike the old,

2

A diminutive of the word liber was Ulellus, which, as

a literary title,, specially referred to a book of poems, a

sense in which it is constantly used by the Roman poets.
It came at length to be used as an equivalent of liber,

and to express a book in general.
The old form of a book was the roll, the Latin

volumen. The Greeks do not appear to have had any
parallel expression at an early date; the word rcvXivSpo?

being comparatively late. Another term was

1
j3i|3X?ov also

^

meant a letter, and is used in this sense by
Herodotus. Suidas in his Lexicon explains jSijSXiov as emo-roK-fj.

2 For instances of confusion of material, see Wattenbaoh,
Schriftw. 89,
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cr iPehujfia ; more rare were elK^dpioi^ eiX??Toj>. A
mediaeval Latin term is rofulns.

Again, a later Greek term was TO// 09 (originally a

cutting of papyrus), applicable to a roll containing a

portion o a collection or of a great work. Neither
this term nor @!f3\iov, nor liber nor Ubclluz, could be

applied in the singular number to more than a single
roll or volume. A work coiasisting of many volumes, or

several divisions, must be described by the plural forms

/3t/3\ta, TO/AOL, libriy etc. On the other hand, the several

books of a work, if written on one roll, counted only for

one $if3\iov or liber. Thus Ulpian, D!c/e*t. xxxii. 52,

lays down :

" Si ctii centum libri sint legnti, cenfcum

vohimina ei dabimus, non centum quoa quis ingenio suo

metitus est. . . . nt puta, cum haberet Homerum totu.ua

in uno voluraine, non quadraginta octo libros com-

putamus, sed unum Homeri volunien pro libro acci-

piendum est."

For subdivisions sucli terms as Xoyo?, av^/pajJijjLa^ avv-

ray/ma also were used.

The word rei5^o<?, in the Pen Re of a literary work in

several volumes, was employed at a late period. Originally
it seems to have been applied to the chest or vessel in

which the several rolls of such work were kept, and came
in course of time to refer to the contents.

3
Xenophon,

Anab. vii. 6, 14, mentions books ev ^vktvois TBV^O-L.
In like manner the terms pandectes and libliotheca,

originally referring to a work in several rolls kept

together in their chest, were afterwards used specially to

mean a MS. of the entire Bible.4 Sibilotlieca continued

to bear this meaning down to tha close of the fourteenth

century, if not later.
3

To distinguish a work contained in the compass of a

single roll, there was the title /^o^o/Si/S/Xo? or fjLovo$ift\ov.

There can be no doubt that the convenience of sub-

dividing the lengthy works of authors into rolls of

3
Birt, Ant. Buctiw. 89.

4 KbHothem was used in this sense by St. Jerome. Others,
as Cassiodorns, Bede, Alcuin, preferred Pandectes.

fc Bee examples in Wattenbach, Schriftw. 126-129.
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moderate size must have been appreciated in the earliest

period of the publication of Greek literature; and, although
the authors themselves may not originally have divided
their writings into separate portions to snit the ordinary

length of a conveniently-sized roll, yet the practice o

the scribe would eventually react on the author. Thus
we find the works of Homer divided into books of a

length which could be contained in an ordinary roll; and
we know that in course of time authors did regularly

adapt the divisions of their works to the customary length
of the /Si/3X/a and volumina*
The roll was rolled on a stick, onfyakos or wn

ItiUcus, to which the last sheet of the papyrus, eo-^ttro-

tfo'AAioi>, was attached. Many of the rolls found at Her-
culaneuni had a mere central core of papyrus. A knob
or button, usually of bone or wood, was affixed to each
end of the stick, the name of which, o/^^aXoV, umbilicus,

appears to have been also extended to these orna-
mental additions. Porphyrion, commenting on Horace,
Epod. xiv. 8, says :

" in tine libri umbilici ex ligno ant

osse solent poni." Or, instead of the simple knob or

button, there was a tip, /cepas, cornu, of ivory or some
such ornamental material ; and either might be plain or

coloured.6 The edges, frontes, of the roll were cut down
and smoothed with pumice,

7 and sometimes coloured.

The wrapper of an ordinary roll might be of common,

papyrus, charta emporetica; in case of a more valuable
work3 a vellum cover, stained with colour/ was used as

a protection the <f>atv6\ri$ or $ai\o 1/779, p&nulcb (the

travelling cloak), as it was commonly called.9
Lucian,

Adv. indoctwn, 7, refers to an ornamental work thus:

6
Tibullus, III, i, 13; '*

Atqiie inter gcniinas pingantor corima
frentes." Martial, iii. 2, 9,

**

picti umbilici "
; v. 6, 15,

**

nigri
umbilici."

7
Ovid, Trist. I. i. 11,

" Nee fragili geminro poliantur pumice
frontes

"
; Catullus, xxii, 8,

"*

pamice onmia sequata,"
8 See above, p. 39.
9 The "

cloak'* (^atXo'^r) wTaica St. Paul left at Troas (2 Tim.
iv. 13), and which Timothy was to bring together with the books
and parchments, nuty ha/ve been in fact a buok-cover. See Birfc,

65,
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cf OTrdrav TO pzv /3//3X&W ev rfj %eip!

Trop(pvpdv fjtszv %ov Tr)v Sid>06pav xpv&ovv Se

and Alartial, i. 66^ has the lines :

" Sed pumicata froate si quis est noncTum
Nee urabilicis cultus atqiie membrana,
Mercare : tales habeo/*

For preservation against moths,, etc., cedar oil was
rubbed on the papyrus.

1 A good poem was worthy of
this protection :

" codro cligna locutus
"

(Persius, i. 42) ;

"cedro iianc licet arnbules perunctus" (Martial, iii. 2, 7).
But it imparted a yellow tint: "

quod neque sum cedro
flavus

>;

(Ovid, Tn's't. III. i 13).
The chest or box in which the rolls were kept was the

tclaTrj, /a/3o>T09, ctipsa, cista, forulns, nidus, puteus, or
scrinium. To tie bundles of rolls together was a
destructive process, as the papyrus was injured; so

Pefcronius, SatijrLcon^ cii. :
"
GhartsealligatsB mutant figu-

ram/J Extensive works were arranged in their capssQ
in decades, triads, or other sets, as we know from the

examples of the works of Livy^ Dio Cassius, Varro, and
others.

For convenience of reference when the roll was placed
in a box or on a shelf, a vellum label, er/XXvjSos or airTv-

jSos/ TriTTataov, also 7Xwcrcra, <y\u>cradpiov, tltnlus, index,
was attached to the edge of the roll and inscribed with
the title of the work,

8
and, for distinction, was also

coloured.4 Such iiiidi are perhaps the ""lora rubra" of

Catullus, xxii. 7. Cicero, writing to Atticus, iv. 4, gives
both Greek and Latin names :

" Etiani voliin mini mittas

de tnis librariolis duos aliquos, quibus Tyiannio utatur

1 **Ex cedro oleum, quod cedrpum dicitur, nascitur, quo raliqiuB
res unctrs, uti etiam hbri, a tincis et carie noa Iscdiintur."

Vitruvius, ii. 9, 13.
2
Marquardt, Privatl, der Homer, 794.

9 See an engraving, copied fiorn a sculpture, in Schwarz, D0
ornamenlis librorum (1756), tab. ii., wherein are represented series

of rolls placed on shelves, like bottles in a wine-bin, with the tituli

depending in front; also an engraving of a capsa>, with rolls

enclosed, on the title-page of Manui, Paplri Dtplom. s

Museo Jforlonico, tav. xii.
4 See above, p. 39.
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glutinatoribu^ ad cetera administris, iisque imperes nt

suinant rnembranulaai, ex qua indices fianfc, qtios vos

Grseci, ut opinor, <rt\\v/3ov$ appellatis." And the lines

of Tibullus, III. i. 9, may be quoted as describing the
ouhward appearance of the roll :

** Lufeoa so-i niveum involvat membrana libellura,
Pamex cui cmas tondeat ante comas ;

Snmmaque prasbexat tennis fastigia chartae,
Indicet tit no men, littera facta, puer."

The text was written in columns,
The term <reXt9 (originally the gangway between the

rowing benches of a ship) was first applied to the space
between two columns, and then to the column itself.

Other terms were the diminutive creX/Sioz; and Kara*

/Sarov. The liu os of the columns ran parallel with the

length of the roll;
5 and lead was used for drawing the

ruled lines. Such ruling, however, was not always, and

perhaps not generally, employed, for the horizontal fibre

of the papyrus itself was a sufficient guide for the lines

of writing; and the fact that the marginal line of the

columns frequently trends away out o the perpendicular

proves that in such instances there were no ruled linos

to bound the columns laterally. These were generally

narrow, at least in the texts which were written by
skilled scribes for the market; and occasionally we find

the letters made smaller at the end of a line in order to

accommodate words to the available space. An example
of writing in wide columns is seen in the papyrus of

Aiistotle on the Constitution of Athens a MS. which
was written for private use and not for sale.

The title of the work was written at the end.

The reader unrolled the book with the right hand;
with the left hand he rolled up what he had read. 6 To
unroll a book was efetXetz/, aveiKslv, ave\lara-eiv3

8
Before the time of Julius Caesar, official despatches appear to

have been written "trausversa charta," that is, with the lines

parallel with the breadth of the roll. Suetonius, JuL
Ofes.

56.
6 See an engraving, from a sculptured sarcophagus, in Darom-

"herg and Saglio's l)lct. des Antiquites, s. v. "Bibliotheca," ia

which a man is represented reading from an open roll.
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or eXez/, euolvere, revolvers, volvere, explicore.
The book read to the end was "

ezplicitus usque ad sua

cornua" (Martial, xi. 107), or "ad umbilicum/' as in.

Horace, Ejnod. xiv. 8 ;

*' Dens nam me vetat

Ircceptos, olim promissurn carmen, iainbos

Ad umbilicum adducere ;

'"

and in Martial, iv. 89 :

"
Olie, jam satis eat, ohe libelle,

Jam perveuimus tisque ad umbilicos.'*

From the term "
explicitus

" came the medieval tff ex-

plicit/
;

formed, BO doubt, as a pendant to "incipifc."
The term to roll up a book was plicare. The beginning
of the roll was held under the chin while the hands were

employed in turning the umbilici. Hence Martial,, i.

66, refers to "virginis .... charts, quaa trita duro
non inhorruit mento^; and again, x. 93, he has: ec Sic

nova nee mento sordida charta juvat/'
The inconvenience of writing on the back of the roll is

obvious, and this practice was probably very seldom, if

ever, followed in the case of works intended for sale.

Authors' copies, however, were often opibthograph, as in

Juvenal, Sat. i. 4 :

**'

Tmpune diem consumpsevit ingeng
Telephns, ant siimmi plena jam margine hbri

Scriptus et in tergo uecdum finitus Orestes ?
"

The younger Pliny also, JSpist. iii. 5, 17, in reference

to his uncle's numerous works, uses the words :
f< Com~

mentarios clx. mihi reliquit, opifcthographos quidem et

minutissime scriptos.^
In the same manner worthless sciibbling is referred

to by Martial, viii. 02^ as written on tlie back of the
charta ;

**Scribit in aversa Picens epigrammata charta
Et dolet, averso quod facit ilia deo/ ?

Eough draughts or temporary pieces, or children's or
scholars* exercises mighfe also be so written. Martial,
iv, 86, threatens his libellus with the fate of waste paper
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to be utilized for such purposes, if Ins vorscs fail to

please :

" Si damnaverit, ad salariorum
Curras scrinia protinui licebit,

I aversa pueris arande cliarta.
5 '

A most important instance of a scholar's exercise,
written on the back of a papyrus, is found in the early

copy of the Epitapliios of Hyperidcs in the British

Museum.
After the establishment of the book-shape in general

use, the roll form was almost entirely abandoned foi

literary purposes in the middle ages. It survived, how-

ever, for some of the Greek liturgies, for mortuary rolls,

for pedigrees, for certain brief chronicles in which his-

torical genealogies form a principal feature, and in a few
other instances, as in the ee Exultet " rolls of Italy, in

which it was found convenient. But in all these the

writing was parallel with the breadth, not with the length,
of the roll. For records, however, the roll form has been
continued throughout the middle ages to our own days,

particularly in England, where not only public docu-

ments relating to the business of the country* but also

proceedings of private manorial courts and bailiffs'

accounts, were almost invariably entered on rolls.

The Codex or Book.

The earliest form of the book, in our modern sense of

the word, that is, as a collection of leaves of vellum,

paper, or other material, bound together, existed, as we
have seen/ in the case of waxen tablets, when two or
more were fastened together and made a eaudex or codex.

Hence vellum books, following the same arrangement,
were also called codices. Similarly, by usage the title

liber, which had been transferred from the original bark
roll to the papyrus roll, was also passed on to the vellum
book. So too the Greek terms /3//3X09, f3t,f3>\iov and other

words, which had been employed to designate the earlier

rolls, were transferred in the same way. The vellum

7 See above, p. 20.
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codex came into general use when it was found how
conveniently it could contain a large work in a much
smaller space than could the papyrus roll In tbe words
of Isidore, Origg, vL 18, 1 i

" Codex multoruni libroruni

est, liber unius voluminis."

That vellum MSS. existed in the classical period at

Rome we know from Martial's Apoplioreta,. But these
must have been few in number and articles of luxury.
It was the requirements of the lawyers which necessi-

tated the casting of the great law-books into a conve-
nient form for reference 5 and the vellum MS., more
durable than papyrus and adapted for receiving writing
on both sides of the leaves, satisfied those require-
ments in the most perfect manner. Hence the term

croyfjidrLovy a name for the vellum MS., expressive of the

bulk of the contents; and hence, conversely, the title

of codex which was given to great compilations, such
as those of Theodosius and Justinian.

Again, the Bible, the book which before all others
became the great work of reference in the hands of the

early Christians, could only be consulted wifch conveni-
ence and despatch in the new form. From the writings
of St. Jerome and others it is evident that Bibles in

codex form existed at a very early date. When once
this form of multiplying texts was adopted by the Church,
its rapid diffusion became a matter of certainty through
the medium of monastic institutions. The form adopted
for the Bible would naturally become the model for

theological and ecclesiastical books of all kinds. Thus
the vellum codex was destined to be the recipient of

Chi*istian literature, as the papyrus roll had been that

of the pagan world.

Still, however, for the older literature the papyrus
continued to some extent to hold its ground;

8
although

even in this department the codex began at once to make
inroads. For, as regards the works of great standard

authors, such as Homer in Greek and Cicero in Latin,
there is evidence that even in the earliest centuries < f

our era the codex form was not uncommon.9 In Su.
8

Birt, 109. 9 Ibid. 113.
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Jerome's days vellum MSS. of the classics appear to Lave
been in ordinary use, for liis library of vellum codices

included works of profane literature.
1 In the end, the

book form became so general that even papyrus was

put together in leaves and quires in the same way as

vellum. Several specimens of such papyrus books still

exist, as has been already noticed.
8

Gatherings or Quires.

The earliest MSS. on vellum are usually of the "broad

quarto size, in which the width equals, or nearly equals,
the height. The quires of which they are composed
consist, in most instances., of ei^ht leaves, that is, of

four folded sheets, rerpa? or TTpa$iovt qiiaternio (whence
onr word quire), and this number continued in geneml
favour for all sizes of volumes throughout the middle

ages. Quires of three sheets or six leaves, of five sheets

or ten leaves, and of six sheets or twelve leaves, are also

met with. For example, the famous Codex Vaticanus
of the Greek Bible is made up of ten-leaved quires.
Each quire was actually* numbered or signed, to use the

technical word, either at the beginning
1

,
in the upper

margin, or, more generally at the end, in the lower inner

corner. In the Codex Alexandria us the signatures
are at the beginnings of the quires, in the centre of the

upper margin. The numbers were frequently, in Latin

MSS., accompanied with the letter Q (Eor quuternio).
The practice of numbering the leaves of the quires, e.g.

A. L, A. ii, A. iii., etc., dates from the fourteenth century.

Catch-words, exclamantes, to connect the quires together,
first appear, but rarely, in the eleventh century ;

from
the twelfth century they become common.
In putting together the sheets for the quire, care was

generally taken to lay them in such a way that hair-

side faced hair-side, and flesh- (or inner) side faced

flesh-side. Thus, when the book was opened, the
two pages before the reader had the same appearance,
either the yellow tinge of the hair- side or the whiter

1 Ibid. 115. 2 Above, p. 34
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surface of the flesh-side. In Greek MSS. the arrange-
ment of the sheets was afterwards reduced to a system :

the first or lowest sheet being laid with the flesh-side

downwards so that when the sheets were folded that side

, always formed the first page of the quire.
3 In the Codex

Alesandrinus, however, the first page of a quire is the
hair-side of the skin. In Latin MSS. also the hair-side

appears to have generally begun the quire.
To the folded sheet was given the title diploma;

a barbarous mediasval name for it was arczts.
4 The leaf

was 'xapriov, $>v\\ov, folium. The line of writing was
9, versus, liuea, and riga.

Ruling.
In the earlier centuries of the middle ages, the ruled

lines of vellum MSS. were drawn with a hard-pointed
instrument,, a blunt bodkin or stilus, on one side of the

Leaf, the lines being impressed with sufficient force to

cause them to stand out in relief on the other side. The
ruling was almost invariably on the hair- (or outer) side of

the skin. Marginal lines were drawn to bound the text

laterally. The distances of the horizontal lines from one
another were marked off with pricks of the compass in

vertical order down the page. In earlier MSS. these

prickings are often found near the middle of the leaf,, or
at least within the space occupied by the text, and the
lines are drawn right across the sheet and not confined
within the vertical boundaries. It was afterwards the
custom to prick off the spaces close to the margin and to

keep the ruled lines within limits; and eventually the

prickings often disappeared when the edges were shorn

by the binder. Each sheet should be ruled separately ,

but two or more sheets were not infrequently laid 1ana
ruled together, the lines being so deeply drawn on the

upper sheet that the lower sheets also received the

impressions. In rare instances lines are found ruled on
both sides of the leaf, as in some parts of the Codex

8 0. R. Gregory, Les Colliers des MSS. Grecs. in the Comptea
Rendus of the Acad. des Inscriptions, 1885, p. 201.

4
Wattoubacb, Schriftw. 153.
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Alexandrinus. In this MS. also, and in some other early

codices, ruling was not drawn for every line of writing,
but was occasionally spaced so that some lines of the
text lay in the spaces while others stood on the ruled
lines. Billing with the lead point or plummet came into

ordinary use in the twelfth century; coloured ink was
also used for ruled lines in the fifteenth century.

Arrangement of the Text.

The text, which in early MSS. was written continuously
without separation of words, might be written across the

face of the page ; and in some cases, as in poetical works,
no other arrangement could well be followed. But, con-

tinuing the system observed in the papyrus rolls, the

arrangement in columns was usual. The superior con-
venience of the column over the long line is obvious, par-

ticularly when a small character was the type of writing.
The number of columns in a page was ordinarily two ; but
three and even four were also allowed. The Codex
Sinaiticus of the Greek Bible has four columns in a pa go,
so that the open book presents a series of eight columns
to the reader, which, it has been observed, would forcibly
recall the long row of paging of the papyrus roll.

5 The
Codex Vaticanus has three columns in a page in the

portion containing the Old Testament; and other early
MSS. or fragments of MSS, exhibit the same arrange-
ment, e.g. the Vatican fragments of Sallusfe, the Latin
Pentateuch of Lyons, and others in the libraries of Rome,
Milan, etc.

6 But the tri-columnar system appears to have
been generally abandoned after the sixth century. The
Utrecht Psalter, written at the beginning of the 9th

century, in triple columns, is not an instance which counts
for late usage, the MS. being only an exact copy of an

5 The p~hra.se of Eusebins, Vita Const, iv. 37, "eV
rjo-Krjpcvots rezj^ecri rpLcrcra KOL TGTpawa" probably refers to the
number of columns. See Wattenbach, Scliriftw. 149.

6 See "Wattenbach, ScJiriftw. 149. It may also be noted tbat
the most ancient dated* MS. in existence, the Syriao MS. of
A D, 411, containing the Recognitions of Clement of Borne (Brit.
Mas. Add. MS. 12,150), is written in triple columns.
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older codes.7
Usually the later examples are the result;

of necessity, as in the case of Psalters in parallel ver-
sions or languages.

8 A late instance, however, of a text
written in this fashion, without any compelling causes,
occurs in the Latin Bible of the 9th century, Add* MS.
24,142,, in the British Museum.
With regard to the breaking up of the text into

paragraphs, and more particularly into the short sen-

tences known as <TT^O/, the reader is referred to what
is said below under the heads of Punctuation and
Stichometry.
As already noticed, the text of early MSS. was gene-

rally written continuously without separation of the

words ; and. this practice continued as a rule down
to about the ninth century. But even when the scribes

had begun to break up their lines into words,- it still

continued to be the fashion to attach short words,

e.g. prepositions, to those which immediately followed
them. It was hardly before the eleventh century that
a perfect system of separately-written words was esta-

blished in Latin MSS. In Greek MSS. it may be said

that the system was at no time perfectly followed, for,
even when the words were distinguished, there was

always a tendency to separate them inaccurately.
The first lines of the main divisions of the text, as for

example the several books of the Bible, were often,

written in red for distinction.

In order to save space, and to get as much as possible
into a line, or to avoid division of a word, the letters

were often written smaller towards the end of the line ;

and in Latin MSS., with the same object, two or more
letters were linked or combined in a monogrammatic
form.

At first, in uncial Latin MSS., there was no enlarge-
ment of letters in any part of the text to mark the

7 The later copies of this Psalter also maintain the same

arrangement.
8 A Psalter in four parallel columns (the Greek and the three

Latin versions), A.D. 1105, is in the Bibl. Nationals, MS. Lat.

2195. See Pal. Soc. i. 156.

6
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"beginnings of sections or chapters; yet, in some of the
earliest examples, the first letter of the page, without

regard to its position in relation to the text, is made
larger than the rest.

Rubrics and titles and colophons (that is, titles, etc.,

written at the ends of books) were at first; written in

the same characters as the text ; afterwards it was
found convenient, as a distinction, to employ different

characters. Thus in later uncial Latin MSS. titles

might be in capitals or rustic capitals j in minuscule
MSS. they might be written in capitals or uncials. The
convenience of having the title at the beginning of a
TA S., instead of only in colophon-form at the end, was
soon recognized ; but the use of the colophon still con-

tinued, the designation of a work being frequently
recorded in both title and colophon down to the latest

period.

Eunning titles or head-lines appear in even some of
the earliest MSS., in the same characters as the text,
but of smaller size.

In the division of words at the end of a line, it was
the ancient practice to break off with a complete syllable.
In Greek, however, in the case of compound words,
the last consonant of the prefix was carried on to

the next syllable, if this was a vowel or began with a

vowel, as na-rel^ov ; and the same method was ob-
served with a preposition and the following word, as

Ka-T-fjLov. With such a system in vogue it is not sur-

prising to find it extended occasionally to other cases,
as Tav-Tov^ In simple words the sigma was not un-

commonly carried on to a following consonant, as /i&yt-
CTTO?.

In Latin MSS., while the observance of tlie true

syllabic division was maintained according to ancient

usage/ and, when two consonants came together, they
were properly assigned to their several syllables, as

dic-tus, prop-ter, ig-navus, pns-cus, hos-pe$, hos-tis, yefc
in some ancient texts the first consonant is drawn over
to the second, as di-ctus, ho'Stis, etc., in accordance with
the Greek practice noticed above 5 and in some MSS. we
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find the older style altered to suit the later, as in the

Fulda MS. of the Gospels, corrected in the sixth

century by Victor of Capua,
1 and the Harley Gospels of

about the year 600.
2

The coupling stroke or hyphen, to indicate connection

of the two parts of the divided word, appears to have
been unknown in the early centuries. A point per-
forms this duty in early instances. In the eleventh

century the hyphen at the end of the line shows itself

on a few occasions ;
in the twelfth century it becomes

more systematic, and is also repeated at the beginning
of the next line.

Punctuation. Greek.

The earliest form in which a system of punctuation

appears is that found in ancient inscriptions, wherein

the several words are divided from one another by
single, double, or treble dots or points. This, however,
is not punctuation in the sense in which we use the term

the system whereby sentences are marked out, and
the sense of the text is made clear.

The ancient practice of writing literary texts con-

tinuously, without distinction of words, was not, indeed,

quite universal
;
for the astronomical treatise known as

the 'EuSofoi; re^vy, earlier than 154 B.C., at Paris, is an

instance to the contrary. But it was certainly by far

the more ordinary method, and in the uncial vellum

MSS. of the earlier middle ages it may be said to have
been the only method that was followed. In the docu-

ments of ordinary life the distinction of words was, from,

early times, more frequently, though still only partially,

observed. When the minuscule writing came into use

as the literary hand, separation of the words from one

another gradually followed ; but never was this system

fully perfected. For example, prepositions were still

attached to the following words, and there was always

1
Zangemeister and Wattenbach, J&eewpZa Oodd. Lot., tab.

3 Brit. Mns. Cat Anc. MSS.
9 pt. ii. p. 14.
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a tendency to detach a final letter, and to attach it to

the next following word.
. The inconvenience which we experience in reading a

continuously written text could not have beea so greatly
felt by the scholars of the old Greek world; otherwise

separation of words, and a perfect system of punctuation,
would have been established long before was actually
the case. Still the distinction of paragraphs was found
a necessity at an ancient period. Hence arose the

dividing stroke, the rrapd^pa^o^^ known, at all events,
as early as Aristotle's time, separating paragraphs by
being inserted between them at the beginnings of lines ;

but, it should be remembered, the stroke really belonged
to the concluding .paragraph, and marked its termina-

tion, and -did not form an initial sign for the new para-
graph which followed. The paragraph-mark was not,

however, uniformly the horizontal stroke) the wedge >
(SiTrTwj), the mark which is also often found at the
end of a work, 7 (tcopa>vi<?)y and similar forms were em-
ployed. This system of distinguishing pai*agraphs ap-
pears in use in the early papyri, and analogously tlie

dividing stroke marks off the speeches of the different

characters in the surviving papyrus fragments of the

tragedians, as, for example, in the very ancient remains
of the Antiope of Euripides,

But to write every paragraph distinct by itself would
have entailed a certain loss of space. If the last line

were short, there would remain a vacant space after it,

unoccupied by writing. In the earliest specimens there-
fore we find this space occupied by the first words of
the next paragraph, a slight break being left to mark
its commencement, thus :

COM9A OYfAPAH
1TOYOAYMTTIAA1MEN

r

The uext step was to draw back the first letter of the
first fnll line of the new paragraph, and leave it slightly
projecting into the margin ; and then lastly to enlarge it.
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The letter made thus prominent being a sufficient in-?

dication of the commencement of the new paragraph,
the stroke or wedge between the lines was no longer

necessary and ordinarily disappeared, Thus the twp
lines given above would, in this last stage of develop-

ment, be written thus :

COM0A OYfAPAH
TTOYOAYMTT1AA1MN

Of course, if the paragraph commenced at the begin-

ning of a line, the large letter took its natural place as

the initial , but, arranged as above, any letter, even one

in the middle of a word, might be enlarged.
This system is found in action in the Codex Alexan-

driuus, attributed to the 5th century, and continued to

be practised throughout the middle ages, But it should

be noted that, although rendered unnecessary by the in-

troduction of the large initial, the paragraph mark also

appears iu this MS., but generally in anomalous positions,

particularly above the initial letters of the different books

an indication that the scribes of the day had already

begun to forget the meaning and proper use of the

mark.
We nest have to consider punctuation by points. As

already stated, these were used in ancient inscriptions;

The earliest instance of their employment in a Greek

MS. occurs in the very ancient fragment known as

the Artemisia papyrus, at Yienna, wherein the double

point (:) occasionally closes a sentence. Again, in the

fragments of the Phxdo of Plato, found at Gurob, the

same double point appears as a mark of punctuation ;

and it may also be here added that a short horizontal

stroke or dash also serves the purpose of separating the

different speeches in the same fragments. The double

point also, in addition to the Trapdypafas, occasionally
marks the close of the paragraphs in the Paris papyrus
49, a letter of about 160 B.C. But such isolated instances

merely show that there was a knowledge of the value of
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such marks of punctuation, which, however, in practice
were not systematically employed.
A more regular system was developed in the schools

of Alexandria, its invention being ascribed to Aristo-

phanes of Byzantium (260 B.C.). This was tlie use of

the full point with certain values in certain positions

(0e<Ti?) : the high point (cmj^ rsXs/a), equivalent to a

full stop; the point on the line (virocrTiry^tj} y a shorter

pause, equivalent to our semicolon; and the point in a

middle position (arij^ ^earj)^ an ordinary pause, equi-
valent to our comma. In the Codex Alexandrinus the

middle and high points are pretty generally used. But
the middle point eventually disappeared ; and about the

ninth century the comma was introduced. It also became
a common practice to mark the conclusion of a paragraph
or chapter with a more emphatic sign, such as two or

more dots with or without a horizontal dash, : , :- ,

The mark of interrogation also first appears about the

8th or 9th century.

PuuctuatioiuLatin.

The punctuation of Latin MSS. followed in some

respects the systems of the Greeks. In the poem on the
Battle of Actium, found at Herculaneum, points are used
to mark off the words, a practice borrowed from inscrip-
tions : and in the early MSS. of Virgil in the Vatican

Library points are found employed for the same purpose,
although they appear to be due to a second, but still

early, hand. From the Latin grammarians we know that

they adopted the Greek system of punctuation by points
(0eWi9, positur&i), to which they gave the titles of

"distinctio finalis,"
"

subdistinctio," and "distinctio
media "

; but in practice we find that the scribes used
the points without consistently adhering to their

meaning.
In some of the more ancient MSS. marks of punctua-

tion are entirely wanting, only a short space being left

blank in the line to indicate the conclusion of a passage
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or paragraph, as in Greek MSS., but without the accom-

panying dividing line (Trapdypafos) or the enlarged letter

at the beginning of the first full line, which the Greek
scribes employed. Yet the paragraph mark was used to

separate paragraphs or divisions of the text (as, for

example, in the poem on the Battle of Actium) when the
new paragraph began a line

;
and its eventual conver-

sion from a mere sign of separation between two para-
graphs into a sign belonging to the head of the new
paragraph was a natural development. Our modern *

is directly derived from the simple ancient form T.
In early uucial MSS. it is not uncommon to find the

point, more often in the middle position, used as an

ordinary stop ; and at the end of a paragraph or chapter,
a colon, or colon and dash, or a number of points,

occasionally indicate a final stop. In the seventh century
the high point is used with the force ofa comma, the semi-
colon with its modern value, and a point and virgule, */,

or other combinations of points, as a full stop. In the

Carlovingian period and the next centimes we have the

inverted semicolon, holding a position between our comma
and semicolon, and the comma itself. The origin of the

former of these is uncertain. It appears first with some

regularity in MSS. of the eighth century ;
but it is

noticeable that a mark which resembles it occurs in the

Actium poem, being there formed by the addition of an

oblique stroke to an ordinary point. Along with, these

later signs also appears the mark of interrogation in

common use.

Breathings and Accents and Other Signs. Greek.

Breathings and accents, like the Greek system of

punctuation by points noticed above, are also attributed

to Aristophanes of Byzantium, as part of the Serca 7rpocr<j>~

Slai,, of which he is called the inventor.

The rough (h) and the smooth (H) breathings (Trvsvpara)
at first represented the left and the right half of the

letter H, which itself was originally the aspirate. They
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were soon worn down to t and J, in wtiicli shapes they
are found in early MSS.,- and eventually these square
forms became the rounded and , the period at wliich

they definitely arrived at this last stage being the 12th

century. Only occasionally are marks of breathing found
in the more ancient MSS., and then it is generally the

rough breathing that is distinguished a

The accents (rovoi) are : the grave
*

(ftapeia), or

ordinary tone- the acute
'

(oaa), marking a rise in

the voice ;
and the circumflex

"

(ogv/Sapela or wepto-irco-

l*.evrj)) combining the other two, and indicating a rise

and fall or slide of the voice. Originally, in theory, all

syllables which were not marked with the acute accent
or circumflex received the grave accent, as eoScopo? ;

and several examples of this actually occur in the Harris
Homer. In the same MS., and occasionally in the
Bankes Homer, we also see instances of the indication

of normally oxytone words (in whicfc the acute accent
falls on the last syllable) by placing a grave accent on
the penultimate, as eX&>y. In later MSS. a double accent
marks emphatically /^er/ and <L

Breathings and accents were not systematically applied
to Greek texts before the seventh century*
The rest of the ten signs attributed to Aristophanes

of Byzantium, to assist in the correct reading of texts,
are as follows :

The 'x.pQvoiy or marks to distinguish a long (") and a
short

(

v
) syllable, instances of their employment occur-

ring in the Harris Homer and in some other early docu-
ments on papyrus.
The StacTToMJ or uTroStacrToX??, a virgule or comma in-

serted between words where the distinction might be

ambiguous, as ecnrt, vov<$j nob e<rrw, OL>?.

The hyphen (i/^e^), a curve or line drawn under the
letters to indicate connection, as, for example, to indicate

compound words. In the Harris Homer the hyphen,
in the form of a long straight line, is used for this

purpose.
The apostrophe (aTroWpo^o?), which, besides marking

elision, was used for other purposes, and whose form
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varied from a enrve to a straight accent or even a mere
dot. It was very generally placed in early MSS. after

a foreign name, or a name not having a Greek termina-

tion, as, for example, ^A/Spaa^, and after a word ending
in a hard consonant, as K, %, f, ^ and also in p. When
a double consonant occurred in the middle of a word,, an

apostrophe was placed above the first or between the
two letters. In a papyrus of A.D. 542 (Pal. ,Soc. ii. 123),
a dot represents the apostrophe in this position ; and in
a MS. of the 8th or 9tb centuiy (Pal. Soc. ii. 126), a
double apostrophe is employed. The apostrophe is also
used to distinguish two concurrent vowels, as i/j>aTiaav-
TCOV. In some instances it is even placed between two
different consonants, as e.g. apiO */*,o?, in the Vienna MS.
of Dioscorides.

In addition to the marks and signs already noticed,
there are some others which occur in Greek MSS.
Marks of diaeresis, placed over i and v when at tie

beginning of a word or when they do not form a dipl-
thong with a foregoing vowel, occur in papyri, being
either a single or double dot or short stroke, or, in some
instances, a short accent; in later MSS. the form, is

usually a double dot.

Quotations are indicated by marks in the margin, the
mo^t common being the arrow-head, > or <, and the

cross, horizontal stroke, or waved,stroke being also used.
More rarely, quoted passages are indented, that is, writ-

ten within the marginal line of the text.

To distinguish words consisting of a single letter, a
short acute accent or similar mark is found in use, as, in

the Codex Alexandrinus, to mark 7) in its various mean-

ings as a word. Apparently from ignorance or confusion
the scribes of this MS. even placed a mark on 77 when
merely a letter in a word. The article o is found simi-

larly distinguished in a papyrus of A.JX 595 (Pal* Soc. ii.

124).
To fill small spaces left vacant at the end of a line, an

arrow-head or tick was employed ; as, for example, ia

the papyrus of Hyperides (Lycophron), and in the Codex
Sinaiticus. . ,

I
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Arbitrary signs, or signs composed of dots or strokes,
are used as reference marks to marginal scholia, or to

indicate insertion, of omitted words or passages. In tlie

papyrus of Hyperides (Lycopliroii) the place for inser-

tion of an omitted line is marked,, and has the word

ava), while the line itself, written in the margin above,
has Kara). In the papyrus of Aristotle on the Constitu-

tion of Athens, a letter or word inserted between the

lines has sometimes a dot on each side.

In the same manner various signs are employed to

indicate transposition, such as numerical letters, or (as
in the papyrus of Aristotle) slanting strokes and dots

(/*) placed above the words.
To distinguish words or other combinations of letters

from the rest of the text, a line was drawn above them ;

thus the grammatical forms in the papyrus attributed

to Tryphon, in the British Museum, and the reference

letters in the Oxford Euclid of A.B. 888 are so marked.
Besides actually striking out a letter or word or

passage with a pen-stroke, the ancient scribes indicated

erasure by including the word or passage between in-

verted commas or brackets or dots, one at the beginning
and one at the end; sometimes by accents above, as

e.g. TGOV (to erase the v), rd and Travrd (to cover the

whole word), as seen in the Codex: Alexandrinus ; some-

times by a line above, as Kai ; sometimes by a dot above,

rarely below, each letter.

Accents and other Signs. Latin.

Accents were seldom used by Latin scribes. Occa-

sionally they mark a monosyllabic word, as the exclama-

tion 6, or a preposition, as a; and sometimes they are

employed to emphasize a syllable.
As in Greek MSS., quotations are indicated by marks

in the margin or by indentation; and arbitrary signs
are used to mark the place of insertion of omissions.

Common reference marks are lid hs= hic deest, hoc

supra or Mo scribas, etc. Transposition of words might
be indicated in various ways, as by letters or numbers,
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and very commonly by oblique sti*okes above the line,

as mea mater= mater mea.

Finally, for correction,, the simple method of striking
out with the pen and interlining or adding in the mar-

gin was followed, as well as that of marking words or
letters for deletion with dots above or below them.

Besides the above, other marks and signs are found in

both Greek and Latin MSS., such as the private marks
of correctors or readers. There are also critical symbols,
such as the diple and the asterisk employed by Aris-

tarchus in the texts of Homer, and the obelus and
asterisk used by St. Jerome to distinguish certain pas-
sages in versions of the Latin Psalter. But the con-
sideration of these is beyond the scope of the preseat
work.

Palimpsests.

A palimpsest MS. is one from which the first writing
has been rubbed off in order to make the leaves ready to
receive fresh writing. Sometimes this process was re-

peated, and the leaves finally received a third text, the
MS. being in such a case doubly palimpsest. This
method of obtaining writing material was practised in

6arly times. The term "palimpsest" is used by Ca-

tullus,
1

apparently with reference to papyrus ; also by
Cicero in a passage

* wherein he is evidently speaking of
waxen tablets ;

and by Plutarch, who narrates 3 that
Plato compared Dionysius to a /3i/3\iov TraktfvfrrjirTov, his

tyrannical nature, Svcre/c7r\VTo$, showing through like the

imperfectly erased writing of a palimpsest MS., that is,

a papyrus roll from which the first writing had been
washed. The word, however, indicating, as it does, the
action of scraping or rubbing, could originally have only
been strictly applied to material strong enough to bear
such treatment, as vellum or waxen tablets. Papyrus
could only be washed, not scraped or rubbed, and the

1 Oarm. xxii. 5. 2 Ad Fam. vii. 18.
3 Cum princip. pJiilosoph., ad fin.
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application of the term to a twice-written papyrus or

waxen tablet or vellum MS. indifferently, proves that

the term had become so current as to have passed beyond
its strict meaning.

If the first writing were thoroughly removed from the

surface of vellum, none of it, of course, could ever be re-

covered. But, as a matter of fact, it appears to have

been often very imperfectly effaced \
and even if, to all

appearance, the vellum was restored to its original con-

dition of an unwritten surface, yet slight traces of the

text might remain which chemical re-agents, or even the

action of the atmosphere, might again intensify and
make legible. Thus many capital and uncial texts have

been recovered from palimpsest MSS. Of modern
chemical reagents used in the restoration of such texts

the most harmless is probably hydro-sulphuret of

ammonia.
Great destruction of vellum MSS. of the early cen-

turies of onr era must have followed the fall of the

Roman empire. Political and social changes would

interfere with the market, and writing material would

become scarce and might be supplied from MSS.
which had become useless and were considered idle

encumbrances of the shelves. In the case of Greek

MSSV so great was their consumption that a synodal
decree of the year 691 forbade the destruction of
MSS. of the Scriptures or of the fathers, imperfect or-

injured volumes excepted. It has been remarked that no

entire work has in any instance been found in the original

text of a palimpsest, but that portions of different MSS.
were taken to make up a volume for a second text.

The most valuable Latin texts are found in the

volumes which were re-written from the seventh to the

ninth centuries. In many instances the works of classi-

cal writers have been obliterated to make room foi

patristic literature or grammatical works. On the

other hfetndj there are instances of classical texts having
been written over Biblical MSS. ; but these are of late

date.

In the great Syriac collection of MSS. which were
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obtained from the monastery in the Nitrian Desert

of Egypt and are now in the British Museum, many im-

portant texts have been recovered. A volume contain-

ing a work of Severus of Antioch, of the beginning of

the 9th century, is written on palimpsest leaves taken
from MSS. of the Iliad of Homer and the Gospel of St.

Luke of the 6th century (Oat. Ana. MSS. i. pis. 9,

10) and of the Elements of Euclid of the 7th or 8th

century. Another volume of the same collection is

doubly palimpsest, a Syriac text of St. Chrysostom, of

the 9th or 10th century, covering a Latin grammatical
work of the 6th century, which again has displaced the
annals of the Latin historian Licinianus of the 5th cen-

tury (Oat. Anc. MSS. ii. pis. 1, 2). At Paris is the
Codex Eplraemi, containing portions of the Old and New
Testaments in Greek, of the 5th century, which are re-

written with works of Ephraem Syrus in a hand of tie
12th century j and some fragments of the Phaeton of

Euripides are found in the Codex Claromontanus. At
the Vatican are portions of the De Republics of

Cicero, of the 4th century, under the work of St.

Augustine on the Psalms of the 7th century j and
an Arian fragment of the 5th century. At Yerona is

the famous palimpsest which contains the MS. of Gaius
of the 5th century, as well as the Fasti Consulares of

A.D. 486. At Milan are the fragments of Plautus, in

rustic capitals of the 4th or 5th century, covered by
a Biblical text of the 9ih century. Facsimiles of many
of these MSS. are given by Zartgemeister and Watfcen-
bad in their Exemgla Codicum
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THE Greeks and Romans measured tlio contents of their

MSS. by lines. In poetry the unit was of course the

verse j in prose works an artificial unit had to be found,
for no two scribes would naturally write lines of the

same length. It has been calculated that this unit was
a standard line of fifteen or sixteen syllables, or thirty-
four to thirty-eight letters, that is, an average Homeric

line, called by the earlier writers eVo?, afterwards 0-1/^09.

Records of the measurements of prose works are

found in two forms : in references to the extent of the

works of particular authors made by later writers, and
in the entries of the actual figures in^MSS. These latter

entries may actually give the extent o the MSS. in

which they are found ; but more frequently they trans-

mit the measurements of the archetypes. The quotations
found in Greek writers are fairly numerous, and were
no doubt mainly derived from the catalogues of libraries,

where details of this nature were collected. Such a

catalogue was contained in the famous mvafces of the

Alexandrian libraries published by Callimachus about the

middle of the third century B.C. The earliest instances

of the entry of the actual number of lines occur in

papyri. A fragment of Euripides,
1 of a period earlier

than the year 161 B.C., has at the end the words
CT IXO 1 MA. In the Herculanean papyri are found such

entries as 4>IAOAHMOY H6P1 PHTOPIKHC XXXX
HH (=4200 lines), or efllKOYPOY HPI 4>YCIiC

1 ~Un papyrus incdit de la Bibl* de JMt. A. Firmin-Didot* Paris,

1879.
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F. API9. XXXHH (=3200 lines), which, however,
are probably traditional numbers copied from earlier

examples. In addition to the number of lines we some-
times find a record of the number of columns or

tf-e'XtSe?. Among the mediasval MSS. which have sticho-

metrical memoranda, a copy of the Halieutica of

Oppian, of the 15fch century, at Madrid, contains a

statement of the number of leaves (<t/\Xa) as well as

lines in the several books, not of this particular MS..,
but of its archetype. In like manner the Lauren-
tian Sophocles of the llth century has similar

memoranda of the length of the several plays. The
Laurentian MS. of Herodotus, of the 10th century,
and the Paris MS. of Demosthenes, of the same period,
afford data of the same kind. In certain of these more
recent MSS., as well as in the early papyri, the ancient

system of Greek numeration is employed a proof of

the antiquity of this method of calculating the length of

written works; but, on the other hand, the later system
of alphabetical numeration is followed in some of the
Herculanean rolls.

The practice of stichometry can actually be traced
back to nearly a century before the time of Callima-

chus, who has been sometimes credited with its inven-
tion. Theopompus, as quoted by Photius,

2 boasts that

he had written 20,000 ITTT; in rhetorical speeches, and
150,000 in historical books. When we thus find a
writer of the fourth century B.C. measuring his works in
berms which are clearly intelligible and need no ex-

planation for those to whom he addresses himself, we
san understand that even at that early period the

system must have been long established by common
usage.
While stichometrical data can be gathered in fairly

large numbers from Greek literature, those which are
bo be found relating to Latin authors are comparatively
few | but, such as they are, they show that the Latin

-
Bllliotlieea, cod, 176, 120. See also Isocratcs. Panatlicn.

136.
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versus corresponded closely with tlie Greek GTTOS or

Besides tlie system of stichometry just explained, and
to which, on account of its dealing with the full measure-
ment of literary works, the title of " total stichometry

"

has "been applied, there was also another system in

practice which has been named "
partial stichometry/'

Tliis was the numbering of lines or verses at convenient

intervals, which, in the first place, served the same
purpose of literary reference as our modern system of

numbering the verses of the Bible or the lines of a

play or poem. Instances of such partial stichometry*
indeed are not very numerous among existing MSS. ;

but they are sufficient to show tliat the system was

recognized. Thus, in the Bankes Homer, the verses
are numbered in the margin by hundreds, and the same

practice is followed in other papyri of Homer (Classical
Texts from Papyri in the Brit. Mus.) ; so likewise in the
Ambrosian Pentateuch of the 5th century, at Milan,
the Book of Deuteronomy is numbered at every hun-
dredth <7T6%o9. Bathalius, a deacon of Alexandria of the
fifth century, also announces that he marked the <TT^O&
of the Pauline Epistles by fifties. And in the Codex
Urbinas of Isocrates, and in the Clarke Plato of A.r. 888,
at Oxford, indications of partial stichometry have been
traced.

The most practical use of such svstems of stichometry
was no doubt a commercial one. By counting the num-
ber of lines, the payment of the scribes could be exactly
calculated and the market price of MSS. arranged.
When once a standard copy had been written and the
number of <JT/%ot registered, subsequent copies could be
made in any form at the pleasure of the scribe, who
need only enter the ascertained number of lines at the

end of his work. Thus, in practice, we find papyri and

early vellum MSS. written in narrow columns, the lines

8 See a notice minted "by Mommsen in Hermes, xxi. 142,

Z$vr Lateinisrlien Stichometrie9 of a MS. at Cheltenham which
affords evidence of the computation, about A.D. 359, of the length.
of the works of Cyprian by the standard of a Tirgilian line.
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of which by no means correspond in length, with, the

regulation o-r/^ot, but which, were more easily read with-

out tiring the eye. The edict of Diocletian, ])e pretiis
rerum venalium, of A.D. 301, settled the tariff for scribes

by the hundred lines ;
and a survival of the ancient

method of calculating such remuneration has been found
in the practice at Bologna and other Italian universities,

in the middle ages, of paying by the pecia of sixteen

columns, each of sixty-two lines with thirty-two letters

to the line. An analogous practice in our own day is

seen in the copyist's charge by the folio of either seventy-
two or one hundred words.
We have hitherto considered ari^oi as lines of

measurement or space-lines. But the same term was
also applied to the lines or short periods into which cer-

tain texts were divided in order to facilitate reading : in

other words, sense-lines. The works which would natur-

ally more than others call for such an arrangement would
be those which were read in public : the speeches of

orators, or the sacred books of the Bible used for

Church lessons. We have evidence of an early and

regular division of the orations of Demosthenes and
Cicero into short periods : the cola and comma ta to which

St. Jerome refers in his preface to Isaiah.
4

Manuscripts
of the works of the Latin orator are still in existence, the

text of which is written in this form, one of them being
a MS. of the Tusculans and the De Senectute attri-

buted to the 9th century, at Paris; and it is evident

from certain passages in the writings of early rhetoricians

that they were familiar with this system in the orations

of Demosthenes.
Suidas explains a colon as a cm'^o? forming a complete

clause
i
Joannes Siculus lays down that a clause of less

4 "Nemo cum Prophetas verwbus viderit esse descriptos metro
eos sestimet apud Hebraeos ligari, et aliquid simile habere de

Psalmis vel operibus Salomonis : sed quod in Demosthene et

Tullio solet fieri, ut per cola scribuatur et commata, qui ntique

Erosa
et uou versions conscripserunt, nos quoque, utilitati

jgentium provident es, iuterpretationeoa novam novo sctibeudi

geaere dTusrtuixiinus/'

7
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than eight syllables is a comma, and that one of from

eight to seventeen syllables is a colon. In the place cited

above, St. Jerome tells ns tliat he has, for convenience in

reading, followed the system of the MSS. of Demo-
sthenes and Cicero, and arranged his translation in this

"new style of writing/' But he had already found the

same system followed in the Psalms and poetical boo"ks

of the Old Testament just where one would look for the

first experiment of casting the text in sense-lines. Hence
the title /3//SXot crrt^pet? or aTL^paL which was applied to

them. The system was gradually extended to the other

books of the Bible, the term crr^o? being now used

altogether to mean a sense-line, although the ancient

stichometrical measurements of the text into space-
lines were still recorded at the ends of the books.

Euthalius is credited with having written at least the
Acts and Epistles in this stichometrical sense-arrange-
ment; although it seems more probable that he only
revised the work of predecessors, also accurately mea-

suring the space-lines and numbering them as noticed

above. As might be expected, one arrangement of

the text of the Bible in rhythmical sentences or lines

of sense would not be consistently followed by all editors

and scribes ; and hence we find variations in the length
of lines and sentences in the different extant Biblical

MSS.

TA.CHYGRAPHY,

Greek.

The Greeks appear to have had a system of shorthand
at a very early date. A fragment of an inscription found

recently on the Acropolis at Athens has been shown by
Gomperz

5 to be a portion of an explanation of a kind of

shorthand, composed of arbitrary signs, as old as the fourth

century B.C. A passage in Diogenes Laertius was for-

5 Veber em bisker unbelcanntes griech. Sclirift-system aus der
Mitte des m&rten vorchristlichett Jahrhunderts,

"

Wien, 1884.
See also P. Mitzschke, Eine griech. Aurzschrift aus dem vierten*
Ja/irhundert, in the Archivfur Stenographie, >To. 434.
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inerly interpreted to imp]ythat Xenophon wrote shorthand

notes (v7ro(T
f

r]p,ei<j}crdp,vQ<$) of the lectures of Socrates ;

but a similar expression, elsewhere, which will not bear

this meaning, has caused this idea to be abandoned. The
first undoubtedmention ofa Greek shorthand writer occurs

in a passage in Galen (irepl T&V lSto>v Bifi^cov <ypac?7),

wherein he refers to a copy made by one *who could

write swiftly in signs, Sia c-rjpsic&v els T<rjo? ijpdfaw } but

there is no very ancient specimen of Greek tachygraphy
in existence. The occurrence, however, in papyri
of certain symbols as marks of contraction or to repre-
sent entire words, and particularly the comparatively

large number of them found in the papyrus of Aristotle's

work on the Constitution of Athens, written about
A.D. 100, goes to prove that the value of such symbols was

commonly understood at that period, and indicates the

existence of a perfected system of shorthand writing.
A waxen book of several tablets, acquired not long

1

since by the British Museum (Add. MS. 33,270), and

assigned to the 3rd century, is inscribed with chai^acters

which are surmised to be in Greek shorthand, the only
words written in ordinary letters being- in thai) lan-

guage. A system of shorthand was practised by the

early Christians for taking down sermons and the pro-

ceedings of synods.
But we must descend to the tenth century before we

meet with Greek tachygraphic MSS, which have been

deciphered. The first is the Paris MS. of Hermogenes,
which contains some marginal notes in mixed ordinary an d

tachygraphical characters, ofwhich Montfaucon6
gives an

account with a table of forms. Next, there is a series of

MSS. which owe their origin to the monastery of Grotta

Fen-at% viz. the Add. MS. 18,231 of the British Museum,
written in the year 972. and others of the same period

(Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 28, 85, 86), which are full of partially

tachygraphic texts and scholia, and also contain passages
in shorthand pure and simple. And lastly there is the

Vatican MS. 1800, a volume of which forty-seven pages

. Grcec. p. 35 1.
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are covered with tachygraphic writing of the eleventh
century, which have been made the subject of special
study by Dr. Gitlbauer for the Vienna Academy. Some
shorthand passages which occur in a fourteenth centuryMS? and a passage from a fifteenth century MS. in the
Vatican, lave recently been published/
The shorthand system of these later examples is

syllabic, the signs, it is thought, being formed from
uncials; and it has been concluded that it represents, if not
a new creation of the ninth or tenth century, at least a
modification and not a continuation of the older system

in a word, that two systems of Greek shorthand have
existed. For it is found that the forms of contraction
and abbreviation in Greek MSS. of the middle ages are
derived from two sources, most of them springing from
an ancient system, but others clearly being contributed
by the later system of shorthand,

Latin.

According to Suetonius,
8 the first introduction of

shorthand signs, note, in Home was due to Ennius;
but more generally the name of Cicero's freedman,
liro, is associated with the invention, the signs being
commonly named noise Tironiante. Seneca is said to
have collected the various notes known at his time, to
the number of 5000." Shorthand appears to have been
taught m schools under the empire; and the emperor
Titus himself is said to have been expert in writing it.
There seems to have been, as it is natural there should
have been, a connection between Greek and Latin tachy-
graphy, certain symbols being the same in both.

Down to the ninth century the notes appear to have
been in common use. In the Prankish empire they are
found in the signatures and subscriptions of charters.
Ihey were also used by revisers and annotators of MSS.

, in the Journal
, . 286; Desrousseaux, SuSquefaues Manu.X

*?A
3 m tKe mi*n9** of ^e Ecole FraB9a 4 de Borne,

. 544. f

* *'

Vulgares notas Ennius primtu mille et centum i
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The scholia and glosses in a MS. of Virgil, at Berne,
of the latter half of the 9th century (Pal. Soe. ii.

pi. 12) are partially written in these signs; bat about
this period they passed oat of ordinary use. And yet
there appears to have been an attempt made to check
their total extinction

; for there are still in existence
MSS. of the Psalter, of the ninth or tenth century,
in shorthand, which, it has been suggested, were written
for practice. And the survival of Tironian lexicons, or
collections of the signs, copied at this time, seems to

point to an effort to keep them in the recollection of
men. Professional scribes and notaries continued to
use them in subscriptions to charters dowa to the
eleventh century.

CRYPTOGRAPHY.

The varions methods which at different periods have
"been adopted for the purpose of concealing the meaning
of what is written, either by an elaborate system of
secret signs or "cyphers," or by a simpler and less

artificial system, such as the substitution of other letters

for the true letters required by the sense, only inci-

dentally come within the scope of a work on Palaeo-

graphy. The cypher-system, like short-hand, has a

special department of its own. It is only the modified

practice of substituting letters and other common signs
which need for a moment detain us, as it is followed

occasionally in mediaeval MSS. This simple system, as

might be naturally inferred, appears to be of some
antiquity. Julius Caesar and Augustus, according to

Suetonius, both had their own private methods of dis-

guise, by substitution of consonants for vowels. In
the middle ages consonants for vowels, or vowels for

consonants, or other exchange of letters occur; some-
times we have the substitution of Greek letters or of
numerals or other signs. But the surviving instances
are not very numerous and generally appear in colophons
for the purpose of disguising a name or year of date, at

the caprice of the writer.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS.

Greek.

ABBREVIATIONS and contractions 1

play an important part
in Palaeography. Two reasons in particular dispose men
to curtail written words: (1) the desire to avoid the
labour of writing over and over again words of frequent
recurrence, which can as easily be understood in an
abbreviated as in an extended form

;
and (2) the neces-

sity of saving space.
Prom the earliest times there must have been a con-

stant striving among individuals to relieve the toil of

writing by shortening words. The author would soon
construct a system of contraction of his own, and, espe-
cially if he were writing on a subject into which tech-
nical words would largely enter, his system would be

adopted by other writers in the same field. In law

deeds, in public and private accounts, in the various
memoranda of the transactions of daily life, common and

oft-repeated words must have been always subject to

curtailment at first at the caprice of individuals, but

gradually on recognized systems intelligible to all.

The simplest form of abbreviation is that in which a

single letter (or at most, two or three letters) represents
a word. Thus, there is the ancient Greek system of

indicating numerals by the first letter, as II= irevre, A =
Se/ca, H (aspirate) = i-narov, and so on. On ancient

coins, vhere available space was limited, we find the
names of Greek cities indicated by the first two or three

1 I use the word "
abbreviation

*'

for the shortening of a word
by suppressing its termination ;

" contraction w
for the shortening

of a word by omitting letters from the body.
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letters. Certain ordinary words also occur In inscriptions
in shortened forms. The Roman usage of employing
single letters to represent titles of rank is familiar to us
from inscriptions, and has been handed down m the works
of classical authors ; the S.P. Q,B. of th.e great Republic
will occur to the recollection of everyone. Such abbre-

viations by constant usage became a part of the written

language.
The fullest development to which a system of abbrevi-

ation can attain is, of coarse, a perfected shorthand; but
this is far too artificial for the ordinary business of life.

Something between simple single-letter signs and com-

plex tachygraphical symbols is required, aud hence we
find in the middle ages a good working system developed
by Greek and Latin writers, which, combined the advan-

tages of both kinds of abbreviation. The letter system
was extended, and certain tachygraphical symbols were
taken over as representatives of entire words in common
use or as convenient signs for prefixes and terminations.2

In tracing, then, the history of Greek and Latin abbre-
viations and contractions,, as far as it can be ascertained

from existing documents, we must be prepared to find in

the systems of each certain elements which are of great

antiquity. When we see in the case of mediaeval

minuscule Greek MSS. considerable differences in the

system there in use from that which appears in uncial

2 The art of reading contracted writing can necessarily only be

acquired by those who have a knowledge of the languages in

which the MSS. are written, and who will patiently persevere in

their study. The beginner will find the first difficulty of master-

ing the elementary forms of contraction of the middle ages most

easily overcome by transcribing passages in extenso. For G-reek,
MSS. in minuscule writing of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth cen-

turies ; for Latin, charters of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies, are the best subjects to begin with. As regards the latter,

they are generally short, the contractions arenumerous ; but at the

smie time particular phrases and contractions continually recur.

The student has thus the advantage of passing under his eye a

great variety of handwriting and of comparing the forms which
individual letters and contractions take in the several documents ;

while the recurrence of legal terms and phrases, which sooa

"become familiar, gives him the key to correct reading.
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MSS., we might "be led to infer that ifc was a new inven-

tion; but a closer examination will prove that in its

elements it is the same as that which was practised hun-
dreds of years before, in the third century B.C. We may
even carry our view still farther back. For, if in some
of the eailiest documents which have survived abbre-
viated forms are in existence, not made at random but

following
1

cerba-in laws in their formation, we have suffi-

cient ground for assuming that the practice of abbrevia-

tion was, even at that remote time, one of some antiquity,
and that a long period must have passed for the develop-
ment of a system intelligible to all readers. A still

further, and even stronger, proof of the very ancient

origin of this practice is afforded by the numerous

symbols for particular words which are found in the
earliest papyri,
There does not exist, however, sufficient material for

the construction of a continuous history of Greek abbre-
viation between the two periods noted above, viz,, the
third century B.C. and the ninth century of our era, when
the minuscule came into use as the literary hand. It

will be therefore convenient, first of all, to consider the
forms of abbreviation and contraction which are found
in the uncial MSS. of the Scriptures and liturgies,
which partially fill the gap of the vacant centuries. The
earliest dates from the fourth century. In such MSS.,
which were, more than others, required for public reading,
the rules followed are very simple, nor are the examples of

abbreviation numerous. The omission of N at the end of

a line is marked by a horizontal stroke, as OIKO"" ; a
form common to all MSS. The middle of a word was

omitted, the first and last letter (or at most one or two

more) being given and surmounted by a horizontal

stroke, as C = eo's, Words so contracted were con-
fined generally to sacred names and titles and words of

frequent occurrence, and their inflections. They are

(besides 0C) : IC='I^o5^ XC=X/cK<rro9, 7C=i/fe,
9, ffP and tTAP=7rar^ MP=^T^, ANOC
OYNOC=ofyavds, KOC~#eoTOA:o9, TTNA
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CTPQC and CPOC-<rravpo$,
IHA and 7CA=='J<rp<M7\> IHAM='I^oi/-

There are also a few other words contracted, as

I<=/ea4 |8= MOZ), f?l =^ot ; and the verbal termination

7* =ra. Occasionally a proper name appears abbre-

viated on a different system^ as \(ti=i*IaMivvi]$.

Leaving these sacred and liturgical contractions for

the present, we turn to the papyri of the third and
second centuries B.C., which have been recovered from
the tombs of E^yptj and see that here the system of

simple abbreviation, or curtailment at the end of a word,
was followed. Either the word was indicated by its

initial letter alone with an abbreviating dash, as v =
i>ioi

;
or the letter which immediately preceded the

omitted portion was written above the line, as a key to

the reading, thus : re*=TeXo9j or two letters were so

written, as T*K~T6Kvaf o{i
ot
z=ofioiu>$. It is true that

examples of such abbreviation are comparatively rare,
but there are quite enough to prove that the system was

recognized.
3 Certain of these over-written letters, even

at this early period, betray a tendency to degenerate
into dashes,

4 and this natural degeneration becomes
more intensified in course of time. Thus, in the second
and third centuries after Christ, this dash system is found
to be developed to a considerable degree.
The same method of curtailing the endings of words

may be traced in the Herculanean rolls, which must be
at least as early as the first century of our era, together
with certain monogrammatic forms, as ^ =7rpo9, ^=
%p6vo$i and the scribes of the recently discovered papyrus
of Aristotle's work on the Constitution of Athens, of

8 See Flinders Petrie Papyri, ed. Malmffy ("Royal Irish

Academy, Cunningham Memoirs) ,1391; particularly No. xxiii.
* Dr. II. Wilcken, Observation's ad Tiist. JEgypii prov. Horn.

p. 40), selects from the Paris Papyrus No, 5 (Notices et JZxtraits

des MBS., pi. xvi.), of the year 114 B.C., the following, among other,

contractions, rp* =z Tpd\jrfav], irroXe^ss 7rro>^u.[mW], atTK\rj^=

ao-KX777r[ia&7?]. In these we have the cursive form of a (-^j, of

ft (^^), and of TT (
A

), which we find in the most cursively written
documents of the third century B.C.
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about A.3X 100, employed a regular system of abbrevia-

tion for prepositions and other words.5 In the papyri
of succeeding centuries the same system is found at

work. To descend to a later period, the palimpsest frag-
nients of the Iliad in uncial writing of the sixth century,
in the British Museum, have several words curtailed, an

s-shaped mark indicating the omitted endings. More
numerous are the examples in the fragment, preserved
at Milan, of a mathematical treatise of the seventh cen-

tury,, also written in uncials. In this MS., dealing with.

a subject in which technical expressions constantly occur,
an opportunity for the full employment of abbreviations

presented itself, and, accordingly, not only the ordinary
abbreviated endings, but still more tachygraphical signs
are used. From the analogy of later MSS. it may be
taken for certain that all technical works, intended as

they were rather for the student than for public reading,
were subject to unrestrained contraction from very early
times. In the few remaining Greek documents on

papyrus of the seventh and eighth centuries, the same

system is employed. Thus, when the flood of the literary
minuscule writing of the ninth century suddenly rises

and sweeps over the uncial, it naturally brings with it

the old system of abbreviation which was still existent

in the cursive hand from which that writing sprang.
The history of that system, as we have seen, can be
traced only imperfectly, from lack of material, and is, as

it were, screened by the intervening system of the
uncial biblical and liturgical MSS., which, by the fact of
their surviving in fair numbers, have thrust; themselves
into more general notice.

With the disuse of uncial writing, however, as the

6 They are: ?
= termination <u, a= az>a, y== yap, d'=8e, S'=

Sia, \===ii>ai, /= eari, # = etcri, $'=$cu, K'= *:ai, AC*= /earn, ju,' /.icV,

Tr^Trspi or Trcp, $=<rih/, T^=TTVJ r=r?]ff,

T'=Tau', i/=v7re'p, v=^v7r6 ; and also >jb
= xpoVos-, and the unusual

lj-=. avryv. Many of these abbreviations are used for syllables as

well as for independent words. In addition, terminations are

occasionally abbreviated with the over-written letter aa /*a*=
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ordinary literary hand, the biblical system of contraction
did not perish. The same scribes who had copied out
the majuscule tests were now employed upon the new
minuscule, and naturally introduced into the latter the
contractions which they had been accustomed to write
in the former. In minuscule writing, therefore, from the
ninth century onwards, any form of contraction or
abbreviation may be looked for. At first, however, they
were, in general, very sparingly used in the calligraphic
MSS. of the period, although, when necessary, the

apparatus was ready at hand to be applied, as in the case
of marginal and interlinear scholia, where contractions
were always more freely used than in the text of a MS.
The horizontal stroke which marked contracted words in

the biblical uncial texts served the same purpose in minu-
scules y it also distinguished letters which were used as
numerals or special signs. But the ordinary terminal

abbreviations were marked by an oblique stroke drawn
under the line, as in a&/= aS6\<j>6$, 7ro//==7roXe/o?,

although this stroke was also often dispensed with, and
a mere flourish added to the over-written letter. This
over-written letter was also subject to modifications,

It was doubled occasionally to indicate a plural, as,

7rai8Sj
= r

rralScL>v, crTt= crT^oA. It was also in some in-

stances the emphatic letter of the omitted portion of the

word, as \^j \eyeiv, /c
T7=/cara. And the arrangement

of letters was sometimes inverted, as &=Xo70?, (p=oow?.
But with the new minuscule writing also appears a

further development of contraction in the use of certain

signs, mostly tachygraphical, which are employed either

as component -parts of words, or as entire, independent
words. They are employed to some extent- also in late

uncial MSS. They generally are found as terminations,
but in MSS of the early minuscule period they are also

used in the middle or at the beginning of words. For
the most part, they are placed above the level of the

words to which, they belong ; in a few instances they are

pendent or in the line of writing. At the later period,
when the writing became more cursive, these tachy-

graphical signs were linked with, the letters below them
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in a flourish. They also, even at an early date, show a
disposition to combine with the accents, as in @ which
is the siga 9 (^9) combined with a circumflex. This com-
bination begins in the twelfth century.
We will now proceed to give these signs in the alpha-

betical order of their meanings, beginning with the
vowels. But it will assist the memory materially if it is

borne in mind that, as in Greek tachygraphic writing
one sign represented several syllables, different in spell-

ing but phonetically the same, so the signs which we
are now considering may be phonetically grouped. For

example, in the two groups :

9 ?79. 99 9. 9 i9.

we see a sign representing a particular syllable differen-

tiated by being doubled or marked to represent its

homophones. The same system will Jbe observed in

other instances.

a is early represented by the tachygraphical sign,
a horizontal stroke .

6 It was written either above
or in line with the preceding letter, as r or T-, but in the
latter position, to aid the eye, it received the addition

of two dots, as r*-, or, coalescing, TT . But this sign -r

thus dotted also indicated ra, as the two dots (:) were
also the tachygraphical sign for r. In course of time
the construction was forgotten, and -f- was taken to mean

simply a, and, last of all, the dropped out, and the

two dots remained to represent the letter.

e is frequently represented by a short waved stroke, as

in the word //s*=/eya, and in participial terminations, as

\y6/ji\\G<y6{ji,vo?. This sign resembling that for the

diphthong ai, the two may be identical, e and at, being
homophones.

77 is also occasionally found in a similarly waved-
stroke form, nearly always written in the line, as ire&*,

i is very rarely represented by two dots (a late usage),
as TT^'SSI

6 This mark for a appears in abbreviations in papyri of the

beginning- of the third century. Wilcken, op. cit.
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CD appears in tlie tachygraphical form of a kind of

circumflex, as avye^avcoye,
air. The abbreviated sign of tliis termination is, in its

earliest forms, an oblique or angular or s-shaped stroke,
as K

f
K *rs ; later, ordinarily a waved stroke, as KS (which

was afterwards exaggerated into a flourish) j sometimes
V

> as rj/jLef? =^yLtepa
aw. The earlier sign was 1}

as artj"^ = cnri\at$} later

, as TavT**=zTavrai$. This second form appears to be a

doubling of the sign for e?, a phonetic equivalent.
av. An angular and rounded // are found in early

MSS. Then a further development in the curve took

place, and a 6-shaped sign comes into use. SrL=

ap. The horizontal stroke , for a, and a ring* repre-

senting p, were combined as the sign -o, as /2ri;/>e=

papTvpel. Or it was turned upwards, d/ffridv^dpapTiav;
or written in the line, as ^-OTW = ^apru9, with dots

representing a.

as. The constant signwas i/,

av. From a combination of , for a, and the upsilon,

comes the sign -u, as B^d^t^dav^d^i, A rare sign
is h

, as rot/inj= Toiavrr}*
ew. At first was used a single sign /* (i.e. also the sign

for yv, a phonetic equivalent), as k-rn^v m/j,evet.v.

Then this was doubled for distinction's sake /\A >
after-

wards one or both of the hooks are thrown off/A // y

finally the strokes are reduced in length //

6i9. The sign 9, which represents y^, was sometimes
also used for ei?; more generally it was doubled, as

T#w = ridtls. Another rare form is
Cjt

which appears to

be the ordinary ligature of and with a cross stroke.

ev. An angle /-, as fa= i^v3 which afterwards took
a more rounded form, as 7eyov = yeyovev, degenera-
ting at a later period into -L, or even into a looped
flourish like a wide a. The tachygraphic sign tj is also

occasionally found in use.
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ep> The oblique stroke, the tachygraphic sign for e,

combines with a loop, for p, and makes the sign b, as
1

L7T/J=ec7Tp. More rarely a bar is used

69. The early sign was j, as <a-yoz>r
5=

fyaryovTes. Bufc

two dots, representing tachigraphically the letter r,

being frequently added in the common termination re?,

)",
a confusion between j* and^ was the result, and at last

j came to be used for 9, as \voki? = \VQVTZS, and super-
seded the simple j. The sign, thus changed, varies

occasionally in form as, 3 J Q.

^;v. The angular form /\ as T ap^= rrjv ap*)$v, wn-s

sometimes curved, as TCHavr
3

Totaim/z/. Later it de-

generated into A, Xj, as apef= dperrjv.

vjp. A. not common sign is <, as aff =
^;/>.

779. A sign resembling 9, as r= T?59. This sign
early combined with the circumflex as (3 . It is some-
times doubled.

iv. The sign for ijv was often used also for this ter-

mination. It was also differentiated by two dots, thus,

rdg^Tafjw. It passed through the same stages of

degeneration as its prototype.

59. The sign for 175 was also used for t9. It was also

differentiated by two dots, thus, avr8= avTi,$. The signs
for 45 and ^9 are sometimes confused.

CM?. A horizontal stroke terminating in an angular or

round hook,
-

*^>j Xoy* =Xo7o^9. In later MSS. the

sign is subject to flourishing. In some instances the

position is oblique, as r^> -=ro?9.

ov The oblique stroke \ 3 as Xcr/ Xdyov. The danger
of confusion with the grave accent led to its being*

lengthened ;
but this eventually resulted in the lengthen-

ing of the accent also, as TXX =TOV. In late MSS. the

sign degenerates into a flourish, or waved line.

09. The tachygraphical sign for 09 is sometimes used^
as 7u>7=Xoyo9; sometimes the uncial Cj as e/m<rrc=

ou. An early formv appears in a fow places, as //==
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TOVTOV | this is afterwards curved., as T=TO. The form
V, which is not uncommon, is a monogram of the two
letters.

ow. The o with a waved stroke beneath, as Trot, c==

TTOLOVVTOS, ijyg
=

rjyovp.
ovs. The sign 4, which is formed by combination of

v=ov and 55 as XoyHsXcfyou?, tWM = WTTTOUS. The
double waved stroke **

(as in 6^9) is also used : as ^poz^*=
%poVov9; also single, as avT8= aurov$.

G)v. A sign resembling a circumflex; in early MSS., o
small size, as rouf=:TouTa)i/ ; afterwards, a sweeping

1

flourish, as
Si,a<f)opz=SLa<j>opa).

cop. A not common sign^ or -, as ^S^

^
0)9. A curving line *->, ^, as o/r6o

=o{/Ta)9,

toairep. Later^the sign turns downwards,as/ca\?.
Certain prepositions and particles are represented by

special signs, as

awrii Dy a very rare sign.
CLTTO : ^/ and -^ j a rare sign is L-

apa : r ,

S^d : A, or A with a waved pendant.
7rt ; 7\ 3 the 1 being the cursive form of TT

iva : |1

, or V.

^3 also <ri?.

, or 9*, H- , nJ ; that is, gamma crossed with an
inverted p, or with a bar OF flourish.

Se: 7, which becomes round ). In course of time it

was confused with the sign for ey (/); hence the scribes
came to add dots,

vjyovv : yy .
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KaL From the tachygraphical form ^ (#e) came tho

sign <?5 which went through, various changes : b 9 S 5 <3

6/jLov : *-, very rare.

o vf. # (the dots indicating the r) | also .pf

The auxiliary eVr/ or eVr/z; was represented by the

tachygraphic 7. (eVri) or/> (ea-riv) ; but this distinction

was not kept up. Later, from confusion with the sign.
for iv (/*)j the position of the dots was altered, and the

sign became /*, which afterwards passed into the
flourished style, on the pattern of the signs for vjv and
iv. A double ecrrt, //. > was used for d<ri j and in the
same manner yy> or ^ =elcriv. And, perhaps on the same

analogy, ^^=elvaiJ The future eVrafc is found in the

forms 7), ^>.
Certain signs were also used for technical words, as

And, finally, there were certain symbols for certain

words, as Q~KVK\O$, ^ ^rifjiepa, ? ~vvg, L=eVo9, & =
apovpa, F, S, 6=Sp<z%^, and others.

Latin,

Of Latin abbreviations the mosfc ancient forms, as

already stated, are those which consist of a single
letter (nearly always the initial letter), representing the
whole word. The most ordinary instances of such

single-letter abbreviations, or sigla, are those which
indicate proper names, or titles, or words of common
occurrence, and which are familiar to us, not only in the

inscriptions on coins and monuments, but also in the

texts of classical writers ; being generally distinguished
from other letters or words by the full point which is

placed after them. The same system was followed in

the middle ages and survives at the present day.
But the representation of words by single letters

could only be carried out to a certain limited extent.

Obviously the same letter must do duty for many words

7 In Pap. cxxxrii., in the British Museum, probably of the
2nd century, these forms are used : /= ecrrt, \ = cti>cu, ^ = <ri'$

and v for the feminine cases of the participle, oucra, ovcrfls, etc.
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and confusion be the consequence. Hence arises a
fartlier extension of the system : the use of special

marks, or of two or more letters. The Romans wrote
M'.= Manias, to distinguish that namo from M.=Marcus

;

Cn,=Grnseus, to prevent confosion with C.=Q-aius. These

simple methods of abbreviation led on to others, the

development of which aan be traced in the early legal
MSS., such as the Gains of Verona, or the waxen
tablets, and particularly in the es Notararn Laterculi " or
ee Notse Juris

"
the lists of abbreviations used in the

Boman law-books.8 In these documents, as regards
single-letter abbreviations, we find not only such forms
as A.=<m, C.=cau-ay D.=divus

t T&.est, and so on,

any of which might occur independently in a sentence,
but also whole phrases,, as, C. D. E. R. JST. E.=c?(/ws de
ea re notio est} or A. T. M. I). O.=aio te mihi dare

oportere, showing to what an extent this elementary
system could be employed in books of a technical
nature. Indeed, in technical works, single-letter

phrases continued to be used in MSS. down to the
inTention 'of printing. But the inconvenience of such
abbreviations is seen in such double meanings as A.=/m
or annus, C*=cau$a or circa, D.=dit'tis or dedit, F.=
fecit or familia or fide*. Yet the sense of the context

might be depended upon for giving the correct inter-

pretation, and confusion was also, in some instances,
obviated by the addition of a distinguishing mart, such
as a horizontal stroke placed above the letter or an apo-

strophe or similar sign placed after it,as N=??cm, N ?=wec.

Therepresentation of words by two_or more of their letters

is seen in such abbreviations asIT=#em, ACT.=sac&M,
ANanfe, ~SiD.=-eclictum, IMP=mp0rafor, COM.=
comes

9 E0==eorttm, CUT=c%/w^ J?~(J=fuitt
in which the

first letters of each word are written ; or in such con-

tractions as "WX.l?=exemi)lu'm3 OMB=owwu7w$, MMT=
momentum, BK=&0rc0m?., HD==7tt?7*erf<?m, where the

salient letters are expressed, in, some instances with a

See in Keil, G-rammatid Latini, iv. 265, the Nbtarum Later-

cull, ed. Mommsen.
8
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view to indicating the inflections. From this latter
method was developed the more systematic syllabic
system, in which the leading letters of the syllables
were expressed, as^ EGr=er</0, HR=heres3 QJ)==quidem,

t

TMtamen, SN=*ine, BN=lene, DD=demde, and the
like.

But still there remained the need of indicating in-

flections and terminations more exactly than by this

simple process. This want was supplied in the first

place by the adoption of certain of the Tironian symbols
others of those shorthand signs being at the same

time used for certain prepositions or prefixes and also

by smaller over-written letters, as Q=quo, '\f'=verum,,

H=Tiunc, T=tunc. This over-writing- was not, how-
ever, confined to the indication of terminations : it was
also adopted for general use to mark leading- letters, as in

i
a

o o 3

S=sm^ N=noster> S=sors, and others. As will pre-
sently be seen, it holds an important place in the scheme
of later mediaeval contraction.
The principles of the different methods sketched out

above held good also throughout the later middle ages ;

but of the simple letter-forms only a certain number
survived. They were too arbitrary to be continued iii

general use, and more exact and convenient combina-
tions and signs took their place. Even where they still

survived in form their original meaning was sometimes
superseded; e.g. the early syllabic contraction TM=
tamen under the later system becomes tantum. The
period of transition from the old to the new system lies
in the course of the eighth and ninth centuries, at the
time when the Carlovingian schools were effecting their
great reform in the handwriting of Europe, and had the
authority to enforce the adoption of settled forms. By
the eleventh century the later system had grown to full

development. It reached its culminating point in the
thirteenth century, the period when contraction was
more excessively used than at any other

; but after that
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date marks and symbols are less rigidly formed and

gradually degenerate into hasty dashes and flourishes.

Having- thus traced the general construction of Latin
abbreviation and contraction, we may now briefly
notice the various signs and marks which are employed
for this purpose in the MSS. of the middle ages.

Abbreviated Latin words may be ranged in two
classes: (1) Those in which the ending is suppressed,
as fc=fecit ; (2) Those in which letters are omitted
from the middle, or from the middle and end, of the

word, as ca=ca?t<7>, oio=omnijio , ~$i
t]

o=presl)i]ter. To
the first class the French have given the title

" abbre-
viations par suspension

"
; we call them simply

" abbre-

viations/' and include among them those early forms,
noticed above, which are composed of one, two, or more
of the first letters of a word, and the numerous examples,
particularly verbs, which, more especially in the ninth
and tenth centuries, simply threw away the last syllable.
The words in the second class are tf

contrastions/' being
contracted by the omission of medial, or medial aad final,

letters,

Marks or signs of abbreviation or contraction are

either general or special. General signs are those which
indicate the suppression of one or more letters without

giving a direct clue to what such, letters may be. Special

signs indicate the suppression of particular letters.

Among the latter must be also included over-written

letters which, in some instances, have in course of time

changed their forms and have worn down into mere

symbols.
The earliest and simplest mark of abbreviation is the

full point, usually placed on a level with the middle of

the letter or letters of the abbreviated word as A"=a% 5

FF'=fratres, or to give the commonest, and often the*

only, abbreviations in early majuscule MSS. B"= (ter-

mination), bus, Q,'=que. In place of the full point, a
colon or semicolon was next employed, as in B: B; Q: Q;,
and the latter, becoming the favourite form, grew, by
rapid writing, into a 3-sbaped sign, which appears from
the eleventh century onwards as tybus, c$=qui.
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From its frequent recurrence in the latter common word
it even came to represent the q as well as ite, in compo-
sition, as &1t^=atque, TLe^=negue. But it was not con-
fined to the representation of terminal us and ue ; it

also appears for termination ety as in deb^=debet3 pi3=
placet) s-j=set (i.e. sed) : a survival of which is seen in

the z in our common abbreviation viz.=videlicet. At a

later period it also represented final in, as in na3

The same 3-shaped sign likewise is found sometimes
'

as the sign for est in composition, as in inter"$=interest.
But here it has a different derivation, being a cursive

rendering of the symbol -=r=est.

The horizontal stroke is the most general mark both
of abbreviation and contraction, and in both uses it

may indicate the omission of many letters. We have
seen it in use in the l Not88 Juris/' It is usually either

a straight or a waved line. In early carefully-written
MSS. it is ornamentally formed with hooks at the

ends *-*. In the case of charters, it is sometimes fanci-

fully shaped, as an oblique crotchet, or as a loop or knot.

In its simplest use as a mark of abbreviation it is found
in majuscule MSS. at the end (rarely in the body) of a

line to indicate omission of final M or N. It was placed
above the line, at first to the right, as AUTB autem;
and in some instances a point was added to distinguish
omission of M from omission of N, as ENrI"

r
"=emm,

NO =non. Afterwards the simple stroke was placed
above the last letter, as ENI, NO.

Analogous to the horizontal stroke is the oblique
stroke, which takes the place of the horizontal chiefly in,

words in which the tall minuscule letters b and 1 occur, as

ap}i=a>0s/0K, mito m?tZo, lifoe=libere, prociprocuL
Of the same class is the waved vertical stroke (some-

times in the form of a curve rising from the preceding
letter), often used to signify the omission of er or re ; as

Less frequent, because it dropped out of general use,
is the final oblique stroke, also found in the earlier

abbreviations, usually for terminations us, ur, urn,
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(after r), as aiif = anus, aniam-/. = amamns, amat/ =
ainatur, Tef

2/.=rerum. Of these, the last termination rum
continued to be represented in this way, especially in

words in the genitive plural.
9

Another general sign of early use was the round curve
or comma above the line, which, as late as the ninth cen-

tury, continued to represent the terminations ur, os, us.

In later MSS. the curve alone was retained to indicate

the termination us (sometimes os), and so became a

special sign (see below).
A long drooping stroke attached to the end of a word

is often found as a general sign to indicate the omission
of any termination. It is, however, specially used for

termination is. In the fourteenth century it develops
into a loop, as dictC/=<cKei$.

A sign nearly resembling an inverted c or the numeral
9, Tiro-man in its origin, usually signifies the syllable con
or com, also more rarely cun or cum, as Qdo=condo,

ciincti. 10 It always stands in the line of writing. A
similar sign (to which reference has already been made),
above the line, represents the termination us, as bon9=
bonus; also more rarely os, as n =?/os, p

9
t=pos-. In the

last word it is sometimes used for the whole termination

ost, as p
Q
.

A sign somewhat resembling the numeral 2 placed

obliquely ^ , also derived from a Tironian note, is written

for the termination ur, as arnat^ = amatur. It is alsc

placed horizontally, as ferb3=/erfw. Being commonly
employed in the case of verbs, it also sometimes stands

for the whole termination tur, as ama^.
The letter p having a curve drawn through the down

stroke, p, is to bereadjpro. In VisigothicMSS., however,
it signifies per, very rarely pro, which is usually in such

MSS. written in full. P crossed with a horizontal bar,

A curious result of the use of this sign is seen in the second
name for Salisbury,

U 8anun." The Latin Sarisburia in abbre-

viated fora was written Sal/., and came to be read 8arum.
10 The letter c surmounted by a horizontal line also represents

con.
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p, is per, also par, por, as gtem=parem,
Tlie same letter with a horizontal or waved oblique
stroke or curve placed above it (when not at the end of
a word) becomes pre, as pseitim=presertim y p*bet=
prebet.

The following conventional signs, mostly derived
from Tironian notes, are also used with more or less

frequency :

ft=autem, 'Sejus, = = esse, ,-=-.-=<?,<? (which degene-
rates into a 3-shaped sign: see above), $=zper3 7et
^^etiam, ^4 (later 4-h and -H- and thence n^ enim,
i.=id est, l~vel, G^obiit, obitus, v and ii=ut.
In this place may also be noticed the Latin contracted

form of our Lord's name. The name of Jesus Christ

was always written in Greek letters by mediaeval scribes,
and in contracted form it appeared in majuscule MSS.
thus : IHC XPC, in Greek uncials. When these words
had to be written in minuscule letters, the scribes treated

them as purely Latin words written in Latin letters,
and transcribed them ihc (or ihs) xpc. Hence arose the
idea that the form Ihesus was the correct one, and by
false analogy the letter h was introduced into other

proper names, as Iherusalem, Iheronimus. Similarly
the terminating letter c, for s, was carried over by
scribes to other words, as epQepiscopus, spc=sjnVi^ws,

. tpctempus.
Most ordinarily, over-written letters are vowels, to

which the letter r has to be supplied to solve the read-

ing, as g
a
ti

p
u
deus=prudens, turis=tums. The more usual con-

tractions of this character are those in which the r pre-
cedes the vowel. Other letters may also be understood,
as in q

a
s5=wa, boa

=5cma, q
i

bus=^m"Z;i65, rtf^mihi, ni=
modo. The letter a when over-written frequently takes
the open form (/) which degenerates into a mere zigzag
horizontal line or flattened u (*)
When consonants are over-written the number of

letters to be supplied is quite uncertain : a single vowel
is omitted in such words as u?=nec, hc

=/w'c; several
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letters are understood in such a contraction as p
i

=potest.
The over-written consonant is usually the last letter of

the word.1

In some instances two or more letters are over-
written as liu Joi

=Jiujuffmodii incorp
les= incorporates ; but

such full forms are seldom wanted.

By metathesis, the contractions of certain common
words, in which the letter g is prominent, take a special
form, as g

1 and g
T

=igitur, g^^erga, g=sergo.
The amount of contraction in a MS. depended to a

considerable extent upon the character of the text. As
has been already observed, technical books were more
contracted than works of general literature. In MSS.
written in majuscule letters, and particularly in biblical

and liturgical codices, which were specially required for

public reading, the contractions are very few: the

omission of final M or N, Q'=w, ~B'= l>us, QM or

GtNM.=quoniam, DS=Deus and its inflections, DTlS or

DNS=D0miViws and its inflections, the name of our

Lord (see above), SGS=sanctu$, SPS=spmfot.$, and a

few other common words. With the introduction of

minuscule writing for the book-hand, and when MSS.
were employed for private use, there was more scope for

this convenient system of saving labour and space ; but
in works intended for popular use there was seldom an
excess of contraction or the employment of arbitrary
forms such as to render the reading of the text difficult.

When once the elements and principles of the system
are understood, and the eye has been fairly practised,
no ordinary MS. will present difficulties to the reader.

As regards texts written in the vernacular languages of

those countries of Europe which have adopted the

Eoman alphabet, it will be found that contractions

are more rarely used in them than in MSS. written

in Latin. A system suited to the inflections and

1 With regard to over-written s, it may be noted that in Yisi-

gothic writiug a sign resembling that letter is used in the word

q* que* which however is derived from the cursive form of over-

written u.
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terminations of this language could not be well adapted
to other languages so different in their structure.

Numerals.

In Greek MSS. we find two systems of expressing
numbers by signs, both being taken from the alphabet.
It appears to have been the older practice to use the

initial letter of the name of the number for its symbol,
as TT for 5, A for 10, H (aspirate) for 100, X for 1000,
M for 10,000. This has been called the Herodian

system, after the name of the grammarian who described
it. It is found in use in the papyri, especially in the

stychometrical memoranda of the numbers of the lines

contained in them ; and such notes are also found
transmitted to vellum MSS. of the middle ages.
The other system was to take the first nine letters of

the alphabet for the units, and the restr for the tens and

hundreds, disused letters being still retained for numera-

tion, viz., f, digamma, for t>, which in its early form

appears as q or ^, and afterwards, in the middle ages,
becomes T, like the combined <r and T or stigma ;

q, koppa* for 90 ; and a symbol derived from the old

letter san, which appears in papyri
2 as T or <TS and at

later periods as &> which, from its partial resemblance
to pi, was called sampi (=san+pi) y for 900. This

system was in full use in the third century B.C.

The practice of numbering the successive books of a

work, as e.g. the twenty-four books of the Iliad, by the
successive letters of the alphabet, is hardly a system
of numeration in the proper sense of the word. In
certain cases, we find it convenient to make use of
our alphabet in a somewhat similar way, to mark a
series.

The numerals were usually distinguished from the
letters of the text by a horizontal stroke : thus a. To

* See e,g. Cat. of Greek Papyri in the Brit. Hits., pp. 47, 55.
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Indicate thousands a stroke was added to the left of tlie

numeral: thus /T=3000 ; which at a later period was

detached, thus /P. Dots were sometimes added to Indi-

cate tens of thousands, as a, *A , OB- * Special symbols
were sometimes nsed for fractions, sometimes an accent

or a line above the numeral indicated the fraction : as

u or L = l, 7=4, v/=4+i=& /=, S'=J, etc. The o

which appears for the numerator in f is derived from the

cursive form of /3, and is found in other combinations in

papyri. The 8 ior also appears in form of a Roman d;
and f is represented by a variant of it, fc|

. The symbols
} , p, p, p, stand for obols, from one to five.

The Roman system of numerals was used throughout
the middle ages (and, indeed, it lasts to our own day),
and was not displaced by the introduction of the Arabic

system, although the latter, from its convenience, was

widely adopted. The Roman system was continued as

the more official, and money accounts were calculated in.

its numerals.
This is not the place to discuss the origin of the

Roman numerals; it is sufficient to say that the system
was not an alphabetical one, for, although G (100)
has been said to be the first letter of centum and M
(1000) the first letter of mille, both, these signs had a

different derivation, and by a natural process only took
the forms of the letters which they resembled most

nearly.
3

To distinguish the numerals from the letters of the

text they were placed between points : thus -XL-. Be-
sides the ordinary method of indicating thousands by
repetitions of M, units with horizontal strokes above were

also employed for the purpose : thus, -I-, -II-, -111-, etc.

Certain special signs occur insomeMSS.: as the Visigothic

T=1000, and X" =40, and the rot very uncommon
sign q = 6 which has been derived from the Greek

symbol, but which may be only a combination of

See Zaugemeister, JSntsteJiung der romisclien

in the Sitzb. der Jc. Preussischen Akademie, 1887.
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U (V) and I. A cross stroke traversing a numeral
sometimes indicates redaction by half a unit, as ii4-=

21, >Sc9i, x^=]9|.
Arabic numerals first appear in European MSS. in

the twelfth, century, their early use being general in

mathematical works; by the fourteenth century they
had become universal They have not much changed
in form since their first introduction, the greatest
difference from the modern shapes beiug seen, in ^=4,
and 4=5. *



CHAPTER VIIL

GREEK PALAEOGRAPHY.

Papyri

THE first discovery of Greek papyri in Egypt took place
in the year 1 778, when fifty rolls were found in the neigh-
bourhood of Memphis. Unfortunately, all but one were

carelessly destroyed; the survivor was presented to

Cardinal Stefano Borgia, under whose auspices it was

published in 1788, CJiarta papyracecu Musei Borgiani
Velitrii, by Schow. It is of the year 191 after Christ.

This find was followed early in the present century by
the discovery of a collection, enclosed., according to the

story of the Arabs who found it, in a single vessel, on
the site of the Serapeum or temple of Serapis at

Memphis. The finders divided the hoard among them-

selves, and hence the collection found its way piecemeal
into different libraries of western Europe. Paris secured
the largest number, which have been published, with an
atlas of facsimiles, in the Notices et Extraits des Manu-
scrits de la Bibliotheque Imperiale, etc., vol. xviii., 1865.

A certain number fell to the share of the British

Museum, and will be published in the Gataloyue of
Greek Papyri in the British Museum. Some are in the

Vatican, and others are at Leyden.
The larger number of the documents thus brought to

light have perpetuated a little domestic romance, and
have preserved the memory of two poor twin sisters and
the wrongs they endured in the second century B.C.

Thaues and Thaus were the daughters of a native of

Memphis, who in an unhappy hour married a woman
named Nephoris. Deserted by her, and maltreated by
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her paramour, lie fled away and died ; and the twins were
forthwith turned out of doors. But a friend was afe

hand. Among the recluses of the temple of Serapis
was one Ptolemy, son of Glaucias, a Macedonian by
birth, whose father had settled in the nome of Hera-

cleopolis, and who had entered on his life of seclusion, in

the year 173 B.C. As an old friend of their father, he
now came forward and obtained for the two girls a place
in the temple. Their duties, upon which they entered
in the year 165 B.C., included the offering of libations to

the gods, a service which entitled them to certain

allowances of oil and bread. All went well for a brief

BIX months, but then the supplies began to fall into

arrears. The poor twins tried in vain to get their rights,
and their appeals to the subordinate officials, who had

probably diverted the allowances to their own use, were

disregarded. Again the good Ptolemy came to the
rescue and took the matter in hand ; and very per-

tinaceously did he pursue the claims. Petition after

petition issued from his ready pen. Appeals to the

governor; appeals to the king; reference to one official

was referred again to another, who in his turn, passed it

on to a third
; reports were returned, duly docketed,

and pigeon-holed; again they wore called for, and the

game was carried on in a way which would do credit to

the government offices of the most civilized nation. But
Ptolemy was not to be beaten. We know that he at

length succeeded in getting for the twins payment of a

large portion of arrears, and at the moment when the
documents cease he is still left fighting. That his

efforts were eventually crowned with a full success we
cannot doubt; and thus ends the story of the twin*.

These documents, then, and certain others including
other petitions and documents of the persistent Ptolemy,
form the bulk of the collection which was found on the sire

of the Serapeum at Memphis. Its palasographical value
cannot be too highly estimated. Here, thanks chiefly to
the ready pen of an obscure recluse, a fairly numerous
series of documents bearing dates in the second century
B.C. has descended to us. If the sands of Egypt had
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preserved a collection of such trivial intrinsic importance,
probably from the accident of its being burled in the
tomb of the man who Lad written so many of its docu-

ments, what might not be looked for if the last resting-
place of a scholar were found ? The expectations that

papyri inscribed with the works of Greek classical

uthors, and written in Egypt or imported thither

during the reigns of the Ptolemies or in the Eoman
period, would sooner or later com to light gradually
began to be realized.

Several papyri containing books, or fragments of

books, of Homer's Iliad have been recovered. The most
ancient appears to be the one (the

" Harris Homer 7

')

containing a large portion of Book xviii., which was
found in 1849-1850 by Mr. A. 0. Harris, in the Crocodile
Pit at Ma'abdeh, in the Fayomn, and is now in the
British Museum (Oat. Anc. NSS., i. pi. 1

; Pal. Soc. ii.

pi. 64). It is probably of the 1st century B.C. Of later
date is the " JBankes Homer," containing the greater
part of Book xxiv., which was bought at Elephantine by
the traveller William Bankes, and is also in the British
Museum (Cat. Anc. M8S., i pi. 6; Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 153).A third important MS. of Homer, which has also lately
found its way into the national collection (Brit, Mus.,
Papyrus cxxvi.), is the papyrus in form of a book, in-

scribed on the front of each leaf with the Iliad, from line

101 of Book ii. to line 40 of Book iv., the longest portion
of the poem that has hitherto been found on papyrus.
It was discovered in the same Crocodile Pit as the
Harris Homer, and also belonged to Mr. Harris. It is

not, however, of early date, being probably as late as
the 4th century ; but it has a special interest from
the existence, on the back of three of the leaves, of a

portion of a treatise on Greek grammar, which gives an
outline of various parts of speech, and which bears in its

title the name of Tryphon, a grammarian who flourished

in the latter half of the first century B.C. The treatise,

however, is probably only aa abstract of the work of that
writer. Besides these comparatively perfect Homeric

papyri, there are others of a more fragmentary character :
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as the British Museum papyrus crxviii.., containing
considerable portions of the Iliad, Books sxiii. and
xxiv., and the fragments in the Louvre of Books
vi., xiii., and xviii. (Not, et Extr., pi. xiL, xlix.), all of an

early peiiod ; of later date, papyri cxxvii. and cxxxvi. in

the British Museum, containing portions of Books iii.,iv.,

v., vi.
?
and xviii. Lastly there are the fragments of Book ii.

in large characters, perhaps as late as the fifth or sixth

century, found by Mr. Flinders Petrie at Hawara, and

presented to the Bodleian Library (Hawara, etc., ed.

Petrie, 1889, pi. xxiii.).

An important addition has been made to classical

literature by the recovery of several of the orations of

the Athenian orator Hyperides. The papyrus containing
his orations for Lycophron and Euxenippus is in un-

usually good condition and measures eleven feet in

length. It may be of the 1st century B.C. Other

portions of the same roll contain fragments of his oration

against Demosthenes (see editions of Professor Babington,
1850, 1853; Cat. Anc. MSB., 1 pL 2, 3; Pal. So*, i.

pi. 126). A fourth work of the same author is the
funeral oration which he delivered over the Athenian

general Leosthenes and his comrades., who fell in the
Lamian war in 323 B.C. (ed. Babiugton, 185S). The date

of this text was formerly placed in the 1st or 2nd

century B.C. ; a horoscope of a person born in A D. 95

being inscribed on the other side of the papyrus. Bat
it has now been proved that the oration is on the verso

side of the papyrus (i.e. the side on which the fibres run

vertically), and therefore was written subsequently to

the horoscope ; and, further, the faults in orthography
and the rough character of the writing have led to the

conclusion that it is a student's exercise. All the papyri
of Hyperides just enumerated are in the British Museum,
and in a collection of documents recently acquired by
the trustees there has also been found the concluding
portion of an oration, whicli is believed to belong to the

speech against Philippides, in writing earlier than the

Christian era. The Museum of the Louvre has also

purchased lately an important papyrus of the period of
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tlie Ptolemies, in which is a work which is identified as
an oration of Hyperides against Athenogenes (Revue
Egyptologique, 1892). When it is borne In mind that
none of tlie works of this oro.tor was known to have
snrvived until the reappearance of these long-buried
papyrus rolls, the significance of the recovery of a lost

author and the promise which was thus held out of

possibly greater prizes have accustomed the world to ba
ever on the look-out for the <(

semper aliquid novi" from
Africa,

The large collection of papyrus documents and

fragments which a few years ago passed into the pos-
session of tlie Archduke Rainer attracted considerable

attention. Slowly, and with the expenditure of much
patience and skill, they are being deciphered and

published. But sifted, as they chiefly are, from the sand
and light soil of the Fayoum, the rags and tatters of

ancient dust-bins, they could not be expected to yield

any text of considerable extent. A fragment of Thucy-
dides has come to light (Wiener Studien, vii. 1885), and
other such pieces may yet be found. But they would
rank only with such discoveries as that of the fragment;
of the writings of the poet Alcman, now in the Louvre

(Not, &i E&tr., pi. l.) 3 whetting the appetite it is true, but

adding very little to the stock of Greek literature. The
Eainer collection is, however, of very great palseo-

graphical importance. It covers a wide period, and
illustrates in particular the writing of the early centuries

of our era, of which we have hitherto had but scanty

examples.
But the most important recent discovery that has been

made, as far as palaeography is concerned, is that of Mr.
Flinders Petrie at the village of Gurob in the Fayonrru
Here he found that the cartonnage coffins which he
obtained from the necropolis were composed of papyri
pasted together in layers, fortunately not in all instances

too effectively. The result of careful separation has been
that a large number of documents dated in the third

century B.C. have been recovered. These, together
with a few of the same century which are scattered in
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different libraries of Europe, and whose early date tad
not in some instances been hitherto recognized, are the

most ancient specimens of Greek writing (as distinguished
from sculptured inscriptions) in existence above ground.

1

Basides miscellaneous documents, there are not incon-

siderable remains of registers of wills, entered up from
time to time, and thus presenting ns with a variety of

different handwritings as practised under the early
Ptolemies. Still more interesting in a literary aspect
are the fragments of the Plisedo of Plato, and o the lost

play, the Antiope, of Euripides, which have happily been

gleaned from the Gurob mummy-cases. The tragedians
had already been represented by the finding some years

ago of a fragment of papyrus, on which were written

some lines supposed to come from the Temenides of

Euripides^ and others from the Medsea (H. Weil, Tin

papyrus inedit de la Bibl. de If. A. Firmin-Didot, 1879) ;

and the date of the writing is at least as old as the

year 161 B.C. But by the recovery of the classical frag-
ments at Gurob, we are brought within almost measurable
distance of the authors. Indeed, this copy of the Phsedo,

written, as there is good reason to believe, within a

hundred years of the death of Plato, can hardly differ in

appearance, in a very material degree, from the copies
which were published in. his lifetime. The only other
extant document that can be compared, as regards style
of writing, with these fragments, is the papyrus at

Vienna, inscribed with an invocation of a certain

Artemisia, which has been ascribed to the 4th century,
and may with certainty be placed as early as the
first half of the 3rd century B.C. It will be noticed
below.

These discoveries, of such inestimable value for the

history both of Greek palaeography and of Greek litera-

ture, had been scarcely announced, when the world was
astonished by the appearance of a copy, written about
the end of the first or beginning of the second century,

1 A selection, of these papyri lias been recently published in
the GunnvngJiam Memoirs of the B,oyal Irish Academy (On the
Flinders Petrie Papyri, by Eev. J. P. Mabaffy, 1891).
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of Aristotle's treatise on tie Constitution of Athens,
the HoXtreta r&v 'Affrjval&v, a work which had vanished

from sight more than a thousand years ago. The papyrus

containing this valuable text came into possession of

the British Museum in the course of the year 1890.

Like the Funeral Oration of Hyperides, the work is

written on the back of a disused document, the account-

roll of a farm bailiff in the district of Hermopolis in

Egypt, rendered in the reign of Yespasian, A.B. 78-79.

Four hands were employed in the transcription, the first

of which is probably that of the scholar who desired the

copy for his own use
;
for a text written so roughly,

and that, too, on the back of a waste papyrus, would

have had no sale in the market. This recovery of a lovfc

classic of such traditional fame has cast into the shade

all previous finds of this nature,, however important

many of them have "been; and there is every reason to

hope that the more systematic and careful exploration of

Egypt in our days may achieve still greater results. By
the side of the work of Aristotle, other papyri which

have lately passed into the British Museum, containing

fragments of works o Demosthenes, of the 2nd or

1st century B.C., and of Isocrates of the 1st century-

after Christ., may appear insignificant ; but the acquisi-

tion of a papyrus of fair length, restoring to us some

of the lost poems of the iambographer Herodas, who
flourished in the first century B.C., is one more welcome

addition to the long lost Greek literature which is again

emerging into light.
2

Outside of Egypt, Herculaneum is the only place in

which Greek papyri have been found. Here, in a house

which was excavated in the year 1752,, a number of

charred rolls were discovered, which were at first taken

for pieces of charcoal, many being destroyed before

3 Aristotle's rtoXtreta has been published, together wrfch an.

autotype facsimile of the papyrus ; aixd the poems of Herodas,
with, collations of other papyri, are printed in Classical^ Texts

from Papyri in the British Jtfuseum, 1891 : both works edited by
1\ G> Kenyon for the Trustees of the British. Museum. A facsimile

of the papyrus of HeruddS hap also been is&ued.
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their real nature was recognized. Almost immediately
attempts were made to unroll them ; and with more or

less success the work has been carried on, at intervals,
down to the present day. The process is a difficult one ;

the hardened crust, into which the outer portion of the
rolls has been converted by the action of the heated
ashes which buried the devoted city, must be removed
before the inner and less injured layers can be reached,
and so fragile are these that the most skilful and patient

handling is required to separate them without irreparably

injuring the remains. Copies of the texts recovered have
been engraved and published in the series of volumes,
the Herculanensia Volumina, printed at Naples.

In the year 1800, the Prince of Wales, afterwards

George the Fourth, undertook the expense of unrolling
and copying the papyri ; but the work was interrupted
by the French invasion of 1806. The tracings and

copper-plates which had been prepared by his agent
were presented by the Prince to the University of

Oxford in 1810, together with, a few unopened rolls,

part of a number which had been given to him by the

Neapolitan Government. Four of the rest and the
unrolled fragments of a fifth were subsequently pre-
sented by the Queen to the British Museum in 1865.
In 1824 and 1825 two volumes of lithographs of some
of the Oxford facsimiles were published; and recently,
in 1885, others have been given in the Fragmenta
Herculanensia of Mr. Walter Scott.

But none of the facsimiles in these publications can
be considered sufficient for palgeographical study, and

unfortunately the blackened condition of the rolls is

such that little can be done by the agency of photo-
graphy. Two autotype plates copied from some of the

original fragments, will be found in the facsimiles of
the Palgeographical Society (i. pi. 151, 152).
Of the rolls which have been opened, a large pro-

portion are found to contain works of the Epicurean
Philodemus, while others are the writings of Epicurus
and the leading members of his school. From the fact
that several of Philodemus's works are in duplicate,
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it lias "been suggested that tlie principal part of tht

collection was formed by Philodemus himself, and that the

house in which it was found was that of L. Calpur-
nius Piso Caesoninus, the patron of the philosopher and
the father-in-law of Julius Caesar. However this may be,
the date of the destruction of Herculaneunx, A.D 79,
forms a posterior limit for the age of the papyri.

Roughly, then5 their period may be fixed at the end
of the first century B.C or the beginning of the first

century of the Christian era*

The Antiquity of Greek Writing.

The most important lesson which we, as palaeographers,
learn from these ancient papyri is, that throughout all

periods, as far back as we can reach, we have side by
side two classes of Greek writing: the Literary or Book*

hand, in which works of literature were usually (but
not always) written, and the Cursive hand of every-day
life ; that, however remote the date of these documents,
we find in them evidence that then all sorts and con-

ditions of men wrote as fluently as we do now ; that the

scribe of those days could produce as finely written

texts as the scribe of later times ; and that the educated
or professional man could note down records of daily
business with as much facility as any of their de-

scendants. And if we find these evidences of a wide-

spread knowledge of Greek writing so far back as the

third century B.C., and writing, too, of a kind which
bears on its face the stamp of matured development,
the question naturally arises, to what remote period are

we to assign the first stage of Greek writing, not in a

primitive condition, but so far developed as to be a

practical means of intercourse. There has hitherto

rather been a tendency to regard the earliest existing
Greek inscriptions as the first painful efforts of unskilled

hands. But it is far more natural to suppose that,

almost simultaneously with the adoption of an alphabet,
the keen-witted Greek trader must have profited by
the example of Egyptian and Phoenician and have

soon learnt how to express himself in writing. It is
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impossible at least to doubt that the Greek mercenaries

who were able to cut so skilfully not only their names

but also longer inscriptions on the statue of Abu Simbel

some 600 years B.C., were perfectly able to write fluently

with the pen.
But without speculating further on this subject, we

may rest content \\ith the fact that in the papyri of the

third century B.C. we hare styles of writing so confirmed

in their character that we have no difficulty in forming-
an approximate idea of the character of the writing- of

the best classical period of Greece. Indeed, judging by
the comparatively slow changes which passed over Greek

writing in the hundred years from the third to the

second century B.C., we probably have before us, in our

oldest specimens, both literary and cursive, styles not

very different from those of a hundred years earlier.

Divisions of Greek Paleography.

It will here be convenient to state the plan adopted
in the following sketch of the progress of Greek writing.
The courses of the two styles of writing, which have

already been referred to as the Literary hand or Book-
hand and tho Cursive hand, will be kept distinct for

the earlier centuries, previous to the adoption of the
minuscule as a literary hand in the ninth century.

Again, a general distinction will be observed between
M>SS, written on papyrus (as well as examples on pottery
or wax) and MS 8, written on vellum. The examples of

the book-hand on papyrus will first be considered ; next,
the cursive writing on the same material. Then the

history of the uncial hand on vellum will be traced;
and, lastly, the long series of me^iiBval minuscule MSS,,
coming down to the sixteenth century, will be examined.

It will be observed that cursive writing is here only
specially dealt with under the early period. Although,
the cursive writing of the day was moulded into a settled

style to serve as a book-hand in the ninth century, it

naturally still continued in use as a current hand in the

ordinary affairs of life ; and, if sufficient independent
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material Bad survived, tliis current liand would have
formed a separate division of the subject. But no such
material exists. We have no great collections of Greek
charters and documents cursively written, such as we
have in Latin. We must therefore look for the traces
of the progress of the Greek cursive hand in the more
hastily written minuscule literary MSS. of successive

centuries.

The different terms which are used to describe various

styles of letters may here be explained In both Greek
and Latin palaeography, large letters are called "

majus-
cules "} small letters,

" minuscules/'' Of large letters

there are two kinds : Capitals, or large letters, formed,
as in inscriptions, chiefly by strokes meeting at angles
and avoiding curves, except where the actual forms o

the letters absolutely require them, angular characters

being more easily cut with the tool on hard substances
such as stone or metal; and Uncials, a modification of

capitals, in which curves are freely introduced as being
more readily inscribed with the pen on soft material

such as papyrus. For example., the fifth letter is E as

a capital, and as an uncial. The term "
uncial

"
first

appears in St. Jerome's Preface to the Book of Job, and
is there applied to Latin letters,

"
uncialibus, ufc vulgo

aiunt, litteris," but the derivation of the word is not
decided ;

we know, however, that it refers to the alphabet
of curved forms.
In early Greek papyri, as well as in early vellum MSS,,

the ordinary character in use is the uncial. As will be

presently seen, in some of the very earliest specimens
on papyrus certain of the letters still retain the capital
forms of inscriptions. These instances, however, are

rare. At the earliest period of Greek writing of which
we have knowledge the uncial character was, no doubt,

quite developed.
Minuscule, or small, letters are derived from majus-

cules ; but, although in early cursive specimens we find

at once certain forms from which the later minuscules

directly grew, a full minuscule alphabet was only slowly

developed.



CHAPTER IX.

GREEK PALJSOGEAPHY CONTnfTUBJX

The Literary or Book-Hand in Papyri.

first division of Greek writing is the Literary or

Book-hand in papyri. It is not, however, to be under-

stood that all surviving literary remains are written in

this hand; for there are exceptions, certain works having
been copied out, apparently, by scholars for their own
use, or at least by persons not writing for the book

trade, in less formal hands which we must class as

cursive. There is, indeed, in the case of the early papyri,
some difficulty in drawing the line of division between'

the literary hand and the cursive hand, certain docu-

ments being written with sufficient care to give them a

claim to be separated from the cursives and yet with
not enough formality to be included under the book-
hand. On the other hand, there are one or two instances

of the formal literary hand being used for ordinarf
documents. We would define the literary hand to be
that which professional scribes would employ in writing
books for the market ; and in the following review of

this division, only such MSS. are noticed as are thus

formally written, together with one or two (not literary)
documents in which this class of hand is adopted.
The earliest surviving specimens of Greek writing of

the book-hand are contained in the papyrus fragment
in the Imperial Library at Yienna, which is inscribed
with an invocation of a certain Artemisia against the
father of her child^ and in the fragments of the Phsedo
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of Plato and tlie Antiope of Euripides, recently discovered

at Garob. 1

The invocation of Artemisia ^

may "be placed at least

as early as the first half of the third century B.C. This

ascription is supported by the similarity of the hand-

writing of the other fragments mentioned above, which
there is every reason to believe are nearly of the same

period. The writing approaches the epigraphic style,
the letters standing quite distinct and unconnected, and
some of them showing transitional forms.

JH c
PAPYRUS OF ARTEMISIA-3RD CENTURY B.C.

SecTTroro crepaTTt, /ea#e[ot] \
J] &ajjiacrio$ duyarrjp fca[ra\

tcai T97<? Or)fcr)<$ ei pev ov[y] a>5~]7rep ^v ovv

It will be observed that the cross-stroke of the A is

horizontal, the bottom of B pointed, the top horizontal

of E extended ; and O are small
; the cross-stroke

1 See above, p. 112.
2 First described by Petrettini, Papiri Greco-lSgizi del I. JR.

Museo di Gorte (1826), p. 4, who gives a very rough facsimile ;

afterwards by Bias* in Philologus* xli, 746, and in Miiller's

Handbucli der Tcla^dscJien Altertkums-Wissenscfiaft (1886), i. 280;
and again by Wessely in JSilffer Jakresbericht uher das Franz-

Joseph-Gymnasium in Wien (1885), p. 4. A facsimile is given in

Pal. Soc> it. pi. 141.
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of T generally extends more to the left tlian to the

right ; and the sliapes of C and CO are transitional, that

of the former between the angular and curved forms, and
that of the latter between the epigraphic H and the CO of

MSS. In this papyrus the double point (:) is also used
as a mark of punctuation, as found in inscriptions.
As already stated^ the fragmentary papyrus of the

Ph&do of Plato may be placed in the first half of the
3rd century B.C., for it was found in company with
official and other documents which are actually dated in

the reigns of the second and third Ptolemies ;
and these

would naturally have been regarded as of a more common
and ephemeral character than a literary work of a great
writer, and would have been thrown aside in an earlier

period of existence.

THE "PHJEDO" OF PLATO. 8lD CENTURY B.C.

( \_aicr6r]] crew TreiOovcra Be etc

<rv\

\eyeardai, fcai, aOpoi^ecrOat, Trapatce \ \vecr[_ff\cu

This beautiful MS. of Plato would no doubt have
been treasured by its original owner for many years,
if not for a lifetime, and it can only have been by
some accident that it was at length used up as waste
material. The small portion of the Antiope of Euripides
which has met with the same fate and has descended

3 Final v is changed into /* before a following ^
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to us in tie same way must be nearly of the same
date. Bat the writing of the latter is not quite so

good, and though there may be little to choose between
the two MSS., yet preference may be given to the MS.
of Plato. The text of the latter is written in narrow
columns of twenty-two lines,, which are from 2 4 to

3 inches in length. The width of the papyrus appears
to have been about 8 inches. The facsimile represents
a few of the most perfect lines of one of the fragments.
The writing is a very beautiful uncial hand,, minute

and exact, the chief general characteristic being the

great breadth, almost flatness, of many of the letters

(e.g. F, Z, H, M, TT, GO), as compared with their height.
That this is a characteristic of the period, and not a

personal usage of the writer of the MS., is proved by its

prominence in other documents of the third century B.C.

As in the Artemisia papyrus, in certain forms the writing
departs from the recognized curves of the uncial, and

approaches more nearly to the rectangles of lapidary
inscriptions. This is seen in the A, and in many instances
of E, in which the upper horizontal stroke is not only
perfectly straight, but also of disproportionate length.
Certain letters are distinguished by their small size, as

(which also often has only the dot in the centre instead
of the transverse bar), O, C, and W. The head of the
iota is in many instances thickened a little, and some-
times it is slightly hooked on the right. This peculiarity

appears to mark the letter in early periods, the hook or

thickening being removed to the left side of the head in

later times.

The next papyrus from which we shall select a speci-
men of the literary or book-hand is the fragment of a
dialectical treatise, now at Paris, which was written
earlier than the year 160 B.C., as proved by the existence

on the back of it of memoranda of that year (Not. et Extr.,

pi. xi., no. 2). There remain fourteen narrow columns
of the work, written in slightly sloping uncial letters,
not to compare in elegance with the writing of the Plato

fragments just noticed, but very simply formed and

evidently written by a professional scribe. In this
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MS. is noticeable tlie tendency of the columns to work
downwards to tlie left, as is seen in other papyri of an

early period: that is, the marginal line of writing is not

perpendicular, but each successive line begins a little

more to the left than the one above it, with the result

that the last line of a column may begin as much as an
inch outside the true perpendicular drawn from the

commencement of the first line.

DIALECTICAL TREATISE. BEFORE 160 B 0.

(yai ov akftfiav o TTOLrjr^ |
ovrcos aTrefyaivG.TQ ov

J
K

ovSe
|

cr/<mo9 ei, OUTGO? a?ro
| tpawotr av

v$ aaroccrc
| Trpocr^vT]^ ov avatcpe )

Where the letters are so simple, there is no special
remark to be made about them individually, except in

regard to the alpha, in which the left down-stroke and
the cross-stroke are made together without lifting the

?en,,

their point of junction being sometimes, looped.
'his form of the letter is seen also, with a more decidedly

developed loop, in the fragments of Demosthenes and

Hyperides, on papyrus, in the British Museum, which

may be of the 2nd or 1st century B.C., and in some
of the Herculanean papyri. It will be noticed in the

facsimile that the paragraphs of the text are marked off

by the insertion of marginal strokes between the lines,

according to the ancient system.
The papyrus containing the orations of Hyperides for
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Lycophron and Euxenippns is probably of tlie 1st

century B.C. The writing, of a round type, is remarkably
regular and elegant (see facsimile, ed. Babington; Cat.
Anc. MS'8., pis. 2, 3; Pal 800. i. pi. 126)

JK<MCY K)em exvrt

OBATIOX OF HYPEEIDES FOR LYCOPHROIS'.-1ST CENT.. B.C.

eav ovv

ava
01

as in the previous example, the columns of

writing trend away to the left. The facsimile represents
the last few lines of the oration, for Lycophron^ and
again affords an instance of the ancient system of

punctuation, and also of the slight degree of ornamenta-
tion in which a scribe of that period would allow himself
to indulge, namely, the flourish which is drawn in the

margin after the last words, and the light touches of the

pen which decorate the colophon or title of the speech.
The writing of the Harris Homer is of quite a different

cast from that which has just been examined. The
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letters have more squareness and are more rigid ; they
are very delicately formed, and have all the simplicity

characteristic of age. This papyrus, containing portions
of Book xviii. of the Iliad, may be placed without hesita-

tion as early as the 1st century B.C.

NJy^IM^XKMCYTT^^
HARRIS HOMER.-1 ST CENTURY B.C.

(Ka\a ra j&ev 7rr]\^L 6eoi Soaav ay\aa Sa)[pa]

ijfACLTL TOM ore ere jSporov avepos efMJ3a\ov {yvrji\

ct)<? o^>eXe9 crv jjiv avQi per adavarr)? a\i\r)i(Jiv\

vai&iv 7T7j\ev^ Be Ovrj-rcdv ayayeadat, a\jcoLTiv\

vvv 8 LVCL ttai crv rrevBo^ evi fypetfi jjuvpiov\jeiri~\)

The papyrus is so much discoloured that there is great

difficulty in obtaining a good reproduction by photo-

graphy; but the plate given in the facsimiles of the

Palseographical Society (ii. 64) is fairly successful. The
text has been, considerably corrected and accented by a

later hand. Tor the sake of clearness these additions

have been omitted in OMr facsimile.

To follow chronological order, we now give a specimen
from one of the Herculanean rolls.

eSegllOIJcyoCKlKAl
'OYK x PrtrtKc-NOcy

PHILODEMTJS. ABOTJT A.B^ 1,
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/xera T??Z; reXeuTT?^ j
oraz> Se rt? ei; 76

rjt,
Kai cfccXot,? a%ioi$ eavrov

fce-^prifjievc^ v
\
TTO

TTOVYlpiaS avdpCOTTtoV | K6K(0\V/JLVOV TVJ(LV OvS

TTJL (jvue^erai XUTTT; TO /t^S ecrecrOac,
| TTpos savrov

e
| mywerat, ro \V7rrjpov ov/c

It is reproduced from one of the published copper-
plates, in default of more satisfactory facsimiles, as ex-

plained above; and represents a few lines from Philodemus

Trept Oavdrov. The date may be about the beginning of

the Christian era. The writing is neat and regular, and
the letters are simple in form.

All the MSS. from which the above facsimiles have
beea selected may be said to represent the book-hand
as generally written on papyrus, as distinguished from
the uncial writing which, is found in the early vellum
MSS. None of our specimens could be pointed to as the

immediate parent of this latterhand,although no onewould

dispute that there is a relationship. The forms of indi-

vidual letters may be very similar., both in the papyrus
hand and in the vellum hand, and yet, if we were to place
two such MSS. as the Lycophron of Hyperides and the

Codex Vaticanus side by side, we should not venture to

derive the writing of the latter directly from that of the

more ancient MS. But here a most valuable document,

lately discovered, comes to our assistance in the task of

determining the parentage of the later uncial hand.

This is a fragmentary papyrus containing a deed concern-

Ing property in Arsinoe in the Payoum, which bears the

date of the seventh year of the Emperor Domitian, A.D. 88.

The writing is not in the cursive character that one looks

for in legal documents, but is a formal style, in which a

likeness to the uncial of the early vellum MSS. is at once
most obvious. In the first century, then, there was in

use a set form of writing from which that uncial hand
was evidently derived by direct descent. And it may be
concluded with fair certainty that this style of writing
must have been in existence for a considerable period of

time j for here we find it common enough to be employed
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by an ordinary clerk.4 The fortunate accident of its

having been thus used in a dated document has provided
us with the means of settling the periods of other im-

portant MSS.

everrer"! AITOTA

ttM^no-men r o rerrA
CONVEYANCE. A.D. 88.

( [7TT]o\e/iaeSf
( evep^erc^ rov a

|

/cat 77 TOUTOU

[ra] j ^pa^v airo

It is to "be Boticed that the writer of this document does

not keep strictly to the formal uncial letters. As if more
accustomed to write a cursive hand, he mingles certain

cursive letters in his text : side by side with the round ,

there stands in one or two places the cursive (not shown
in the facsimile), in which the cross-stroke is only indi-

cated by the finishing curve ; and, more frequently, the

cursive upsilon is employed as well as the regular letter.

Among the other letters, may be remarked the tendency
to make tbe main stroke of the alpha rather upright,
which eventually leads to a distinctive form of the letter,

as seen fully developed in the palimpsest MS. of the

Gospel of St. Matthew at Dublin (Codex Z) j in some of

the titles of the Codex Aiexandrinus ; and above all in

the Codex Marchalianus of the Vatican5
this being in

fact the Coptic form of the letter.

It is also remarkable that in one or two places the

* We have proof that uncial writing was used as the copy-hand
for writing lessons in schools, such, copies being found on early
waxen tablets (see above, p. 23).

^

5
Lately reproduced in facsimile, with a commentary by

A. Oorianio Rome, 1800.
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writer lias employed large letters at the beginning of

the clauses into which he breaks up the text. This

practice foreshadows the use of large initial letters,

which it has been customary to consider as rather a
mark of advance in the early vellum Greek MSS.

The Bankes Homer^ from which our next facsimile is

chosen, is the best preserved papyrus of the Iliad thai;

has yet been found, being nearly eight feet in length and

containing sixteen columns of text; and the material

being still fairly white and the writing quite legible.

r UJ ced^rrbv^eriexVTOFeM i rrr<5x

Ti xxecettHermxjiAAh4 e-'vrroxo
NAt lce<|>AXH-CK^vXi

COM^
BANEES HOSIER. 2^D CENTURY.

[77x779]. &)9 6<paT ouSe TL$ avro

ovSe<yvvr]' Travra? <yap
Se

Trpcorat, TOP <y Xo%09 re <i\<r] icai

eir afjia^av evrpo^o^y a
* /cXaicov $

This MS., which^ with the data obtained from the

preceding document,, may now be assigned with more

certainty than before to the 2nd century, shows a

further development of the uncial hand of vellum MSS.,
which is here reduced to the exact forms of letters which
were to remain essentially unchanged for many centuries.

It may be noticed that the horizontal strokes of and
are placed rather low, and even vary in position : one of

those indications of carelessness or decline from a higher
standard which is generally looked for in a hand which
is beginning to fall into desuetude. Judging from the

analogy of later periods, and from the fact that the late

Hawara papyrus of Hornci? is also written in the same
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cast of uncial writing, one is tempted to suggest that, in

producing choice copies of a work of such universal

popularity and veneration as the Iliad, a traditional

style of writing may have been maintained; just as in the

middle ages the sacred texts and liturgies still continued
to be written in a form of handwriting which had

generally passed out of use. If this view is correct, we
may find in it an explanation of the adoption of the

uncial character (the form of writing which before all

others had been consecrated to the texts of Homer)
for important copies of the sacred text of Scripture,
One or two points of interest in the Bankes Homer,

apart from the actual handwriting, may be mentioned.
The lines are marked off in hundreds by numerical letters

inserted in the margins ; and the speeches of the different

persons are indicated by their names, and the narrative

portions by a contracted form of the word TTO^T^S^ as

shown in the facsimile. With very rare exceptions, cor-

rections, accents and breathings and other marks are by
a later hand.

As an example of a rougher style of uncial writing of

about the third century, a few lines from the recently
found papyrus of the iauibographer Herodas are selected

(Brit* Mus.j Papyrus cxxxv.).

O V x f

HERODAS. 3RD CENPCJRY,

$ov\,r)<> So) rav
T

avrrj crv pivov q Ovpr) yap CM/CTCU

KaveW o TratrTo? QV
OL epy& KQwnv raur
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There is no attempt at calligraphy in this MS., -which

is probably a cheap copy made for the market by a

scribe who was neither very expert nor accurate.

About the same period or a little later, we meet with

specimens of sloping uncial writing on papyrus, in which
the letters are laterally compressed, derived no doubt
from the round style and developed as a quicker method
of copying. It is remarked that the round uncial of

vellum MSS. develops exactly in the same way a style
of sloping writing at a later period. An early and elegant

example is given by Wilcken, Tafelti zur altern griech.

Palseogr'aphie, 1S91, taf. iii. ; and another is found in

the papyrus of the Iliad, Books ii. iv. (Brit. Mus f

Papyrus cxxvi.), which is probably of the 4th century,

HOMER.-4TH CENTURY.

po^eovro
/cova/3ie

crrav ez>

/jLVpioi oaaa re <pv\\a icai

Tjvre jjuviactiv c&ivatov e6ve[a]
ai re Kara crraO/uov Troifjuvrjiov )

Accents are occasionally used $ and in the left margin
is seen a paragraph mark formed by a couple of oblique
strokes.

10



CHAPTER X.

GREEK PALEOGRAPHY COOTEtfOED.

Cursive Writing in Papyri, etc.

now leave the Book-hand and turn to the examina-
tion of Cursive Greek writing as found in papyri,
ostraka, tablets, etc. For this branch of palaeography
there is comparatively larger material, which is being
increased every day by the numerous fragments which
are rapidly making their way from Egypt into Euro-

pean libraries. Bat yet, while in the aggregate the
material is abundant, there are certain periods., notably
the first century B.C., which are but scantily repre-
sented.

For the earliest specimens of cursive Greek writing,
as for the principal early examples of the book-hand, we
turn to the fragments discovered by Mr. Petrie at

Gurob in the Fayoum. As already stated, the coffin*

makers, in order to form the cartonnage ofmummy-cases,
made use of much cursively written material, documents
of all kinds, and more particularly of a register or

registers of wills entered up periodically by different

scribes, and therefore affording the most valuable evi-

dences of the handwriting of the third century B.C.

The oldest fragment as yet discovered among these
remains is assigned to the year 268 B.C. The hands

vary from the most cursive scrawls to what may be
termed the careful official hande But throughout them
all a most striking feature is the strength and facility of
the writing, besides in many cases its boldness and breadth.
The general characteristic of the letters, more especially
in the clerical or official hands of the registers, is great
width or flatness, which is very apparent in such letters

as A, M, N, TT, (0- Iu other documents this is less
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apparent, and the writing does not seem far removed in

style from that of the next century. Some independent
pieces, such as correspondence, are written in very
cursive characters which have a peculiar ragged appear-
ance and are often difficult to read.

These documents, however, are not the only specimens
of cursive writing of the third century B.C. within our
reach. A few scattered pieces have already for many
years been stored in the various museums of Europe,
but the antiquity of some of them has not been recognized,
and they have been thought to belong to the period of
the Roman occupation of Egypt. At Leyden there is a

papyrus (Pap. Q), containing a receipt of the 26th

year of Ptolemy Philadelphus, 2CO B.C. At Berlin,
Paris, and London there are three wooden tablets

inscribed with deeds relating to a loan of the 30th and
31st years of the same king, about 254 B.C. Among
the papyri of the British Museum, three> formerly
ascribed to a later date, are now more correctly placed
in the third century, viz., a petition for redress of

grievances (Pap. cvi.) of the 25th year, apparently, of

Ptolemy Buergetes L, B.C. 223
;
and two others

(1.
and

H.A) without dates. The Paris collection also contains

a long money account for public works (Not. et Extr. xviii.

2, pi. xliv.) of the same century, which has been in-

correctly assigned to the Roman period. A facsimile of

a letter of introduction, evidently of this time, is given,

by Passalacqua.
1

Egger describes a papyrus at Athens,*
and various Greek endorsements and dockets on Demotic

papyri are noticed by Revillout.
3 Ostraka or potsherds

also have been found with inscriptions of this period.
Of cursive writing of the second century B.C. we

have abundant material in the great collections of

London, Paris, Leyden, etc., referred to above (p. 107) ;

of the first century B.C. very little has yet been found,

1

Catalogue Haisonnedes AntiqwMsderouvertes en Egypte, Paris,
18*26. Also described in Notices etExtraits des M8S. xviii., p. 399.

2 Journal des Savants, 1873, pp. 30, 97.
3 Chre&tomatMe Demotlque, 1880, pp. 241, 277; Revue Egypt, ii.

114.
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except in ostraka ; of the first century of our era,

several papyri liave recently come to light, and there

are numerous ostraka * and of the later centuries there

are abundant specimens at Vienna and Berlin, and an
ever increasing number in Paris and London and other

places, the searches in the Fayoum continually adding
to the stock.

Greek cursive writing-, as found in papyri, has been
divided ("Wilcken, Tafeln, 1890) into three groups : the

Ptolemaic, the Roman, and the Byzantine. Roughly,
the Ptolemaic comprises documents down to about the

end of the first century B.C. ; the Roman, those of the

first three centuries of the Christian era ; and the Byzan-
tine, those of later date.

The character of Ptolemaic writing, as seen in papyri
of the third and second centuries B.C. is unmistakeable.

For the first century B.C. there is not material to enable

us to form a judgment; but it must have been a period
of marked transition, if we may judge from the great
difference between the writing of the first century of

our era and that of the second century B.C. And the

documents of the later centuries, of the Byzantine
period, show as much distinctiveness of character, when
compared with those of the Roman period of the early
centuries after Christ.

Our first example of cursive writing of the third

century B.C. is taken from one of the entries in the

registers of wills found at G-urob, being the will of

Demetrius, the son of Deinon, dated in the year 287 B.C.

(Mahaffy, Petrie Papyri, pi. xiv.).

This is a remarkably fine hand, to which the fac-

simile hardly does justice, and may be classed as a

good example of the official writing of the time, penned
by a skilful and experienced registrar. While not as
cursive as many other specimens of the period, and
while the letters are in general deliberately formed and
are not much connected with, one another, there are
certain characters which appear In the most cursive

shapes, side by side with their more formal representations.
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WILL OF DEMETRIUS.-237 B.C.

( [jSaer^l Xeuo^ro? *7TTO\fjLaiov TOV TTT
[ [aSe]X<&>z> erou^

In the third line, in the word /cat,, we Lave the cursive

angle-shaped alpha, that letter being- elsewhere more

normally formed
;
and in the termination oov, there is a

tendency to flatten out the omega into a mere line after

the initial curve., and to write the nu in a crooked
stroke.

We next take a section from a document of the 13th

year of Ptolemy Philopator, 211 or 210 B.C., recording
the payment of a tax at Thebes (Pal. Sac. ii. pi. 143).

*vf*
f

9 I

(erou?

TAX-EECEIPT. 211 OB 210 B.C.

ri//9t 8 TreTTTCOKGV CTTL TO
|
reXcoz/toz/ TOV

ou TOV
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[ \jre\re^vcn^ aSavtcovo? TO

TpoaroSov apovpcov ev^ex
\_a\

rov 7ravpLr[_ov] )

In this specimen of the elegant cursive, which is not

easy to read, we have the angle-shaped alpha consistently

employed, and very cursive combinations of the termina-
tions cov and av, besides instances of the more rapidly
written forms of eta, lambda, and pi. How very cursive

this style of writing might; become is seen in the two
last words of the facsimile.

As a contrast to the two carefully written examples
which have just been given, our third specimen of the

writing of the third century B.C. is selected from a

rough letter of a steward addressed to his employer
(Mahaffy, Pefaie Papyri, pL xxix,)*

jr-

LETTER, OF A STEWARD. 3RD CENTURY B.C.

7 expTjo-a/jLrjv \

Se /cat, vrapa Sui/eo)9 apra \ /Sa? 8

KplUQTTVpCdV aVTOV
\ G7Ta<y

(

y6\,0/jLVOV K.ai <pl\OT{,/JiOV I
OZ/TO9

on
\ vSo)p Ka<TTO$ TOM opcov T^v \ apxrekov

irporepop
4
)

* As the letter has more than a palseograpHcal interest, Pro-
fessor Mahaffy's translation, is quoted ; **. 4 ,to Sosiphanes, greet-
ing. I give much thanks to the gods if yon are well. Lonikos
also is well The whole vineyard has been planted, viz., 300
stocks, and the climbing vines attended to. But the olive-yard
Las yielded six measures, of which Dynis has got three. ALo I
have boirowed from Dynis four artabse of beard', d wheat, which
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The style of writing is similar to that of the Leyden
papyrus Q., which was written in the 26th year of

Ptolemy Philadelphus, B.C. 26& and our letter may well

be as early as the middle of the century. It will be
seen that the letters are not linked together, but that

they are hastily and roughly formed. The writer,

though not a good penman, was evidently so far skilled

that he could write rapidly and with ease; and the
document may be regarded as a sample -of the rough
business hand of the period* Among the individual

letters, the thoroughly cursive forms of eta, lambda, nu,

tau, upbilon, and omega, are to be distinguished. The
letter iota, with the thickening on the right-hand side

of the top of the letter, which has already been referred

to as a mark of antiquity, and the very small size of

fheta and omikron, may also be noticed.

The more carefully written documents of the second

century B*C., do not differ so much from those of the

same style of the preceding century as might have
been expected. As far, however, as an opinion can be
formed from extant remains, it appears that the practice
of linking together the letters, particularly by slight
horizontal strokes attached to their tops, becomes more

prevalent. This is seen to best advantage in some of

the elegantly written papyri of this period, the links im-

parting a certain grace and finish to the line of writing.
The first example is taken from an official circular or

instruction on the mode of collecting the taxes, written

probably in the year 170 B.C. (Not. et Extr., pL xL,
no. 62)..

Here we have a very fine official hand, to be compared
with that of the will of Demetrius, of 237 B,a, given
above, of which it may claim to be an almost direct

descendant. In this writing there is a greater tendency
than in that of the earlier period to break up the letters>

he offered, was pressing to lend. Know also that each of the

watchers says that the planted vines want water first, and that

they have none, We are making conduits and watering. The
third of the first month (?). Good-bye."
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that is, to form their several limbs by distinct strokes.

Thus we see the tau often distinctly formed in two

portions, the first consisting of the left half of the

horizontal and the vertical,, and the second of the right
half of the horizontal. The uysilon is also mad on the

same plan.

TEEASUBY CIKCULAR. B.C. 170 (?).

The system of linking referred to above is here very
noticeable^ such letters as partially consist of horizontal

strokes naturally adapting themselves to the practice,
while others not so formed are supplied with links, as

in the case of eta and nu.

LETTER ON EGYPTIAN OOMTTEACTS. B.C. 146.

( \TTG\TrQWTai oiicovo^iav /cai ra
\ [ovo/jLar] a avrcw Trarpo-

6ev evracraeiv
\ [ypa(f)Jiv rjfjua^ evrera^vat i,$

J [yp^f^a
Ti(r]/jLOV 897X0)cro^Te? TQV re]
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A more cursively written specimen of this time is"

found in a letter of a certain Paniscus regarding the
execution of Egyptian contracts, ascribed to the year
146 B.C. (Sot. et Extr., pi. xliii., no. 65 bis).

Here we haye a fall cursive alphabet in use, with
numerous examples of rapid combinations of letters, as

ai, av, wv, ev, t,v, and a tendency to write in curves
without lifting the pen, as exemplified by the gamma-
shaped zVm, and the epsilon with the cross-stroke run
on in continuation of the lower curve..

The great papyrus at Paris, known as the Casati

contract, referring to a sale of property at Thebes, is

written in a rather closely-packed hand, of which a

specimen is here given. The date of the document is

114 B.C. (Not et Extr., pi. ziiiv no. 5).

J

/^M*f

CASATI CONTRACT. B.C. 114.

TplTOV
- KCLl ev TTfJLOWefJiOVVGl aTT OCKtaS- fj(,VOV$

It will be observed that the letters are not altogether
so cursive as those of the last specimen, and that the

general appearance of the writing is more compact,

although continuous. This effect is chiefly produced
by the linking of the letters, both in the natural manner
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and by tjie employment of added links after such letters
as eia>y iota, nu, pi}

and upsilon.
It is curious that hitherto scarcely any dated Greek

writing of the first century B.C. has come to light. Bat,
judging "by the documents of the beginning of the first

century of our era, the progress made in the develop-
ment of cursive writing in the previous hundred years
must have been very considerable. For example, if we
examine such a document as that given in facsimile in
Wiener Studien, iv. (1882), p. 175, of AD. 8, the advance
made in the cursive character of several letters is very
apparent (see Table of Letters).
We now give a specimen from a receipt, found in the

Fayoum, for rent paid in kind in the 8th year of Tiberius,
A.D. 20. (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 144).

^
^^^

^

EECEIPT. A.D. 20.

(rov 9 crows Kara j&iySev JMOV G\arov
\ fjtGvov virep COP

fjiou fiapp?}? I 7T6To<Tipio^ erepa K<popia erovs 7] n/3pi[ov\ \

iov Kaicrapos ae/Saarov
\ <yepju,avi/cov avroKparopo?

| icaicraprjov X)

The handwriting is rough and irregular, and there is

a general slackness in the formation of the letters which
marks the late period of the writing, as compared with
the cursive specimens which have already been examined,
The prevailing use of the epsilon having its cross-Stroke
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drawn, without lifting the pen, in continuation of the

upper curve of the letter should be remarked,, as this

form now becomes very common.
The papyrus on the back of which the recently dis-

covered text of Aristotle's work on the Constitution of

Athens was transcribed,, was first used, as already stated,

to receive the farm accounts of land in the district of

Hermopolis in Egypt, in the reign of Vespasian,
A.D. 78-79. The following facsimile represents a portion
of one of the headings (Oat. Gk. Papyri in Brit.

Hus.) .

*

FAftM ACCOUNT. A.D. 78 79.

(erou?
TOV

This is a good example of the light and graceful hand
in which many of the tax rolls and other accounts are

found to be written. Among individual letters, attention

should be drawn to the much-curved sigma with its

head bent down, a form which, though found occasionally,

particularly at the end of a word or line, in earlier papyri,
now comes into more general use.

The first of the cursive hands employed upon thp

Constitution of Athens is next represented. The date

is probably not much later than that of the fnrni account,
and may reasonably be placed about A.D. 100.
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o*M<LlSh

AKISTOTLE, CONSTITUTION" OF ATHENS.-ABOOT A.B. 100.

row e^era^eiv TO, yewr) j3ov\o{ji[ev\ov^
r

jre\_L
r

ra\

X'r]? rare 8 rjcrav fca\rov~\
corr.

TO

I

TOTTCOV K[CLL\ eiroirjcrev aXX?7[Xa)i/j j Trpocrayopev-

The hand is cramped and employs many abbreviations

(see above, p. 90). The prevalent use of the epsilon
referred to under tlie facsimile of the receipt of A.D. 20,
and the occurrence of a peculiar form of eta, somewhat

resembling ujjsilon (see e.g. L 2, Trez/r^/eoz/Ta), should
be noticed. This form probably came first into use in

the first century B.C., as it is quite established at the

beginning of our era.

A
DEED OF SALE.-^A.D. 1 54.

rov

[T]O
rrf)

avra>
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Our next example, of the middle of the second cen-

tury, is taken from a deed of sale, from Elephantine, of

the 17th year of Antoninus Pius, A.B. 154 (Not. et IH%tr>,

pi. xxi., no. 17).

Here there is a considerable advance on the writing
of the previous century, the letters being carelessly
formed and misshapen, but still without any marked

exaggeration.
The following is a facsimile from a fragmentary

papyrus of official documents of the reign of Alexander

ISeverus, A.I). 233 (Not. et Extr., pi. xlvi., no. 69 e).

CTJ
T**'

OFFICIAL DEED. A.D. 233-

VTTO vvfcra
[

rco <yvfj,vacri(o

Being an official hand, the writing is more regular
than the last specimen, the vertical position of the

strokes lending it an archaic appearance, with which,

however the loose formation of certain letters is incon-

sistent.

The cursive writing of the Byzantine period is gene-

rally distinguished by its loose and flourished style, in

which we see the development of the long strokes of

certain of the minuscule letters of mediaeval writing, as

the ordinary delta (S), the h-shaped eta, and the long
lamlda drawn below the line. The following three
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specimens must suffice to illustrate the writing of this

period.

(1) A section from an act of manumission of A.D. 355

(Young, Hieroglyphics, pi. 46).

--en
f

MANUMISSION.-AD, 355.

([7r]poeroz>
/cat vefjueo-de [

TreidecrBai e/j, TTJV eXev[^e-
T I

[

(2) Portions of a few lines of a deed of sale at Pano-

polis, A.D. 599 (Not. et Extr., pi. xlviii., no. 21 er).

PEED OF SALE. A.D. 599.
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( 97$ TT]$ avT7]<; o(,K.ia,[$\ \ [a]SeX<^j> Kara TO viroXoi,

(3) Another example from a similar deed of sde of

A.B. 616 (NoL et Extr., pL xxiv., no. 21).

BEEB OF SALE. A.D. 616.

T7] VVOfjLCO 7Tp[a(TL\
-

]

Si

Reference to the Table of Letters will convey some
idea of the variety of the handwritings of this period,

The last document from which a facsimile is selected

to illustrate the division of early Greek Cursive writing
is the fragmentary papyrus, inscribed with a letter frorn

the Emperor, apparently to Pepin le Bref, on the

occasion of his war against the Lombards in A.D, 756 5

(Wattenbachj Script. Qr&c. Sperim., pi. xiv. xv.).

5 In a notice of this document in the Hevue Arckeologique,
torn., xix., 1892, Monsieur Oinout is inclined to date it as Lite as

A.D. 839.
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\.

I

ecrrco

IMPERIAL LETTER. A.D.

irepi, TO\V] [

TO
croi

)

In this specimen of the writing of the Imperial
Chancery, most carefully written, we have the prototype
of the minuscule literary hand of the ninth century.
Making allowance for the flourishes permissible in a
cursive hand of this style, the letters are almost identical.

A fragment of similar writing is in the British Museum
(Pap.

A glance at the accompanying Table of Alphabets,
selected from documents written more or less cursively
on papyrus and dating from about B.C. 260 to A.D. 756,
will satisfy us of the danger of assuming that some
particular form of a letter belongs to a fixed period.
The not infrequent recurrence of old forms at later

times forbids us to set up such criteria. On the other
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hand, tlie birth and growth of particular forms can be

usually traced, and the use of some such form may
assist us in placing- an anterior limit to the date of the

document in which it is found. Thus, the occurrence
of the open c-shaped epsilon might confirm an opinion
that the document was not earlier than the first cen-

tury B.C., the time when the letter, probably, took that

shape ; but, at the same time, the occurrence of the
old simple form would be no criterion of age, as that
form keeps reappearing in all times. So, too, the down-
curved sigma appears in MSS. which may be assigned
to the firso century B.C.

; yet the old form continued in

common use for centuries later. The character of the

writing, however, distinctly changes with the lapse of

time ; and, though particular letters may be archaic in

shapes, the true age of the text, judged by its general
appearance, can usually be fixed with fair accuracy. The
natural tendency to slackness and flourishing as time
advances is sufficiently apparent to the eye as it passes
along the lines of letters in the Table ; still more so if

it passes over a series of documents, in which the juxta-

position of the letters and the links which join them into

words are so many aids to forming a judgment.
Viewed as representative of three periods, Ptolemaic,

.Roman, and Byzanfcine, the series of letters are fairly

distinguishable and capable of being grouped. The
first three columns, of the Ptolemaic period, stand quite

apart in their simple forms from, those of the Roman
period which begins with the fourth column ; and this

distinction is made more striking by the absence of

anything to represent the first century B.C. The
columns of the Roman period blend more gradually
into those of the Byzantine period; but taken in their

entirety the flourished alphabets of the late centuries

afford a sufficient contrast to the less untrammelled
columns of the middle, Roman, period.

Certain letters are seen to change in form in a com-

paratively slight degree during the nine hundred years
covered by the Table, exclusive of the last column

,-

some are letters which are not very frequently used,
11
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otters are such as do not very readily run on to fol-

lowing letters. How far the natural tendency of a

cursive writer to link together his letters could affect

their shapes is seen in even some of the earliest forms.

I1

or example, toe occasional horizontal position of the

last limb of alpha or lambda was due to its connection

with a following letter in the upper level of the line of

writing ;
and the opening of the lower right-hand angle

of delta and the lifting of the right-hand stroke into a

more or less elevated position was owing to the same
cause. To the same tendency are due the artificial

links which appear attached so early to such letters as

?ta, Icappa, nu, pi; and in the case of tau this linking
may have decided the ulterior shape of the letter (as a

cursive) 3 having the cross-bar extending also to the

right above the vertical, as in its normal form, instead

of being kept only to the left, as seen in the earliest

examples in the Table.

How soon certain letters in their most cursive forms

might become so alike that they might be mistaken for

each other is illustrated by the pretty close resemblance
between the curved early forms of lambda, mu, and pi ;

and, again, there is very little difference between the

ordinary gamma and the lambda with horizontal final

stroke. Such similarities naturally increased as the

letters assumed more flexible shapes in the Roman
period. The ^-shaped cursive beta and the ^-shaped
cursive kappa are nearly identic il

;
and the u-shaped

forms of the same letters are very similar. Nu and pi
likewise bear a close resemblance in more than one of

their forms
; and the 7-shaped tan and the long upsilon

are not unlike.

We may examine the course of change of some of the
letters in detail *

The capital form of alpha written quickly falls

naturally into the uncial shape, in which the cross-bar
is connected by a continuous stroke of the pen with the
base of the first limb. To throw away the final limb
and leave the letter as a mere acute angle was a/ natural

step for the quick writer to take
;
and perhaps there
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is no better example to prove the very great age of
cursive Greek writing than this form of the letter whjch.
is found in the earliest documents of the Table.

The history of beta is the history of a struggle between
a capital form and a cursive form. Throughout the
whole course of the nine hundred years from B.C. 260
to A.D. 633, the two forms stand side by side. The
variations of the cursive form are interesting; at first it

slurred the bows of the capital by a downward action of
the pen, the letter being thus n~shaped, closed at the

top and generally open at the base : in the Roman
period the action of the pen was reversed, and the letter

became u-shaped, open above and closed at the base.

In delta we see quite early a tendency to lengthen
the apex in a line ; but it was only in the Byzantine
period that it took the exaggerated form, at first

resembling a Eoman d, from which was finally evolved
the minuscule letter which, we write to the present day,

That epsilon, the letter more frequently used than any
other in the Greek alphabet, should have been liable to

many changes is only to be expected. In the Table
the most radical alteration of its shape from the formal

semicircle with the cross- bar, to the c-shape in which
the cross-bar survives only as a link-stroke, is seen

under the first century ;
and this is the period when

this latter form evidently became most prevalent^

although it no doubt existed earlier,

From the first, eta, in its cursive form, had already
assumed the shape of a truncated Roman h, the main limb

of which was extended in the Byzantine period to the full

height of that letter, to which it bears an exact resem-

blance in the last columns of the Table. The curious

shape which it is frequently found to assume in the first

century, like the numeral 7 or,, rather, the Hebrew T,

appears, as far as we can judge from existing documents,
to have been restricted to about that period.
The shifting of the bent head of iota from the right

to the left in the course of time has already been

noticed.

In kappa we have again, as in, the case of beta^ a con-
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tinned struggle between the capital and the cursive

forms, both holding their ground to the end.
The flat and wide-spread forms of mu in the Ptolemaic

period are very distinctive. The letter appears in the
Roman period to have kept very much to its normal

capital shape, and only at a later time to have deve-

loped its first limb into the long stroke with which it

is'always provided as a minuscule.
The early cursive form of nu} of the Ptolemaic period,

in which the last limb is thrown high up above the line,
did not hold its ground against the square forms, the
resemblance of which to certain forms of pi has already
been referred to. The variety of shapes of both these
letters is remarkable.

It might perhaps have been expected that sigma
would have developed the late round minuscule or sooner
than it did. One sees an approach to it in certain forms
of the first century. The down-curving letter of that

period might have led directly to it
; and it is remark-

able that the normal C-shape should have lasted to so
late a period as the common form.of the letter.

With regard to the closing letters of the alphabet, which

appear to have been less subject to variation than most
of those which precede them, little need be said. It

may be noticed how early the main-stroke of phi was
drawn outside the loop ; and that, in its earliest stage,
omega was generally in the form of an unfinished w,

wanting the final curve, or even, not far removed from
the epigraphic ii.
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GEEEK PALEOGRAPHY

Uncial Writing in Vellum MSS.

WE have seen the Uncial Book-hand in papyri, and
have had in the facsimiles of a conveyance of A.JX 88

(p. 126) and of the Bankes Homer (p. 127) specimens
of the round hand which is the direct prototype of the

writing on vellum, which we are now about to examine.
The first thing to strike the eye in the earliest examples

of vellum uncial MSS. is the great beauty and lirmness
of the characters. The general result of the progress of

any form of writing through a number of centuries is

decadence and not improvement. But in the case of

the uncial writing of the early codices there is improve-
ment and not decadence. This is to be attributed to

the change of material, the firm and smooth surface of

vellum giving the scribe greater scope for displaying
his skill as a calligrapher. In other words, there appears
to have been a period of renaissance with the general
introduction of vellum as the ordinary writing material.

The earliest examples of vellum uncial Greek MSS.,
which have survived practically entire, are the three great
codices of the Bible : the Codex Vaticanus, the Codex
Sinaiticus, and the Codex Alexandrinus. The Vati-
canus is to all appearance the most ancient and may
be ascribed to the 4th century. It is written in triple
columns, without enlarged initial letters to mark para-

graphs or even the beginnings of the several books.
The writing in its original state was beautifully regular
and fine

; but, unfortunately, the whole of the text

has been touched over, in darker ink, by a hand of

perhaps the 10th century, only rejected letters or words

being allowed to remain intact,,
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re ! o g AC IAeyc
C UJ> N Ky |>

O C
N

>: e N g >, cjAeVr H co K-

M H H CO K^rf p J O

^eCH M H N^N MOIOIKO
AOM HCA.J AYT-CUOJKOH
CODEX VATICANUS. 4l'H CENTURY*

(yptt7rTCi>j> \eyct>v ra
\

Be Xeye/, o /3a<rt,\ev$ Trep \
cr&v

fcvpoV fie dve&ei
\ %GV fiacrikea rij^ oltcov

j p,ivr)$ 6 Kupios
ToD la

J pa7j\ tclypio^ o {n^crro^* /cal
| ecrrjiurjvev JAOL oitco

\

So/j,ri<rai avrco ol/cop)

The accents and marts of punctuation are additions

probably by the hand which retouched the writing.
The Codex SiuaiticuSj Tischendorf's great discovery,

is probably somewhat younger than the Vatican MS.
and may bo placed early in the 5th century.

ron

c
KXI XMepCOTTOCHM

IOYAAl oceM COY
coi CHTH n OA^J KA?
ON O M AAYTCOM Af

8>^VfKOX XI OGOTOY /^ '

eeioy
CODEX SUSTAITICTJS-EAEL"Y 5'IH CENTURT.

(TO) fiacriXGi, TO TTpa \ ypa Kai
e^roirj(je\y\

av0po)7ro$ rfv |
fofSato? ev crov

\
crot? rif) iroXet, KCII

\

avrco fjiap | Soj^atos
o rov taco

|
pay* TOU
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It is written with four columns in a page, the open
book thus presenting eight columns in sequence, and, as

has been suggested, recalling the line of columns on a

papyrus roll. Like the Vatican MS., it is devoid of

enlarged letters; but the initial letter of a line beginning
a sentence is usually placed slightly in the margin, as

will be seen in the facsimile.

The chief characteristic of the letters is squareness,
the width being generally equal to the height. The

shapes are simple, and horizontal strokes are fine.

With the Codes Alexandriims there is a decided

advance. The division of the Gospels into Ammonian
sections and the presence of the references to the

Eusebian canous are indications of a later age than
that of its two predecessors. The MS. may have been
written before the middle of the 5th ceutury. There
can be little doubt of the country of its origin being

Egypt, for, besides the fact of its having belonged to

the Patriarchal Chamber of Alexandria, it also contains

in its titles certain forms of the letters A and M which
are distinctly Egyptian.

1 It was sent as a present to

King Charles the First by Cyril Lucar, Patriarch of

Constantinople.

nre
KX.IO nrre f^tAYTXUC iYC ITOY<

f tsi-ari ITXI

CODES ALEXANDRTNUS.-5TH CENTURY.

(#[eo]i> crov /cat, aura) fjLOva) \ar\_pev\ crfci<?* Ka
avrov

|
ew V

[r}povcra\\'rj}ji*
/cat ecrTtjcrev avrov

\

7n TO

Trrepwyiov TOV tepov \
KCLI eiTrev avTw et,

v\_io]<?
ei rov

[deov] | /SaXe creavrov evrevQev /c[ar6)*j | ryeypaTrrai <yap*

on rot? <X77eX[oi9] |

avrov eyreXctre Trept crov r
)

i See p. 154.
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In this specimen we see instances of contracted words.
The MS. has enlarged letters to mark the beginnings
of paragraphs ; the initial standing in the margin at

the beginning of the first full line, whether that be the
first line of the paragraph, or whether the paragraph
begin,, as shown in the facsimile, in the middle of the

preceding line after a blank space.
The writing of the Codex Alexandrinus is more care-

fully finished than that of the Codex Sinaiticus. The
letters are rather wide; horizontal strokes are very fine;
and there is a general tendency to thicken or club the
extremities of certain letters, as F, T, ,

and C.

Other uncial MSS. which have been ascribed to the
fifth century and a little later are : the Homer of the
Ambrosian Library at Milan> interesting for its illus-

trations, which were copied probably from earlier ori-

ginals and have transmitted the characteristics of

classical art (Pal. Soc. i. pis. 89, 40, 50, 51) ; the palim-

psest MS. of the Bible, known as the Codex Ephraemi,
at Paris (ed. Tischendorf, 1845) ; the Octateucb, whose
extant leaves are divided between Paris, Leyden, and
St. Petersburg ; the Genesis of the Cottoniari Library,
once, probably, one of the most beautifully illustrated

MSS. of its period, but now reduced by fire to blackened
and defaced fragments (Oat. Am* MSS. i. pi. 8) ; the

Dio Cassius of the Vatican (Silvestre, pi. 60) ; and the
Paris Pentateuch (16. pi. 61). A facsimile of an ancient

fragment of Euripides at Berlin, which, is certainly of a

respectable age and which has even been ascribed to

the 4th century, will be found in Wilcken's Tafeln mr
dlteren griech. Pal&ographie, pi. iv.

Uncial writing of the sixth century shows an advance
on the delicate style of the fifth century in the com-

paratively heavy forms of its letters. Horizontal strokes
are lengthened, and are generally finished off with heavy
points or finials. The Dioscorides of Vienna (Pal. Soc. i.

pi 177), written early in the century for Juliana Anicia,
daughter of Mavius Anicius Olybrius, Emperor of the
West in 472, is a most valuable MS. for the palaeographer,
as it is the earliest example of uncial writing on vellum
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to which an approximate date can be given. It is also

of great interest for the history of art,, as, in addition to

the coloured drawings of plants, reptiles, insects, etc.,

which illustrate the text, it contains six full-page designs,
one of them being the portrait of the rojal Juliana herself

tlUpXCUCEPAM'EHG'T'OA.C
CUGTrePTTP I UJN KAVAO 1^

T[>
ITTH T\\ TTA

PA<J>
VAX\CA

Ke<j>AAAIOMOiAiMHKCOM
DIOSCOKIDES.-EARLY 6TH CENTURY.

Kapoia
TO Be

| cocr7rp TTpLcov* /cav\ou
I rpiTTTfj^rji 7rapa(j>vaSa<z

o] | /ce<f>a\at,

This is a specimen of careful writing, suitable to a

sumptuous book prepared for a lady of high rank. The
letters exhibit a contrast of thick and fine strokes ; the
curve of both and C is thickened at both extremities j

the base of A extends right and* left and has heavy dots
at the ends ; the cross-strokes of TT and T are treated in
the same way. In the second line will be noticed an
instance, in the word fipa^/Sr]^ of the use of the

apostrophe to separate two consonants/ a common
practice in this MS.

Other MSS. of this period are : the palimpsest Homer
in the British Museum (Cat. Anc. MSS. i. pi. 9 ; Pal.
SOG. ii. pi. 3), generally named, after its editor, tho

Cureton Homer, and the palimpsest fragments of St,

Luke's Gospel (Cat. Anc. MSS. pi. 10), which together
with it were re-used by a later Syrian scribe ; the frag-

G See p. 73.
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ments of the Pauline Epistles from Mount Athos, some
of which are in Paris and some in Moscow (Silvestre,

pis. 63, 64
; Sabas, pi. A) the Gospels written on

purple vellum in silver and gold, and now scattered
between London (Cotton MS., Titus C. xv.), Borne,
Vienna, and Patmos, the place of its origin ;

the frag-
ments of the Eusebian Canons, written on gilt vellum
and sumptuously ornamented, in the British Museum
(Oat. AUG. MSS., i. pi. 11) ; the Coislin Octateuch
(Silvestre, pi. 65) ; the Vienna Genesis, with illustra-

tions of very greab interest (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 178); the
Kossano Gospels written in silver on purple vellum
and also having a remarkable series of illustrations (ed.
Gebhardt and Harnack, 1880),- and the Dublin palim-
psest fragments of St. Matthew's Gospel and of Isaiah

(ed. T. K. Abbott, Par Palimpsestoruwi Dublin.), the

handwriting of the former using the Egyptian forms of
A and M, strongly marked (A, JUL).

There are also two bilingual Grasco-Latin MSS. which
are assigned to the sixth century, viz., the Codex Bezos
of the New Testament at Cambridge (Pal. Soc. i.

pis. 14, 15), and the Codex Claromontanus of: the Pauline

Epistles .at Paris (Pal. Soc. i. pis. 63, 64). But these
were almost certainly written in France or, at all events,
in Western Europe, and rather belong to the domain of
Latin palaeography, as the Greek letters are to some
extent modelled on the Latin forms. The Greek por-
tions of the great Laurentian codex of the Pandects at
Florence (Wattenbach, Script. Oraec. Spedm., tab. 7)
should also be noticed as of this period.
The decadence of the round uncial hand in the suc-

eessive centuries may be seen in the second Vienna
Dioscorides (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 45), which is thought to be
of the early part of the 7fch century, and in the Vatican
MS. of Pope Gregory's Dialogues (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 81),
nrhich was written, probably at Rome, in the year 800.
But in these later centuries Greek uncial MSS. were
more usually written in another style.

Soon after the year 600, a variety of the round nnclia
came into ordinary use a change similar "to that which
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lias been noticed as taking place in the uncial writing
on papyrus. The circular letters

, 0, O, C become

oval, and the letters generally ai laterally compressed
and appear narrow In proportion to their height. The
writing also slopes to the right, and accentuation begins
to be applied systematically. At first the character of

the writing was light and elegant,, "but as time went on
it gradually became heavier and more artificial. A few
scattered Greek notes are found written in this style in

Syriac MS 3. which bear actual dates in the seventh

centary (Gardthausen, Griech. Palseog. t table 1 of

alphabets) ; and there are a lew palimpsest fragments of

Euclid and of Gospel Lectionaries among the Syriac
MSS. of the British Museum, of the seventh and eighth
centuries; but there is no entire MS. in sloping uncials

bearing a date earlier than the ninth century.
As an early specimen we select a few lines from the

facsimile (Wattenbach, Script Gr. Specim., tab. 8) of

the fragment of a mathematical treatise from Bobio,
now in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, which is assigned
to the 7th century.

C<X'

/y

MATHEMATICAL TREATISE.-7'i'H CENTURY.

(roiovr\o>v\ fyjTTjaetov oiKeia KCUL
|
0)9 <fir)v TO St/catco?

av K^ff)6[evTL\ |
vi<& TrpocrrjKOvaa. \ npa)T\Qv z,ei>

7[ap] 7rai/r[o9] arepeov 0-^77^[aro?] | Trpo? T
~

/c r[ov]

It will be seen that in this MS., intended for students'
use and dealing with, a secular subject, abbreviations are

fairly numerous
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In a more compact; style, and rather heavier, is the
Venetian codex of the Old Testament (Wattenbach,
Script. Gr. Specim., tab. 9), which is of the 8th or 9th

century. Descriptive titles are written in round uncials,

evidently in imitative style and devoid of the grace and
ease of a natural hand, as will be seen, from the facsimile.

e nti

OLD TESTAMENT. 8TH OR 9TH CENTUUY.

teal /LLtjrpa cr^XX^/x-^ect)? al&viax "tva
\

ri rovro e^rfKdov etc

/j,7jTpa<z'Tov[/3Xe] |

7reii> KOTTOV? /ccuTrdvovs' xai $teT\[(rav] \

ev
aicryyirti al r^ikpai f^ov :

|
}

CO Xoyo? 6 <yevQp,vo$ Trpbs

l'pefj,l[av] | Trapa K\ypLo\v. ore aTrecrreiXev ?rpo9 avrov
\

6 ftacriXevs o-e&eiclas' TOP Trdcr'^p i>[7oz>])

At lengtH, in the middle of the ninth century, we have
a MS. with a date: a Psalter of the year 862, belonging
to Bishop Uspensky (Wattenbach, Script. Gr. Specim.,
tab. 10).

TJSPENSKY PSALTER.-A.D. 8G2,
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(Ev ovo/JLart, r% ayias a \ ^dvrov tcai o><zp%/n}[Y| j

7r[ar]/3 [o]<?
/cal v

[t>o]v
fcal

\ dylov 7rz>[ei//*aTo]V eypn
Kal

|
T\6icod/

r} TO vrapbv ^aX J Tr\piov* tceKevcrei, rov

a
| 7/ou KOL jjuafcaplov ^[^^Jpfo] ?)

In this specimen farther progress is seen in the con-
trast of heary and light strokes.

Other MSS. of this character are: a small volume of

hyrnns in the British Museum, Add. MS. 261 13, of the
8th or 9th century (Cat. Auc. MSS. I pi. 14 ; Pal. Soc.

ii. pi. 4) ; a copy of Gregory of Naziansius, written
between 867 and 886 (Silvestre, pi, 71) ;

the Bodleian
Genesis (Gk. Misc. 312), of the 9th century (Pal. Soc. ii.

pi. 26) ;
a Dionysius Areopagita at Florence, also of the

9th century (Yitelli and Paoli, Facsim. Paleogr., tav,

17) j and a Lectionary in the Harleian collection, of the

end of the 9bh or beginning of the 10th century (Cat.

Anc.MSS.i.pl.17).
But by this time uncial writing nad passed out of

ordinary use, and only survived, as a rule, for church-

books, in which the large character was convenient for

reading in public.

IOfN ICCTHNITA

<\KArUjJ
EVANGELISTARIUM. A.D. 980.

7rapa/3o j \rjv TODr[m
- - - _ L. - -

,

: 7rp[o
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In this capacity it underwent another change, the
letters reverting from the sloping position to the upright
position of the early uncial, and again, after a period,

becoming rounder. This was evidently a mere calli-

graphic development, the style being better suited for

handsome service books. Of this character are the
Bodleian Gospels (Gk. Misc. 313) of the 10th century
(Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 7) ; the Laurentian Evangelistarium ot

the 10th century (Vitelli and Paoli, Facsiin. Paleogr,,
tav. 7) ;

the Harleian Evangelistariutn (no. 5598), of the

year 995 (Pal. Soc. I. pi. 20, 27) ;
and the Zouche

Evangelistarium, of 980 (PaL Soc. i. pL 15i), from which
a few lines are given above.

There are also a certain number of MSS. in which
uncial writing appears to have beeu used for distinction,
or contrast. Thus, in a MSt at Florence, of A.D. 886-

911, containing Fasti Consulares and other matter

arranged in tabulated form, the entries are made in a

beautifully neat upright uncial (Vitelli and Paoli, Facsim*

Paleogr., tav. 13, 25, 31) ; so also in the Florentine

Dionysius Areopagita of the 9th century, referred to

above, while the text is in large slanting uncials, the

commentary is in smaller upright uncials
;
and we have

the Bodleian Psalter with catena (Gk. Misc. 5), of the

year 950, in which the text of the Psalms is written in

upright uncials, while the commentary is in mmnsculos

(Pal. Soc. ii. 5; Gardbhausen, Gr. Pa'lseogr., p. 159, tab.

2, col. 4.)
The use of small uncial writing for marginal com-

mentaries and notes in* minuscule MSS. is not uncom-
mon during the earlier centuries after the establishment

of the smaller style of writing as a book-hand. As a

late instance of the uncial being used for the text, a

page from a MS. of St. John Chrysostom, which is

ascribed to the llth century, will be found in Vitelli and

Paoli, Facsim, Paleogr., tav. 28. It appears to have

lingered on till about the middle of the 12th century.



CHAPTER XIT.

G-REEK PALEOGRAPHY CONTINUED.

Minuscule Writing of the Middle Ages,

GPEKK: Minuscule MSS. of the middle ages have been
divided into classes, as a convenient method of marking*
periods in a style of writing which, being used for the

language of a limited area, and being subject to no ex-
terior influence, underwent, like all isolated branches of

writing, only a gradual change. These classes are :

(1) codices vetustissimi, the most ancient MSS. of the
ninth century and to the middle of the tenth century;
(3) codices vetusti, those which range from the middle
of the tenth century to the middle of the thirteenth

century; (3) codices recentiores, from the middle of the
thirteenth century to the middle of the fifteenth century ;

(4) codices novelli, all MSS. of later date.

There are s^ill some thousand dated Greek MSS. in.

existence, in the different libraries of Europe, which
were written before the year 1500; a list is given by
Gardthausen, G-riech. Palseogr., pp. 34*4$ sqq Of these
almost all are written in minuscules. More than three
hundred facsimiles, nearly all produced by photographic
methods, and dating frotn the year 800 to 1593, have
been published. Of the ninth century there are not a
dozen dated MSS. extant

;
nine are represented in fac-

simile. Ofthe tenth century there are nearly fifty; and of

these there are nearly forty facsimiles. Of the eleventh

century, the number rises to nearly one hundred, and
more than sixty are given in facsimile. It is curious

that dated MSS. in the twelfth, century are comparatively
few about seventy; twenty-five of which, have been
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represented in facsimile. la the later centuries, of

course, they become more numerous.
It has already been explained that the minuscule hand,

which almost suddenly makes its appearance as a literary
hand in the ninth century, was nothing more than the

cursive writing of the day written with care. The
trained scribes made the best use of the smooth yellum
to exhibit in their work that contrast of fine and heavy
strokes which has always been held to impart a beauty
to handwriting. Under this careful treatment the

sloping tendency of a current hand was resisted, and
the writing in its new set form became upright.

There are, however3
a few MSS. in existence which

seem to prove that a calligraphic style, or reform, of the

cursive hand, for literary purposes, was in partial use

before the period of the literary minuscule of the ninth

century.

THEOLOGICAL WORKS. 8TH OB 9TH CENTURY.

rrji a/CTLcrrco [/cat] avva&Mo^j, Kai o] | JLLOOVCTICDI,

s rivo\s rf\ \ KTKT^ r\ erepoovcnov

|
z>?79 [/cat*]

TOP rrept, TTJS evavdpcoTrTj*-

[rov fcvpcov] | \o<yov o&iacrTpofyov crco&fiiev' \_KCLI\

Be 6 \ovpo<$ 6 T??? aXrjdeias e^Opo^ ).

The writing of these MSS. slopes after the manner
of a current hand, and yet the letters arq formed with a
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uniform precision which stamps it as a hand wnich had
been developed in some school of writing, which, how-
ever, to judge from the paucity of existing specimens.,

probably had no very wide influence. A facsimile from
a MS. of this character, and ascribed to the 8th century,
is given by Gardthausen, Beitrage zur Griech. Palaeo-

<?rapine, 1877 ; and another from a litnrgical roll at Mount
Sinai, of the 9th century, accompanies a paper by the
same writer. Differences Pro cine tales de la Minuscule

Grecque, in Melanges Graux, 1884. A third MS., con-

taining a collection of theological works, from which the
facsimile above is taken, is in the Vatican Library, and
is probably of the end of the 8th or beginning of the 9th

century (Pal. Soc.ii. pi. 126).

Many of the forms ot" letters in this writing which are

distinctly cursive, such as a looped alpha, the inverted

epsilon, the h-shaped eta, Hud the n-shaped nn, disappear
from, or are modified in, the more settled literary
minuscule hand.

But before examining in detail the progress of this

literary hand through the different periods or classes

which have been enumerated, its general course of

development may be traced in a few words.
In the cursive writing there was never an entire sup-

pression of the original capital forms. For example, the

large B, A, H, K, N, and others are found side by side

with the more cursive forms of the same letters. It was,

therefore, only to be expected that, however rigorously
such capital forms might be excluded from the set

literary minuscule hand when it was written in its first

stage of exactness, they would by degrees creep in and
show themselves side by side with their purely minuscule

equivalents in literary works, just as they did in the

ordinary cursive writings of the period. This, in fact,

happened ; and the presence of capital forms in lesser or

greater numbers affords some criterion of the age of a MS.

Again, the degeneration of writing from the earliest

models of the ninth and tenth centuries to the hurried

styles of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries is apparent

enough if we turn over a consecutive series of MSS. or

12
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facsimiles. But this degeneration only became rapid,
and, so to say, acquired its full impetus, in the later

centuries. And certain classes, such as liturgical MSS.,
which custom had retained for special uses, were less

tolerant of change, and served in some measure to
retard the disuse of the formal hands of older times.
In the earlier centuries "breathings and accents are

applied in a style in keeping with the exact writing of
the text ; the breathings are rectangular and the accents
are short. Afterwards, the former being more rapidly
written become curved ; and the latter are dashed on
with a bolder stroke/ Their last stage is when, they
even blend with the letters which they mark.

The writing of the period of the codices vetustissimi,
of the ninth century and to the middle of the tenth

century, as far as is shown by surviving examples,
is very pure and exact. The letters are most symmetri-
cally formed

; they are compact and upright, and have
even a tendency to lean back to the left. Breathings
are rectangular, in keeping with the careful and
deliberate formation of the letters. In a word, the

style being practically a new one for literary purposes,
the scribes wrote it in their best form and kept strictly
to the approved pattern.
The earliest dated example of this class is the copy of

the Gospels belonging to Bishop Uspensky, written in
the year 835. A facsimile, but not very satisfactory,
appears in Gardthausen's Beitrage and in Wattenbach
and von Velsen's Exempla Godicum Graecorum, tab. 1.

Next conies the Oxford Euclid (D'Orville MS.), which
belonged to Arethas, Archbishop of Caesarea, and was
written in 888.

The breadth of the letters will be noticed, as well as a
certain squareness in the general character and the

slight inclination to the left. Exact finish is best seen
in such letters as a and S, the final stroke of the former,
when unconnected, being brought up to the top of the

line, and the down-stroke of the latter being drawn right
down to the base. The set forms into which the cursive
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B, 77, and K are cast should also be noted. The orna-
mental effect of the writing is added to by the slight
turn or hook in "which down-strokes terminate. Certain
of these characteristics remain in the minuscule writing of

succeeding centuries : others wear off and are lost as
time advances.

^ X

EUCLID. A.D. 888.

(fjuev ei<Tt, ra AHT P$Z rplycova. aTrv\avTiov Se] [
ra

OMN 5TT" ware K\ai\ TO, arpea Tra/jaXfX^XeTT/TreSa] |

ra djro TWV eipy/Mevcov irpiafjudrcdv \_avaypa<f>ofie] \

va

. TTpo? aXX^Xa \GLCFIV o>9 a/] [

ra r^ivr}* apa co-rat, ca? 17 jdHP [/3atTi<? Trpo?] |

ovroi) ra GLpTypeva Trp^jlo'/Mara TTpo?] |

a

Oar next facsimile, from a MS, at Paris (Omom%
Facsimiles, pi. 1), illustrates the same class of "writing,
of rather larger type and more laterally compressed,
the uprightness of the character being thus more

evident,
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LIVES OF SAINTS. A.IX 890.

yv' [fcal] rov
\
rcov \eyo/Mva)v. ecrv-

'

f

ayia Sov \ \TJ rov d[eo]v TQV ar[av]pov e

LJ
eV Travrl rco croi

)

A third specimen is taken from a very beautiful MS.
of Sfc. Clement of Alexandria (Omont, Facsimiles, pi 2)1
written for Archbishop Arethas, abovementioned, in the
year 914.

<on-'^niX^r^tiir'Li

^P.Uf^lt^aajAA^ouft y>tr~a^Vr4-tiMi' ^rfS-
W

* * x rv
^ - ^ .

ST. CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA. A.D. 914.

(pevov Wv&v* l<irave\6ovTa efc a^virroiJ 6<rrayary[6o-0ai,

reX]
\ja?

licavobr
'

rov oZv
Scriptv, TOP TrpOTrdropa

[TOZ/ avrov] \ ^akdr^uai efce\ev<rev avros
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av
Se

09,

And lastly of this period we give a few lines from a
MS. of Basil's commentary on Isaiah, of the year 942

(Omont, Facsim.y pi. 4), written in a rather larger cha-

racter, but showing very little advance on the earlier

examples. Indeed, the writing of this first division of
the minnscnle literary hand is subject to so little change
in its course, that it is extremely difficult to place the
undated MSS. in their proper order of time.

04

i^jwr^^
*

oi

OH CW't*^

ST. BASIL. A.D. 942.

(alcr0<r}<Tiv jj^ovo-iv' on ol p>e\v Kara ra
TOWT69* ev <rd\co

e2[cr6
St,a rrjv eav\ \

r&v /ca/clav' ol Se
TOV TJOVV \eavr&v KKO] ] dap/j,evov ej(pvTe<$* 09 ov

7rei\ \
S^ etceldev eari TO cr/co7rev[rrjpiov])

We now pass on to the codices vetusti^ from the middle
of the tenth centnry to the middle of the thirteenth.

century. Bat before surveying the more formal hands
of this period, a few words should be said regarding a

style of writing which is noteworthy, as certain impor-
tant MSS. of classical literature, whose date it is of

interest to determine, are written in it.

It is not to be supposed that MSS. of the earlier

period of minuscule writing which, has been discussed,
were only written by the most accomplished scribes and
in the best style. The working copies of students and
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scholars were no doubt then as rough and cursive in

comparison with the facsimiles given above as a modern
scholar's own composition is in comparison with a printed

text; and, except for choice copies, written for some

special purpose, such, for example, as the Bodleian Plato

of 895 (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 81
; Enempla, tab. 3), or the Harley

Lucian of the British Museum, of the beginning of the

tenth century (Gat. Anc. MSS. i. pi. 18; Pal. Soc. ii.

i. 27), the extreme calligraphic style was not called

or in books which were intended for private use.

Hence a more fluent character of writing appears to

have been practised as a book-hand for copies which
would serve ordinary purposes : a good working hand,

perfectly clear and well formed., more set and formal

than a common cursive hand would be, but yet not
finished off with precise care. In the tenth and eleventh

centuries then, we find MSS. written in this style, and
no doubt still earlier examples existed. We give fac-

similes from two MSS., separated by an interval of

nearly one hundred years : a Ohrysostom of 954 and a

St. Ephraem of 1049 (Omont, Facsim., pis. 5, 21).

p
f

CHJRYSOSTOM. A.IX 954.

(teal 6 fJL&t ev eprjfjiia T&V
[ TrpcxTT^crw^tez/ajz/ 971^* o5ro<?

2e eJ%ez/ TOV$ ejn^ekovfLevov^, \
ot KOI ftaa-TdtpvTes avrov

KOI TOVTO) i2^ &w
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<&

ST. EPHEAEM. ^A.D. 1049.

(roO Kvplov crov' j&tfTrore 6 TO, [fy^dvia &V[JL\ \ i&ify) TI/

IBicov* 0o$ jap a[_vT(o ecm Bia TOV\ \ ayaffov TO KCIKOV

at,' \7rapa /cvplov %q] \ r^cra)/j,

<yva)cnv\ \ [/cat] avvecrip TOV

So] \ fcijjsd&i, apyvpiov K\aX\

In tlie older specimen the writing is rather stiffer

and not quite so fluent as in the other; and both are

good characteristic specimens of their respective cen-

turies. The St. Epbraem is the work of a very ex-

perienced penman, who mnsfc have written with great
ease and rapidity, without in the least degenerating in

his style.
The four following facsimiles will give an idea of the

formal style of writing of the eleventh, twelfth, and

early thirteenth centuries; and from them it will be
seen how very, gradual was the change in the actual

forms of the letters.

In the first, from a Chrysostom of 1003 (Omont,
Ifacsim., pi. 11), the exact regularity of the tenth

century is still remembered, but the writing is hardly
so graceful as in the earlier examples,
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pi

<* *

*rt> o 1^0 fjtiu KCT6u Xo yd

CHRYSOSTOM. A.D. 1003.

( ptarlav avrt, 6vaia$> r\ | veyfce rco 8[e\a> \eycov* %
\ r\

TO OVO/JLO, fc[ypio\v evXoyq \ jmevov* vvv fcal del' /cal els
\

The next is half a century later, from Saints* Lives

of the year 1055-6 (Omont, Facsim. pi. 23). Here
there is a little more tendency to roundness and rather

less compactness.

GUSTOUOlOUJLHH OLU%-7- r- ,

^ ^ " '
dip o cr c^/oo f/ I

o r -TK i

LJU-m& l*+*J

LIVES OP SAINTS.-A.D. 1055-6.

(O.VTOV Bio/c\rjTiavov \
ra Kara ffiXov \

TOV avSpbs cvycavi \
'

5 Ttji dSo | Krjro) tyij/J.'r) Kara)
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The third^ a good characteristic specimen^ from
sermons of St. Theodore Studites, of 1136 (Omont,
Facsim.y pi. 47), is more freely written; strokes aro

lengthened, marks of contraction and accents are more
prominent, and breathings lose their old angular shape.

ST. THEOBOEE. A.D. 1133.

(/COL TTQTL&IV Kal OlOV $(&
I
KOTTTGW KOL TGfMVeiV KCU

\
CLTTQ*

tca9aipeiv,
e

(va <ye

The fourth specimen is selected from a Lectionary
of 1204 (Omont, Facsim., pi. 51), in which the old style
of hand is maintained, bat betrays its more recent date

by its irr^o-ular formation and exaggerated strokes.

*AM< OT POULTTO OT'i JJaJ

LECTIONARY.---A.I). 1204.
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(a7TOKpi>9el<; Se 6 Tre
| rpo? \e^ei avrco

\

crv el 6

icai eTreri
\ fjuvjcrev avrovs Iva

\ jbuySevl \e<ya>0"w Tre
)

The marks above the line, In addition to the accents,

are to guide the intonation.

The two hundred years, from the middle of the

thirteenth century to the middle of the fifteenth century,

which are given to the codices recentiores, witness more

rapid changes than have been seen in the previous

periods. This was naturally to be expected with the

wider diffusion of learning and the consequent multi-

plication of copies of books of all kinds.

We will first examine the writing of the thirteenth

century, taking our first facsimile from a typical MS.
of the latter half of the century, written in the ordinary
formal style a Chrysostom of 1273 (Omont, Facsim.,

pi. 60).

CHEYSOSTOM.-AJ>. 1273.

\jcal\ ravrtj S/,a rov crr^av]pov T[^?] | fcardpa?

s rfj? 67rl
\

rfj Trapaftdcrei, OUK d(f>7JK Sea
\

irecreiv

yektav' orav
\
Ovv \eyrj SLCLKOVOV Trep/ro/x,^?] |

TOVTO 'keyq, on e\6a>v [/cat] -Travra)

As a characteristic of the writing of this period, the

persistence of enlarged or stilted letters strikes the
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eye. These forms are used sporadically in the pre-

ceding centuries, but not so commonly as to become a
feature as they do now,
Next is given a specimen from a MS. of Theophy-

lactus on the Gospels, of 1255 (Omont, Facsim., pL 55),
a MS. not of so formal a type as the last, and therefore

"bearing a more distinctive character of advance,

THEOPHTLACTUS.-A.D. 1255.

].
oi!re ra e-Trl TW rd^c

ZStct) Trduet TJJ <f)t,\apyvpia virovoOev^ova'il ( acre/3ecrrepov

] 9 OTA ou

varepop Si avrbv /er]pVTTOVT[<i] o)

And here we turn aside from tho more beaten track
to notice the small cursive hand of this period, which is

found occasionally in that class of MSS. to which re-

ference has already been made as students* books. The
occurrence of a dated MS. written in this hand is of

great assistance, for the freedom with which it is

written rather influences the judgment to assign un-
dated specimens to a later period than that to which

they really belong. It may be observed that, though
a good deal flourished, the innate character of the

writing is a certain stiffness and, if we may use the

term, a wiry aspect, which disappears in the later

cursive hands. The MS. which supplies the facsimile

is a commentary on Porphyry's Introduction to Aristotle,
of 1223 (Omont, Facsim., pi. 52),
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"7"--' *> ^ /\
-n< ,i<i4 ^ r
i * l ^ .

* ^ ^ , - -

.foc-^-'-' - *--- /3

POEPHYET. A.D. 1223.

Ixet eW, [*ol] al ftn-^Xo
a I

[*ai] Tr

Seurfepai |oel dUald>onrf at*} M~] I f^L,**,.*. l r
o^rpo7ro[^l

TO

[W &,]
TO

O 7^0? /.[aijTO e/SoM- at fS^l & r<3

To compare with this, a few lines follow from a MS
written in the same style a hundred years later, the
.History ot Barlaam and Josaphat, of 1321 (Omont
Facam., pi 78), the writing of which, it will be ob-
served, is slacker.

J.-/ <!
*-

OD^CTV'H /
~

BAELAAH AND JOSAPHAT. A.D. 1321.
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], ouSe ev TOVTCO rco fizpei, a^>i]\_Kv ^as
lv

|
/02f

iJ

. pera jap TO \aB[e2v] )

To illustrate the writing of the fourteenth, century,
we first select a Psalter of the year 1304 (Ooaont, Facsim.,
D! 75)^ just one hundred years later than, the formally-
written Lectionary of 1204, of which a facsimile is

above.

() ITITTDDCT^CJIJ Ttxl O
I cr nro txr cut do

PSALTER.-A.D. 1304.

[Aiapevel 6^9 TOI/ [al&va ez/ai] |
TT^OZ/ TOV ^[o]5

det \_av avrov
r/<?] | efctyyTijcrei, :

[
^Ozmo?

The very conservative nature of the formal writing of

liturgical "books could not be better illustrated than by
bhis large hand of the fourteenth century, which reverts

so distinctly to early models. But its artificial character

is at once apparent when it is compared in detail with
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the more ancient writings of the tenth and eleventh
centuries which it imitates.

Next follow two specimens of a more general character,
in which the transition from the style of the middle

ages towards that of the modern school of writing is

very marked. The first is taken from a Manual of

Jurisprudence by Constantine Harmenopoulos, of 1851 ;

the second is from a MS. of Herodotus, of 1372 (Omont,
Facs-im.y pis. 85, 96).

In both of these specimens there will be observed
instances of the late practice of writing accents as if

integral parts of the letters.

^ fc*l A

CONSTANTINE HARMENOPOCJLOS. A.D. 1351.

KoXelcrBai irapa rov SLfcao-r[ov] |
6fcd

jcreo)?, QVK e\arrov rpia[KOVTa\ j

evr]$' \jcai\ ea\y]

~\ | erepov ZVLCLVTOU

V OJt^UuJilT)JL}rQU3r KXUpOCTI-Sl TTpO ^

*

Of" %u5 JT^^XTTTP Kp 4 V 01/U

TO VCT CKXT^P THY *

^ >

HEEODOTUS. A.D. 1372,
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on oueis 7roi<rofjLev v/j,ea)V irpocre-

irpLv &v irapellyai^ | rrjv arrifcijv, s^

CTT 7TpO/3[o?;$?7Om]
-

| BQLfOTlTjV* Ot fJLV, TdVTO,

[evt&v"] [
aTraXXaacrovTO e<? cnrdpTrjv?)

In tlie fifteenth century the varieties of handwriting
1

become most numerous, and ifc is impossible to do more
than select a few specimens to illustrate the period.

1

For the first half of the century two examples may
suffice, the first from, a Polybios of 1416 (PaL Soc. i.

pi* 134) ; and the other from a MS. of Simplicius upon
the Physics of Aristotle, written by John Argyropoulos
at Padua in 1441 (Omont, Facsim. xv. et xvL s., pi. 24),
in a style which recalls the cursive hand of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries represented above.

POLYBIUS.-A..D. 1416.

( av, <j)i\Lva> j&ev irdvra So-^ovcriv ol /cap \

$. ol Be pCdfJLCUOL, ]

-
[rOJUTCt)!/' V /JL6V OVV TW

TO i
| [etc j3]c&XoL' KOL yap <pt\6cj)i\ov SeZ

TOU9 e^^pou?' Kal
\ 7779

$3 em).

The frequent dotting of the iota in this MS. is peculiar.

1 Monsieur Ornont's Fac-simi?es de Jbfaniiscrits Grecs des ocv"

et xvi" si&vles, 1887, contains an interesting series of specimens of

the writing of various Greek professional calligraphists of those

centuries, who settled in Italy and Western Europe under stress

of the Ottoman invasion, and were employed as copyists by
patrons of literature, or as correctors for the press.
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*)
o>

siMPLicros. A.I). 1441.

evpicricet, \ Trpcwra?. &ei/cvv$ etc rcbv evavrlcov
\

elvai, TO9 tyewjo-eiV &v KOIVOTCITOV,
\
TO, re eZSo?, f/cai] 97

areprjo-i^ \jcai\ ert, etc
\
rov Tol$ evavriois vTro/ceifievov. \

[teal]

Brj \_Kal] ir[ep]l r-r)$ v^7]$} on re earlv
\ aTroSeigas,

Kai] OTi, V7rOK6lfJL6VOV Tofc)

To illustrate the codices wovelli of the jSfteenth and
sixteenth centuries, first a few lines are taken from a

formally-written Menseum, or offices for saints' days, of

the year 1460 (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 233), the writing of which
recalls the style of the thirteenth century.

. A.D. 1400*
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lirl rr)v T>V %pi<mav&v | 7rpo9 ere

ov tcaTae^ofiai^ 6 St rS)
| /JLTJ

Se rov 77~[#T]p[d] 9 anrb TTJS e!<? y[picrro]z/ 7rtcrTe[ft>9] |

r<S fjbwrjaripi teal e7rap%a) e&9 TJJ^Z/]
/cara rov$ KpaTo\ywra<i\

6 Se rov %IT&VQ$ ryujJiVGOcras avTfjv /cal vevpois J

^. [/cat]

The next example Is from a carefully written copy of
fclie Odyssey, the work of the calligraphist John Rhosos,
of Crete, who was employed in Rome, Venice, .Florence,
and other cities of Italy. It is dated in 1479 (Pal. Soe,

i. pi. 182).

g3 Cf^>cur* u/k/Tn
'

wi^^ <itrp I Zbuayti

/ Jft t iO fffpJuc r^>o
sw tc

f

HOMER.-A.D. 1479.

8' a/>a TrOp /ca-t Orjiov, avrap
[teyapov vat Ba)/jUt> seal a,v\[r)v~\.

ayye^eovcra yvvai^l /cal orpweovGa veecrOai"

ai S
7

Icrav /c juerydpoio Sao? t^era ^epalv e%ovcrat, f)

Finally, to conclude this section of Greek Palaeography,
the following five facsimiles represent some of the many
styles of the more or less cursive handwriting of the

century between 1497 and 1593:

i. Pausanias, written at Milan, in 1497, by Peter

Hypsilas, of JEgina (Omont, op. cit., pi. 44), in a good
and regular upright hand, compressed.

13
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I . I > / J . <

t#4AJ cL%t

PAITSANIAS. A.B. 1497,

lauroO. 'jreTrofy/ce Se
| a^r^z/opo? Tfir Trp&ra T&V

efcarov /3ov<$ T&V irevOepw |

TOU? rore ^aipeiv

av\0pc^7i\ov^. evefiovTO 8e e/Aol So/cetz/ at TO
|

v

re 7[a/?J e^Ti^ a>? ZTTiTrav r}
rcov TTV\LQ)V %wp&* [^a^

fiapTvpel Se /io6 [/cat] SfMqpos &> fJivr)^ vecrropos

& l T0f)

ii. Ptolemy's Almagest, written at Mantua,, in 1518,

by Michael Damascenes, of Crete (Omont, op cit., pi.

36), in a compact hand, nob unlika that of the last

specimen^ but a little more elaborate.

PTOLEM.T. A.D. 1518.
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(/cat Trapa rov 7rtKVK\ov, eyKK\i,/JLevov$ 7rl nrdvr&v
|

Trpo? TO roS Sta p,ka-a>v e7r/7reSoz>* ^E^] TQZ> zTrifcvKkov

cw?
e<5&a/,fc[ez/]

Sta rovro ywopewrj? d%to\oyov

| TrapoSov* rj ra? aTroSe/f6^9 rSz/ avo&iwXi&v

rot? 6^6^75 crT77<ro^[ez']. &e/c[ej'] [8e] rot)

|
avr&v orav 5 re rov Siev/cpt,-

S} fcdi o
j

lii. The MaBiial of Jurisprudence by Constantino

Harmenopoulos, written in Chios, in 1541, by Jacob
Diassorinos,, of Ehodes (Omont, op. cit., pi. 28), in the
loose straggling tand characteristic of the period.

I **n

4^/M

CONSTANTINB HAEMBNOrOULOS, A.B. 1541.

,,
KOI varepov ev9vfJ\y6y] ravra\ \

rore

7r/ed0ero] \

ev TT} SiaQytefa'] el-jt^lv. /cal X^y[e]r[a^] rovro

/ca)$LK\\[p$, rfyovv p,i,~] \ fcpbv

rov

iv. Elian's Tactics, written at Paris, in 1564, by

Angelus Vegecius, of Crete (Omont, op. cit., pi. 2), in

quite a modern style of hand, but compact.
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. A.D. 1564.

eV rot9 po^oeiecn o"x)^acn ryv Kirov avvra-

01

/c[ai] fvy&/. 04 Se, aroi'xelv pev, ov/c ert

e fvyetz/. ot Se,
|
fvyeZi' /^ez/a ou arot^elv Se. e/cdarTj 8e ra^9

oura>5 e%et. |

01 yL6z/ TOW /5o/<&/3ou5 [/cat] <JTO^e^^:
era

\ %av TOP fiejLar[ov] TOV ev rfj

v. The Syntagma. Canomim of Matthew Blastares,

written at Eome, in 1593, by John Hagiomauros, of

Cyprus (Omontj op. ci^., pi. 31), in a loose hand of

modern type.

*M
"<

y?x-*$

BLASTABES. A.D. 1503.
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( Sachet jpdtpeiv aTrelpqfcew ou ^v a\\a KOLL
|

Siaypd<>ew avevftidcrrw em&fcrjTTTet, [##i] e^aX

]ov rot? /SaSl&vcriv, e^vftpitpiro \ rjfj,S>v

iov* TO teal Siavota, atSol
J ^[ez^oz^ tcai

tea

Greek Writing in Western Europe*

Before closing the division of our work wliicli relates

to Greek Palaeography, a few MSS. may be quoted
which illustrate the course of Greek writing in Western

Europe. We refer, however, only to those MSS. whicli

are written in actual Greek letters or in imitative letters,

not to those in which Greek words or texts are inscribed
in ordinary Latin letters, of which there are not a few

examples.
Two celebrated MSS. of the 6th century containing

1

bilingual texts have already been referred to 2 as having
been written in Western Europe. The " Codex Bezae/*
of the Gospels and Acts of the Apostles, at Cambridge,
and the t( Codex Claromontanus," of the Epistles of Si}.

Paul, at Paris, are both written in Greek and Latin in

nncial letters. But in these MSS. the Greek text is in

letters which are of the ordinary type of Greek uncials

of the period. In a "third example of a bilingual text,

the Harley MS. 5792 (Cat. Anc. MSS. pt. i. pi. 13 ;

Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 25), which contains a Graeco-Latm

Glossary, written probably in France in the 7th century,
the Greek writing betrays its western origin very

palpably. Still more distinctly imitative is the Greek
text in the " Codex Augiensis," of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, in which the Epistles of St. Paul were written

in Latin minuscules and Greek bastard uncials, in the

latter part of the 9th century, at Reichenau in Bavaria

(Pal* Soc. L pi. 127) ; in a Graeco-Latin MS. of some of

the Psalms, in the Library of St. Nicholas of Cusa, of the

same character, written early in the 10th century (Pal.

2 See p. 154
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Soc. 1 pi. 128) ; and in the " Codex Sangallensis
" and

u Codex Boenerianus "
of Dresden, which once formed

one MS. and contain the Gospels in Latinized Greek
letters of the 10th century, with . an interlinear Lathi
version (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 179).
A few instances survive of the employment of Greek

letters in Latin signatures and subscriptions to docu-
ments of the sixth and seventh centuries from Ravenna
and Naples (Marini, I Papiri Diplom., 90, 92, 121 ;

Cod. Diplom. Cavensis, ii. no. 250 ; Pal, Soc. ii. 3) ;

and the same practice appears to have been followed in

France and Spain as late as the eleventh century.
3

Bat we may regard such a superfluous use of a foreign

alphabet, at least in most instances, as a mere affectation

of learning. In the ornamental pages of fanciful letters,

also, which adorn early Anglo-Saxon and Franco-Saxon

MSS., a Greek letter occasionally finds a place, serving,
no doubt, to show off the erudition of the illuminator.4

B
BibUotliique de VIZcole des Chartes, (2nd series) torn. i. p. 443 ;

Delisle, Melanges de PaleograpMe, p. 95.
4

Delisle, UJSvangeliaire de Saini-Vaast d1

Arras.
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LATIN PALJ30GRAPHY.

now proceed to trace the history of Latin Palgeo~

graphy and the scheme which will be followed in this

division of our subject may first be briefly described.

Latin majuscule writing, in its two branches of (1)

Square capitals and Rustic capitals, and (2) Uncials
the most ancient forms of the Latin literary script

naturally claims our first attention. Next, the modified
forms of Uncial writing, viz., the mixed hands of uncial

and minuscule letters, and the later developed Half-

uncial writing, will be examined. TV
r
e shall then have

to pass in review the various styles of Roman Cursive

writing, beginning with its eailiest examples, and from
this we shall proceed to follow the course of the Con-
tinental National Minuscule hands, which were directly
derived from that source, down to the period of the

reform of the Merovingian school in the reign of

Charlemagne. The independent history of the early
Irish and English schools forms a chapter apart. From
the period of Charlemagne to the close of the fifteenth

century, the vicissitudes of the literary handwritings of

Western Europe will be described ; and this portion of

onr work will be brought to a close with some account

of the Cursive writing, and particularly of the English
Charter-hands of that time.

Majuscule Writing. Capitals.

Latin Majnscule writing, as found in early MSS., is

divided into two branches : writing in Capitals, and

writing in Uncials. Capitals, again,, are of two kinds.

Square Capitals and Rustic Capitals. The most ancient
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Latin MSS. in existence are in Rustic Capitals; but
there is no reason to presume that the rustic hand was

employed in MSS. before the square hand, nay, rather,

following the analogy of sculptured inscriptions, the

preference as to age should be given to square letters.

Capital writing, in its two styles, copies the letterings
of inscriptions which have been classed under the heads
of "

scriptura monumentalis
" and tf

scriptura actuaria,""
as executed in the time of Augustus and successive

emperors
1

;
the square character following generally

the first, and the rustic the second.

In square capital writing the letters are generally of

tlie same height ;
bub F and L are commonly exceptions.

The angles are right angles, and the bases and tops and
extremities are usually finished off with the fine strokes

and pendants which are familiar to all in our modern

copies of this type of letters.

Rustic capitals, on the other band, are, as the name

implies, of a more negligent pattern, but as a style of

writing for choice books they were no less carefully
formed than the square capitals. But the strokes are

more slender, cross-strokes are short and are more or

less oblique and waved, and finials are not added to

them. Being thus, in appearance,, less finished as perfect
letters, although accurately shaped, they have received
the somewhat misleading title which distinguishes them.
More than is the case with square capital writing, there
is a greater tendency in certain rustic letters to rise

above the line.

The fact that a large proportion of the surviving
MSS. in capital letters of the best class contain the
works of Virgil points to the same conclusion as that

suggested by the discovery of comparatively so many
copies of the Iliad of Homer in early papyri, and by the
existence of the Bible in three of the most important
Greek vellum codices which have descended to us :

namely, that a sumptuous style of production was, if

not reserved, at least more especially employed for those

J See Jjlocempla ftoripturae Epigraphicae Latinae (Corpus In-

script* Lat.), ed. Hiibnerj 1885.
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"books which were the great works of their day. Homer
In the Greek world, Virgil in the classical period of

Rome, and the Bible in the early centuries of tho

Christian Church, filled a space to which no other books
of their time could pretend. And the survival of even
the not Terj numerous copies which we possess is an
indication both that such fine MSS. were more valued

and better cared for than ordinary volumes and that

they must have existed in fairly large numbers. With

regard to the works of Yirgil and their sumptuous pro-

duction, it will not be forgotten that Martial, xiv. 186,

singles out a MS. of this author to be decorated with
his portrait.

Of Square Capital writing of ancient date there is

very little now in existence, viz., a few leaves of a MS.
of Virgil, divided between the Vatican Library and

Berlin, which are attributed to the close of the 4th

century (Z. W. Ex. 14)
3

; and a few from another MS.
of the same poet, of the 4th or 5th century, preserved
in the library of St. Gall in Switzerland (Z. W. Ex. 14 a;
Pal. Soc. i. pi. 208). We take a specimen from a
facsimile of one of the latter :

IDAUAELVCOSVBJM
FLOW BVSETDVLClAD
IAMQ^l BATD 1CTOPAR

VIRGIL. 4TH OB 5TH CENTURY.

(Idaliae lucos ubi mfollis] |

Eloribus et dulci ad
| lamque

ibat dicto par[ens] )

It is certainly remarkable that this large character
should still have been employed at the time to which
these fragments of square-capital MSS. are attributed,

2
Zang-emeister and Wattenbacb, Exempla Codicum Latinorwm

litteris mvjusculis scriptorum, Heidelberg, i.876, 1879.
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so long after tlio classical period of Eome. The use of

so inconvenient a form of writing, and one which

covered so much material in the case of any work of

average extent, would, it might be thought, have been

entirely abandoned in favour of the more ready uncial

character, or at least of the less cumbersome rustic

capitals. Its continuance maybe regarded as a survival

of a style first employed at an early period to do honour

to the great national Latin poet ; and may,, in some

deg'ree, be compared with the conservative practice in

the middle ages of keeping to an old style of writing
for Biblical and liturgical MSS. The same remark

applies also to the comparatively Jafce employment of

Rustic Capital writing under similar conditions.

This latter style of writing is found in the earliest

extant Latin MSS. In some of the papyrus fragments
recovered at Herculaneum it is of a character copied

closely from the lettering of inscriptions on stone or

metal (Z. W. Us. 1, 2) ; in others it is of a less severe

style. We give a specimen from the fragments of a

poem on the Battle of Actiutn (Fragmenta Herculanensia,

ed. W. Scott, 1885), written in light, quickly-formed
letters, which must have been very generally used for

literary purposes at the period of the destruction of

Herculaneum in A.B. 79.

POEM ON THE BATTLE OF ACTITJM. BEFORE A.D. 79.

(cervicibus . aspide . mollfem] | [somnjum trahiturque . lilndi

[ne . mortis .] |

brevis . hunc . sine . mor[sibus . anguis .] |

[ten'jai . pars . inlita . parva . v[oneni.])
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Here the words are separated front one another with
tie full point; as In inscriptions. Long vowels are also,, in

many instances, marked with an accent ; in the case of

long i, the form of the accent (if accent it be) is rather

that of the letter itself, and the scribe may have in-

tended to indicate the length of the vowel by doubling it.

Specimens of nearly all the existing vellum MBS.
written in rustic capital letters are represented in fac-

simile in the Uxeinpla of Zangemeister and Wattenbaci,
the publications of the Palasographical Society, and
other works. The writing on tliis material is of a more
careful type than that which we have seen in the last

facsimile from a papyrus MS. The estimation of the

age of the earliest of these MSS. is necessarily a matter
of uncertainty, as we have no specimen to which a date

can be approximately assigned before the end of the

fifth century. But some of them may be placed earlier

than that period. For example, the palimpsest frag-
ments of the Verrine Orations of Cicero, in the Vatican

Library (Z. W. Ex. 4), are generally assigned to the

fourth century. But the MSS. which before all others

approach nearest in the forms of their letters to those

of inscriptions, are the two famous codices of Virgil,
known as the " Codex Romanus/" and the " Codex
Palatinus" (Z. W. Ex. 11, 12; Pal. Sac. i. pi. 113-115).
In these the style of lettering found in formal inscriptions
of the first century ot our era has been closely followed;
and although no one has ever thought of placing the

MSS. in so remote a period, yet it has been suggested
that scribes may have kept up the style without de-

generation for one or two centuries, and that they may
therefore be as old as the third century. Others are of

opinion that they are merely imitative, and that the

Codex Eomanus in particular, on account of the bar-

barisms of its text and the coarse character of the

pictures with which it is illustrated, mast be of a later

date. These objections, however, are not conclusive,
and taking the writing alone under judgment, there

seems to be no reason for dating the MSS. later, at all

events, than the fourth century.
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The following facsimile is from the Codex Palatinus

(Pal. Soc. i.pl. 115):

VSlVitVlAl 1&JODOMia L5TV

1MIVJ5AXA50MAN1VACVAJ
\caontatcit5Ji5niAMio
GVAnoiAAUV.CmCONCV531I

VIRGIL. 4TH CENTURY (?).

(Volvitur ater odor tectis tu[m] |

Tntus saxa sonant vacnas

|

Accidit haec fessis etiam fo[rtuna] | Quae totani luctu

concussit )

In this writing the contrast of the thick and fine

strokes is as strongly marked as in inscriptions on stone

or metal. Shortness of horizontal strokes, smallness of

"bows, as seen in letter R, and general lateral compression
are characteristic. The formation of the letter H is

easily explained by referring to the same letter in the

second line of the facsimile from the poem on the Battle

of Actinni. It recalls the formation of the common
truncated h-shaped eta in Greek papyri. The points
are inserted by a later hand.

Another famous MS. of Virgil in rustic capitals is

that known as the " Schedaa Vaticanas," which is orna-

mented with a series of most interesting paintings in

classical style, no doubt copied from more ancient proto-

types (Z. W. Ex. IS; Pal. Soc. L pi 116, 117). It is

assigned to the 4th century.
But the first rustic MS. to which an approximate date

can be given is the Medicean Virgil in the Laurentian

Library at Florence (Z. W. Ex. 10; Pal Soc. i. pi. 86).
A note at the end of the Bucolics states that the MS.
was read, pointed, and corrected by the (e consul ordi-

aaritis
"

Asterius, who held office in the year 494.
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Consequently, the text must bare been written at or

before that date. A specimen is here given ;

VIRGIL. BEFORE A.D. 494.

(Xon Ilium nostri possunt mutaie labo[res.l
l^Tec si frigonbtts mediis . Hebrurncjw bibam [us.]

Sithoniasqw^ nlves . Memis subeamus a[quosae.]
ISTec si cum moriens . aita Liber aret in ulj_mo];.

Among the remaining older MSS. of this style the
most important is the Codex Bembinns of Terence

(Z. W. Ex. 8, 9 ; Pal Soc. L pi. 135) in the Vatican

Library, a MS. of the 4th or oth centarj_, which takes

its name from a former owner, Bernardo Bembo^ in the

fifteenth century, and which is valuable on account of its

annotations.

This handsome but inconvenient style of literary

writing could not be expected to last, even for editions

de luxe, for a very long period. There still survives,

however, one very finely executed MS., the poems of

Prudentius, in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris

(Z. W. Ex. 15; Pal. Soc. i. pK 29, 30), written with great

skill, but thought not to be earlier than the 6th century.
In the Turin Sedulius (Z. W. Ex. 16) of the 7th cen-

tury the rustic letters have altogether passed out of the

domain of: calligraphy in its true sense, and are rough
and mis-shapen. Lastly, we may notice a MS. which,
on account of its contents and history, has attracted

more than usual attention the Utrecht Psalter, which is

written in rustic capitals and yet can be scarcely older

than the beginning of the 9th century. Copied from
an ancient original which was illustrated with drawings,
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it seems that, in order to maintain the same relative

arrangements of text and drawings,, the scribe found it

the simplest course to copy the actual character of the

letters, the text thus
-filling the same space as the original

and leaving the proper intervals for the insertion of the

drawings. And yet the text was not so exactly copied
as to be quite consistent with ancient usage ; for titles

are introduced in uncial letters an intrusion which would
have been quite impossible in the earlier and purer period
of rustic capital writing. In a word, the form in which
the Utrecht Psalter is cast must be regarded as accidental

a mere imitation of a style which had practically passed
away.

Judging by the specimens which bave survived, capital

writing may be said to have ceased to exist as a literary
hand for entire texts about the close of the fifth century.
In the middle ages it survived, in both square and rustic

styles, as an ornamental form of writing for titles and

initials, and occasionally for a few pages of text. For

example, in the Psalter of St. Augustine's, Canterbury,
of the beginning of the 8th century, now one of the

Cottonian MSS, in the British Museum, there are several

prefatory leaves written in imitative rustic letters (Pal.
Soc. i. pi. 19; Cat. Anc. MSB. ii. 12

3 13), and in the

Benedictional of Bishop /Ethelwold (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 143)
of the 10th century, and in a MS. of Aratus at Boulogne
(Pal. Soc. i. pi. 96) written quite at the end of the 10th

century, pages in the same style are to be found. In the

profusely ornamented MSS. of the Gospels and other

sacred texts of the period of the Carlovingian kings the
bountiful use of capitals is a prominent feature of their

decoration.

Uncials.

The second form of Majuscule writing employed as a

literary hand for the texts of MSS. is that to which the

name of Uncial has been given,
3 It is a modification

of the square capital writing. As the latter was the

8 See above, p. 117.
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easiest form to carve on stone or metai, so was it more
simple, wlien writing letters with, the reed or pen on a
material more or less soft, to avoid right angles by the
use of curves. UnciaL then, is essentially a round hand,
and its principal characteristic letters are the curved

forms A. t) e b OQ. The main vertical strokes generally
rise above or fall below the line of writing. This style

appears to have come into common use as a literary hand
at least as early as the fourth century. How much
earlier it may have been employed must remain uncertain ;

but as in the most ancient specimens it appears in a fnlly

developed shape, it is not improbable that it was used
for books even in the third century. The period of the

growth of the hand has been determined,, from the
occurrence of isolated uncial forms in inscriptions, eta,
to lie between the latter part of the second century and
the latter part of the fourth century.

4 Prom the fifth to

the eighth century it was the ordinary literary hand of

the first rank. In MSS. of the fifth and sixth centuries,
and particularly in those of the earlier century, the uncial

writing is exact, and is generally formed with much

beauty and precision of stroke; in the seventh century
it becomes more artificial ; in the course of the eighth

century it rapidly degenerates, and breaks down into a

rough, badly-formed hand, or, when written with care, is

forced and imitative. As a test letter of age the letter

m has been selected, which in its earliest forms appears
with the first limb straight, or at least not curved inwards

at the bottom, as it is seen in later examples. And the

shape of the letter e may also be of assistance for deter-

mining the period of a MS. : in the earlier centuries, the

cross-stroke is consistently placed high, but when the

hand begins to give way in its later stages the stroke

varies in position^ being sometimes hip*h, sometimes low,
in the letter. In fact, as is the case with the handwriting
of all periods and countries, the first examples of an

4 Z. W. Etrempla, p. 5. Uncials were used in Latin inscriptions in

Africa in the third century. The Makter inscription (Pal. Soc.^
ii,

pi. 49), which is certainly as early as the fourth century, is in uncials

with some small letters.
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established hand are the purest and besfc ; the letters are
formed naturally, and therefore consistently.

Of MSS. in uncial writing there are still a not incon-

siderable number extant, and the earliest and most

important have been represented by facsimiles in various

pal860graphical works. The palimpsest fragments of

Cicero J)e JRapullica (Z. W. Ex. 17; Pal. Soc. i.

pi. 160) in the Vatican Library are generally quoted as

the most ancient example, and are assigned to the 4th

century. The letters are massive and regular, and the

columns of writing are very narrow. A few lines will

give an idea of the amount of material which must have
been required for the whole work, there being only
fifteen such lines in each column, or thirty in a page.

CICERO, BE REPUBLICA.-4'JCH CENTUBY.

(qui bona nee
| putare nee ap | pellare soleat

] quod earum.
j

reram vide[atur].)

Probably of a nearly equal age are the fragments of
the Vercelli Gospels (Z. W. Ex. 20), a MS. which is

traditionally said to have been written by St. Busebius
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himself, who died AJX 371, and which may safely be

placed la tlie fourth, century. In this MS. also we have
another example of the early practice of writing the text
in extremely narrow columns.

Among MSS. which are placed in the fifth century two
of the most famous are the codices of Livy at Vienna
and Paris (Z. W. Ex. 18, 19 ; Pal. Soc. I pi 31,32, 183).
The writing of the Viennese MS. is rather smaller than
that of the other. It is also historically an interesting
volume to Englishmen, as it is conjectured, from the
occurrence of a note in it, to have belonged to the

English monk, Suitbert, or Suiberht, one of the apostles
to the Frisians, who became their bishop about the year
693. We select from it a specimen as a good example of

uncial writing of the fifth century.

UTY. OTH CENTURY.

( ri oppido posset ante ipsam Terape in fan
[
cibus situm

Macaedoniae claustra
|
fratissima praebet et in Tessaliarn

|

opportunum Macedonibus decur
|
sum cum et loco et praesidio

valido in)

For an example of uncial writing of the sixth century
we are able to turn to a MS. which can be approximately
dated the Fulda MS. of the Gospels and other books of

the New Testament, which was revised by Victor, Bishop
of Capua, in the years 546 and 547, and is itself probably
of about the same period (Z. W. Ex. 34).

14
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FCTLDA NEW TESTAMENT.-ABOUT A.D. 546.

(Venerant ad eum in liospi |
tium plures . Quibus | exponetat

testificans
| regnurn del . Suadensqwe j

eis de lesu ex lege
Mosi et

| prophetis a mane usque)

Even in
this^MS.,

as early as the middle of the sixth

century,, there is a certain falling off in ease and firmness
of writing as compared with the earlier examples which
have been quoted. But fine distinctions between the

handwritings of different MSS. can only be satisfactorily
studied by a comparison of the MSS. themselves, or of
delicate photographic reproductions of them. The fac-
similes here set before the reader, representing only
brief passages and being simply in black and white,
cannot serve for more than the elementary purposes of
this book.
Oar next facsimile illustrates writing of a century and

a half later, and is taken from the great MS. of the
Bible known as the Codex Amiatinus (Z. W. Ex. 35 ;

PaL Soc. ii. pi. 65, 66), in the Laurentian Library at
Florence. It is one of three MSS. which were written
by order of Ceolfrid, who became Abbot of Jarrow in
Northumbria in 690 ; and it was taken by him on the

journey to Italy, during which he died, in 716, for pre-
sentation to the Pope. The" date of the MS. is therefore
about the year 700. It should, however, be remarked
that uncial writing of this type appears to have never
gained favour in England ; and it is probable that the
MS. was produced by Italian scribes brought over to
this country.
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quoOesr bociieui3ua>

cjuix iNpoTesTAreeTuiRTtn
icnpeRxrspiRrriBus
itfoftciNdrs erexexiNT

CODEX AMIATINUS. ABOUT A.B. 700.

(Et conloquebantnr [
ad invicem dicentes

f qnod est hoc
verbum

| quia in potestate et virtute
j imperat spiritibus j

inmundis et exeunt)

The text is arranged stictometrically, and the cha-

racters are bold and in harmony with the large scale of

the MS., which measures nearly twenty inches in height-
and contains more than a thousand leaves,



CHAPTER XIV.

LATIN PALJIOGBAPHY. CONTINUED.

Mixed Uncial and Minuscule Writing.

THE fact must not, however, be lost sight of that, after

all, the majuscule forms of writing, both capital and

uncial, which have been under discussion, represent only
one class of the handwritings of the periods in which

they were practised, namely, the literary hand, used in,

the production of exactly written MSS., and therefore a

hand of comparatively limited use- By its side, and of

course of far more extensive and general use, was the

cursive hand of the time, which under certain conditions,

and particularly when a book was being produced, not

for the general market, but for private or limited cir-

culation, would invade the literary domain of pure

majuscule writing and show its presence by the intrusion

of letters which are proper to the cursive alphabet.
1

Thus, some of the notes of scholars in the margins of

early majuscule MSS., or sometimes a few inserted

leaves of additions, are found written in a mixed style
of negligently formed uncials and certain cursive forms
in limited numbers. For instance, the notes of Bishop
Victor in the Pulda codex, quoted above (p. 193), are

thus written ; and, as an example of the employment of

this hand for additions to a text, a few lines from a MS.
of the Chronicles of Eusebius of the Qih century, in the

1 In describing these mixed hands it is necessary to anticipate the

discussion of the Roman cursive writing.
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Bodleian Library (Pal. Sac. ii pi. 130), are here

given :

us 9*A rou^/Aic^m^t/^rnif^^
9 ui

aep.
u*n

'

CHRONOLOGICAL NOTES. 6fH CENTUEY.

(usque ad consulafum eundem quotiens persecntio j qnibws

designatis tempoiibws facta est
| regnavit post passionera

dumird anno xsxviiii
] [o]rta est anno imperil eius xiii in

qua petrus et
| apostoli gloriose occtibnerunt)

Here the general character is a sloping uncial, but
the letters b and d are cursive forms, and the cursive

influence shows itself ia the lengthening of vertical

strokes.

The adaptation of this mixed hand, growing as it

were by accident into a recognized style of writing, to

more formal literary purposes would naturally follow.

In the MS. of Ghuus at Verona (Z. W. Ex. 24) of the

5th century, besides the ordinary uncial forms, the

cursive-shaped d and s 3 are used. In the Florentine

Pandects, written by many scribes, several cursive forms

appear (Z. W. Ha. 54; Pal. Soc ii pi. 108) in one

portion of the MS. And fragments of a Graeco-Latin

glossary on papyrus (Comment. Soc. Gottingen. iv. 156 ,

llliein. Museum, v. 801) are also written in mixed

2 A curious instance of misunderstanding of the cursive or lon^ s

(r) by an ignorant scribe is afforded by the Harley MS. 5792, which

contains a Grseco-Latin glossary, written probably in France in the

seventh century. The archetype from which the MS. was transcribed,

evidently had this form of the letter in several places. The scribe of

the Harley MS., not understanding it, copied it sometimes as an i

without a dot (i), sometimes as an i with a dot (i). Glossae Latino-

graecae, etc, 3 ed. Goeiz and Grunderinan.n, 1888, praef. xxil
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characters.
3 From these examples it appears that

secular MSS., such as those relating to law and grammar,
were not always subject in their production to the same

strict calligraphic rules as MSS. for church use or of a

specially sumptuous character. The scribe, writing

rather for the scholar than for the public reader or book-

collector, allowed himself a certain freedom and adopted

a style which he could write more rapidly ;
and yet at

the same time the preponderating element remained

uncial. In the following facsimile from the Pandects of

the Laurentian Library at Florence (PaL Sac. ii.

pi. 108), probably of the end of the 6th or beginning
of the 7th century, it will be noticed that the cursive

forms are used at the ends of lines, generally the weak

point, so to say, of handwritings, where innovations

make their first appearance.

xees^ecoefe^msiuejioMOMpfaectl

PANDEC1S. 6TH-7TH CENTURY.

([proba]vi existimantis si quidera praeces | [sp]onsalia dnrare

ea quamvis in domo
j [nupt]ae esse coepeiit si vero non

praeces | [ho]c ipso quod in domum deducta est
| [vide]ri

eponsalia facta quain sentential)

8 The same mixed style is founCl in Latin inscriptions of ^ortheru
Africa; e.g. the Makter inscription (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 49 >. It also

appears in the recently discovered inscription of Diocletian's edict,
" de pretiis venalium

"
of A.D. 301 (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 127, 128). Even

in inscriptions in square capitals small letters sometimes intruded :

see an instance of a small b in an inscription of A.D. 104, given in

Letronne, Inscriptions- de I'llgypte, 1842, 1848, atlas, pi. 81.
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From the same MS. we give another specimen (Z. W.
Ex. 54) of a liand which employs the cursive forms
more generally, not only at the ends of lines, but pro-
miscuously *with the uncial forms, and illustrates a
further stage of development.

n urn XKIXC-M
xri iYi Jru

PANDECTS,-6TE-7TH CENTURY.

(legnm tramitem qui a"b ur[be] [ temporibus 1% esse con-

fn[suni] [
humanae naturae capaelt[ate] ] [stu]diurn sacror

tissimis letro
[ [con]stitutiones emendare)

But these examples represent the mixed hand in Its

simpler stages. A reference to the early 31SS. in

which it is employed by the writers of annotations

shows that the proportion of the uncial and cursive

forms depended a good deal on the taste or practice of

the writer He was necessarily limited in the space
left for his notes, and was therefore constrained to use

a more formal kind of writing than his ordinary current

hand would have been, somewhat in the same way as

in annotating a printed book we, at the present day,
often employ a half-printing kind of writing, accommo-
dated to the narrow margins at our disposal. He
therefore naturally used a disconnected and not a cursive

form of writing ; and the negligent uncial, referred to

above, seems to have been generally found most suitable

for the purpose, qualified, as already described, by an

admixture of cursive forms. It is the varying extent to

which these cursive forms were admitted by different

writers that here claims our attention. The marginal
directions for the artist in the Quedlinburg fragment of
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an illustrated early Italic version of the Bible (Schum,
Theolog. Btudien, 1876) ; and tte scholia and notes in

such. MSS. as the fragments of Jnvenal in the Vatican

(Z. W. JEk 5), the Codex Bembinus of Terence (Z. W.
JSx. 8; Pal. Soc. i. pi. 135), the Medicean Virgil (Z. W.
JSx 10; Pal. Soc. i. pi. 86), the Bible fragment at

Weingarten (Z. W. Ex. 21), and others, exhibit the
"hand in various phases between the nncial and minus-
cule (or formal cursive) styles. In the scholia on the
Bembine Terence, we have the hand in the fnlly de-

veloped condition, in which the minuscule element asserts

itself so strongly that but few of the purely uncial

forms remain, and to which the title of Half-uncial

writing has been given. We find it employed as far
back as the fifth century as a literary hand in the pro-
duction of formally written MSS.

Half-Uncial Writing.

This writing, as will afterwards be seen, plays a very
important part in the history of certain national hands.
A modified form of the nncial, as just explained, and

recommending itself no donbt from the greater ease
with which it could be written than the more laborious

pure uncial, it was quickly adopted as a book-hand ;

and the not inconsiderable number of examples which
are still extant prove how widely it was practised, at
least within a certain area, chiefly comprising, it seems,
Italy and Southern France. The earliest example
appears to be the Fasti Oonsulares of the years 487-494
in a palimpsest at Verona (Z. W. Ex. 30). Of more
importance is the MS. of St. Hilary at Rome, written
before 509 or 510 (Z. W. Ex. 52 ; Pal Soc. i. pi. 186).
Other examples are the Sulpicius Severus of Verona, of
the year 517 (Z W. x. 32} ; a list of popes to 523, and
carried on to 530, together with a collection of canons,
in a MS. from Corbie (Z. W. Ex. 40-42; Alb. Pal.* 11) ;
a similar MS. at Cologne (Z. W, J5. 37, 38, 44),- a

4 Album J?aUograpM(['ue> cwec des notices explicatwes war la,
Societe de locale des Qhartes* Paris, 1887*
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Bible commentary at Monte Cassino earlier than 569

(Z. W. Ex. 53) ; vaiious MSS. at Milan, originally in the

monastery of Bobio (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 137, 138, 161, 162) ;

a MS. in the Libri collection (Pal. Soe. ii. pL 10) ;

a Hilary on papyrus at Yienna (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 31) j

and several MSS. at Lyons, Paris, and Cambrai (Alb.
Pal. 6-9, 11, 13) of the sixth or seventh centuries.

As in this style of writing a large proportion of the

forms of letters which are afterwards found in the

minnscule hand of the Carlovingian period are already

developed, it has also been called the Prse-Caroline

minuscule. This title, however, being anticipatory, it is

better to give the hand an independent name, and that

of Half-uncial is sufficiently distinctive; unless indeed
the still more exact title of Roman Half-uncial is pre-
ferable.

In the following specimen, taten from the MS. of St.

Hilary on the Trinity in the Archives of St. Peter's at

Eome, which, as a note records, was revised in the

fourteenth year of Trasamund, King of the Yandals,
that is, in A.D. 509-10, an almost complete alphabet is

represented ; and it will be seen that while the round

btyle of uncial writing is still maintained, there are very
few of the letters which are really uncials.

ei erne

ST. HILARY. BEFOIIE A.D. 509-10.

(damnationem fidei esse I te aboletur per alteram
|
rarsus

abolenda esfc oiipus] f episcopi manum innocente[m] |

[lin]guam non ad falsiloquium coe[gisti] )
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The most beautifully executed MS. of early date In this

style of hand is the Biblical commentary of Monte
Cassino, written before the year 569 (Z. W. 'Ex. 53).
A specimen is here selected from it as a standard example
of the perfect half-uncial which formed the model for
certain forms of the national hands which will be
described afterwards.

ci bof etvet** KHXTTCJ

^o
o ictper^eXM>O

BIBLICAL COMMENTARY. BEFORE A.D. 569.

(aboleret . natus ergo e
[
ut quae primum fecer[at] |

crearet

ia per erro[rem] [
inortua ut semper in )

We must here break off our examination of the formal
book-hands to take up that of the Roman Cursive

writing which, as we have just seen, essentially affected
the half-uncial, and which had an all-important influence

in forming the later handwritings of Western Europe.



CHAPTER XV.

LATIN PALEOGRAPHY.

Eoman Cursive Writing.

SOME of the earliest material which has survived for tlie

study of Roman Cursive writing is found among the wall-

inscriptions of Pompeii. These inscriptions have been
divided into two classes : (1) those traced with the brush,

generally in formal and not cursive capitals, and consist}-

iog of advertisements, recommendations of candidates,,
announcements of public games, of lost articles, of houses
to let., etc.

;
and (2) scrawls and scribblings, sometimes

in charcoal, chalk, etc., but more generally scratched

with a point (the so-called gTaffiti), and written in cursive

letters, being quotations from poets, idle words, reckon-

ings, salutations, love addresses, pasquinades, satirical

remarks, etc. A few are of ancient date, "but most of

them range between A.D. 63 and the year of the destruc-

tion of the city, A.D. 79. Similar inscriptions have been
found at Herculaneum, and in the excavations and cata^-

combs of Rome. Most of them have been collected by
Zangemeister in the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum
of the Berlin Academy, vol. iv., which also contains a

carefully compiled table of the forms of letters employed.
Some of those found in Rome are represented in the

jBom& subtermnea Christiana of De Rossi.

Contemporary with these wall-inscriptions are the
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waxen tablets found in 1875 at Pompeii,, in tbe house
of L. Caecilius Jucundus.,

1 inscribed with documents in

cursive writing, and ranging in date chiefly from A.D. 53
to 62. Of similar character are the waxen tablets, some
of which are dated between A.D. 181 and 167, found in

the ancient mining works of Verespatak in Dacia,
2 and

published with a table of forms of letters in the Corpus
Inscriptionum LcMnarum, vol. iii. With these also must
be grouped the tiles which have been found on various

sites, .scratched, before being baked, with alphabets,
verses, or miscellaneous memoranda.3

The examples of Roman cursive writing which have
been enumerated above represent the ordinary writing
of the people for about the first three centuries of the

Christian era. The letters are nothing more than the

old Roman letters written with speed, and thus under-

going certain modifications in their forms, which eventu-

ally developed into the minuscule hand. These same

original Roman letters written carefully became, as we
have seen, the formal capital alphabets in use in inscrip-
tions under the Empire and in the sumptuous MSS. of

the early centuries of our era. It is probable that the

wall-scribblings of, Pompeii essentially represent the

style of writing which had been followed for some two
or three centuries before their actual date ; for, in the

other direction, the difference between the style of the

Dacian tablets and that of the Pompeian. period, although

they are separated by a long interval, is not so marked
as might have been expected.

If we turn to the Table of letfcers which are found in

the graffiti of Pompeii and other Roman sites, we see

how in the first century the original capital forms stand

side by side with other modified forms which even at

1 See above, p. 25.
* See above, p. 24

8 See above, p. 15. Some of them are inscribed with memoranda
of the brickfields. One found at Aquileia bears tbe warning of a

severe taskmaster to some unfortunate workman: "Cave malum, si

-non rasetis lateres DC
;

si raseris minus, malum formidabis." Oorp.
Ins. Lat. v., no. 8110 (176),
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that date had begun to tend towards minuscules. In A
the cross stroke falls,, so to say, out of Its horizontal

position and hangs as a short middle stroke or entirely

disappears. The slurring o the bows of B, in quick
writing, produces the form of the letter resembling a

stilted a, the waved stroke representing the bows and
the loop the original upright mainstroke. This is the
most complete transformation of any letter in the alpha-
bet. C and G exaggerate the length of the upper part
of the curve. The letter D developes gradually the

uncial form, which afterwards produced the minuscule,

by lengthening the upper stroke of the bow, while the

straight main-stroke, like that of the B, turns into a
curve. The letter E is represented in two forms, the

second being the double vertical-stroke letter used also

in inscriptions and in the Faliscan alphabet. F in like

manner takes the form of a long and a short stroke, both
more or less vertical, the short stroke gradually degenera-
ting into a curve. In the changes of H we see the

origin of the minuscule in the shortening of the second
main-stroke. Besides the normal capital form we have
M represented by four vertical strokes, llli,

the first being
longer than the rest ; and so, too, N appears in the form
of three strokes, 111. The hastily written O is no longer
a circle, but is formed by two curves ; and, the natural

tendency when writing with a hard point being to form
concave rather than convex curves, the second curve of

the letter also becomes concave. In the letter P we see

the gradual wearing down of the bow into a mere oblique

stroke; in E. the slurring of the bows into a curved

stroke ; and in S the straightening of the lower curve

and the development of the upper one into an oblique
stroke.

In the alphabets of the Dacian tablets many of these

modifications are seen to be carried still farther, as for

example in the straightening of the exaggerated head-

curve of and G into the flat head which in the latter

letter afterwards becomes so marked a feature. The

similarity now existing between certain letters is also

very striking, and it is obvious now easily one may be
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misread for another. A and U, B and t), C and 0,
C and P, C and T, E and U, bear, under various con-

ditions, more or less resemblance to each other ; and,
to add to the difficulties of decipherment, linking and
combination of letters was carried in the cursive hand of

this period almost to an extreme.
The two following facsimiles are taken from the

Pompeian graffiti* First we select the beginnings of

four lines, two from Ovid (Amor. I. viii. 77) and two
from Propertius (IV. v. 47), written in a style which w
may call formal cursive, the normal shapes of the old

letters being fairly maintained (Corp. Insc. Lai, iv* 1893,
1894, tab. xsv. 7).

WALL-INSCRIPTION-1ST CENTURY.

(Surda sit oranti tua [ianua laxa ferenti] j
andiat exclusi verba

[receptus amans] |

lanitor ad dantis vigilet [si pulsat inanis] [

surdus in obductam so[mniet usque seram])

Next is given a specimen of the more cursive style in
which the normal shapes of the letters are considerably
modified and the vertical-stroke forms of B and M are
used. The shape of the O may also be noticed, being
formed by two convex strokes as explained above.

(Corp. Insc. Lat. iv. 1597, tab, vii. 1).
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WALL-INSCRIPTION. 1 ST CENTUKY.

(commnnem nummurn
|
censio est nam nosfcer

[ magna
iabet pecuni[am])

"We now turn from ilie large liasty scrawls of the

plaster-covered walls of Pompeii and take up the delicate

specimens traced with the fine-pointed stilus on smooth
waxen surfaces.

In the waxen tablets found at Pompeii we have two
styles of writing: that of the deeds themselves, inscribed
on the waxen pages with the stilus in the decidedly
cursive character which may be compared with the fac-

simile of the wall-inscription just given; and that of the
endorsements and lists of witnesses written in ink upon
the bare wood of the pages which were not coated with

wax,
4 in a more formal character which may be compared

wifch the preceding facsimile. The following specimen
is a fragment of one of the tablets which record payments
made on account of sales by auction (Atti dei Lincei,

1875-6, p. 21S
; tav. 1), written in the full cursive style,

See above, p. 25.
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POMPEIAN WA5EN TABLET. 1ST CENTURY.

( [S]aturni[no] | [Scipi]one |

iv Idus Novembr
|

s

Umbricae AntiocHdis se[rvus] | [ea]m accepisse ab ~L.

Caec[ilio] | [Incundo] sestertios nummos sescentos
| [quadra-

gi]nta quinque [ob au]ctionem j [
rebus

innisitlcis vfenditis] |

ex qua samma )

The bandwriting is very firm and distinct, and the

letters are formed upon tbe same pattern as those of the

last facsimile. Nor is the hand complicated by the

linkings and monogrammatic arrangements of two or

more letters, which will be presently shown in another

example. Indeed, the letters are inscribed so distinctly
that there is no difficulty in deciphering the text when
once the forms are mastered.

Two facsimiles from the Dacian tablets of the second

century are now given. The first is taken from one of
the pages of a tablet recording the dissolution of a buria]

club at Alburnus Major, or Verespatak, in the year 167.

It is written clearly, and the letters generally stand
distinct without much linking (Massmann, Lib, aur*

tab. 2 j Corp. Insc. Lat. iii. 926-7).
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DACTAN WAXEN TABLET.-A.D. 167.

(Description et recognitum |
factum ex libello qui propo |

situs

erat Alburno maiori ad statio
|

nem Besculi in quo scrip |

turn erat id quot infra scriptum est
|
Artemidorus Apolloni

magister | collegi lovis Cemeni et Valerius
|

Niconis et Oifas

Menofili questo |
res collegi eiusdem | posito hoc libello publice

testantur
|

ex collegis supra scriptis ubi erant homines liiii
|

ex eis non plus remasisse Albur?^^ quam quot h.omiiie3 xvii :)

The facsimile represents tlie beglnniag- of tne deed

written, in duplicate, in the left-hand compartment of

the fourth page of the tablet, as described above (p. 26) ;

the right-hand compartment being reserved for the names
of the witnesses.

The second example is taken from the very perfect
remains of a triptych, to which the witnesses* seals still

remain attached. The contents refer to the purchase of

a girl in the year 139 (Corp. Insc. Lett. iii. 936-7).
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^
DACIAN WAXEN TABLET. A.D. 139,

(et alterum tantum dari fide rogavit |

Maximus Batonis fide

promisit Dasius
|

Verzonis Pirusta ex Kavlereti
| Proque ea

puella quac supra scripta est * ducen
|

tos quinque accepisse et

habere
|

se dixit Dasius Verzonis a Maximo Batonis)

The writing here is more complicated than that of

the other example, and it will at once be seen that the

difficulty is not caused by any deficiency in the character

of the hand, which is on the contrary particularly bold

and well formed, but by the number of linked letters, or

rather monograms, which occur. This system of linking
dismembers the letters and leaves the initial stroke of a

letter attached to its predecessor, while the rest stands

quite separate, thus intensifying the natural disposition
to write in disjointed strokes upon such a material as

wax, and increasing the difficulty of reading. With such

a condensed form of writing before us,, we are tempted
to speculate what would have been the cast of the hand-

writing, derived from the Boman, of the middle ages and
modern times, had waxen surfaces been the only, or

principal, material to receive it. We should certainly
Lave had no loops to our cursive letters and curves would
have disappeared.
To complete the illustration of the early Eoman cur-

sive hand we give a few lines inscribed on a tile found at

Silchester, probably of the 1st or 2nd century. They
seem to be the material for a writing lesson, the teacher

apparently first writing certain words as examples of the
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formation of certain letters,, and then dasMng off the
fe
conticuere omnes "

of Virgil.

INSCRIBED ROMAK TILE. 1ST OK 2ND CENTUEY.

(Pertacus Perfidus
j Campester Lucilianus

| Campanus conti-
cuere omnes)

The alphabet employed is identical with that of the
waxen tablets. It will be noticed that the initial C is

marked with an extra dash at the top in continuation of
the curve of the letter, and that the linked form of the
letters EB occurs several times.

Examples of the Roman cursive hand now fail us for

a period of some centuries. We have to wait till the
fifth century to find its representative in Italian deeds of

that period. But we must step aside to examine some

interesting fragments of papyrus., in Paris and Leyden,
inscribed in a character which is quite otherwise unknown :

a modification of the Roman cursive, cast in a mould
which stamps it with a strong individuality. The docu-
ments contained in them are portions of two rescripts
addressed to Egyptian officials; and they are said to have
been found at Philse and Elephantine. The writing is

the official cursive of the Roman chancery, and is ascribed

to the 5th century. Both documents are in the same
hand. For a long time they remained undeciphered, and

Champollion-Figeac,while publishing a facsimile (Ghartes
et MSS. sur papyrus, 1840, pi. 14), was obliged to admit
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his inability to read them. Massmann, however, after

his experience of the writing of the waxen tablets,

succeeded in reading the Leyden fragment (Libellus

aurarius, p. 147), and the whole of the fragments were

subsequently published by De Wailly (Mem. de I'Institut,

xv. 399). Mommsen and Jaffe (Jahrbuch des gem. deuL

Eechts, vi. 398 ; see also Pal. Soc. ii, pi. 30) have dis-

cussed the text and given a table of the letters com-

pared with those of the Dacian tablets. The following
facsimile (Lib. aur.) gives portions of a few lines on a
reduced scale.

IMPERIAL EESCEIPT. 5TH CENTURY.

(portionem ipsi deLitam resarcire
|

nee nllum precatorem ex in-

Btrumento
| pro memoiata narratione per vim con[fecto] |

sed hoc -viribus vacuato)

The writing is large, the body of the letters being
above three-quarters of an inch high. A comparison of

the letters, as set out in the Table, with those of the

alphabet of the waxen tablets leaves no room to ques-
tion their connection, but at the same time shows the

changes effected by the flourished style of the latei
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hand and also by Its more cursive formation with pen
and ink upon papyrus, the natural slope of the writing
inclining, under the altered conditions, to the right,
instead of inclining rather to the left, or at least being
upright,, as in the waxen tablets. It is interesting to note
the change in the shape of B, to suit the system of con-

necting letters practised in the more cursive style, from
the stilted a-form of the tablets with closed bow, to an
open-bowed letter somewhat resembling a reversed
modern cursive 6. The tall letters have developed
loops; O and v-shaped U are small and written high in
the line. ^The shapes of E, M, and N are peculiar; but
the first is evidently only a quick formation, in a loop,
of the old double-stroke B

(SI), and the other two,
although they have been compared with the Greek
minuscule mu and nu, as if derived from those letters,

appear to be nothing more than cursive shapes of the
Latin capitals M and TS.

This official hand, however, as already stated, is quite
exceptional, and we turn to the documents on papyrus
from Eavenna, Naples, and other places in Italy, dating
from the fifth century, for examples of the less trammelled

development of the Eoman cursive into a bold straggling
hand, which, however, is not wanting in effectiyeness.
The largest number are brought together by Marini
(I Papiri Diplomatic), and other examples will be found
in the works of Mabillon (Be Be Diplomatica], Cham-
pollion-Figeac (CJiartes et MSB. sur papyrus), Mass-
mann (Urkunden in Neapal und Arezzo), Gloria (Paleo-

grqfia) ; in the Facsimiles of Ancient Charters in the
British Museum, iv. nos. 45, 46 ; and in Pal. Soc. i. pi.

2, 28, ii. pi. 51-53. The following facsimile is taken
from a deed of sale of property in Rimini, now in the
British Museum, drawn tip at Eavenna in the year 572

(Pal. Soc. i. pi. 2) . The papyrus roll on which it is

inscribed is of great length, measuring as much as
8 ft. 6 in., and is a foot wide. The writing, not only of

the deed itself, but also of the attestations, is on a large
scale, which has been reduced to nearly half-size in the
facsimile.
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DEED Off SAIiE. A.D. 572.

(quantum supra scripto emptorl interfuerit
| manclpafloniqus

rei supra script&Q dol[um] | que esse vi metu efc circum^crip

[tione] j
Tinclis superius designates sibi supra scripius)

As compared with the alphabet of the waxen tablets the

letters have here undergone a great alteration, which must
be chiefly attributed to the variations arising out of the

system of connecting the letters together currente calamo.

Most of the letters, indeed, have now assumed the shapes
from which the minuscules of the literary hand of the

Carlovingian period were directly derived. The letter a

has no longer any trace of the capital in its composition ;

it is now the open u-shaped minuscule, derived no doubt

through an open uncial form (& &) from the parent
capital ; it is sometimes written in a small form high in

the line ; and it is to be noticed that it is always con-

nected with the next following letter, and on this account

may be distinguished from the letter u, wbich is never thus
connected. This link of the a no doubt has its origin in
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the sweeping main-stroke of the early cursive letter as seen
in tine waxen tablets. The letter b has thrown away the
bow on the left, as seen in the chancery hand of the fifth

century, and has developed one on the right,, and appears
in the form familiar in modern writing. The letter e,

derived from the ordinary capital, not from the two-
stroke cursive letter, varies in form in accordance with
the conditions of its connection with other letters, and
affords a good illustration of the influence of linking-
strokes in determining alterations of shape. Among the
other letters the fully formed minuscule m and n are

seen; long r is easily derived from the cursively-written
letter of the waxen tablets ; and s, having developed the
initial down-stroke or tag, has taken the shape Yl which
it keeps long after.

The general application of the Eoman cursive hand to

the purposes of literature would hardly be expected ; but
a few surviving instances of its employment for annota-

tions and even for entire texts are found in the notes

written probably in the fifth century by the Arian bishop
Maximin in the margins of a MS. at Paris containing
the Acts of the Council of Aquileia ;

in a short Grgeco-

Latin vocabulary on papyrus (the Greek words being
written in Roman letters), perhaps of the 5th or 6th

century (Not. et Hxtr. des MSS. xviii. pi. 18); in the

grammatical treatise o the 6th century in the palim-

psest MS. of Licinianus in the British Museum (Cat. Anc*

MS8. ii. pi. 1, 2) ; and in the texts of the Homilies of

St. Avitus at Paris, perhaps of the 6th century (Pal
Soc. i. pi. 68), the Ambrosian Josephus on papyrus,
ascribed to the 7th century (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 59), and
the Homilies of St, Maximus of Turin, also in the

Ambrosian Library of Milan, of about the same period

(Pal. Soc. ii. pi 32) ;
and in other MSS. From the

survival of comparatively so many literary remains in

this style of writing, it may be inferred that it was used

as a quick and convenient means of writing texts in-

tended probably for ordinary use and not for the

market. As an example, we give a few lines from

the MS. of St. Maximus.
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HOMILIES OF ST. MAXIMUS. /TH CENTURY.

([pa]trem specialiter exsuperantium | [mi]aister in sacerdotlo

comes in ma[rtyrio] | [labo]re in cuius multibus sractoa

quoque | [cre]dimus et quasi in quodam speculo | [imagi]

nem. contuemur facile enim cognfoscimus])

For our present purpose we need not follow in this

place the further course of Roman cursive writing. It

was still used in the legal documents of Italy for some

centuries, ever becoming more and more corrupt and

complicated and illegible. Facsimiles of documents of

the eighth and ninth centuries are given by Fumagalli

(Delle Istituzioni diplomatiche) , by Sickel (Monumenta

Graphica), in the Codex Diplomaticus Cavensis, vol. i.,

in the Paleografia artistica di Hontecassino, tav. xxxiv.,

xxxv., and by Silvestre (Palaeography, L pi. 137). The

illegible scrawl into wMch it finally degenerated in

notarial instruments of southern Italy was at length

suppressed by order of Frederic II. in the year 1220.5

5 In the thirteenth century the Eoman cursive was unintelligible.
Simon of Genoa, Clavis Sanctionis (1514, f. 87), says :

*'

Ego vidi

Bonise in gazophilaciis antiquorum monasteriorum KomaB libros et

privileges
ex hac materia (so. charta) scripta ex litteris apud nos non

intelligibilibus, nam figurse nee ex toto Graecje nee ex toto Latinse

erant." And again, when speaking of papyrus (f. 47), he uses these

words: "Ego vidi Romse in aliquibus monasteriis antiquis4ma
volumina ex eisdem litteris semi-grsecis scripta ac nullis modernis

legibilia." See De Rossi, Godd. Palatini Latini, 1886, Inirod. p. ci



CHAPTER XVI.

LATIN PALJEOGRAPHY CONTINUED.

Minuscule Writing. National Hands.

have now to investigate the very interesting sub-

ject of the formation of the national handwritings of
Western Europe, derived from Koman writing. On the
Continent the cursive hand which has jnst been noticed
became the basis of the writing of Italy, Spain, and
Frankland, and from it were moulded the three national

hands which we know as Lombardic, Visigothie., and

Merovingian. The common origin of all three is suffi-

ciently evident on an inspection of the earliest charters
of those countries.

In the book-hands elaborated by professional scribes

from the cursive^ with a certain, admixture of uncial and
half-uncial forms, we seethe lines of demarcation between
the three kinds of writing at length quite clearly defined.

But it was only to be expected that particularly in the

earlier stages there should be examples which, it would
be difficult to assign definitely to either one or other of

these national divisions ; and, as a matter of fact, the

difference between a MS. written in Prance and another

written in Italy is not always so strongly marked as to

enable us to call the one decidedly Merovingian or the

other decidedly Lombardic in its style.
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"We will examine tie three "hands in the order in which

they have been above referred to, reserving the Mero-

vingian for the last, as that form of writing leads on to

the Caroline Minuscule^ which eventually displaced
all

three.

IiomTmrdic Writing
1

.

That the national handwriting of Italy,, founded on
the old Roman cursive, should not have developed on
the same lines throughout the country is attributable to

political causes. The defeat of the Lombards in northern

Italy by Charlemagne subjected it there to new in-

fluences, and checked its development in the direction

which it continued to follow in the Lombard duchies of

the south, and particularly in the monasteries of Monte
Cassino near Naples and La Cava near Salerno. There-

fore, although the title of Lombardic is given as a

general term to the writing of Italy in the early middle

ages, that title might be more properly restricted to its

particular development in the south, covering the period
from the ninth to the thirteenth century, and reaching its

climax in the eleventh century.
In an example of the book-hand of Northern Italy in

the seventh century, the Verona Augustine (Sickel,

Mon. Graph, iii. 1), we find the half-uncial element very

strong, and what would be termed the Lombardic

element, the peculiar adaptation of certain cursive forms,
rather subordinate. Again, in the Sacramentarium

(MS. 348) of St. Gall (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 185), which

belonged to Remedius, Bishop of Chur (A.D. 800-820),
and which may therefore be placed at least as early
as the beginning of the 9th century, if not at the end
of the 8th century, the writing, though classed as Lom-
bardic, is rather of the type which we should prefer to

call modified Lombardic. In the facsimile here given,
while the descent of the writing from the Roman cursive

can pretty readily be traced, the national character of

the hand is not very marked, and it is only the letters a
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(in the double-c form) and t which are absolutely Lorn-

bardic in shape.

cafe: cufa*>di fte: ccd anasf^ etr e

SACRAMENTARITJM. 8TH OE 9TH CENTURY.

([inli]bata: Inprimis que tibi offerimus pro |
ecclesia tna

saractfa . catholica . qnam pacifi |
care . custodire . adunare . et

l^egere dig [
neris . toto orbe terranim : Una eiim)

To illustrate the Lombardic hand in one of its earliest

stages, written cursively^ we take a few lines from a

deed of Grimoaldus IV., Duke of Benevento, of the year
810 (Paleogrofia artistica di Montecassino Longobardo-
Cassinese, tav. xxsiv.).

DEED FROM BINETENTO. A.D. 810.
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( iftvitis sen sponte ante cmuscnrnque perso[na]
seu DepositOB vel qui hab eis sunt ordi[nati] | semper law
phatus cenobius abbata>sa vel

| omne^ue sibi subiectis absqwe
ornni)

Here we have a writing which is essentially the Roman
cursive, but subjected to certain exaggerations and
peculiarities of formation which, being fiirther developed^
afterwards mark the Lombardic hand. The open a, the

looped t, and the e with an indented or broken back are
letters to be noticed. The manner of writing the letter
a above the line in a zig-zag stroke commencing witli a
curve (hab in 1. 2, and p'hcitus in L 3) is only an exag-
geration of the practice which was referred to above in
the remarks upon the Ravenna documents.
The next facsimile is from a MS. of Albinus Flaccus

"De Trinitate/' of the year 812, in the monastery of
Monte Cassino (Pal. art. di M. G. tav. xxxvii).

S?fJuti

uAtttf

ALKHsTUS TLACCUS. A.D. 812.

(centum qua-lraginta tres hos divide
| triginta centum, viginti

xemanent.
| egyptiorum . ad ipsas adice octo et fiun[t] |

triginta superat unus ipsum est ad
|
Sic et ceteros annos per

aeras discurrentes )

In this example the hand is formally written as a

book-hand, with the characteristic shapes of the letters

a^ 6j and t now quite developed. And "even at this early
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period tlaere is discernible the tendency to give a finish.

to short vertical strokes., as in m, n,, and u, by adding
heavy oblique heads and feet. This style of ornamental
finish was carried to its height in the course of the
eleventh century,, and had the result of imparting to

Lombardic writicg of that period,, by the strong contrast

of the fine and heavy strokes, the peculiar appearance
which has gained for it the name ,of broken Lombardic*
The facsimile which follows is a good specimen of this

type. It is from a Lectionary written at Monte Cassino
between the years 1058 and 108? (Pal. art. fU If, 0*

tav. sdv.).

ncf * Ucuur ncf

cr
p6cco*rjfnt>f

In

Ct<rnfmfftynum

A.D. 1058-1087,

(nos et lavifc nos
]
a peccatis nosfcis in

] sanguine suo/ et fe
\

cit nos^rwm regnum [
sacerdotes deo et)

After this period the Lombardic hand declines iix

beauty and becomes more angular. A specimen of the
later style is found in a commentary on monastic rules

by Bernard, abbot of Monte Oassino from 1264 to 1282

(Pal. art. di M. 0. tav. liii ).
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MONASTIC RULES. A.D. 1264-1282.

(sum . id Qst tiibainm q?{0d ex debito debent
j
sicwt servi

domzno videlicet septem vicibws in
\
die et semel in nocte

psallere . norc negli | gant reddere . id est reddant diligenter |

et studiose . debent enim iiabere a biblio[theca])

Visigothic Writing.

VisigotLic is the title given to the national writing' of

Spain derived from the Roman cursive. It runs a course

very close to that o the Lombardic, developing a book-
hand of distinctive character, which is well established

in the eighth and ninth centuries and lasts down to the
twelfth century. Its final disuse was due, as in the case
of the other continental national hands, to the advance
of the Caroline minuscule hand, which, however, as was
to be expected, could only displace the native hand by
degrees, making its presence felt at first in the north of

the Peninsula. 1 In the collection of photographic fac-

similes Exempla Scrijpturae Visigoticae^ edited by P.

1 " Dans un des volumes acquis par nous se trouve le catalogue des
livres que le monastere de Silos pos>edait au commencement du xiiie

sieole .... Le redacteur du catalogue a pris soin d'avertir que
plusieurs des livres de son abbaye etaient ecrits en lettres fran Daises
...... C'est une allusion a la revolution qui s'introduit au xiie

siecle, et peut-etre des le xie
,
dans les habitudes des copistes espagnol,

probablement sous Tinfluence des colonies fran^aivses que notre ^rande
abbaye de Oluni envoya dans plusieurs dioceses d'Espagne.

7 '

Delisle,

Melanges de Paleograpkie, p. 59.
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Ewald and Gr. Loewe (Heidelberg, 1883), the course of
the Visigothic writing can be fairly followed. In the
cursive hand of the seventh century we find little varia-

tion from the Roman cursive ; but almost immediately we
are in the presence of a half-cursive book-hand (Ex. 4)
which is attributed to the 7th or 8th century, and
which has already assumed a distinctive character, as
will be seen from the following facsimile. It comes
from a treatise of St. Augustine in a MS. in the EscuriaL

&^

n\*kW

ST. AUGUSTINE. ?TH OR 8TH CENTURY.

([qtfjod scit medicus esse noxium sanitati
|

medicus ergo nt

egium exaudiat
|

voluntatem . deniqne etiam ipsa | accipit

propter quod ter dominum rogabit |

mea nam virtus in in-

firmitate perficitur ]
^tur a te stimulus earnis quern accepisti)

In this specimen the old forms of the Roman cursive

letters are treated in a peculiar method^ the inclination

of the writing to the left imparting a compressed and

angular character. The high-shouldered letter r and
the ordinary t are already in the forms which at a later

period are prominent in Visigothic MSS., and the letter

g is beginning to take the q-form which makes it the

most characteristic letter of the Visigothic alphabet.
It is interesting to notice the shapes of a and u (the

linking of the first letter which distinguishes it, as in
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its Eoman prototype, from the independently written u,
still being observed), the forms of p, and the different

changes of t when in combination with other letters

all referable to their Roman ancestors.

In many of the specimens of the eighth and ninth

centuries we find a small evenly-written hand, in which
the light and heavy strokes are in strong contrast, the
inclination of the letters being still rather to the left.

But we choose our next facsimile from a MS. which is

of a rather more formal type, and is a more direct link

in the development of the later style. It is from a MS.
of the Etymologies of St. Isidore, in the Escmial, of

the first half of the 9th century (Ex. 14).

> l

ncutr

^-;

ST. ISIDORE. 9TH CENTURY,

(sunt nova. Testamentum
|

aufem novum . ideo nuncupatur .
|

quia innovat., non enim ilium
|

diseunt -. nisi homines reno-
vati

|

ex vetustate per gratiam ei perti )

The letters of the Visigothic Band are here fully
developed ; and at the same time the thickening or

clubbing of the tall vertical strokes seems to indicate
the influence of the French school. Attention may be
drawn to the occurrence in the last line of the abbre-
viated form of per peculiar to the Visigothic handj
which in other countries would represent pro.
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We advance some hundred years, and select our next
facsimile from a Martyrology in the British Museum
(Pal* Soc. i. pi. 95), which was written in the diocese
of Burgos in the year 919.

cjutu|

olUucuf$W D&tcatf
jJ

ttuf
'taoflfauffcjn tmuj?puf

aWauli cuinfiuomD fujtruu

MAKTYBOLOGY.-A.D. 819.

(iussit eum capite plecti : quumq&e |
decollatus esset beatus

Prota
[
sius/ ego servns Chiisti Philippus |

a"bstuli cum filio

meo furtim
|

nocte corpora sancta
'

et in domo)

It will be seen that this specimen differs from the

last one in being rather squarer in form of letters and in

having the vertical strokes finer. There is, in fact, a

decided loss as regards actual beauty of writing. The
MS. is one which may be classed as a specimen of calli-

graphy, and therefore rather in advance of others of

the same period which still retain much of the older

character, and is dominated by the increasing influence

of the French hand. In passing, the use of the con-

junction quum in our specimen may be noticed, a practice
of Visigothic scribes, while those of other nations employ
the form cum.
The squareness and thinness of iype which we have

seen appearing in the above specimen increases in course

of time, and is niosfc characteristic of later Visigothic

writing of the eleventh and early twelfth centuries. In

L6
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this change, too, we may trace the same influence which
Is seen at work in other handwritings of Western Europe
of that period.
Our last Visigothic facsimile is supplied by a MS. of

the Commentary of Beatus on the Apocalypse, now in the

British Museum (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 48), which was written

in the monastery of St. Sebastian of Silos, in the diocese

of Burgos., in the year 1109.

a&nonc&ctZ^p^ utrfftnt> fitt

JT * *

foctof totuftta?. cumiof

aJ>

* i t^ t J

ana^ai)udiantn dni pa^tmfidxutf*

ladoLoft I?fmf .

qudlJfVuJipixm'

.

fepffxtfum
.

COMMENTAEY ON THE APOCALYPSE.-A.D. 1109*

(ad hane ecclmam portrait tit semper sibi
\
socios requirat .

cum qnos precipitetur j

in geenna, semper enim hec mulier

^tiam |
ante adventum domni parturiebat |

in doloribz/.$ suis .

que est antiqua eccle^'a
j patruin et profetoum . et sanctorum

et

Merovingian Writing
1

,

The hands which have been classed as Merovingian,
practised as they were over the whole extent of the
Frankish empire, were on that account of several types ;

and, as has been already stated
3

the boundary line
between the different national hands is not always to
be accurately traced. First to consider the style of

writing to which the name of Merovingian may par
excellence be applied, we turn to the many official
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documents still in existence of the Merovingian dynasty
wMcli are to be found in facsimile in such works as

Letronne's Diplomata (1848), the Facsimile de CJiarfes

et Blplomes Merouingiens et Carlovingiens of Jules
Tardif (1866), the Kaiserurkunden in Albildungen of
von Sjbel and Sickel (1880, etc.), and the Musee des

Archives Departementales (1878). In these the Roman
cursive is transformed into a curiously cramped style of

writing
1

, the letters being laterally compressed, the
strokes usually slender, and the heads and tails of letters

exaggerated. As an example we may take a section

from a charter of Childebert III., in favour of the Abbey
of St. Denis, of the year 695 (Tardif, Monuments His-

toriques, p. 28).

f^T^mfap

CHABTEE OP CHILDEBEET HI.-A.D. 695.

([sexeen]tus eum roganti pro ipso conposuisset et pro

[noneo]panti Hosdinii. in pago Belloacense ad inte[grum]

per SUB e^trumentum delegasset vel fir[tnasset] [
ibidem ad.

presens aderat interrogatum fuit
1

sua in suprascripto ]oeo

Hosdinio ipsius Hai[noni] | [v]el firmasset sed ipsi BCK>

thaiiws clirccus in)
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There is no difficulty in tracing the descent of the

various forms of letters here employed from the parent
stock, the Eoman cursive. But, besides such, shapes
as those of the varying t and the high-written a and
the coalescing form of the same letter in combination,
as in the word ad, which at once arrest the eye, special
notice may be taken of the narrow double-c shaped a,

which is characteristic in this hand, and, in a less degree,
of the u, worn down into a curved or sickle-shaped stroke

a form, which is found in the book-hand, not only as

an over-written u, but also as a letter in tho body of

the writing.
The book-hand immediately derived from this style

of writing, which is, in fact, the same hand moulded into

a set calligraphic style, appears in various extant MSS.
of the seventh and eighth centuries. We select a speci-
men from a Lectionary of the Abbey of Luxeuil, written

in the year 663.2

LECTIONARY OF LUXEUIL.-A.D. 669.

(Tiic est qui verbum audit et continue c[um gau] |

dio accipit
illud non habet autem in s[e radicem] |*sed est temporalis,
facta autem tri[buJatione] J

et persecutions , propter verbum .

con[timio] scandalizatur, qui autem est semina[ttis])

Q
^
See Notice stir itn Manuscrit de VAbhaye, de Luareuil, by L.

Beiisie, in Notices et MstmUs des MSS.-, tome xxxi. ; and Questions

Meromngiennes, no. iii. 5 by J. Havet (1885).
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As an example of the same type of writing, "but of
later date, the following facsimile is taken from a MS.
of Pope Gregory's Moralia, probably of the latter part;
of the 8th century, in the British Museum (Add. MS
-31,031 ; Oat. Anc. 218S. ii. pL 33).

w A?

oQnfe^^^IwvU^

bnicp^TO^i44*^fW
i I

imgro*cgMeacm\>uftn6fhma^

i6r^(^4e^ttarr

$t(knhcu3i.

ST. GREGORY^ MORALIA. 8 r!H CENTUBY.

(deseratur . Quia et frostra velociter cnrrit
|
veniat deficit.

Hinc est enim q^od de reprobis |
sustinenciam. Hue est eniin

quod de electis suis
j
maBsistis mecum in temtacionibus meis .

hine
[
ad finem iustus perseverasse describitur)

Of other types of handwriting which were used within
the limits of the Frankish empire and which must be
considered under the present division^ there are some
which bear a close resemblance to the Lombardic style
so close, indeed, that many MSS. of this character have
been classed as Lombardic. We are here, in fact, in

presence of the same difficulties as hare been noticed
under the section dealing with Lombardic writing ;

and
Lave to deal with examples, any classification of which,
in face of their mixed character, cannot but be to some
extent arbitrary.
The following specimen is from the Haney MS. 5041,

in the British Museum, containing theological treatises,

and homilies, of the end of the 7th century. It can-

not be doubted that the volume was written in Prance,
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and in the character of individual letters it is of the

Merovingian type, while in general appearance it lias

rather a Lombardic cast.

HOMILIES.-LATE ?TH CENTUJBY.

(Cum praees hominibus memento quia tibi est dews
|

iudicans

homines scito quia ipse iudieaveris Qui locum pmlicationis

suscipit ad altitudine
|

boni actionis ad exceJsa transeat et

eorum
| qui sibi commissi sunt opera transcendat)

The letters which may be specially noticed are the a

and the sickle-shaped u which were referred to above.

There are also a certain number o extant MSS. of the

eighth and ninth centuries of a particular type, of which
some were certainly written in Prance, while others

appear to have been written in Italy. There seems then
to be a doubt whether we should class this hand as

Lombardic or as a variation of Merovingian. It cer-

tainly approached more nearly to the Lombardic style,
It appears, for example, in the Paris MS. 3836, con-

taining a collection of Ecclesiastical Canons, of the 8bh

century {PaL Soc. i pi. 8, 9) ; in some leaves of the early

part of the 8th century added to a MS. of Homilies, etc.,

written at Soissons early in that century
3
; and, on the

3 See Notice sur un Manuscrit Merovingien de la BibliotJieque

Moyale de Belgique, by L. Delisle, in Notices et Extraits des MBS. t

toine xxxi. Stons. Delisle classes these leaves as Lombardic, and
remarks :

"
II nous fait voir combien Temploi de Pecritnre lombardique,

importee chez nous par des moines italiens, devait &tre ordinaire dans
les abbayes frauaues."
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otter hand, in tie Harley MS. 3063, the commentary of

Theodore of Mopsuestia on the Pauline Epistles (Cat.
Anc. MSB. ii pt 35), of the 9th century, which, from
Internal evidence seems to have been written in Italy.
We select a few lines from the Soissons MS.

tuxidquJrcnsrepuud quJrclfcfifxrq.

SEEWON OP ST. C^SSAEItTS. SlH CENTtTEY.

(aliis maledicere propter illud quod scriptu[m] j regnum d^i

possedibunt , Numquam iurar[e] |
vir multum Iiirans im-

t

pleldtnr iniquitat[e] |

de domo illius plaga . Quod antem;

dicit de do
| plagara./ non de domo terrena sed de anima

ei).

But It must not be forgotten that the Uncial and Half-
uncial styles were still employed for the production of
the greater number of literary MSS. ; and that the pro-
fessional scribes, who were of course expert both in

those formalbook-hands and inthe more cursive characters

of the Merovingian, would naturally, when writing with-

out special care or in a rough and ready style, mix the
characters of the different hands* Thus we are prepared
to find the influence of the uncial and half-uncial showing
Itself in modifying the extravagances of the cursive
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Merovingian, and, on the other hand, the cursive breaking
out among lines written in a more formal character.

Two very interesting HS8. in a variety of hands in

which these influences are marked have been described

by Monsieur Delisle : Notice sur un Manuscrit Mero-

vingien d'flugi/p^ius (1 875) written early iu the 8th

century, and Notice sur un Manuscrit Merovingian de la

Biblioih&que d'Mpinal (1878) of the Epistles of St.

Jerome, written in the year 744. The two following
facsimiles represent two of the many hands employed.

u^
lu* l?om<&VtA

.C><^
i

fur c

EUGTPPIUS. 8TH CENTURY.

( e potuerit quod per serpentem dictum
j

fructu ligni illlus

vescerentur quia sci
|

deus propter dinoseentiam "boni et ma
|

[bojnum creature suae creator invi
| [spirjitali mente

praeditus credere f [crejdere ipsi non possit . propterea
mu

)

Here we have a Land cast into a fairly simple form,
"but in some words using more cursive letters than in

others.

In the next example the influence of the half- uncial

style is more evident, and the minuscule book-hand has
here advanced to that stage of development which only
required a master to mould it into the simple and elegant
form which it was soon to receive,
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t .

^o-fj*f0Ti

ST. JEEOME.-AD. 744.

( ri oportet . ante tribunal CImsfi
| [co]rporis sui . prout

gessit . sive bonnw .
|

te virgo . n'lia Sion . quia magna |

[t]ua effunde sicut . aqua cor. con[tra] | [manjus tuas . pro
remedium pecca[torum] | [lajmentationem . etnullo quide?w)

Later examples of the eighth, century continue to

show an advance towards the desired minuscule literary
hand which should take the place of the less convenient
uncial writing.

The Caroline Reform.

The period of Charlemagne is an epoch in the history
of the handwritings of Western Europe. With the

revival of learning naturally came a reform of the writing
in which the works of literature were to be made known.
A decree of the year 789 called for the revision of church

books; and this work naturally brought with it a great

activity in the writing schools of the chief monastic
centres of France. And in none was there greater

activity than at Tours, where., under the rule of Alcuin
of York, who was abbot of St. Martin's from 796 to 804,
was specially developed the exact hand which has received
the name of the Caroline Minuscule. Monsieur Delisle,
in his Memoire sur I'Ecole calttgraphique de Tours au
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ix* sUde (1885)
4 enumerates as many as twenty-five

MSS. of the Carlovingian period still in existence which,
from the character of the writing, may be ascribed to

the school o Tours or at least to scribes connected with
that school.

Of the capital writing employed in the titles and other
ornamental parts of such MSS, we need not concern
ourselves ; but,, besides the minuscule hand, there is a

hund, employed, in a sense, as an ornamental form of

writing, which, is characteristic of the school and is

adapted from the Roman Half-uncial hand of the sixth

century. "We select a few lines from one of Monsieur
Delisle's facsimiles, taken from a M S. at Quedlinbnrg.

Leo quo

*iroroax*tr^

Ctrlw

SULPICIUS S1VEBUS. EARLY 9TH CENTURY.

(ne crevit et ampulla cum o
|

leo quod benedixerat super |

eon-

stratum marmorem. pa [
vimentum caecidit et in

| tegra est

inventa.)

If reference is made to the facsimiles of half-uncial

writing above (p. 202) it will be seen how in this hand
the sentiment of breadth in the older hand is maintained,
as e.g. in the sweeping strokes of r and s, and in the width

4 ISxtrati des Memoires de VAcademie des Inscriptions et Belles-

tome x*x!L
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and curves of a and m. The shape of g is also to "be

noticed ; and not less fche employment of the capital N.
The habit of copying this fine bold type of early

writing nndonbtedly contributed to the elegance of the
minuscule hand which was developed in the French
school. Of this hand the following example is selected
from the same MS. of Quedlinburg.

l^ofckfa
-

icfquocf

suLPicrus SEVEEUS. E^BLY OTH CENTUEY.

(ex uberfbws caprarum aut ovitim pis j

torum manu praessis

longa linea
\ copiosi lactis effluere/ Ptier . sur

\

rexit incolomis.

Nos obstnpefacti \

tantae rei miraculo . id quod ipsa \ cogcbat
veritas fatebamur . non)

We now leave for the present the further consideration

of this new style and devote the following chapter to an
examination of the early Irish and English schools of

writing, which followed a different line from that of the

continental national hands.



CHAPTER

L.ATIN PAL-2EOGKAPHY. CONTINUED.

Irish, Writing.

THE origin and development of the early handwritings
of our own Islands differ from those of the continental
nations of Western Europe which have been examined
in the last chapter. While on the continent the Roman
Cursive hand formed the basis of the national forms of

writing, in Ireland and England the basis was the
Roman Half-uncial.
The foundation of the early Church in Ireland and

the consequent spread of civilization naturally fostered
the growth of literature and the development of a
national school of writing | while at a later period the
isolation of the country prevented the introduction of
new ideas and changes which contact with neighbouring
nations invariably effects. Ireland borrowed the types
for her handwriting from the MSS. which the Roman
missionaries brought witli them j and we must assume
that the greater number of those MSS. were written in
the half-uncial character, and that there was an unusually
scanty number of uncial MSS. among the works thus

imported j otherwise it is difficult to account for the

development of the Irish, hand on the line which it

followed.

In writing of the course of Greek Paleography we
had occasion to notice the very gradual changes which
came over the handwriting of Greece,, confined as it was
to a comparatively small district and to a single language.
In Ireland this conservatism is still more strongly marked.
The hand which the modern Irish scholar writes is
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essentially, in the forms of Its letters, tiie pointed hand
of the early middle ages ; and tliere is no class of MSS.
which can be more perplexing to the paleographer than
Irish MSS. Having once obtained their models, the
Irish, scribes developed their own style of writing and
went on practising it, generation after generation, with,

an astonishing uniformity. The English conquest did
not disturb this even course. The invaders concerned
themselves not with the language and literature of the

country. They were content to use their own style of

writing for grants of land and other official deeds ; but

they left the Irish scribes to go on producing MSS. in

the native characters.

The early Irish handwriting appears in two forms :

the round and the pointed. Of pure uncial writing we
have to take no account. There are no undisputed
Irish MSS. in existence which are written in that style ;

although the copy of the Gospels in uncials, which was
found in the tomb of St. Kilian and is preserved at

Wiirzburg, has been quoted as an instance of an Irish

uncial MS. The writing is In ordinary uncial characters

and bears no indication of Irish nationality (Z. and W.,

Exempla, 58).
The round Irish hand is half-uncial, and in its characters

there is close relationship with the Roman half-uncial

writing as seen in the MSS. of Italy and France dating
from the fifth or sixth century. A comparison of the

earliest surviving Irish MSS. with specimens of this

style leaves no room to doubt the origin of the Irish

round hand ; and, without accepting the traditional as-

cription of certain of them to St. Patrick or St. Coluroba

or other Irish saints, there can be no hesitation in

dating some as far back as the seventh century. We
may therefore place tie period of the first development
of the Irish round hand somewhat earlier, namely, in

the sixth century, the Eoman half-uncial MSS. of which
time evidently served as models.

Among the oldest extant Irish MS. of this character

is the fragmentary copy of the Gospels, of an early

version, in t.he library of Trinity College, Dublin (Nat.
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MS8. Ireland, i pi. 2
; Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 33) , which is to

be ascribed to the latter part of the 7th century. The

writing bears a very close resemblance to the con-

tinental half-uncial hand, but at the same time has the

distinct impress of its Irish nationality,, indicated gene-

rally in a certain angular treatment of some of the

strokes which in the Eoman half-uncial MSS. are

round.

^^

jaobmonttmfUtvgei^
GOSPELS. LATE ?TH CEHTUEY.

([ami]cus meus snpervenit de via a[d me] [

et non habeo quod
ponaui an[te ilium] |

ad ille deintus respondens [dicit no] [

li

inihi raolestus esse iam ostiu[m clusum] |

estet pueri in oubi-

culo mecum [sunt] |

non possum surgere et dare)

The MS. may be cited as a specimen of a style of

writing which was no doubt pretty widely used at the

time for the production of MSS. of a good class a

careful working book-hand, which, however, did not

compete with the sumptuous style for which the Irish

scribes had by this time become famous. The same
kind of writing, but more ornamental, is found in a

Psalter (Nat. MSS. Ireland, L pi. 3, 4) traditionally
ascribed to St. Columba, but probably also of the same
date as the Gospels just described.

No school of writing developed so thoroughly, and,
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apparently, so quickly, the purely ornamental side of

calligraphy as the Irish school. The wonderful inter-
laced designs which were introduced as decorative

adjuncts to Irish MSS. of the seventh and eighth
centuries are astonishing examples of skilful drawing
and generally of brillant colouring. And this passioa
for ornamentation also affected the character of the

writing in the more elaborately executed MiSS. some-
times even to the verge of the fantastic. Not only were
fancifully formed initial letters common in the principal
decorated pages, but the striving after ornamental effect
also manifests itself in the capricious shapes given to
various letters of the text whenever an opportunity
could be found, as, for instance, at the end of a line.
The ornamental round hand which was elaborated under
this influence, is remarkable Loth for its solidity and its

graceful outlines. The finest MS. of this style is the
famous copy of the Gospels known as the "Book of

Kells," now in the library of Trinity College, Dublin
(Nat. ZfJSS. Ireland, i. pi. 7-17; Pal. Soc. i. pi. 55-58,
88, 89), in which both text and ornamentation are

brought to the highest point of excellence.

uum

B OK OF EELLS. 7th CENTUBY.
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(fecifc . Se ipsum non p[otest sal] |

vum facere si rex lsrah[el
est des] |

cendaf- nunc de cruce[et crede] |

mus ei . Confidit in

domino [et nunc li] |
beret eum si vult dix.it)

Although tradition declares that the MS. belonged to

St. Columba, who died in the year 507, it does not

appear to be older than the latter part of the seventh

century.
It was a volume of this description, if not the Book

of Kells itself, which Giraldus Cambrensis, in the twelfth

century, saw at Kildare, and which he declared was so

wonderful in the execution of its intricate ornamental

designs that its production was rather to be attributed
to the hand of an angel than to human skill. The oftener
and the more closely he examined it, the more he found
in it to excite Ms admiration. 1

Another MS. of Irish execution, which is of the same

character, but not nearly so elaborate as the Book of

Kells, is the copy of the Gospels of St. Chad., at Lich-

field (Pal. Sac. i pi 20, 21, 85). But the grand style of

round half-uncial writing which is used in these MSS.
was not adapted for the more ordinary purposes of

literature or the requirements of daily intercourse, and,
after reaching the culminating point of excellence in the

Book of Kells, it appears to have quickly deteriorated

at all events, the lack of surviving examples would

appear to indicate a limit to its practice. The MS. of

the Gospels of MacEegol, written about the year 800,
now in the Bodleian Library, is a late specimen, in

which the comparative feebleness and rough style of the

writing contrast very markedlv with the practised
exactness of the older MSS.

1 " Sin autem ad perspicacius intuendum oculorum aciem invitaveris

et longe penitius ad artis arcana transpenetraveris, tarn delicatas et

subtiles, tarn arctas et artitas, tarn nociosas et vinculatim colligatas,

tamque recentibus adhuc coloribus illustrataa notare poteris intri-

caturas, ut vere base omi^'a potius angelica quam humana diligentia

jam asseveraveris esse composita. Haec equidem quanto frequentius
et diligentius intueor, semper quasi novis abstupeo, semper magis ac

mao-is admiranda conspicio." Topographia Hibernlce^ ii. 38. See
Nat. HSS. Ireland, ii pi, 66.
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ccudiujio illo

tmacan (enuTLnjtnJijem til

GOSPELS OF MACREGOL. ABOUT A.D. 800.

(prophetas auclla.nt Illo[s] (
abracham sed si qnis ex mo[rtuis]

| [paeui] tentiam agent ait autern ill [i] |
non audiunt neqwe

si quis ex mor[tuis])

Tlie pointed Irish nand was derived from the same
source as the round hand. On the continent we have
seen that the national cursive hands were but sequels
of the Koman Cursive subjected to varying conditions,
and were distinct from the literary or book hands which
were used contemporaneously by their side. The Irish

scribes had, or at least followed, but one model the
Roman Half-uncial. The pointed hand is nothing more
than a modification of the round-hand,, with the samo
forms of letters subjected to lateral compression and
drawn out into points or hair-lines, and is a minuscule
hand. There cannot be much doubt that this style of

writing came into existence almost contemporaneously
with the establishment of a national hand. The round
hand no doubt preceded it ; but the necessity for a
more cursive character must have made itself felt almost
at once. The pointed hand, of an ornamental kind,

appears in some of the pages of the Book of Kells, a

fact which proves ibs full establishment at a much earlier

period. The Book of Dimma (Nat. MSB. Ireland,
i. pi. 18, 19) has been conjecturally ascribed to a period
of about the year 650, but can. scarcely be older than the

eighth century. The first example to which a certain

date can be given on grounds of internal evidence which

ir
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are fairly conclusive Is the Book of Armagh (Nat. MS8.

Ireland, i.
pi. 25-29), a MS. containing portions of the

New Testament and other matter, written, as it seenas^

by Ferdomnach, a scribe who died in the year 844.

ttiUfiljA

BCOK OP ARMAGH. BEFORE A.D. 844.

([Id]eo dico vobis ne soliciti 'sitis aniinse
| quid manducetis ant

corpori veo'/ro quid. \

indnamini nonne anima plus est quam
ses

|

ca et corpus quam aesca vestimenfum
\ respicite Tolatilia

cseli quoniam non sexunt
\ -neque congregant in horrea et pater |

vestei caelestis pascit ilia ncmne vos
| magis plures estis illis)

There is a close resemblance between the writing of

this MS. and that of the pointed hand written m
England at the same period.
The MS. of the Gospels of MacDurnan, in the

Lambeth Library (Nat. MS8. Ireland, i. pi. 30, 31)
of the end of the 9th or beginning of the 10th century
may be referred to as a specimen of the very delicate

and rather cramped writing which tl.e Irish scribes at

this time affected.

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries the pointed
hand took the final stereotyped form which it was to

follow in the future, and had assumed the angular shapes
which are henceforth characteristic of the Irish hand.
Asa good example of the early part of the twelfth cen-

tury we select a passage from the Gospels of Mselbrigrhte

(Nat. M88. Ireland, i. pi. 40-42; Pal. Soc. i. pi. 212),
written in the year 1 1 38; and now in the British Museum.
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i01

tlfcf T^

GOSPELS OF M2ELBRIGBTB.-A.D. 1138.

(Penitentiam e^ reffiisloneni peccatorww iw omwes gpn |
tes

incipientibws ab ierusolima. Yos autem tes
|
tes estis horum.

Et ego mitto promissum paris |

mei in vos. Vos autem sedete

hie in civitate quo | adusgwe induamini virtuteexalto. Ednxit
|

autem eos nsgue in bethaniam. Et elevatis inanibws
|

suis

"benedixit eis. Et factum est cum b^nediceret illis re
|

cessit ab
eis et ferebato* in celwm et ipsi adoran[tes])

In the writing of this MS. the old forms of letters

have undergone but little change, but yet they have
assumed the essential character of the Irish mediaeval

hand. Attention may also be drawn to the use of certain

forms of abbreviation which are found almost exclusively
in Irish and English MSS.

But while the writing of Ireland remained untouched

by external influences., and passed on from generation to

generation with little change, the influence which, in

revenge^ it exercised abroad was very wide. We shall

presently see how England \yas almost entirely indebted
to Ireland for her national handwriting. In the early
middle ages Irish missionaries spread over the Continent

and founded religious houses in France and Italy and
other countries, and where they settled there the Irish

form of handwriting was practised. At such centres as

Luxeuil in France, Wiirzbnr<r in Germany, St. Gall in
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Switzerland, and Bobio in Italy, it flourished. At first,

naturally, the MSS. thus produced were true specimens
of the Irish hand. But thus distributed in isolated spots,
as the bonds of connection with home became loosened

and as the influence "of the native styles of writing in

their neighbourhoods made itself more felt, the Irish

writers would gradually lose the spirit of their early

teaching and their writing would become traditional and

simply imitative. Thus the later MSS. produced afc

these Irish settlements have none of the beauty of the

native hand ; all elasticity disappears, and we have only
the form without the spirit.

English Writing.

The history of writing in England previous to the

Norman Conquest takes a wider range than that of

writing in Ireland, although, at least in the earlier

periods, it runs on the same lines. Here we have to

take into account influences which had no part in the

destinies of the Irish hand. In England there were two

early schools of writing at work : the one originating
from Ireland, in the north, from which emanated the

national hand, holding its own and resisting for a long
time foreign domination; the other, the school of the

Koman missionaries, essentially a foreign school making
use of the foreign styles which they brought with them
but which never appear to have become naturalized.

We may commence with stating what little can be

gathered regarding the foreign school from the tew
remains which it has left behind. That the Roman
Rustic capital writing was made use of by the missionaries

and was taught in their school, whose principal seat

must have been at Canterbury, is proved by the occur-

rence of such specimens as those found in a Psalter of

about A.D. 700, in the Cottonian collection, which belonged
to St Augustine's monastery at Canterbury (Oat. Anc.

. ii pi 12, 13\ and in one or two charters, or, more
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properly, copies of charters. The Psalter just referred

to also affords an example of the character which the

foreign uncial assumed in this Canterbury school an

unmistakably local character, of which, however, so few

specimens have survived that perhaps no better proof,

negative as it is, could be found of the failure of the
Hornan majuscule styles of writing to make their way in

the country. The celebrated copy of the Bible, the
<ft Codes: Amiatinus/

3 3 which, was presumably written in

Northumbria about the year 700, must not be taken as
an example of native uncial writing. The style is quite

foreign ;
the MS. is probably the work of foreign scribes,

and has none of the local cast which belongs to the

Canterbury uncial hand. We must suppose that the

Canterbury school of writing ceased to exist at a com-

paratively early period; and, as it had no influence upon
the native hand, its interest for us is merely incidental.

The introduction of the foreign, minuscule hand in the

tenth century is due to later political causes and to the

growth of intercourse with the Continent; and it must
be considered as altogether unconnected with the early

foreign school which has just been discussed.

JSTow, as to the native school of writing
St. Columba's settlement in lona was the centre from

whence proceeded the founders of monasteries in northern
Britain

;
and in the year 634 the Irish missionary Aidan

founded the see of Lindisfarne (Holy Isle), which
became a great centre of English writing. At first the

writing was indeed nothing more than the Irish hand

transplanted into new soil, and for a time the English

style is scarcely to be distinguished from that of the

sister island. But gradually distinctions arose, and the

English school, under wider influences, developed more

graceful forms and threw off the restraints which fettered

the growth of Irish writing.
We have, then, first to follow the course of English

writing on the same lines as that of Ireland, and to

examine the two stylos, the round and the pointed, which,

* See above, p. 194,
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here, as In Ireland, were adopted as national forms of

writing*. The round band again is a half-uncial hand.
Uncial writing, as we have seen, was excluded from
Irish writing and therefore finds no place in the English
school of St. Aidan's followers.

The earliest and most beautiful MS. of the English
round half-uncial is the copy of the Liudisfarne Gospels,
or the " Durham Book/* in the British Museum (PaL
Soc. i. pi. 3-6, 22; Cat. AUG. MSS. ii. pi. 8-11), said
to have been written by Eadfrith, Bishop of Lmdisfarne,
about the year 700.

Quoniccm ipsi
5^*M>*"^^ t* &**

cousolxxjbuunrr -

L1NDISFARNE GOSPELS- ABOUT A.D. 700.

(Beati qui Ingunt | qttoniam ipsi |
consolahuntur

|
Eeati qui

esuriunt
|

et sitiunt iustitiam
|[
Glow : eadge bi^on ^a iSe

gemamas
|

for ^on ^a
| gefroefred bi'Son

| eadge brSon ^a ^e
hyncgra'S |

and ^yrstas so^faestnisse)

This very beautiful hand leaves nothing to be desired
in the precision and grace with which it is executed,
andfairly rivals the great Irish MSS. of the same period*
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The glosses in the Northumbrian dialect were added by
Aldred, a writer of the tenth century.
The round hand was used for boobs, and, less fre-

quently, even foik

charters, during the eighth and ninth
centuries ; but, although in very carefully written MSS.
the writing is still solid, the heavy-stroke style of the
Lindisfarne Gospels appears generally to have ceased at
an early date. We give a specimen of a lighter character
from a fragmentary copy of the Gospels which belonged
to the monastery of St Augustine, Canterbury, though
not necessarily written there (Pal. 8oc. i. pi. 8; Cat.
Am. IISS. ii. pi 17, 18). It is probably of the end of
the 8th century,

etmn Qpnoioe Q

esc Qrm uno ocu<!jc

quoc duos

tmcq
TCTYJS *

CANTERBURY GOSPELS.-LATE 8TH CENTURY.

(erne enm at proice abs te.
j
bonum tibi est cum uno oculo

|

in vitam intrare quam duos
|
oculos liabentem mitti

J
in

gehennam ignis)

In Its original state this MS. must have been a volume
of extraordinary magnificence, adorned with paintings
and illuminated designs, and having many leaves stained,
after the ancient method, a beautiful purple^ a few of
which still remain.

Other specimens of this hand are found in the Durham
Oassiodorus (Pal. Soc i. pL 164), the Bpinal Glossary
(Early Engl. Text /Soc.), and in some charters (Facs.
Ane. Oh. i. 15, ii. 2, 3 > Pal Soc. i. pi. 10). One o the
latest MSS. in which the Land is written in its best
form is the "Liber Vitae/' or list of benefactors of Darhaia
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(Oat. Anc, ZTSS. ii. pi. 25; Pal Sue. i. pi. 238), which
was compiled about the year 840.

For study of the pointed English hand there has sur-

vived a fair amount of material. This form of writing
1

was used both for books and documents ; but, as might
be expected, it is chiefly seen in the latter. The Fac-
similes of Ancient Charters i>i the British Museum and
the Facsimiles of Awglo-Saxon HSS, (Rolls Series),
besides many plates published by the Palaeographical

Society, contribute largely to oar knowledge of the

different varieties of the hand as practised in various

parts of the country, and we are even able to distinguish
certain forms as peculiar to certain districts. The period
covered by existing documents in the pointed hand,

properly so called, ranges from the eighth to the tenth

century ;
later than this time, the changes effected in

its structure by contact with southern influences mark a

new departure. In the oldest specimens the writing

generally exhibits that breadth of form and elegance of

shape which we have noticed in other handwritings in

their early stages. Then comes the tendency to lateral

compression and fanciful variations from the older and

simpler types. In illustration of the progress of this

hand it will be convenient to select facsimiles from both
books and documents in chronological order, the dis-

tinction between book-hand and cursive hand being not

very marked, although here, as elsewhere, we must

expect rather more care in the writing of books than in

that of documents.

Our first example shall be selected from the remark-

ably handsome copy of Bede's "
Ecclesiastical History/'

in the University Library of Cambridge, written probably
not long after the year 730 and, it has been conjectured,
at Epternach, or some such Anglo-Saxon colony on the

Continent. The MS. is also famous as containing the

original Anglo-Saxon of the song of Csedmon (Pal* SQG*
i. pL 139, 140),
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BEDE'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTOBY MIDDLE OF STH CENTURY.

([divi]nltus adiutus . gratis canendi
|
et supervacui poematis

facere
| [re]ligionem pertinent religiosam eius

| [ha]bitn
secul&ri usqz/e ad tempera pro [

camiinuni aliquando didlcerat

|
laetitiae causa decretum tit)

Nothing could be finer of Its kind than the "broad,

bold, style of this hand, and it requires no demonstration
to explain its evolution from the perfect round hand of

the early Irish and English scribes who could execute

such books as the Book of Kells and the Lindisfarne

Gospels.
We make an advance of some half-centurv and next

take a few lines from a charter of Gynewulf, King of the

Mercians, of the year 812 (Pal. Sue. i pi. 11),

me*

UeyvBi

uoctcdncu^

low dppelUiu^
MJBIiCIAN CHAIITEK. A.D. 812
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(Indictione v. Regni quoqwe gloriosissimi Me[rciorum] j

eventos verbi gratia placuit ita^que reg[i] |
eorum consen-

tientibus firmiter perager[e] f
hlincas vocitantur iuxta distri-

biitionem
|

lond appellatur. Quam terrain* vide[licet])

The writing of this document is more laterally com-

pressed than the preceding example, and is refined and

elegant. Many of the existing charters of Mercian

origin of this period are in this style, and prove the

existence of an advanced school of penmanship in the

Mercian kingdom. Comparing with those deeds other

finely written specimens which belong to the kingdom
of Kent, we are disposed to discern in the latter the

influence of the Mercian school.

In contrast with this elegant style of writing we find

a hand practised chiefly in Wessex, and less widely in

Kent, in whicli the letters are roughly formed and adopt
in some instances peculiar shapes. The following
specimen is taken from a MS. in the Bodleian Library^

which was written at Winchester, apparently before the

year 863, and contains collections relating to the paschal
cycle and other computations (Pal. 8oc. i. pi. 168)*

tnWf
if;

COMPDTATIONS. MIDDL1 OF 9lH CENTURY.

([Do]nimo vere . saracfo adqwe beatissimo ac
[ [a]postolico .

mihiqwe post domiuum pluri J [m] um . colendo Papa Leoni .

Pascasinus
( [epi]$copus Apostolatus v^^ri scripta | [diaconjo

Panormitanse Ecclesie . Silva
J [no defjeronte . percipi quae

nuditati meso)
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It will be observed tliat in tMs MS , although the

writing is cast into a fairly regular mould as a book
hand, the letters are rather straggling in shape, as for

example in long s and r, and particularly in the t, the
bow of which terminates in a short thickened stroke
or dot.

The rugged nature of this southern Land is more
apparent in the less carefully written charters, as will

be seen from the following facsimile taken from a
.Kentish charter of the year 85S (Facs. Anc. Chart, ii. 33).

i
fuvv)

KENTISH CHARTER.-A.D, 853.

([Pas]singwellan Imncqwe livertatem
|

turn liventer largitus

Bum
| [dorninati]one farisq^e conprehensione | [sejcura

et iumunis permaneat)

The change which toik place in the English pointed
hand in the course of the tenth century is very marked,
and towards the close of the century the influence of

the French minuscule hand begins to assert itself, and

even, under certain conditions, to usurp the place of the

native hand. Characteristic is the disposition to flatten

the upper part of the round portion of such letters as

a and q, and, so to say, cut it off at an oblique angle.
This will be seen in an example selected from a charter

of JEthelstan of the year 931 (Facs. Anc. Chart, in. no. 3),

a good instance of a carefully written document which,
while exhibiting the new forms just referred to, retains

much of the graceful character of the earlier century.
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s
i*&tili> -

CHARTER OF J3TKELSTAN. A.D. 931.

-{to ottes forda
; 'Sonon to wudumere

|
Si autem quod absit .

aliquis diatolpco] |
examinationis die , stridula cla[ngente]

| qui a satoris pio sato . films pcrd^itionis] j atqweinventg
voluntatis scedula * An[no])

"Witb, tnis we mny compare tlie writing of a Latin
Psalter of about tlie year 969 (Pal Soc. L pi. 189),

Laving an interlinear Anglo-Saxon gloss of the early

part of tte llth century. The text is written with

regularity in well-formed minuscules ; but the influence
of tlie foreign school can be detected in the fluctuations
of certain forms, as e.g. in the letter s, the round shape
"being more generally used than the long Saxon letter.

qurc<iciaT>
hfcn 'elnmfcna,

-r utttiyr

sitnut i

PSALTEE. ABOUT A.D. 969.
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(qiii faciad bomm non est usque ad unnm
| [Domi]nws de celo

prospexit super filios
j

homlnum/ Ttfc videad si estintelle
| gens

ant requirens cleum
| [0]mnes declinaverunt simul iimtiles

||

Gloss :
|?a

do god ua o[? on anne
j
drihten of heofena besceawap

ofer bear
|

manna
Tpcet geseo gif is ynderstan |

dende o^iSe
secende drihten

j

ealle fram ahyldan setgsedere unnyt)

This is not the place to discuss the establishment
of the foreign minuscule hand as an independent form
of writing in Ei gland. This subject will engage our
attention when the history of that form of writing will

be treated as a whole and its progress throughout the

different countries of Western Europe will be taken
into one view. It is enough, at present to notice the fact

that foreign minuscules generally take the place of the
native hand in the course of the tenth century for Latin

texts, while the Saxon writing still held its own for

texts in the vernacular. Thus, in charters of this period
we find the two styles standing s^de by side, the body of

the document, in Latin, being written in the foreign
minuscule hand, and the boundaries of the property

conveyed, expressed in Anglo-Saxon, being in the native

hand. This foreign invasion naturally made its chief

impression in the south, if we may judge from the fact

that three important MSS. of English origin, which still

survive, and which are written in the continental style, viz.

the charter of King Eadgar to New Minster, Winchester,
of the year 966 (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 46. 47), the Benedictional

of Bishop ^Ethelwold of Winchester, earlier than the

year 984 (Pal. Soc. i, pi. 142, 144), and a MS. of the

Office of the Cross in the British Museum (Pal. Soc. i.

pi. 60), which, though not quite so early, falls in the

first years of the next century, A.D. 1012-1020,, were all

executed in the southern royal city.

The beginning of the eleventh century Is an epoch of

decided change in the native minuscule hand. It cannot

any longer be called a pointed hand. The body of the

letters becomes squarer, and the strokes above and
below the line become longer than before. In a word,
the writing has by this time lost its compactness ;

and
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the change inust be attributed to exterior influence, the
sentiment of the foreign style of the period being
instilled into the native characters. This change is
well illustrated by a MS. of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
of about the year 1045 (Pal. Soc. i. 242).

ceteunr ml
^ e

htDt>0n ntabo l

rpimcti

AKGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE. ABOUT A.D. 1045.

(and his broker eac eadmnnd Deling eal[dor] [
get ssecce .

swurda ecgum . embe brunna[nburh] |
clufon heowon hea]?o-

linda . haniora la[fnm] |

weardes swa Mm gese]?ele wees . fram
cn[eo] | carape oft . wi]? laj?ra gehwasne land eal[godon])

The same characteristics are seen in the series of
charters of this century. From one of these, dated in
1038 (Facs. AUG. Ch., iv. no 20), we select a faw lines.
The writing is very neat and uniform. It is interesting
to notice the survival, in an altered shape, of the
fashioning of the top of the letter a into a point by an
oblique stroke,, which was noticed above as characteristic
of the tenth century. Here the top stroke, made inde-

pendently of the body of the letter, is generally a hair-
line nearly horizontal. The practice of marking the letter

y with a dot, as seen in this facsimile, is a survival from
about the sixth century, when it appears to have been
first followed in uncial MSS. for the purpose of distin-

guishing the Y from V.
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-ic

eribsmep p n^ nic?

&,

5 Lfcgm
ie

"ftfm&^i^;^

CHARTER.-A.D. 1038.

(begen )?a
to eallon gebro|?ran ^mcZ bsedon

|

lieom ealie

togsedere endemes }>^ he hit
| ]?a gyrnde he

"peel
he moste

macian fcrna[ngen] |

aw^ se sucebisceop eadsige let hit eall

to heora
|
wolde fret scip ryne sceolde f>asrinne Iicgea[n] |

willan . and se abborZ let hit eall ]?us . and ?e hire[dj |

sanvte

augustine . J?is is eall so^ gelyfe se |?e |
ealion a on ecnysse %

amen),

This is a favourable specimen of the charter-writing
of the period. Many of the survivirig documents are

written in a far rougher style, but in all cases the

lengthening of the main strokes, as well as deteriora-

tion in the forms of letters, marks tJie hand of the

eleventh century.

With the Norman Conquest the native English minus-
cule hand disappeared as an official hand. The con-

querors brought their own form of. writing, and the

history of later charters and legal and official documents
written in England is the history of the law-hand
the hand used m the courts of law and for legal busi-

ness generally. The native hand had already practically

disappeared as the handwriting of the learned. There
remained only books composed in the native tongue is

which to employ the native form of writing; and there
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it continued, for a certain time, to survive, more and

more, however, losing its independent character, and

being evermore overshadowed and displaced by the

new writing of the continental school, until at length
the memory of the old hand survives only in the para-
doxical employment of the letter y to represent the old

Saxon long thorn
]?, particularly in writing the definite

article, ye for ]>c.
We break off, then, with the period of

the Norman Conquest as virtually marking the end of

the English hand of the Anglo-Saxon type.
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LATIN PAL^BOGEAPHT CONTINUED.

The Literary or Book-Hand in the Middle Ages,

WE have now examined tlie various national handwrit-

ings of Western Europe, as they were developed within
the borders of different countries. We have seen how
they had their origin in different styles of Roman writ-

ing, and how they followed their own lines and grew
up in different forms under different conditions. And
yet, with all their variations from one another, they
followed one general law of development, passing from
the broad simple style in the early periods through
stages of more artificial calligraphy to eventual de-

generation from their first standards. We have now to

father the threads together and follow the course of the

handwritings of Western Europe along a new line. One
form of handwriting had been developed, which by its

admirable simplicity recommended itself at once as a
standard hand. The Caroline Minuscule, which we have

already seen brought to perfection at Tours and at other

monastic centres of Prance,, spread quickly throughout
the confines of the Prankish empire, and extended its

influence and was gradually adopted in neighbouring
countries. But at the same time, with this widespread
use of the reformed hand, uniformity of character could

18
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not be ensured. National idiosyncrasies show themselves
as manifestly in the different handwritings of different

peoples as they do in their mental and moral qualities ,

and, although the Caroline minuscule hand forms the
basis of all modern writing of Western Europe, which
thus starts with more chance of uniformity than the old

national hands which we hare been discussing, yet the
national character of each country soon stamps itself

upon its handwriting. Thus in the later middle ages we
have again a series of national hands^ clearly distinguish-
able from each other, although in some degree falling
into groups.

First we follow the course of the minuscule hand as
a book hand, reserving the examination of the more
cursive styles used for legal and other documents for a
later chapter.

In a former- chapter we have examined the develop-
ment and final moulding of the Caroline minuscule

hand, and we left it established as the literary hand of
the Frankish empire. Its course through the ninth
and tenth centuries, particularly on the Continent, can
be traced with fair precision by means of the excellent

facsimiles which have been published during recent

years* Its general characteristics during the ninth

century, at least in the better written examples, are
these : the contrast of fine and heavy strokes is marked,
there is a tendency to thicken or club the stems of tall

letters, as in b, d, h ; the letter a is often in the open
form. (6), and the bows of the letter g are often left

unclosed, somewhat after the fashion of the numeral 3.

In the tenth century, the strokes are usually of a less solid

cast ; the clubbing gradually disappears ; the open a (in
its pure form) is less frequently used., and the upper bow
ofg closes. No fixed laws can, however, be laid down for

distinguishing the MSS. of the two centuries, and the
characteristics which have been named must not be too

rigidly exacted. As in all other departments of our

subject, practice and familiarity are the best guides.
In illustration of the finest* style of writing of this

class in the ninth century., we may take a few lines
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from tlie Gospels of the Emperor Lothair, executed in
the middle of the century in the Abbey of St. Martin of
Tours and now preserved in the BibliothSque Rationale
in Paris (Album Paleogr. pi. 22). For such a book the
most skilful writers were of course employed, and the
handwriting was formed in the most accurate and
finished style of the new school.

ecxt trt

GOSPELS OF LOTHAIR. MIDDLE OF 9TH CENTURY.

(Ait paralytico . tibi dico
| surge . et tolle lectim

[
ttium . et

vade in doTaum
[

tuam
;

Efc confestim
| surgens coram illis

j

tulit in quo iacebat
|

et abiit in donmm sua?n)

This MS. shows scarcely any advance upon the style
of the MS. of Quedlinburg quoted above (p. 235). We
may notice the prevalent use of the open-bowed g to

which reference has been made as characteristic of this

time ; but an instance of the open a does not happen to

occur in the facsimile. The general style of the writing,
however

,,
is quite typical of the ninth century. Greater

variety is seen in a MS. containing commentaries of

St. Augustine, written by order of Bishop Baturich

of Ratisbon in 823, and now in the Royal Library
of Munich (Pal Soc. i. pi. 123).
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^

COMMENTARY OF ST. AUGUSTINE. A.D. 823.

(sic et TOS maneatis in eternum 5 quia talis est
|
eius dilectio

estf
}
Terrain dlligis f terra eris

;
d

| quid dicam . deus eris 1

Kon audeo dicere ex m
|
audiamus t ego dixi dii estis . et

filii excelsio
|

vultis QSSQ dii ec iiiii altissiuii, Nolite diligere )

The writing here is in some respects rather archaic,

and may be quoted as an example produced outside the

direct influence of the French school, but at the same
time conforming generally to the new style of the

period.
Next we select two specimens from two MSS. of

Lyons, the one a commentary of Bede, written before

852
;
the other containing- works of St. Augustine,

writtea before 875 (Album Paleogr. pi. 20).

tmtru&nvcc e

tmckol fata fit

ccmr

cun

COMMENTARIES OF BEDE-BEFORE A..D. 852 o
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(uxoris ems abigail interventa et muneribufe
]
decem dies

mortuo nabal ipse accipit uxore[m] J
de iezrahel . data uxore

sua michol faltl JS1
1 Ziplieis prodentibus saul descendit

cont[ra] j ipse nocte descendens dorrnientibus cun[ctis] )

This MS. is more carelessly written than the preceding
1

,

and shows
^
in the general character of the letters a

falling off from the earlier models of the Caroline minus-
cule hand and rather an advance towards the more
meagre style of writing of the next century, jvhen the

graceful contrast of heavy and fine strokes is gradually
lost. The survival of the old high* shouldered letter r

may be noticed in the word mortuo in the second line.

ttlL

Ad i* nf*^e^?ww2*43*me^^
4> -<

fi|tttnurf2>l^fAppAt*^tr:^ 5^Gcutfrun

ST. AUGUSTINE. BEFORE A.D. 875.

(nllo appetitu significandi preler se aliqnid aliu[d] |
nosci

faciunt . sicuti est fumus significans ignera |

volens signifi-

care id facit . sed rerum experta[rum] |

adversione et nota-

tions cognoscitur. Ignem |
si funius solus appareat, Sed

et vestigium tr )

This MS., while it is later than the- other, is written

in rather better style, but a facsimile of only a few lines

can hardly make this very evident.

The two specimens may be taken as typical examples
of tke ordinary French minuscule book-band of this

time.

The very gradual change which came over the writing
of the tenth century as compared with that of the ninth

century is well illustrated by a MS. in the British
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Museum, containing the commentary of Eabanus Maurus

upon Jeremiah (Pal. Soc. ii. pL 109), which, from
internal evidence, could not have been written earlier

than the year 948.

J

m{blm*airur- ciu

a

EABANUS MAURUS. AFTER A.D, 9i8.

( gno nt ponat terraw tuaw in solitudinew . civitates
| que

habitatore, Iste e^ ut diximw^ verus nabucho[donosorj |

adversarius nostfer diabolus quasi leo rugiens cir[cuit] \
in

quas religandus est . et ne mittat?^r exorat .
|

levavit de quo
dictum es Oimium iniinicoruwz suorum)

The not infrequent occurrence of the open a and the

general regularity of the writing would have inclined us

to place this MS. within the ninth century, had not its

approximate date been clearly ascertained. It may be
the work of an old man who had not grown out of the

training of his younger days. At all events it is an

interesting instance of an older style of writing surviving
into a new generation, and emphasizes the difficulty of

accurately assigning MSS. of the period of the ninth
and tenth centuries to their true positions a difficulty
which is enhanced by the comparatively few MSS. of

the tenth century which bear dates.

In illustration of the ordinary minuscule hand of the

Caroline type in this century, we may take a facsimile

from a Sacramentary of Corbie in the Bibliotheque
JSTationale (Delisle. Cabinet des MSS. pi. 31).
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SACTRAWIHTAEITO. OrH CEOTUBY.

($"os tibi semper et ulAque gratias agere | pater omnipotent
aet^rnse dews, Honorum aac[tor"| | [distributor omnium
dignitatwra * per quew pr#fic[iunt] [univer] |

sa . per quern
cuncta firmantur AniLplificatis] [ semper in melius natU3?8B

rationalis)

It will be seen that the letters are not so "well formed
and are less graceful in stroke than in the earlier

examples. They are also rather squarer and are more

slacldy written. Comparing this example with the

facsimile from the Gospels of Lothair (p. 259), a single

glance is enough to satisfy the eye of the change whioh
the lapse of a century can effect in a style of handwriting.
It is true that the Lothair Gospels are written in the

finest style of the ninth century, and this example is an

ordinary one of the tenth, century, and the contrast

between two MSS. of the two centuries would not ra all

cases be so marked. For the present purpose, howeTer,

strong contrast is a first object.
All the specimens which we have given of this class

of Caroline minuscule writing represent the normal

hand of the Frankish empire. Another style, however,
was also followed in the eastern districts, which de-

veloped later into the hand which we recognize as

German. The special characteristic of this style is the

sloping of the letters and a certain want of finish,

which, perhaps, may be due to distance from the in-

fluen.ce of. the French, centres of Caroline writing. A
IMS, of this class is the Fulda Annals at Leipzig, written
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at the close of the ninth century but before the year 882

(Arndt, Sclirifttajeln, pi. 44).

err'- auad "diinon m/^entrf

obpofacrwTcr mfaue; lirtcri

pergT^Wt^rixiTTz
^&

colonic- ^T^crrcrmiLiciarn -rrrttefcnfem a^iLur he

ANNALS OF HILDA. BEFOBE A.B. 882.

([tes]tattis est quod illi non inficientes quasdam assercion[ibus] |

racionum verisimilium quibus geste rei qualitatem [muni] |

re

nisi aunt obposuemnt easque litteris conprseh.e[nsas] j

ut legati

apoa^olici suggesserunt per gundharium agr[ippine| ]
colonie et

tneotgaudum treverensem gallie be[lgice])

And anotlier example of the same period, but written

in a rougher manner,, may be selected from a MS. of

Canons, in the Library of St. Gall, of about the year 888

(Pal. Soc. i. pi. 186).

CANONS. ABOUT A.D.

(eptscopo apamie syrie. Euphranta religiosis[simo] | [Ty]-
anomm. Theodoro religiosissimo episcopo hiero[polis] |

Bosporio religiosissimo episcopo neocesarie
| | [r]eligiosissimo

episcopo bostre Philippe religi[osissimo] |
mirorum .

Theodoto rekgzos^m'mo vpiscopv sele[tie])

In both these examples is apparent the lack of sense
of grace which, is so marked a failing in mediaeval Ger-
man writing.
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It will here be convenient io follow briefly the pro-

gress of the continental minuscule hand, as practised in

Prance and Germany, into the eleventh century, before

touching upon the course which it took in England. In
that century lies the period in which the handwritings
of the different countries of Western Europe, cast and
consolidated in the new mould, be^ran to assume their

several national characters, and which may be said to

be the starting-point of the modern hands which em-

ploy the Roman alphabet. In the course of the century
many old practices and archaisms which had lingered
are cast off, and general principles are more systemati-

cally observed. The words of the text are now more

generally separated from one another; abbreviations

and contractions are more methodical ;
and the hand-

writing makes a palpable advance towards the square
and exact character which culminates in the 11 SS. of

the thirteenth century.
The general characteristics cf the writing of the first

half of the century are shown in the following facsimile

from a MS. of Saints'
5

Lives at Pans (Cabinet ties

pi. 32).

-ntwrt pmrboiant ^u*ra aaj^nfotL die] cju^

ammHufrdettum tnuteu^/ 4r

LIVES OF SAINTS.-llTH CENTURY.

(etiam dominica qtie advenerat nocte ac die
( [vesper]tinam

pene horam quarti a transitu diei que | [ha"be]batur , magno
concursu fidelium multaq&e de

| [frequenjfcabatur . ita ut

noctu et interdiu congregat )

In a later and more compressed style is a MS. of

the Life of St. Maurillus, at Paris, written, about the

year 1070 (Cabinet des M88.3 pi. 84).
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iij? 1nr^tior
x

LIFE OF SAINT MAURILLUS. ABOUT A.D. 1070.

( tur ad urbem , Quo cum sine mora venisset . et pace [
tnta

regredi cepisset i antequa^ ad ponte?^ leuge per \
loci ipsius

ut benedictionibws presulis firmari mere[rentur] j
devoting

prestolabant^r , Inter quos f parentes cnii/6'dawi pu[eri] |

[ni]mia infirmitate extempore gravatim secas viaw per)

And of a bolcl type of the close of the century is the
next facsimile, from a Bible written at Stavelot in the
Low Countries between the years 1094 and 1097., and
now in the British Museum (Pal. Soc. ii. pL 92).

irrmufrraidmem micjuxxan/Tii/'; ^Tpr

dura paxna tua Itctf^c nbr

<|ui comaiurtrTr dniata&mwr. tfwnu

l!r/tui tn capnunairm ducemutf&cia
BIBLE. A.D. 1094 1097.

([con]tritione tua? Insanabilis est dolor tuu[s Prop] |

ter niul-

titudinem iniquitatis tue et prfopter] |

duiu peccata tua feci

lieo tibi . Propter[ea omnes] | qui comedunt te devorabuntur .

et univ[_ersi ho] |
stes tui in captivitateni ducentur , et

#

When examining the early English forms of writing
in use before the Norman Conquest, we noticed the
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result of the introduction of the continental minuscule

hand in England as a general form of writing, for

Latin texts, in the conrse of the tenth century. The
character which the ^English scribes impressed upon
this imported style is that of roundness a character

which indeed continued to mark the Latin writing
of MSS. executed in England for a long time. No
better example of this round English hand could be

quoted than the Benedictional of JEthelwold, Bishop of

Winchester from A.D. 963 to 984 (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 142).

The MS. is not only a valuable example of English
writing of this period, but is also famous for the inte-

resting drawings which it contains.

mancrrcc noua,

fcmpcrproLo fccund& . fida

dfcaritaiifuofmunonc rtpleai

dtfiiacmuobifbcncdicaonifd
na mfundac A_ en e

BENEDICTIONAL. A.D. 963984.

(virginitate manente . nova
| semper prole fecundet . fidei

[speij |

et caritatis vos munere re pleat j
et suae in voLis

benedictionis dj_o]na infundat . Amen)

It is interesting to notice that, while the letters are of

the foreign type, there is a strongly-marked English
character in the writing which is unmistakable, even if

it were not known that the scribe was an Englishman.
And the difficulty which English scribes appear to have

experienced in laying aside their native style when

writing the continental minuscule hand is remarkably
well illustrated by a MS. of Pope Gregory's

" Pastoral

Care/' in. the Bodleian Library, which is probably of the

beginning of the eleventh century (Pal. Hoc. ii. pi. 69).
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cu|- eBrqui^pnuf foramen mpanece<

fe^
DE CURA PASTORAII. EARLY llTH CENTURY.

(imaginibus deliberando cogitatur ; | Ltaqwe est quia prius
foramen in pariete [

cernitur .' et tune demum occulta
|

demonstrator .' quia nimirum imiuscuiws
| [pjrius signa

forinsecus . deinde ianua)

The thoroughly Anglo-Saxon form of the letter t will

be observed, as well as the compromise between the

fiat-headed Saxon g and the 3-shaped French minuscule
which the scribe has effected in his rendering of the
letter. But in the course of the century, and consequent
on a closer intercourse with the Continent, the foreign
minuscule, as written by English scribes, lost all such
marks of the native writer and developed, on the lines

of the writing of the ^Ethelwold Benedictional, into a

beautifully exact haud
?
with correct forms of letters, and

distinguished by the roundness which has been described.

In a work of limited scope, such as the present one,
it is impossible to do more than select a certain number
of specimens to illustrate the different hands of the

successive centuries of the middle ages. Dating from
the twelfth century onwards, the number of existing
MSS. is comparatively large, and the varieties of hand-

writing to be found in them are numerous, each country
at the same time having its own style and developing
individual peculiarities. But there is not space to illus-

trate the writing of each individual country. The most
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that can be done, in order to give an idea of the main
line of development from century to century, is to place
before the reader a few facsimiles of typical MSS. of

the different periods, which may serve as a general,

though imperfect, guide; and in making this selection

we shall depend mostly upon MSS. of English origin, as

being probably of more practical value to those who
will make the chief use of this book.
The twelfth century was a period of large books, and

of forms of handwriting on a magnificent scale. The
scribes of the several countries of Western Europe seem
to have vied with each other in producing the best types
of book-writing of which they were capable, with the

result that remarkable precision in the formation of the

letters was attained, and that the century may be named
as excelling all others for the beauty of its MSS. in

general. Great advance was made at this period towards
the compressed and angular style which marks the

writing of the later middle ages as compared with the
rounder hands of the centuries immediately succeeding
the Caroline reform.
The following facsimile is a good example of the bold

style of writing which is found in numerous MSS. of

English origin in this century. It is taken from a

commentary of Bede upon Ezra, which was written at

Cirencester not long after the year 1147 (PaL Sac. ii.

pi. 72).

ba&omitnodiftccrdott?

f^m

EEDE ON EZRA. AFTER A.D. 1147.
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([de]eebat ommmodis nt domus
erat habitura .' eo annoruw

|

numero conderetwr in ierusalem \

quo dieruw numero ipsuw domini
\ corpus in utero virgims

?acro)

The handsome appearance of this English hand of the

twelfth century can hardly be surpassed. It certainly
bears most favourable comparison with the other hand-

writings of Northern Europe of the same date; and we
must go to Italy to find anything so fully pleasing to

bhe eye.
In this calligraphic style the growth of upstrokes from

the base o the main strokes in the form of hair-lines

lends an ornamental effect to the writing. It is the

beginning of a practice which, when carried farther,

tends to cause confusion in the decipherment of the

short-stroke letters i, m, n, u, when tw or more of them

happen to come together. The form of the general mark
of "abbreviation and contraction, the sh rt oblique curve,

may also be noticed as very general in MSS. of English

origin in this century.
As an example of French wribing of this period we

select a facsimile of a MS. of Valerius Maximus., written

in the year 1167 (Cabinet des MSS., pi. 37).

^
midaOT^nfe^^^

^funt
VALERIUS MAXIMUS. A.D. 1167.

scipio cum plurimis et clarissi
|

mis farnili^ su

cognominib^ ah
|

undaret . in servilem serapioms ap l^pella-

tionera vulgi sermone impacts |

est quod huiwsee nominia vic-

timaiio qwam simi[lis])
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And to illustrate the less elegant style of the German
liand of this time, we take a few lines from a MS. of

Origen's Homilies, of the year 1163 (Arndt, Schrifttaf.,

pi. 51).

dxnun gt2m oiK'/

;mn*{*-7iulluftzufodev frniMftnu^mni^

HOMILIES OF OB1GEN.-A,D. 11C3.

(grafe'am et participationem dei appellantur diif de qwibz/s [

et

alibi scriptura die" $ . Ego dixi dii J estis . et iternm
\

deus

stetit in synagoga c
1 Jbrwm. Sed hi quamvis capa |

ces sint dei .

et hoc nomine doferi per graham Tide
|

antur . nullus tame;z

deo similis invenitur)

We may be content with these three specimens to

represent the writing of Northern Europe. In the south

a different style prevailed. The sense of grace of form
which we perceive in the Lombardic writing of Italy
is maintained in that country in the later writing of

the new minuscule type, which assumes under the pens
of the most expert Italian scribes a very beautiful and
round even style. This style, though peculiarly Italian,

extended its influence abroad, especially to the south of

France, and became the model of Spanish writing at a

later time. We select a specimen from a very handsome
MS. of Homilies of the first half of the 12th century

(Pal. Soc. 11. pi. 55), written in bold letters of the best

type, to which we shall find the scribes of the fiffceenth

century reverting in order to obtain a model for their

MSS. of the Eenaissance. The exactness with which
the writing is here executed is truly marvellous, and was

only rivalled, not surpassed, by the finished handiwork
of its later imitators.
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fdenax mdtoiruf-Wc quern feam

prdidem poJVfcfac^rc difponeb
cundem fkccrcc plenum arq per

qua
quacunc

HOMILIES. 12fH CENTURY.

(fuerat traditurus. Ut quern secun[dum] | presidem post se
facere disponeb[at] |

eundem faceret plenum atqwe per[fectum] |

habentem in se et dignitatem qua [pre] |

celleret . et potes-
tatem qua cunc[tis] )

It will of course be understood that this was not the

only style of hand that prevailed in Italy. Others of a
much rougher cast were also employed. But as a typical
book-hand, which was the parent of the hands in which
the greater proportion of carefully written MSS. of

succeeding periods were written in Italy, it is to be

specially noticed.

The change from the grand style of the twelfth

century to the general minuteness of the thirteenth

century is very striking. In the latter century we reach
the height of the exact hand,, in which the vertical
strokes are perfectly formed but are brought into
closer order, the letters being laterally compressed, the
round bends becoming angular, and the oblique strokes

being fined down into hair-lines. In the second half of
the century there appears to have been a great demand
for copies of the Bible, if we are to judge by the large
number of surviving examples, and the minuteness with
which many of them are written enabled the scribes to

compress their work into small volumes, which stand in
extreme contrast to the large folios so common in the

preceding century. An interesting example of the
transitional hand of the end of the twelfth century, in

which the writing is reduced to a small size, but yet is
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not compressed with the rather artificial precision of
some fifty years later, is found in a MS. of the Historm
Scholastica of Petrus Comestor, written for BIstow

Abbey in the year 1191 or 1192.

am?

&tftttttt* ettftadifcrif-w).

HISTORIA SCHOLASTICA.-AJX 119L-2.

(martirium f dixz^ iacobo. "Pate? , da mihi remissioneTft. At
[

IIle paru??2per deliberans . ait . Pax tibi i et osculatus est em?*,,
j

Et simwl ambo capite truncati sunt, Petru??* autem
| app?-e-

hensum misit herodes in oarcerem . q?'a ITI diebwa azimo \rurn
non licebat aliquem occidere. Et p?*ete?' custodes car

|
cerisf

tradidit euwi c iistodiendM/ra, quatuor q^aternionibws milit^m.)

As a good illustration of the perfect style of the book-

hand of the first half of the thirteenth century, we
next select some lines from a Bible, written at Canter-

bury between the years 1225 and 1252 (Pal. Soc. i. pi.

73), which exhibits great regularity and precision in the

compressed writing.

Cwigitgtnmr

fcpte<qttefti&CEl0ftmrmtoomi tmum;

^flHiiOT dntft'

fttttmnimnm^c

flfprflfttnrtn^n
'i flttc- 6crnitnfrttrt^l)CTtoni utttttttm/t

BIBLE. A.D. 1225-1252.
19
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([fir]maniento. Etfacfam est ita. Yocavitqw^ firma
|
menttini

deus celum. Et facfum est vespere et ma
|

ne dies secundu-.

Dixit vero deus. Congregentur | aqae que sub celo sunt in locum
unum:

|
et appareat arida . factu-mc^ue est ita. Et vocavit dews

]

aridatn terram : congregationesqwe aquarwm | appellavit maria.

Et vidit deus quod ess&i bormm
|

et ait. Grermiiiet terra herbain

virentem et
\

facientem semen et lignum pomifer^m faci[ens])
*

And of a still more ornamental type, of the second
half of the century, is a Lectionary of the year 1269,
which was written by an English scribe, John of

Salisbury, at Mons in Hainault (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 113).

flOttO.ftttFltv

mfttttttouttceccmupa/

mittttcnttmsttptrwD

nt (\utaitcimnuitltl

mpoteftatr iwnha)tttc

obannes de

4lcfl)ttntcp
LECTIONARY. A.B 1269.

( cnssione niirifica tremew
|

do palpitasso . Cuius mox
|

manu
tenuit . et eum pa |

tri viventem atq^e inco
|

luniem dedit.

Liquet pe |

tre quia hoc miraculum
|

in potestate non habuit
||

nono . iuit liber
|

iste scriptus. |

Johannes de
|

salesburi

scrip [sit])

These two specimens have been selected as presenting
the style of book-writing of the thirteenth century in

its most decided form. There is no mistaking the

period to which they belong. Variations from this high
standard are of course to be found in the more ordinary
MSS. written with less exactness ;

but in all writing of

1 The oblique double hair-lines above the words " Vocavitque
" and

*' firmamentum ''

(hats 1 aud 2) are m^rks of transposition.
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this time, whether formal or cursive, the rigidity, which is

its strong characteristic, never fails to impress the eye
almost at the first glance.

With the fourteenth century we enter on a new phase
in the history of Latin palaeography; and the latter

part of this century and the following century are a

period of gradual decadence from the high standard
which had been attained in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries. As if wearied by the exactness and rigidity
of the thirteenth century, handwriting now becomes
more lax, the letters fall away in beauty of shape, and
in those MSS., such as biblical and liturgical works, in

which the old form of writing still remains prevalent, it

degenerates into an imitative hand. At this period also,
and including the latter part of the thirteenth century,
we have numerous instances of the cursive or charter-

hands being employed in the production of books as

well as for documents. In England particularly a large
number of law MSS., which date from the reigns of

Edward I. and Edward II,, are written in the charter-

hand. But we here confine our attention to the more
formal styles.
As a specimen of a class of writing which is not un-

common in the first half of the century, when the

reminiscence of the teaching of the thirteenth century
still remained and exercised a restraining influence, we

may give a few lines from a MS. of the Legenda Aurea
of Jacobus de Voragine, which was written at Paris in

1312 (Pal. SOG. i. pi. 222). Comparing this hand with
the specimens of the previous century, the advance is

apparent in the decreasing regularity of the strokes

generally and in certain changes in the formation of

some of the letters. JFor example, the letter a, which
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries normally has an

open upper bow, now generally appears with the bow
closed

;
and the vertical stroke of the letter t, which at

an earlier date, in the best specimens, does not rise

above the transverse, now betrays an increasing dis-

position to do so.
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LEGENDA AUREA. A.D. 1312.

(testament! / occidentals autem non facit festum ae
veteris ivstamenti . eo qMo2 ad iwfe

|

ros descend6fu?zt .
-

qwam, de mnocontibw^
|

ex eo quod in ipsis singwlis occisz^s est
Ghristus.' et de

|

machabeis . suwt zutem quatuor r^^ones
qware [

ecelesm de istis machabeis Iwe^ ad inferos descend-
er'mi 2

solempnizat . priwa est prapfer

Next, we will take a specimen from a liturgical MS.,
a Psalter written in England about the year 1339 (Pal.
Soc, i. pi. 99), in which the formal style of an older date
is retained.

tttauttDusttumjpmttr

Dtrrnm:rtUB famfiosm
ftiiu frDm oiomfmflrtiiff

ommusaDtttnfDer.

PSALTEE. ABOUT A.D. 1339.

2

Original termination unt, corrected into int by an underwritten

deleting dot,
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([Tjuravit dominus et non penite ]

bit enm: tu cs sacerdos in
]

sternum secundum ordinem melehisedee s
j [DJominus a

dextris
J
tuis : confregit in die ire sue reges.)

Apart from the actual stapes of the letters in which
indications of the true date are to be detected, there
are forms of decoration employed which would not be
found in writing of the preceding century.
A formal French style of writing of the latter half of

the century is well represented in a MS. of the " Grandes

Chroniques
" which was copied about the year 1377, and

which illustrates the constantly increasing debasement
of the individual letters from the old standard, although
the setting and general run of the text are sufficiently

regular (Album Paleogr. pi. 42).

vttrlam;?tetKttntrqtti tarumf to tomtrf

mtsifdwi tfttttntftttr nm(cjtraatftr*ic
Hottitqmaffi3 icgicmtff(m nr fa n&
iinr ctttttt ctt la otttcOcott imiani Qmi
itttlle fwitfeutx * ranittti(lcaixfit|rtoit

tiitr bit iniltttre ^co ftvtt^ cptt fourI*

nileimttrqttfimtoiriltftrairAntbtcttur

IrntB o? ^twlhtnirqwr liotiieurfi giirftrlo

GEANDES CHEON1QUES. ABOUT A.D. 1377.

(une larape de voirre qui devant son tombel
|
ardoit chai da-

venture sus le pavement . le
)
voirre qui assez legierem<9wt brise

de sa na (tare entra en la cluresce du pavement sanz
|

nulle

froisseure et sanz nulle corrapcion |

aussi commQ il eust fait en

plain mui de fa
|
rine bfen bnlettee . Ses freres qui sorest la

|

desloiaute quil avoit faite assamblerent
|

leurs oz et distrent

que howme de si grant felow)

3 The sj'llable dec is written at the end of the l;ne below.
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As a contrast to this, we select a facsimile of a not
uncommon type of the English hand of about the same

time, which has a slightly cursive element in it, and
which developed into the ordinary hand of the fifteenth

century. It is taken from a chronicle of English history,
written about the year 1388 (Brit. Mus., Had. MS. 3634).

CdtlONICLE. ABOUT A.D. 1388.

(En ecce subito princeps iuwcUs manibw^ et erectis
|
in celum

oculls deus gramas inquit tibi ago de
|
cnnetts beneficiis tuis

tuam piefcatem om?zib^s vo
|
tis expostulo ut mihi concedas

veniam delic
|

toTum BQTUITI que contra te nequiter p^petravi sed

et a cu?ic
|

tis mortalib?^ quos scienter sive ignoranter offew,
|

di

rernissionis grati&m tote corde posco Cum
j
hec dixisset in

plena fide catholica spiritum exala[vit] )
4

Finally, to close the facsimiles of the handwritings of

the fourteenth century, we take a few lines from a copy
of Horace, written at Cremona in the year 1391 (Pal.
Soc. L pi. 249), in the fine exact hand of Italian type
which is found in so many surviving MSS. of the hundred

years between 1350 and 1450, and even later the direct

descendant of the beautiful hand of the twelfth century,
which is illustrated above (p. 272) by a facsimile from a
MS. of homilies of that period.

- This passage describes the death of the Black Prince.
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ef#ric etfnicotittte
itrcx/

tmcpntmincrcmbUinicdo
onfottir aftttnn triouis impio
utcU fttutno itftiUrcn*

HOEACE.-A.D. 1391.

($Tatalis liore seu tyrarmus | Hesperie capriceruns unde
|

\JtTumque nostrum Incredibili modo
|
Consentit astrum te

iovis impio |
Tutela saturno refulgens | Eripuit . volucrisqwe

fati)

Tke course of tHe fifteenth century witnessed tne final

dissolution of the mediseval minuscule book-writing
1

.

When printing was at length established, MS. books
were no longer needed and only survived as specimens
of calligraphy, especially in the Italian school. In this

century there is, necessarily, an ever-increasing number
of varieties of hands. The charter-hand is now very
generally used for books as well as for documents. And
while the formal minuscule hand is still employed for

liturgical and other books, and under certain conditions

is written with great exactness, it generally betrays an

increasing tendency to slackness and to malformation or

exaggeration of individual forms of letters : there is, in

a word, an artificiality about it by which it is to be dis-

tinguished from the purer style of two hundred years
before. Between MSS. in the cursive charter-hand and
the formal minuscule book-hand, there is that large mass
of MSS., all more or less individual in their characteris-

tics, which are written with a freedom partaking of the

elements of both styles an ordinary working hand,
which has no pretensions to beauty of form, and which,
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in course of time, grows more and more angular, not
with the precise angular formation of letters as in the
thirteenth century, but with the careless disregard of
curves which accompanies rapid writing. And finally,
in the latter part of the century we find those different

styles of handwriting which were so markedly peculiar
to the several countries of Western Europe, and which
formed the models for the types of the early printers.
We cannot here do more than select a few specimens

to illustrate the general styles of the many varieties of

handwritings of this century.
The first is from a MS. containing a treatise on

the Passion, by an Austin friar named Michael de

Massa, which was written at Ingham, in Norfolk, in the

year 1405 (Pal Soc. ii. pi. 134).

tapfliouw%iQi^({En^ur^V
fitt^tfeO

iuu --_- ^

jfttaaJtft'

$Hftdt

TREATISE ON THE PASSION. A.D 1405.

([exo]ravit usque in passionis finem.' quando corpus Cfmstfi

de
| positum fuit de crace . et sepultum in sepulcro. Un

[
de

subsecute sunt mulieres que cum ipso uenerant de galilea et

vi
|

derunt monumentum . et quemadniodum positum |

erat

corpus lesu. Luce xxiii. Prima pars que inci
| pit in die

venms ante do>??imicam in passion e.)

The writing is in the formal square literary hand,,

maintained chiefly in liturgical books from the earlier

style, but is entirely wanting in the old regularity. The
forms of the letters are weak and debased, and the

general character is irregular and imitative.
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Of the same clays of writing, but of rather later date

and taken from a liturgical MS., is the following fac-

simile from a selection of Psalms written for Humphrey,
Duke of Gloucester, who died in 1446 (Brit. Mus., Royal

MS., 2 B. 1). This is the common hand of the liturgies

of English origin throughout the fifteenth century, and

it maintains a monotonous uniformity for a comparatively

long period.

|V^y>"-.i~ nir r* j " ^ F

lji|umiftmUHrtnmttauj?

PSALMS. BEFORE A.D. 1446.

(Sicufe unguentum in eapite .' quod des
[
cendit in baibam bar-

bam aaron
| Quod descendit in oram vestimenti eius

\
sicnt

ros harmon qui descendit in montem sion Quoniam illie

mandayit dominus be
|

nediccionem : et vitain usque in secu-

lum.)

As a contrast to this formal book-hand we next select

a specimen from a MS. of tihe chronicle of Robert of

Avesbury, written, in a small half-cursive hand founded

on the charter-hand, in the first quai*ter of the fifteenth

century (Brit. Mus.,' HarleyMS. 200).

E. DB AVBSBURY. EARLY 15TH CENTURY.
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([vinjeulum quo ipse et nos noscinmr adinvicem fore coniuneti

n#cno^ ob [sp^eealem] |

affectionem et sineeram dilectionem.

quas erga personam suam [super] |

om^es alios de sanguine
nosfao rneriio gerimus et habemws ac pro eo [qwod ipse] | qui
alios principes in sfcrenuitate precellit melms qwam aliquis

[alius] | poterit maliciam dictorwm rebellium per dei grafo'am
refrenare mero [metu] |

ac nosta pura et spontanea voluntate

diligent! et mat^ra deliber[acione] | p?'ehabita in hac parte
dedimws concessim^s et present! carta nostra, co[nfirmavimus])

This style of hand and a more hurried and angulai*
form of the writing shown abovo (p. 278) in the facsimile

from the chronicle of about the year 1388 were very

generally used in England for MS 3. of ordinary litera-

ture in the fifteenth century, always becoming more
slack and careless as time progressed.

Turning to foreign countries, we first give a specimen
of a common class of handwriting found in MSS. of the

Netherlands and northern Germany at this period.
There is a marked angularity and pointed style in the

forms of the letters, besides their individual shapes,
which impart to the general character of German and
Flemish writing its peculiar cast. The facsimile is taken.

from, a MS. of St. Augustine, De Oivitate Dei, which

belonged to Pare Abbey near Louvain, and was written.

in 1463 (Brit. Mus., Add. MS. 17,284).

ST. AUGUSTINE. A.D. 1463.
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([P]romissiones del que facte stmt ad abrahaw emus semml
et gentem israheliticam secundnm carnem, et omnes gentes
deben seeundum fidera deo pollicente didicinms

| quernadmo
dum compleantwr per ordinem tenipon/rn pro |

cnrrens del

civitas indicavit. Quoniam ergo super! |

oris libri usqwe ad

regnuw david factus est finis:
|
imnc ab eodew regno quaniu,m

suscepto open sufficcre)

More strongly marked is the German chare cter in the
next facsimile, from a MS. of the Epistles of St. Jerome,
written at Lippe in the year 1479 (Arndt, Schrifttaf., 59).

ST. JEKCMK.-AD. 1471).

(lectulo decumbentes . longaq?/e egrotaci[one] |

notario cele-

riter scribenda dictavim?^.
|

sed ne tibi in principio aniici-

ciarum aliq[uid] | [vide]remur negare Oranobiscumadomno

|

duodecim menses, quibus iugi labore
|

sim aliquid dig-
num vestre scribere volu[ntati])

The handwritings of northern and eastern France of

the fifteenth century run on the same lines as those of

other countries, sometimes following the set square style,

more often developing varieties based upon the cursive

charter-hand of documents. Among the latter there is

one which should be specially noticed. It is found par-

ticularly in MSS. derived from French Flanders and

Burgundy, and afforded a pattern of type to the early

printers. It is a heavy, sloping, and pointed hand,
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which is in very common use for general literature,, par-
ticularly in the middle and latter part of the century.
The following specimen of this kind of writing is taken
from a volume of Miracles de Nostre Dame written for

Philip the Good, of Burgundy, about the middle of the

century (Album paleogr., pi. 43).

MIRACLES DE NOSTRE DAME. ABOUT A.D. 1450.

( [q]ui "bien chantoit et hault Era
| [qn]el la vierge inarie

preserva do
| [A]nice

-

qne Ion nomme oraranort
|

en

auvergne fut ladis une
| quilz aloyent tons les samediz)

Lastly, we give a specimen of a hand of the Italian

Eenaissance, a revival of the style of the eleventh or
twelfth century, and a very successful imitation of a MS.
of that period. It was this pi*actice, followed by the
scribes of the Renaissance, of reverting to that fine

period of Italian writing (see p. 272) to find models for
the exquisitely finished MSS. which they were compelled
to produce in order to satisfy the refined taste of their

day, that influenced the early printers of Italy in the
choice of their form of type. The facsimile is from a
MS. of Sallust, written at Florence in the year 1466

(PaL5oc.ii.pl. 59).
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a

regeraitm^ua
marmittuiunf

(tbtiT
glortitetemi

SALLUST. AD. 1466.

negocia transferunt. Quod si hominibus bonarww
|

rerum
tauta cura esset : quanto studio aliena ac

|

nihil profutura mul-

toqz/e etiam periculosa petuwt: | neqwe regerentur a easibns,

magis qwaw regcrent casus/
|
et eo magnitudiirivS procederent J

nbi pro morta
|

libus gloria eterni erent. ISTam uti genus
homi

|

nuin cojnpositum ex corpore et anima est .' ita res)

It is unnecessary to pursue tlie history of the Latin
minuscule literary Land beyond the fifteenth century.

Indeed., after the general adoption of printing, MS.
books ceased to be produced for ordinary use, and the

book-hand practically disappears in the several countries

of Western Europe. In the comparatively small number
of extant literary MSS. of a later date than the close of

the century it is noticeable that a large proportion of

them are written in the style of the book-hand of the

Italian Renaissance the style which eventually super-
seded all others in the printing press. The scribes of

these late examples only followed, the taste of the clay
in preferring those clear and simple characters to the

rough letters of the native hands.

The English. Book-hand in the Middle Ages.

A handbook of Palaeography which is intended chiefly

for the use of English students would be incomplete
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without a special examination of the styles of writing-

employed by English scribes of the later middle ages
when writing in English.
We have already followed the course of English,

minuscule writing down to the period of the Norman,

Conquest. From that date, as we have seen, the foreign
hand became the recognized literary hand and was

employed for Latin literature ; and the old Saxon hand was
discarded. With, the native English, however, it naturally
continued in use; and eventually, after its cessation as a

separate style of writing, a few special Saxon forms of

letters, the g, the thorn (}>
and $), and the w, still survived

to later times. But it must be remembered that, as we
hare seen above, the influence of the foreign minuscule

had already begun to tell upon the native hand even

before the Conquest. In the eleventh century the spirit

of the change which marks the general progress of the

handwriting of Western Europe is also visible in the

cast of Anglo-Saxon writing, and after the Conquest the

assimilation of the native hand to the imported hand,
which was soon practised in all parts of the country,

naturally became more rapid. In some English MSS.
of the twelfth century we still find a hand which, in a

certain sense, we may call Anglo-Saxon, as distinguished
from the ordinary Latin minuscule of the period; but,

later, this distinction disappears, and the writing of

English scribes for English books was practically nothing
more than the ordinary writing of the day with an
admixture of a few special English letters. On the other

hand, it is observed that there was a tendency to prefer
the use of charter-hand for English books, and in many
MSS. of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries

we find a kind of writing, developing from that style,

which may be called an English hand, in the sense of a

hand employed in English MSS.
To illustrate the handwriting of the twelfth century

referred to above, we select a specimen from a copy of

the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle written about the year 1121

(Skeat, Twelve Facsimiles, pi. 3), in which the writing

may still be called Saxon as regards the forms of letters
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employed. At the same time, it Las the impress of the

general character of twelfth century writing.

mem
jxtnion

#In

aitnen * a. fftenajm tncn ^roijtefaJkm

lWp tit|^tian{nicatiim*iitmcc fie

ne lasije*he I we tti
|

ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE. ABOUT A.D. 1121.

'tselien . ssegdon ]>et hi hit dyden for ^Ses mynstres holdscipe. |

syS^on geden heow to scipe . ferden heom to elig betsehtan
| ]?ser

ba ealla J?a gsersume ]?a denescae menn wsendon ]>et
hi

|
sceoldon

>fer curaen . ]?a
frencisca men ]?a

todrefodon
|

ealle
]?a munekes .

>eleaf }?^r nan butan an nmnec he
|

wses gehaten leofwine

ange . ke lyei seoc in
]?a secra3inan)

A rough but strong hand o the beginning o the

hirteenth century, founded on the charter-hand of the

line, is employed in a MS. of homilies in the Stowe
sollection of the British Museum (Pal. Hoc. ii. pi. 94).

1^~

^

UOMILIES. EAKLY 13l'H CENTXJKY.
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(ne so 3eap . ne swa \vitti to downe -S^t tu sc,ilt dow . [bute %u
habbe] |

Sese strewg]?e of god f ne miht tu no??, god don . D-U

[miht isien sum] |
wel wis clerec . >e wisliche him selves nalit

ne wisse'S [and ]?inc]? "Sat he] |
haf$ inoh} on his witte iSe he

carcn . ne iSese strewg[}^e ne besekS nauht at] | gode for "Si he
fcelsefS among 'San *e non god ne [ctmnen . And hem] |

he is

ilich of werkes . alswa lihtliche o'Serhwile he)

And a very pretty and regular hand of the same period

appears in a copy of " The Ancren Riwle/' or rule for

anchoresses, in one of the Cottonian MSS. (PaL Soc. ii.

pi. 75), which maybe compared with the Latin facsimile

of that time given above (p. 278).

THE ANCREN EIWLE. EAltLY 13'IH CENTURY.

(elle .
]?er

ho lai i prisun fowr |nise?zt ] 3er and mare ho and
hire were ba^e

]

and demde al hire ofsprung to leaped |

al after

hire . to deaiS wrSute^ ende
| Binmge and rote of al

|?is ilke

reow
|
i$e was a lute sihite Ipus . Ofte as mon (| [pa] triarches .

and a nmche burh forb
|

eamd . and te king and his sune
|
and

te burhmen isleine . ]?e wuw |

mon ilad forS. Hire fader and
\

hire bre^Sre ntlahes makede
|
se noble princes as ho werew .

]>ns eo[dej)

Following on the same lines as the Latin hands, the

transition from the stiff characters of the thirteenth cen-

tury to the more pliant style o the fourteenth century
is seen in the "

Ayenbite of Inwyt/' or Eemorse of Con-

science, written in the year 1340 by Dau Michael, of

Northgate, in Kent, an Augustiman monk of Canter-

bury, in heavy minuscules of the charter-hand type
(Pal. Soc. i. pi. 197).
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AYENBITE OF 1NWYT. A.D. 1340.

(workes of wysdomto ]>&
zone i alsuo

]?e worke[s] |

wor guod-
nesse is ase zay]? sanyt L)enys to lere { ]?et him na}t ne cosine]? f

]?et
ne is na}t grat guo[dnesse] |

se zeve yof}?es spret him
zelve ine oure hert[en] |

streanies . ]?ervore hi bye]? propre-
liche ycleped ye[fj?es] |

\vello . liy bye}? )?e sti'eames . And }?e

oj?er scele is )

Next, as a contrast., we take a few lines from a

Wycliffite Bible of the latter part of the fourteenth cen-

tury, written in a square hand akin to the formal writing
as seen in Latin liturgical MSS. (Pal Soc. i. pi. 75).

ofp? metier ADwvfi thO WDOJW
rveftrfrDftp oftnmtDcUi%/f

mftUt mi cmtr of

WYOLIFPITB BIBLB. LATE 14'PH CEN1UJIY.

(for to have wirschipmg |?e ]?ritten]?e day |

of
]?e mone]? adar .

]>at is seid bi voyce of
[

sirie :
}?e

first day of mardochius, pr-
iors

| "[?ese ]?ingis don Si^Q'mus nychanore . and of
]?e | tymes ]?e

cytee weeldid of ebrues f and
|

I in ]?ese ]?ingis schal make an
eende of

| word, and so]?eli 3*if wel and as it
acordi)? to)

20
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Of the latter part of the fourteenth century, perhaps
about the year 1380, is a MS. of the Vision of Piers

Plowman, in the Cottonian collection (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 56),
written in a set minuscule hand, partly formed upon the

charter-hand of the time. This specimen may be com-

pared with the facsimile from the chronicle of about

the year 1388 above (p. 278).

PIKES PLOWMAN. LATE 14TH CENTURY.

(Have me excused quod clergie . bi crist biifc in [scole] |

Schal

no swich motyng be mevet . for me bu[t ]?ere] |

For peres love

J?e plouhman . J>at enpungned[e me ones] |

Alle kyne cunnynges .

and alle kyne craftes
|
Save love and leute . and lownesse of

herte
|

And no tixt to take . to preve pis for trewe)

And of about the same date, but written in a more
careless style, and partaking rather of the character of

the fifteenth century, is the original MS, of Hereford's

Wycliffite translation of the Old Testament, at Oxford

(Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 151), which is probably of the year
1382.

iMdSP&lmfc

PW^fa4|*te^
*>'

WTCLIFFITE BIBLE. A.D. 1382.
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(rereden up to hevene, and ]?e holi lord god herde
|

anoon
]?e

vois of hem, he remewbride not
}?e | sy^nes of hem . ne 3af

hem to \er enemys : but
] pnrgide hem \n

J?e hond of isaie ]?e
holi pr^phete j

he ]?rew dorm J>e tentis of assiries : and hem
to

|

broside
]?e au/zgil of ]?e lord, forwhi ezechie

[

dide ]>at pie-
side to

J?e lord . and strongli he wente)

Early in the fifteenth, century, in some of the more
carefully written MSS., a hand of the charter-hand type,
but cast in a regular and rather pointed form, is

employed. Such is the writing of a copy of Occleve's

poem I)e Regimine Principum in the Harleian collection

(Pal. Sec. ii! pi. 57),

OCCLEVE. EAKLY 15TH CENTURY.

(Yit somme hoiden oppynyouw and sey |
pat none ymages schuld

iinaked be
| pel erron foule and goon out of

}?e wey |

Of trouth
have pei scant sensibilite

|
Passe over ]?t now hlessed trinite

|

Uppon my maistres soule mercy have
|

For him lady eke
]?i

mercy I crave)

And to illustrate two other varieties of the writing of

this century, we select the following :

(i.) Some lines from a MS. of Bokenham's Lives of

Saints, written in the year 1447 in a formal hand (Pal.

Soc. ii. pi. 58).
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^d^rfbuttdtj* f&tgmij tta* fuml

LIVES OF SAINTS. A.D. 1447.

(Of J?e
sevene wych "be clepyd lyberal j

So profoundly J?at greth
ner smal

|

Was no clerk founde in
]?at

ca?^tre
|

What eyere he
vfQu or of what degre |

But
|?at

she wyt/i hym coude com-
une

|

What shuld I speke of hyre fortune
| Wych was ryht

greth for as I seyd before
[

A kyngys doughtyr she was bore)

(ii.) A passage from a MS. of Chaucer's "
Legend of

Good Women "
(Skeat, Twelve Facs., pi. 10), written in

the pointed charter-hand of the middle of the century.

(k,n
"~

|"""*"~ 'V tHfc** T'WK1 *&MV-l74&
vfrlxjax-ye. 4ttf&te /fifyc IM? 9s#ttv

l^^t^*^/W*V* *B4tW/k

TdEf^HJ^*^w^^'4^iAv
l^f^/^^,^0^^^ 2:

CHACTCER. 15TH CENTURY.

(Madame quod he, it is so long agoon |

That I yow knewe, so
charitable and trewe

[

That never yit, syn that the worlde was
newe

[

To me, ne founde y better noon than yee (

If that ye
wolde, savemy degree |

I may ne wol nat, werne your requeste |

Al lyeth in yow, dooth wyth hym, as yow liste
|

I al foryeve,
withouten lenger space)



CHAPTER XIX.

LATIN PALJEOGEAPHY CONTINUED.

Cursive Writing.

THE history of the Cursive Writing o Western Europe
in the middle ages covers as wide a field as that of the

literary hand. Practically, however,, a full knowledge of

the peculiarities of the different official hands of Europe
is not so necessary and is not so easily attainable as

that of the various kinds of literary MSS. Each country
has naturally guarded its official deeds with more or lebs

jealousy, and such documents have therefore been less

scattered than the contents of ordinary libraries. While,
then, the student will find it of chief advantage to be
familiar with the history of the book-hands of all coun-
tries as in his researches, which, in most instances, will

be connected with literary matters, his labours will lie

among MS. books he will be generally content with a

slighter acquaintance with the official handwritings of

foreign countries., for the study of which the available

material is limited. An intimate knowledge, however,
of the official and legal hands of his own country is as

necessary to him as the knowledge of the literary hands,
if he wishes to be in a position to make use of the vast

mass of historical information to be extracted from the
official and private records which lie ready to hand in

the national repositories.
In this chapter, then, it is not practically necessary

to examine the several forms of the cursive handwritings
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of the continent, but we propose to deal more largely
with, the official and legal hands of our own country.
In following the history of Roman cursive writing

and of the national hands which sprang therefrom we
traced the rise of the cursive writing of Western Europe
in its three distinct forms of Lombardic, Visigothic,
and Merovingian. We do not propose to follow the

later cursive developments of these different forms ; but
there are two great series of official documents which,
on account of their extent and political importance, it

is necessary to examine a little more closely in regard
to the styles of writing which were employed in their

production. These are the documents which issued

from the Papal Chancery and from the Imperial Chan-

cery of the middle ages.
In the Papal Chancery a form of writing was deve-

loped which, from its likeness, in some respects, to the

Lombardic cursive, has been named Littera Beneventana.

It was, of course, derived from the Roman chancery
hand, but took a different line from that followed by
the writing found in the cursive documents of Ravenna.
The peculiar letters which belong to it are the a made
almost like a Greek o>, the t in form of a loop, and the

e in that of a circle with a knot at the top. These
letters also take other forms when linked with other

letters. Specimens of it are in existence dating from
the end of the eighth century ; and facsimiles are to be
found in various palseographical collections, and espe-
cially in the great work of Pfluck-Harttung, Sped"
mina sclecta chartarum pontificum Romanorum, 1885-
1887. The following facsimile is taken from a bull of

Pope John VIIL, of the year 876, written on a very
large scale, which is here greatly reduced (Pf.-Hart.,
tab. 5). The artificial nature of the writing can be detected
in the construction of some of the letters. For example,
tall strokes are not necessarily made by one sweep of

the pen : it will be seen that that of the second d in

the first line is distinctly formed in three pieces, the two

upper ones being evidently added to the lowest one.
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t^ ucsO

BULL OP JOHN Till. A.D. 876.

(Quando ad ea quae ca[tholiconim] |

bus sunt monitis pro
vocan[da] |

ente gratiam succenduntur
]

et leto sunt animo
concedfenda )

This^ liand continued to be practised down to tte
beginning of the twelfth century, becoming in its later

stages peculiarly angular and difficult to read. We give
a facsimile of this late style from a bull of Urban II.. of
the year 1098 (Pil-Hart., tab. 47).
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vHtaw*i*tAbv

BULL OF TJRBAK TI. A.D 1098.

([emenda]veriti . potestatis honorisq?/e sui dignita[te] |

corpora ac sanguine del et domain redemptoris (

eidem loco

iusta servantibws sifc pax [ premia eterne pacis inyeiriaiit)

The peculiar forms wliicb the long r and the t ai)d

other letters assume in combination will be specially
noticed.

This kind of writing, however, did not remain supreme
throughout the period of its existence noted above. In
the course of the eleventh century the writing of the

Imperial Chancery became the ordinary hand for papal
documents also. This hand was at that period, as we
shall presently see, the ordinary minuscule, derived from
the Caroline minuscule, mixed, however,, for some time
with older forms. In the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies^ and subsequently during the later middle ages,
the papal hand follows the general lines of the develop-
ment of the established minuscule, cast, it must be remem-
bered, in the mould of the symmetrical Italian style.
A very ppculiar and intricate style adopted at a late
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period for papal documents may here be just mentioned.
This is the so-called Littera Sancti Petri or Scrittura

bollatica, a character which appears to have been in-

vented for the purpose of baffling the uninitiated. It

first appeared in the reign of Clement VIII., A.B. 1 592

1605,, and was only abolished in our own time, in 1879. *

As the special form of writing developed in the Papal
Chancery is to be traced back to the Roman cursive as

practised in Italy, so the writing of the Imperial Chan-

cery is derived from the same cursive, as practised in

France and represented by the facsimile of the Merovin-

gian hand of the year 695 given above (p. 227).
Facsimiles of the early Imperial Chancery writing are

to be found scattered in various works ; but a complete
course may be best studied in Letronne's Uiplomata, in

bickel
j

s Schrifttafeln, aus dem Nachlasse von 17. F. von

JTopp (1870), and especially in the recent work of von

Sybel and Sickel, Eaiserwrkun&en in Abbildungen (1880,

etc.). In the earliest documents, commencing in the

1 A very interesting paper, giving much information with

regard to papal documents, in a condensed form, was contributed
to the Revue des Questions Historiques, torn, xxxix., 1886, with
the title Les Elements de la Diplomatique Pontificale, by Count
de Mas Latrie. In the Bibliotheque de rEcole des Chartes,
series 4, tome iv. (1858), Monsieur Delisle has also written a
valuable paper, Memoire sur les Actes d*Innocent III., in which
some points of palseograpbical interest are brought out. In the
thirteenth century, the leaden papal seal (bulla) was attached by
silken threads (red and yellow) to a bull which conferred or con-
firmed rights and was of a permanent nature; it was attached by
a hempen string to a bull which, conveyed orders and was of a

temporary nature. Certain distinctive marks in the text of the
documents gave at a glance the clue to their character. In
(1) silken bulls, the intial letter of the pope's name was drawn in

open work, in (2) hempen bulls it was solid
;

in (1) the pope's
name was written in elongated letters, in (2) in ordinary letters ;

in (1) a large majuscule letter began the word following the
words servus servorum Dei, in (2) the letter was an ordinary
majuscule ; in (1) the mark of contraction was looped, in (2) it

was straight ;
in (1) the letters ct and st occurring in the middle

of words, as diclus, justm, were separated by a space and con-
nected by a link above, as dic"tust jus^tust in (2) they were written
in the ordinary way.
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seventh century and continuing to the middle of the

eighth century, the character is large, and in the earlier

part of this period is not so intricate as afterwards. The
writing then grows into a more regular form. The fol-

lowing specimen represents the style of the close of the

eighth century, as found in a document of Charlemagne
of the year 797 (Facs. Ecole dss Charles}.

\m

DEED OF CHARLEMAGNE.-A.D. 797.

(adseribitur quod pro contemplatione servitii
| [nl]ius noster

cum aliquibus dei infidelibus ac nostris
|

ex ipsis in nostra

praesentla convicti et secundum
|

cui et nos omnes res pro-

prietatis suae iuxta eius)

In the ninth century a small hand of increasing regu-
larity and gradually falling into the lines of the Caroline
minuscule is established ; but while the influence of the
reformed hand is quite evident, old forms of letters are
retained for some time, as might be expected in a style
of writing which would, in the nature of things, cling to

old traditions more closely than would that] of the
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literary schools. And so it progresses, affected by tlie

changes which are seen at work in the literary hands,
but still continuing to maintain its own individuality as

a cursive form of writing. As an illustration of a middle

period, we select a few lines from a deed of the Emperor
Henry I., written in the year 932 (Kaiserurkund., tab. 22).

a^c- at curtau b/. tfecue.-

/ / X>

nun

DEED OF THE EMPEROR HENRY. A.D. 932.

(potestatis ess& videbatwr . cnm curtilil^s . ecclisz'a
[

in

comitatibvs meginuuarchi et sigifridi . loc[a] | nuncupata .

cum curtilibws . aecclesiis . ceteris)

In this writing of the Imperial Chancery, as indeed in

all other cursive styles derived from the Roman cursive,

the exaggeration of the heads and tails of letters is a

marked feature. And this exaggeration continued in-

herent in this hand and was carried over into the
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national official hands of France and Germany and Italy,
which, are but later developments of it. In England we
see the influence of the hand of the Imperial Chancery
in the official hand which the Normans brought with
them and established in the country.
Each of the nations, then, of Western Europe de-

veloped its own style of official and legal writing, and in

each country that writing ran its own course, becoming
in process of time more and more individualized and
distinct in its national characteristics. But at the same
time, as we have seen in the case of the literary

hand, it was subject to the general law o change;
in each country it passed through the periods of

the large bold style of the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies, the exact style of the thirteenth, the declining

style of the fourteenth, and the angular style and
decadence of the fifteentla century. With its later career

We have not to do, except to note that certain forms
of it still linger in law documents, as for example in

the engrossing of modern English deeds ; and that

every ordinary current hand of modern Europe might
have been as directly descended from the old legal
cursive hand as the modern German is. What saved

Europe from this diversity of current handwriting was
the welcome which was given to the beautiful Italian

cursive hand of the Renaissance, a form of writing which
stood in the same relation to the book-hand of the

Renaissance as the modern printer's Italics (the name
preserving the memory of their origin) do to his ordinary
Roman type. As the Italian book-hand of the Renaissance
was not infrequently adopted at the end of the fifteenth

and beginning of the sixteenth centuries as a style of

writing for the production of select MSS. in England
and France and other countries beyond the borders of

Italy, so the Italian cursive hand at once came into

favour as an elegant and simple style for ordinary use.

In the sixteenth century and even later an educated

Englishman could write two styles of current writing,
his own native hand lineally descended from the charter-

hand, and, the new Italian hand; just as a German
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scholar of the present day can write the native German
and the Italian hands. And in concluding these remarks
it is worth noting that the introduction and wide

acceptance of the Italian hand has constituted a new
starting-point for the history of modern cursive writing

1

in Western Europe. As the Roman cursive was adopted
and gradually became nationalized in different forms in

different countries ; and, again, as the reformed minus-
cule writing of Charlemagne's reign was taken as a fresh

basis, and in its turn gradually received the stamp of the

several national characteristics of the countries where it

was adopted; so the Italian hand of the Renaissance has
taken the impress of those same characteristics, and

specimens are easily distinguished, whether written by
an Englishman or a German, by a Frenchman or an
Italian or a Spaniard, as the case may be.

English Charter-hand.

As already stated, the handwriting employed in

ED gland for official and legal documents after the
Norman Conquest was the foreign hand introduced by
the conquerors, and generally of the cursive type. An
exception might be found in the few charters issued

by William the Conqueror in the language of the

people, which presumably were written by English
scribes and are in the native hand. But these docu-
ments are so few that they are hardly to be considered
as affecting the principle of the introduction of a new
order of things in the issue of official and legal
instruments.

But while we find it convenient to treat the cursive
or charter-hand as a separate branch of mediaeval

English writing apart from the literary or book-hand,
it must not be forgotten that both are derived from
the same stock, that each influences the other and

occasionally crosses its path (we have already seen how
often the cursive hand was employed in a more or less

modified form for literary purposes), and that the same
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laws of progress and change act contemporaneously
upon. both, the one and the other. We shall accordingly
have to note the same coarse of development and
decadence in the cursive hand as we have followed in the
set literary hand.
The official hand of the first hundred years succeeding

the Conquest does not very materially alter. In the few

surviving charters of the early kings of the Norman line

it appears in a rough and angular character with the

exaggeration of long limbs which we have noticed in the
earlier hands derived from the Roman cursive. In such
documents as the Pipe Bolls the writing is more careful
and formal ;

in the great volume of Domesday, while it

still retains the official cast, it has a good deal of the

literary style of lettering, perhaps from the fact of the
work being drawn up in form of a book. The character
into which it soon settled for royal charters may be

exemplified by the following specimen drawn from a

grant of Henry II. to Bromfield Priory ia the year 1155

(Pal Soc. ii. pi. 41).

CHARTER OF HENRY II.--A.D. 1155.

(
Comes Andegavie . Archiepwcopis . ILpiscopia . Alobatibus .

Comit'ibus f
[

suis totiws Angh'e f S&lutem . Sciatis me pro |

dedisse . et Carfca mea Confirmasse . Ecclesiam
| [per]ti-

nentiis suis . Priori . et Monachis ibidem dec)
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In tMs class of deeds the profuse employment of large
letters is very striking; and it should be noticed that
the long strokes are drawn out into fine hair-lines, and,
as is seen in one or two instances in the facsimile, are

occasionally provided with an ornamental spur near the

top of the stem, which thus has the appearance of being
cloTen.

In the next example of the official hand,, from the
charter of King John to the borough of Wilton, of the

year 1204 (Pal Soc. i. pi. 214), the writing is a little

more regular and cloven stems are more frequent.

fLi
X rf? I

eccoaestoi

-^t^terQlpttF.

CHARTER OF KING JOHN. A.D. 1204,

(forisfactnram . sicut carte TCegis . Henrici . p?'oavi

testantwr . Testibus . Gileler/o fik'o Petri Comitis Essexfe .

"Ricardo Co [mite] |

Nievilla . 'Roberto de veferi ponte .

Petro de Stoka
|

Gicestiensis Electi . Apud Oxonmm . xxi

die

A style of the chartei*-hand very common at the end
of the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth century
rather squarer in its forms of letters and less exaggerated
than the official hand of the period is shown in the

following facsimile. Tt is taken from a deed of the Hos-

pital of St. John of Jerusalem, written at Ossington in

Nottinghamshire in the year 1206 (Pal. Soc.ii. pi. 117).
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eUc^al^^
) . 4*. __**.,_ C . *

CHARTER OF THE HOSPITALLERS.-A.D. 1206.

(Notum sit Onmibws presentibws e# futwris Q?^d Ego frater

Rober[tus] | [Hospi] tah's I&tosotymitani in AngUa de co?w-

muni assensu e# voluritate fmjfrwm
|

Carta confirmavimws
Eoberto fik'o Ivonis de Wicham e^

|

Croftum que fuerzmt

Ivonis patris eiws in Wicham . et unam p[ortionam]
Benecroftewelle . et aliam portioned terre ad Wirmode
ad frithwude . et unam Gaira?7i terre super Hagenegate)

super
Bosci

Except for its being rather looser in the formation of

its letters and more subject to flourishes, there is no

great difference between this writing and the ordinary
book-hand of the period ;

and it is to be observed that

not infrequently the style of writing employed in

monastic charters is rather of the literary than of the

legal type, that is, it is more set than cursive.

This preference of the more exact style of writing is

conspicuous in many of the charters of the thirteenth

century the period when, as we have seen above, a
more minute character was practised, contrasting strongly
with the bold writing of the preceding century. Under
this restrictive influence, a highly decorative class of

documents was produced, in which the scribe exercised
with effect his powers of penmanship in fanciful orna-

mentation of the capitals and the stems of tall letters.

A specimen of this style is given from a lease of land to

Abingdon Abbey, of the year 1230 (Pal. Soc. ii pi. 99).
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jjjtnantt

^dimtjfmfiHfemas^^ mm*

LEASE TO ABINGDON ABBEY. A.D. 1230.

[Estov]eriu?n swim usqwe ad iermirmm dicfor&m decem anno-
rwrra. Si vero dactfa luliana infra dzczfos dec[em] ]

e^ cum
eoium pe?*tin<5?ztns usqwa ad termmum dfc^orwm decew annorwm
tenebu?zt . faciendo inde tantum forpnsecum] | [con]ven-
tionem firmiter ei sine dolo esse tenendam f da'ctfws Abbs e^

Conventws per nianuw Ro[geri] | [maio]rem hniits conven-
tionis tradittoms et dimiss^onis securitate??z f presens scriptnm
in mo[dum] |

Hiis testib?/5. Henrzco de Tracy. Eicardo
Decano de Dnmbeltuna. Willelmo de Dicflosduna] |

Elia

de Dumbeltona Eogero JN'epote. Thorna de Dreitona. Kogero
Marescallo.)

Notning can be prettier, as specimens of calligraphy,
tlan these delicately written charters of the thirteenth

century, which, moreover, are scarcely ever broader than
the hand, and in their little compass present so many
pleasing varieties of the penman's handiwork.

But the true cursive hand was more generally em-

ployed in the majority of legal and official deeds of
the period. In the course of the reign of Henry III.,
while the letters generally retain the stiffness character-
istic of writing of the thirteenth century, a certain

amount of looping of the tall stems is gradually estab-

lished an advance upon the earlier practice of notching
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or cleaving the tops, as noticed above. The following

specimen is taken from a charter of Bitlesden Abbey, of

the year 1251 (Pal. Soc. ii. pi. 118).

CHARTER OP BITLESDEN ABBEY. A.D. 125L

(Walterus tolseract'one divina Korwicensz's Ecclesie minister

liuin[ilis] | pawn's dcwnni lohannis Eegis now viciatam

now cancellatam nee in
|

Monachis et monasterio de Bittles-

dena concessam in hae forma
j

[Com]itibw# . Baronibws

lusticmn'zs . 'Vicecomitibus . omnibus amicis et fidelibws sui[s]

|
Ernoldus de Bosco fecit deo et monachis de ordine Cis-

tercie[nsi] | [orjdinis Cistercien^'s . et de tribes carucatis

i in syresham que vocatwr)

At this period, tinder a more extended system of link-

ing the letters together and the consequent establishment

of a really current hand, many of the older forms of

letters become modified* The looping of tall letters has

already been referred to. The top stroke of the letter

a is gradually more bent over, and already in several

instances touches the lower bow and forms a closed loop ;

i, m, n, and u, when two or more come together in a

word, are composed of uniform strokes
; and, above all,

the small round s becomes more frequent, and is finished

off in a closed loop below. This form of the latter letter,

as we shall see, afterwards became exaggerated, the

loop growing to a disproportionate size.

The official hand of the reiga of Edward L, as seen in
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his charters, is in a regular and rather broad style,

showing a further development in the open order of the

letters, and the tendency to roundness characteristic of

the fourteenth century.

yft A f
tyXtm^

/ ^ f>. L-

c f I/ J~
a^SHWftfifcnocatm

CHARTER OF EDWARD I. A.D. 1303.

(Aquitanze Omnibus ad quos presentes littsre pervenerint
|

[fi] delis nostii Henrici de Lacy Comitis Lincoln^ concessi-
JRUS

| [quant]um in nobis est dilectis nobis in Christo Abbati
et Conven[tui] | [cn]m- pertinentiis in Mora que vocatwr
Inkelesmore continentem

| longitudine per medium More
illius ab uno capite)

In the specimen here given from a charter of the year
1303 (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 254), a further development is to be
noticed in the looped a and s referred to under the last
facsimile. Here also is to be seen a new change in the
formation of the tall letters : the spur or flourish on the
left side at the top of the stem is in some instances dis-

pensed withes,/;,
in b in the second nolis and Abbati, in

line 3), leaving the letter provided with a simple curve
or loop on the right instead of a cloven top.

Further progress in these particulars is seen in the
official hand of the period of Edward IL, as exemplified
by the following specimen from a writ of Privy Seal of
the year 1310 (Facs. of National MS8. 9 no. 27).
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D,

WRIT OF PJRIVY SBAL.A.D. 1310.

(Edward par la grace de dien / Eoi Dengle[terre] | monspre]
Ayiner de Yalence Coante de Penbroke f

|

la ville seint Johan
de Perche / et noz autres

|

Escoce i nous ont fait saver que noz

enemys
|

iour en autre / Chasteux / villes / et terres)

But, on the other hand, an equal rate of development
of the new forms is not to be found contemporaneously
in all documents. Charters written in the king's courts

would be the work of the more expert scribes trained in

the newest style ;
elsewhere the changes need not b so

regular or so rapid. In a grant from the Bishop of

Norwich to Flixton Priory, of the year 1321 (Pal. Soc.

L pi. 254), the old form of tall letters with cloven tops is

still followed.

/j\a^^
--'

M;

GEANT OF THE BISHOP OF NORWrCH. A.B. 1321.
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(lohawnes permissione divina ISTorwycenm Epzscopus / volu[n-

tate] | [Trinjitatis ISovwycensis necnow. de licencia special!
dommi nosfai

| fclarta nostra / cowfirmavim^s / pro nobis et

successoribws nosfr[ris] | [BJungeye / ac Eeligiosis Mulieri-
l)us a Einme Priorisse

|
iuxta Bungeye nostre Dyoceseos

'

que ad DOS td Ep[iscopatiim] [ [eiusjdem loci pertinebat

preteiifcis . Habend[um])

But ttere are late forms among the letters, which,
tesides the general character of the writing, mark the
document as one of the fourteenth century.
The progress made in the latter part of the century is

very marked. Towards its close the letters begin to

take angular forms, without, however,, all at once assam-

ing the universal angularity which belongs to the

fifteenth century. The following is a specimen of a
rather rough style of the period, from a licence granted
by Croyland Abbey in the year 1392 (PaZ. Soc. i.

pi. 257).

DEED OF CROYLAND ABBEY. A.D. 1392.

([Conven]tws Omnibus ad quos presentes litter pervenerint
|

Qt licenciam dedisse . pro nobis et successorib&s
| [Wil-

lel]mo Spenser et lohanni Waldegrave de
| gardina . Sexa-

ginta et unam acras terre
| [dejnariatam et imam oblatam

redditus cum)
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In tliis hand will be remarked the exaggerated loop
of the round s, and the reversed or o-shaped e. The
forms of these and of other letters may be compared
with those of the facsimile of the set book-hand from the
chronicle of 1388 (p. 278 above).
As a specimen of carefully written charter-hand of the

last year of the fourteenth century, we may select a
few lines from an official document of Henry IYV, of the

year 1400 (Pal. Sac. iLpl. 160).

LETTERS OF HENEY IV. A.D. 1400.

(quod. domtnuB Hicardus nupe?' Eex Anglie secimdus post con-

questum apud |

de sa grace espemle par assent et accord de
toutz seiynurs espiri[tuelx] | [demurjantz en Irland qils
reviendront en Engleterre illoeqes | [nientcjontresteant le-

statut ent fait Ian dn regne no^re dit seignur
\

vestris in hac

parte specz'aliter providere Suscepimws et ponimws | [moran]do
in protecw'owem t^^ic^07^em et defensiones nos^ras specmles)

By this time the letters have become pointed and
angular ; and through the course of the fifteenth century
this is their general character, with an ever-increasing
tendency to careless formation. The following is a

specimen of an ordinary rough hand of the reign of

Henry V., from an official deed relating to a pledge of
crown plate, of the year 1415 (Pal. Soc. i. pi. 258).
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^-n4li*

<u> -U4 vn a <

PLEDGE OF PLATE. A.E. 1415.

(Ceste endenture fait p#rentre Richard CoufrtenayJ |

Gardein de ses ioialx done part et Kobtfrfc
| present viage as

parties doultre la meet
| par vertu et commanndement dez

levies pat[entes] | signe par lez mains de Tresorer den-

gleterre ] poisant ensemble iij uncej i qwarterone pris del)

Although, however, the letters are roughly formed,
there is still a certain simplicity in the general character
of the writing, which later in the century gives place to

more elaborate flourishes and to more fanciful shaping
of the letters.

To illustrate the charter-hand of the middle and latter

part of the century^ we must be content to select the
two following specimens,, which may serve to give some
indication of its later development ;

but a really adequate
idea of the changes effected in the course of the fifteenth

century can only be gained by examination of a series of

documents.
The first is taken from a lease, in English, of the year

1457, written at Canterbury (Pal. Soc, i. pi. 260). The
old tradition of dotting the y here shows itself in the

careless little curved stroke which flies above the line

and is quite separated from the letter to which it belongs.
In the word Payinge in the second line this stroke might
at first sight be taken to mark the i.
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LEASE.-A.D. 1457.

(of annunciaciouw of oure lady next comynge aftir
\ and

fully to be endid Payinge yerely the seid Ali[sandre] \
Suc-

cessours in hand . halfe yere afore . that is to
\
next suyinge

xxiij. s. iiij d* by evens porciouws The
\

and staves . and

iSeyleclothes duringe the seid terme
\
as of yrourawerke

Tymberwerke . and helyng of the)

The second, in a much more pointed hand, is from a
charter of John de Vere, Earl of Oxford > to Notley
Abbey, granted in 1485 (Pal. Soc. L pL 260).

GRANT TO NOTLEY ABBEY. A.B. 1485.

(predzcfam . prefato Abbati et Conventui diirante min[ori] \

nulla proh'cua tsnarum nee maritagxMm eiusdern perce-

perwntf |

dedi <?j{ concessi ac do et concedo prefato Petro

Abb[ati] |

redditw^w rev^rsionum et serviciorwm . ac

aliorwm possessionu[m] | nnper de Stoke Lysle in Gomitatu
Qxomensi . qui de me dicti WilLZmi . et racione minoiis
etatis .
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It is not the design of this work to pursue the history
of Latin Palaeography beyond the end of the fifteenth

century and the examination of the literary hand was

accordingly brought to a close when it had reached that

limit. With regard, however, to the cursive form of

writing which has jast been passed in review and which
was not superseded by the printing press, as was the

case with the set literary style, it will not be out of place
to lay before the reader a few specimens of later

varieties, among winch some were elaborated in certain

of the law courts and became the styles peculiar to

those courts.

The ordinary class of charter or cursive hand in the

reign of Henry VIII. was a rather coarse development
of the style of the fifteenth century. The following
specimen, taken from an ordinary conveyance of the year
1530 (Brit. Mus., Add. Oh. 24,843), may suffice as an
illustration.

DEED. A.D. 1530.

(Sond ac Georgio Taylour oumia ilia terras te[newesta] |

[ijaccn^a et existentfm in Wesoote in parochia de Dorkyng
I [conc]essione et feofiamento Rob^rti Borne do Dorky[ngj
| Maydeman aliam vero medietatem inde nuper | [ap-

parjentfs ac filii et hered^s Alicie nup^r uxoris rnee ia[m] |

p7v?dicta terras et tenemewta redditi^s et serviem cum suis per-

t|_inentiis])
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In most of the English cursive handwriting of the
first half of the sixteenth century a certain heaviness of

style was the fashion ; but afterwards this gave place to
a lighter and more elegant character, which was fully
established by the reign of Elizabeth, and was most
commonly used from that time onwards far into the
seventeenth century, and then gradually toned down
into a form modified by the Italian letters of the ordi-

nary current hand of the day. The following specimen
is taken from a deed of the year 1594 (Brit. Mus
Add, Ch. 24,798).

c.v^*re*^

(To be holden of the Cheefe lorde or lord^s
[
Administra-

tors and for every of them, Doth
|

att thensealinge
and deliverye of these presents is

|

all and sing&ler
thappwrtenaamces in Fee simple w[ithout] I and every parte
thereof to the saide Thomas Tan[ner] |

atfc all convenient
tyme or tymes wz'thin the )

In this hand we hav* a good fluent style to which
none of the cursive writing of previous centuries had
attained in England. In fact the close of the sixteenth
century may be referred to as the epoch of the rise of
the modern current hand, as distinguished from the
more slowly written and more disjointed cursive writing
of the middle ages.

Lastly, in taking leave of this ordinary style, we
select a specimen of a form which it assumed early in
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the seventeenth century, from a deed of the year 1612

(Brit. Mas., Add. Ch. 24,000).

DEED. A.D. 1612.

(powndes of good and lawfull mony himselfe fully satis-

fied, And therof
\

And in considerac^on of twoe hun^dred]
\ confirmed, and by thease presenter d[oth] [ [A]ll that

the Mannor of Butlers s[cituate] | [M]esuage or Manner
howse of Butle[rs])

Now to turn to the peculiar official legal hands
referred to above. From the earliest times succeeding
the Norman Conquest there were, as we have seen, cer-

tain styles followed, though not uniformly, for particular
official documents ; and a series of examples of these

during the several reigns may be found in the public
records. But it was not until the sixteenth century
that a perfected system of particular styles for certain

courts was finally established.

Without regarding the class to which has been given
the name of

"
secretary,"

1 and which is in fact the hand
which has been illustrated by the two preceding fac-

similes, there are two main styles which practically cover

the varieties enumerated in the special works on the

subject, viz., the Chancery hand and the Court hand.
The former was used for records under the great seal;

the latter was employed in the courts of King's Bench
1
Wright, Court Hand Restored, cd. Martin, 1879, p. xii.
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and Common Pleas, for fines and recoveries, placita,
etc. These two kinds of writing do not vary very
materially j both may be described as fanciful render-

ings of the ordinary law hand. The Chancery hand,
of the pattern found in its developed form in the six-

teenth century, appears in an incipient stage in the
latter part of the fourteenth century, and is therefore of

an earlier origin than the Court hand, which indeed is

rather a modification of the Chancery hand itself. It

will be enough to select one or two examples of each

style in order to give a general idea of their character.

First we take a few lines from an exemplification of a

Chancery decree of the year 1539 (Brit. Mus., Add. Ch.

26,969) in illustration of the Chancery hand of the reign
of Henry VI11.

EXEMPLIFICATION.-A.D. 153.9.

(revencionum Corone no^tfre quoddam decretum
| xxiiij

die Novembris Anno regni domini Eegi[s] | [reve]ncionum
Corone sue Et p?*otulit ib^em quand[amj | [ver]ba This

Indenture made the
(

the grace of god of Englond and

Fraunce Englond Betwene Raf Burell doctor in
(

[Cjountie of Leicester of the oon partie and)

Next, an example is taken from a grant of wardship
and marriage of the year 1618, which illustrates the

form which the hand had assu oed in the reign of
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James I. (Brit. Mus., Add.. Oh. 28,271), a form

altogether of the modern type "which continued in

practice to quite a recent date.

GBANT OF WARDSHIP.-A.D. 1618.

(quousqwe eadem Maria Gwynet executor vel ha&uerint
Et hoc absqwe compoto seu aliq[uo] | contingat predictum
Georgium Gwynet ante[quam] |

Maria Gwynet executores
sive assignafo' sui

|

heredzT/ws niasculis eiusdem Georgii
Gwynet tu[nc] | pr^sentes damws et concedimws prefate
Marie Gwy[net])

In these two examples of the Chancery hand it will

be seen that the chief characteristic is a fanciful angular
and upright treatment of the letters without deviating
from the setting of ordinary writing.
With the Court hand the treatment is different.

While the shapes of the letters (with the exception of

e, which in this style is in the circular form) are prac-

tically the same as in the Chancery hand, the cast of

the writing is quite altered by lateral compression,
which cramps and narrows the letters in an exaggerated
manner.
Our first example ofthe Court hand is of Henry VIII.'s

reign, and is taken from a final concord, or foot of a

fine, of the year 1530 (Brit. Mus. ;
Add. Ch. 23,539).
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FINAL CONCOED. A.D. 1530.

(Hec est finalis coneordia facta. in Curia domim Eegis |

domi'ni Hibe/Mwe a conquestu vicesimo primo eoram Robert[o]

|

Int- AntoniumWyngfeld Militem lohawwem Audele[y] |

et Eeginaldum Dygby Armigerum defo?Gientes de Maneri[o]

| predictum Manerium cum pertinentiis esse lus ipsiut

Humfrirfi et)

Next we select a passage from an exemplification ol

a plea of Elizabeth's reign, dated in the year 1578 (Brit,

Mus., Add. Ch. 25,968).

EXEMPLITTICATION. A.D. 1578.
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Keo constderaium est quod prech'ctfus lonannes Collyn
recuperet j [misericordi]a et wtera Et super hoc predictns
lohannes Collyn p&iit bre^e

[ [Trinitjatis in tres septimanas
et cetera Ad quern diem hie

| [u]ltimo preienio h^&ere fecit

pr^fato loh&nni Collyn | [presencjiuw duximws exemplifi-
canda In cuius rei testinioniuw)

There is practically DO great difference in style between
these two specimens. The latter is perhaps to some ex-

tent the better hand and shows a very slight advance
on the other ; but the forms of the letters are so stereo-

typed in this class of writing that the space of nearly
half a century which lies between the two documents
has impressed but little trace of change on the later

one.

Lastly, to show further how very gradual was the

alteration wrought by time in the character of the Court

hand, an example is taken from a final concord of the

reign of Charles II., bearing the date of 1673 (Brit.

Mus., Add. Ch. 25,871), nearly a century and a half after

the date of the final concord above, of the time of

Henry VIII., with which it is to be compared.

fa

FINAL CONCORD. A.B. 1673.

(Hec est finalis Concordia facsfa, in Curaa domini
|

defensom
et cetera a Conquc^w vicesimo quinto Cor[am] |

WilHm?/m
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Yates Generosum et Dinam uxorem ems
|
dilate aeris terre

decem acris pasture et tribes
|

cum. pertinentiis esse ius

ipsius Willefeu ut ilia que iide[m])

The more recent date of this document is to be recog-
nized by the coarser style of the writing and by the

broken appearance of the letters, which is effected

by their more strongly defined angularity.
The Court hand continued in practice down to the

reign of George II. ; the Chancery hand still sur-

vives in the modern engrossing hands employed in

enrolments and patents.
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Page 49. A metal pen, about two Indies long, shaped
and slit after the fashion of a quill-pen, was recently
found by Professor Waldstein in tlie so-called tomb of
Aristotle at Eretria. Nineteenth Gentury, May, 1891.

Greek Palaeography. Since the sheets of this volume
passed through the press, Monsieur Omont has published
his Facsimiles despliis anciens Manuscrits Grecs enonciale
et en minuscule de la Bibliotheque Nationals du ive au
Miie

siecle (Paris, 1892). Among* the plates are facsimiles

of the Codex Sarravianus of the Old Testament, pi. 2

(referred to above, p. 152, L 20, as an Octateuch) ; of the
Codex Ephraemi, pi. 3 (above, p. 152, L 19); of the Pauline

Epistles from Mount Athos, pi. 4 (above, p. 154, 1. 1) ;

of the Codex Claromontanus, pi. 5 (above, p. 154, 1. 22,
and p. 181, L 19) ; of the Coislin Octateuch, pi. 6 (above,

p. 154, 1. 9) ; of a series of MSS. in late uncial writing,
8th-llth centuries, pi. 8 to 21 (to be added to the lists

on pp. 157, 158); and of an Evangelistarium in large
ornamental round-uncials of the 12th century, pi. 22.

To the MSB. mentioned under the head of Greek

"Writing in Western Europe (p. 181) we can now add
references to the following facsimiles in M. Omoot's
series : Pauline Epistles, in Greek and Latin, the
Codex Sangermanensis of St. Petersburg, 9th century,

pi. 5 "bis; a Latin-Greek Psalter, Coislin MS. 186, 8th

century, pi. 7 ; a Latin-Greek Glossary, MS. Latin

7651, 9th century, pi. 23; and a Psalter, Arsenal MS.
8407, 9th century, pi. 24.
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Systems of Bating
1

. It may be of practical use to add
a few words on the different systems observed in dating
manuscripts.

Medieeval Greek MSS. are dated sometimes by the

year of the induction, sometimes by the year of the
world according to the era of Constantinople, sometimes

by both indiction and year of the world.
The Indiction was a cycle of fifteen years, which are

severally styled Indiction 1, Indiction 2, etc., up to

Indiction 15, when the series begins afresh. The in-

troduction of this system
'

is attributed to Constantine
the Great. From the circumstance of the commence-
ment of the indiction being reckoned variously from
different days, four kinds of indictions have been recog-
nized, viz. :

i. The Indiction of Constantinople, calculated from
the 1st of September, A.B 312.

ii. The Imperial or Caesarian Indiction (commonly
used in England and France), beginning on the 24th of

September, A.D. 312.

iii. The Roman or Pontifical Indiction (commonly
used in dating papal bulls from the ninth to the

fourteenth century) , beginning on the 1st of January (or
the 25th of December, when that day was reckoned as

the first day of the year), A.D. 313.

iv. The Indiction used in the register of tke parlia-
ment of Paris, beginning in October.

The Greeks made use of the Indiction of Constan-

tinople.
1

To find the indiction of a year of the Christian era,

add 3 to the year (because AD. l=Indiction 4), and

1 An independent mode of reckoning the commencement of the

indiction. was followed in Egypt under the later Roman Empire.
The indiction there began normally in the latter half of the
month Pauni, which corresponds to about the middle

t
of June;

bnt the actual day of commencement appears to have been vari-

able and to have depended upon the exact period of the rising of

the Nile. Catalogue of G-reek Papyri in the British Museum*
pp. 197, 198.
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divide the sum by 15: if nothing remains, the indiction

will be 15
;
if there is a remainder, it will be the number

of the indiction. But it must not be forgotten that
the Indiction of Constantinople begins on the 1st of

September, and consequently that the last four months
of a year of the Christian era belong to the next
indiction year.
The year of the Creation of the World was calculated,

according to the era of Constantinople, to be B.C. 5508.
The first day of the year was the 1st of September.
To reduce the Mundane era of Constantinople to the

Christian era, deduct 5508 from the former for the
months of January to August; and 5509 for September
to December.
A chronological table, showing the corresponding

yeai'S of the Mundane era, the Christian era, and the

Indiction, from A.D. 800 to A.D. 1599, will be found in
Gardthausen's Griec&ische Palaeographie, pp. 450-459.

Latin MSS. are dated in several ways: by the year
of the Christian era or of other eras, by the year of the

indiction, by the regnal year of the reigning sovereign or

pontiff,, by the year of episcopate, etc. In England it

was the general practice to date charters and other legal
documents by the saint's day or festival on which, or
nearest to which, the deed was executed, and the regnal
year of the reigning sovereign.
The year of the Christian era, as now observed, is of

the same form as the Julian year, which was settled by
C. Julius Caesar in A.tr.c. 70 8, the first year of the

system running from the 1st of January to the 31st of

December, A.U.C. 709.
- The Christian era is according to the calculation of

Dionysius Exiguus (A.D. 533), who reckoned the birth

of Our Lord, which took place in the 28th year of

Augustus, as falling in.' A.U.-C, 754, that is, dating from
the time when the Emperor took the name of Augustus.
The early Christians, however, placed the birth of Our
Lord four years eailier, calculating the 28th year of

Augustus from the date of the Battle of Actinm (A.U.C.
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723), and thus beginning tlie Christian era In A.U.C.

750.

The Dionysian year is supposed to have commenced
on the 25th of March.

But the commencement of the year has been reckoned

from different days in different countries :

In England and Ireland, from the sixth century to

1066, it was reckoned from Christmas Day, or from the

25th of March; after the Norman conquest to the year

1155, from the 1st of January; and between 1155 and

1751, from the 25th of March,
In Scotland, down to the close of 1599, it was reckoned

from the 25th of March, The 1st of January was the first

day of the year 1600.

In France, the year began variously in different

dioceses and districts : on Christmas Day, Easter Eve,
or the 25th of March. The 1st of January first began
the year in 1564.

In Germany, the year anciently began on Christmas

Day. The 1st of January began the year in 1544.

In Italy, generally, the year was reckoned from

Christmas Day ; the 1st of January was adopted in 1588.

In Tuscany, however, the 25th of March was the first

day, down to 1751, which commenced with the 1st of

January; and in Venice, before 1522, when the 1st of

January was altogether adopted, the legal year began
on the 1 st of March, and the civil year on the 1st of

January.
In Spain, the year began, in Aragon before 1350 and

in Castile before 1383, on the 1st of January; and in

those years and subsequently, down to 1556, at Christmas.

In 1556 the 1st of January was adopted.
In Portugal, the Spanish system was followed before

1420; and in 1420 and subsequently, down to 1556, the

year began at Christ mas.

The era of Spain is reckoned from the 1st of January,
B.C. 38, that is, the year following the conquest of Spain

by Augustus. This era was adopted in Africa, Spain,

Portugal, and the South of France. Its use was aban-

doned in Catalonia in 1180, and in Spain generally in
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1350 and 1383 ;
in Portugal, in 1420. To reduce a year

of the era of Spain to one of the Christian era it is

therefore necessary to subtract 38 from the number.

The Julian calendar was followed down to the

sixteenth century. The Julian calculation of the solar

year was 365 days and 6 hours; to be correct, 11

minutes and. 12 seconds should have been, added. Con-

sequently, by the year 1582 there was an accumulation,

representing rather more than ten days, unaccounted for.

In this year, Pope Gregory XII I. reformed the calendar
and introduced the "New Styled Ten days were
omitted from the year 1582, viz. from the 5th to the 14th
of October, inclusive, the 5th being counted as the 15th.

The Gregorian calendar was generally adopted in Roman
Catholic countries at once, or within a few years; in

Protestant countries it was generally adopfced to begin
in the year 1700, in some at a later period, and in

England not till 1751. In countries under the Greek
Church the " Old Style

"
of the Julian calendar is still

followed.

By Act of Parliament of 24 George II., 1751,
f; An

Act for regulating the Commencement of the Year and
for correcting the Calendar now in use,*' the practice of

commencing the legal year on the 25th of March was

discontinued, and the 1st of January was adopted ; and
the Gregorian calendar took the place of the Julian.

The year 1751. which had commenced on the 25th of

March, was brought to a close on the 31st of December.
The year 1752 began on the next day, the 1st of

January, and ran to the 31st of December, but was
reduced by 11 days in the month of September, by
omitting the nominal 3rd to the 13th, and calling the

day after the 2nd the 14th. /
The reason why eleven days were now omitted instead

of ten, as in the year 1582, is that the "New Style
JJ

re-

quired that every hundredth year which is not a fourth

hundredth should be counted as an ordinary year and
not as a Leap-year, the first year to be so treated being
1700, in which the 29th of February was unwritten.
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The year 1800 being the second hundredth year so

treated^ the " New Style
"

differs to the amount of twelve

days from the " Old Style" in the present century.

Full particulars of the vai-ions systems of dating will

be found in Sir H. Nicolas^s Chronology of History, and
in J. J. Bond's Handy-Book of Rules and Tables for veri-

fying Dates.
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etc., in progress, fol.

Codex Diplomaticus Cavensis, ed. M. Morcaldi, 6 vols., Naples,

1873, etc., in progress, 4to.

Ewald (P.) and Loewe (G.), Exempla Scripturae Visigoticae,

Heidelberg, 1883, fol.

Eodriguez (C.), Bibliotheca Universal de la Potygmpliia Espa-

nola, Madrid, 1738, fol.

Merino (A.), Escuela Paleograpliica, Madrid, 1780, fol.

Munos j Eivero (J.), Paleografia Visigoda, Madrid, 1881,
8vo.

Facsimiles of National Manuscripts of England (Ordnance

Survey), ed. W. JB. Sanders, 4 parts, Southampton, 1865-

1868, foL

Facsimiles of National Manuscripts of Scotland (Ordnance

Survey), ed. C. limes, 3 parts, Southampton, 1867-1871,
fol.

Facsimiles of National Manuscripts of Ireland (Ordnance Sur-

vey), ed. J. T. Gilbert, 4 parts (in 5 voLs.), Dublin and

London, 1874-1884, fol.

Facsimiles of Ancient Charters in the British Museum, ed.

E. A. Bond, 4 parts, London, 1873-1878, 4to. and fol.

Facsimiles of Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts (Ordnance Survey),
ed. W. B. Sanders, 3 parts, Southampton, 1878-1884, fol.

Skeat (W. W.), Twelve Facsimiles of Old English Manuscripts,

Oxford, 1892, 4to.

Walther
(*T. L.), Lexicon Diplomaticum allrematwnes syl-

Idbarum et vocum .... exponens, Gottingen, 1747,
fol.
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Mommsen (T.). Notarum Laterculi [in Keil's Grammatici

Latini, vol. IT.], Leipzig, 1864, 4to.

Chassant (A.), Dictionnaire des Abreciations Latines et Fran-

chises, 5th ed., Paris, 1SS4-, Svo.

Wright (A.), Court-Hand restored, ed. C. T. Martin, London,
1879, 4to.

Martin (0. T.), The Record Interpreter, London, 1893, Svo.

Nicolas (Sir H.), The Ckromdof/y of History [in Lardner's
Cabinet Cydop&did], London, 1845, 870.

Bond (J. J.), Handy-Book of Rules and Tables for verifying
Dates, London, 1869, 8vo.

Full lists of paragraphical -works, Greek and Latin, will bo
found in the Introductions "by Monsieur Omont to his Fac-
similes des Manitserifs Grecs dates de la Bibliotheque Nationale
and by Monsieur Delisle to the Album Pcaleogmpliique ; and a
series of articles on palaeographical publications which annually
appear have been written by Professor Wattenhach in the
Jahreslerichte der Geschichtswissenschaft since 1879 (II. Jahr-

gang).





INDEX.
A.

ABBREVIATIONS. See Contrac-
tion sJ

Abu-Simbel, Greek inscription
at, 9.

Accents, Greek system, 71, 72 ;

Latin, 74.

Actium, Battle of, poem on, 186.

JElian, MS., 180.

^Ethelstan, King of England,
charter of, 252.

JEthelwold, Bishop of Winches-
ter, benedfctional of, 267.

Alburuus Major (Verespatak),
in Dacia, tablets from, 24, 26,
20 1.

Alcuin, Abbot of St. Martin's of

Tours, assists in the reform of

writing: in France, 233.
" Alexandrians "

codex, 151.

Alphabet: Egyptian, 1-4; Greek,
1, 5-9 ; Latin, 9-11 ;

Phoeni-

cian, 5-7 ; Semitic, 3-9.
" Amiatinus "

codex, 194, 245.
" Ancren Riwle," MS., 288.

Apocalypse, commentary on,
226.

Apostrophe, 72, 73.

Arabs, their manufacture of

papyrus, 31 j
of paper, 43.

Arcus, a folded sheet, 63.

Aristophanes of Byzantium, his

system of punctuation, accents,
etc., 70-72.

Aristotle, MS. of the "Constitu-
tion of A'heos," 113, 140.

"Armagh, Book" of," 242.

Artavus, a pen-knife, 53.

Artemisia, papyrus of, 119.

Assyrians, their clay tablets, 14,
18 j their use of p tpyrus, 28.

Asterisk, 75.

Atramentarium, an ink-stand, 51.

Atramentuin, ink, 50.

Auction-sales, waxen tablets

relating to, 25.

Augustine, St., his writing'
tablets, 22; MSS., 223, 260,
261,282.

Avesbury, Robert of, MS., 231.
"
Ayenbite of Inwyt," MS., 289.

B.

" BAAULAM and Josaphat," MS.,
172.

" Bankes Homer," 127.
Bark of trees, as a wrifcirg mate-

rial, 13.

Basil, St., MS., 165.

Bath, leaden tablet found there,
17.

Beatus, presbyter, commeotary
on the Apocalypse, 226.

Bede, MSS., 249, 260, 289.

Bible, Latin terms for, 55 ; early
vellum MSS., 61; various
MSS., 156, 157, 194, 195, 202,
245", 266, 273, 289.

Bibliotheca, a Bible, 55.

j8(Aos, 0t&\tov, a book, 54, 55,
60.

Blastares, Matthew, MS., 180.

Bokenham, Osbern, MS., 292.

Bologna, leaden plates used for

writing there, 17.

Book. See Roll.
*'

Boustrophedon
"

writing, 9.

Breathings in Greek MSS., 71,
72.

Bronze, as a writing material, 17.

Bulls, papal, 295-297.
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0;

C^ESAEIUS, St., MS., 231.

CctZcwiarutm, aA.a/i0677/07, a reed-

pen box, 49.

Calamus, KaXauojj, a reed -pen,
49.

.CalUmaohtLS, his vivaiccs, 78.

Canon, a ruler, 53.

Canons, Ecclesiastical, MS. of,

264.

Canterbury, school of writing at,

244, 245 ; MS. from, 247.

Capital letters, definition of,

117. See Palaeography, Latin.

Cop set, cista, a chest for rolls,

57.

Caroline, or Carlovingian , writ-

ing, 233.

Carthage, leaden plates found

there, 16.

"Casati contract," a papyrns,
137.

Catch-words in qnires, 62.

Cedar oil, use of, for rolls, 57.

Cerc&, waxen tablets, 20.

Chad, St., Gospels of,'
1 210.

Chancery-hands : papal, 294-

297; imperial, 297-300; Eng-
lish, 315-317.

Charlemagne, reform of writing
in his reign, 2_>3 ; deed of,

298.

Charms, written on leaves or

metals, 13, 15 ; on lead, 16,

17.

CJiarta "bombycin a, meaning of the

term, 44.

Charta, x^Pr^s
> papyrus, 23.

Xaprtov, a leaf of a MS., 63.

Chanoer, MS., 292.

Childebert III., charter of, 227.

Chinese, their early use of paper,
43.

Chronicles : Anglo-Saxon, 254,
2S7 ;

" Grandes Chroniques,"
277; English history, 278.

<p<W, the quantities of syllables,
72.

Chronological notes, MS. of,

197.

Chrysostom, SL John, MSS., 166,

168, 170.

Cicero, De Eepnbliea," 192.

Ciranus, a pricker, 53.

Clay, as a writing material, 14.

Cleanthes, the Stoic, his writing
material, 15.

Clement. St., of Alexandria, MS.,
16 4.

C nidus, in Caria, leaden plates
found there, 16.

Codea? (or caudex), a set of

tablets, 20, 60 ; a book, 61 ;

description of, 60-62 ; vellum
codices in Rome, 61.

CodicilU, small tablets, 2L.

Colon, length of, 81.

Colophons, 66.

Colamus of writing, in papyri;
58 ; in codices, 64.

Comestor, Petrua, MS., 273.

Comma, length of, 82.

Constantino the Great, vellum
MSS. written for, 37.

Constantine Y., fragment of a
letter of, 33.

Contractions and abbreviations,

Greek, 8B-96 ; early period of,

88; two systems, 88, 89;
special sisjns, 92-96 ; Latin,

96-104; early system, 96-98;
mediaeval system, 99-104 ;

general signs, 99-101 ; special

signs, 101, 102; conventional

signs, 102.

Cornu, the tip of an umbilicus,
56.

Correction, marks of, 74, 75.
*

Courb-hand, in legal documents,
315, 317-320.

Croyland abbey, deed of, 309.

Cryptography, 85.

Cultellus, a pen-knife, 53.

Cursive writing : cursive forms
of Greek letters in papyri,
144-1-1 8 j Eoraan cursive, 203-
216 ; forms of letters, 205, 206,

213, 214, 215; mediaeval

foreign, 293-301 ; mediaeval

English, 301-320.

Cynewulf, King of Mercia,
charter of, 249.

Cyprus, Phosnician inscription
from, 5 ; imprecatory leaden
tablets from, 16.
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D.

DACIA, waxen tablets from, 24,
26, 204.

Dalmatia, charm on lead from,
17.

Damascus, a centre of paper
commerce, 43.

Dating of MSS., systems of, 322-
326.

SeA-ros, SgATtov, 5frAT5ioi>, tablets,
20.

Demetrius, will of, on papyrus,
133.

StaBdrys, a pricker, 53.

Diaeresis, marks of, 73.

5ia<rroA-J7, a dividing comma, 72.
" Dimma, Book of," 241.

Dioscorides, MS., 153.

di<f>8epai, papyrus, 28 ; akins, 33.

SITTATJ, a paragraph mark, 6 5.

Diplomat a folded sheet, 63.

Diptycha, duplices, Sitrrvxcx;

Sldvpoi, a two-leaf tablet, 20.

Dirse, imprecations, on lead, 16.

Distinctiones, marks of punctua-
tion, 70.

Dodona, oracular leaden plates
found there, 16

"Durham Book." See Lindis-
farne Gospels.

EDWABP L, King of England,
charter of, 307.

Edward II., King of England,
writ of Privy Seal, 308.

eyKCLvarTOV, ink, 50.

Egyptians, ancient : their alpha-
bet, 1-4. ; their use of linen as
a writing material, 14 ; of

potsherds, 14 ; of wooden
tablets, 18, 19 ; of papyrus,
27; of skins, 34; of red ink,
51 ; their manufacture of papy-
rus, 30-33.

a, a roll, 4, 55.

, ostracism with
leaves, 13.

England : writing before the

23

Norman conquest, 244-256
',

early foreign school,, 244, 245;
native northern school, 245 ;

local styles, 249251; 'foreisrn

influence, 253; mediaeval MSS.
266-270, 273, 274, 276, 278,
230-282, 285-292; cursive or
charter-hand and court-hand,
301-320.

Ennius, invention of shorthand
signs attributed to, 84.

Ephraem, St., M3., 167.

%-rros, a measured line of writing
78.

Erechtheum, at Athens, memo-
randa of accounts, 19, 28.

eV^aro/ctjiAAiOJ/, the last leaf of a
papyrus roll, 31.

Enclid, MS., 163.

Eugyppius, MS., 232.
Eumenes of Pergamum, reputed
inventor of parchment or

vellum, 35.

Euripides, fragments of plays,
112, 120.

Euthalius of Alexandria, his
sticho metrical arrangements in
the Bibie, 80, 82.

Evangelistariam, 157.

tisGclamantes, catch-words, 62.

Explicit, derivation of, 9.

"Exultet "
rolls, 60.

JF.

FLACCTTS, Albinus, MS., 220.

Folium, <^vAAov, the leaf of a
codex, 63.

Forulus, a chest for rolls, 57.

France : ancient and medieeva!

MSS., 259-263, 265, 270, 275,
276, 277, 284

Frantes i the edge 6
? of a roll, 56.

Fnlda, MoS. connected with, 194,

a.

GrATHERINGS. See Quires.
G-ermanicus, charms used to

destroy him, 16.

Germany : mediaeval MSS., 264,
283.
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57.

Xv-jTr

53.

,
a book-label,

a pen-knife,

Gold, as a writing material, 15 ;

as a writing fluid, 51, 52.

Gospels, MSS.: early Irish, 238 ;

"Kells," 239;
" St. Chad/'

240; "MacRegol," 241; "Ar-
magh," 242;

" MacDnrnan,"
242; "Lindisfarne," 246;
1

Canterbury," 247; "JLo-

thair," 259.

Graffiti, wall-scribblings, 15, 203,

206, 207.

ypa.iJ.fjLa.re'iov, a tablet, 20.

Gva^hianumj 7pa<pio07jKi7, a pen-
box, 49.

Graphium, ypa.Qe'tQV, a writing
implement, 48.

Greece : history of tbe Greek
alphabet, 5-9 ; antiquity of

writing in, 115 ; use of tablets

by tbe Greeks, 19, 23, 24 ; of

papyrus, 28; of skins, 35;
Greek MSS., 119-180.

Gregory, Pope, MSS., 229, 268,

H.

HALF-UNCIAL writing. See Palaeo-

graphy, Latin.

Harmenopoulos, Constantino,
MSS., 174, 179.

"Harris Homer," 124.

Henry I., Emperor, charter of,
2J9.

Henry IT., King of England,
oliarter of, 302.

Henry IV"., King of England,
charter of, 310.

Herculaneum, papyri found there,
113 ; their treatment, 114.

Herodas, MS., 113, 128.

Herodotus, MS., 174.

Hesiod, his works written on
lead, 16.

Hilary, St., MS., 201.

Homer : lines from tbe Iliad on
a board, 19 ; tradition of copy
of tbe Iliad on purple yellam,
40; pnp^ri of the Iliad, 100;

"Harris " Iliad, 124; "Bankes"
Iliad, 127 ; Iliad on papyrus,
129 ; MS. of the O.lyssev, 177.

Homilies, MSS,, 230, 272/287.
Hoi-ace, MS., 27tf.

Hospitallers, charter of, 304.

Hyperides, orations of, on
papyrus, 60, 110, 111, 123.

Hyphen, 67, 72.

vtroa-TLyfjLij, a mark of punctua-
tion, 70.

IMPERIAL Chancery, writing used

in, 297-300.

Imprecations, on lead, 16.

Inc&ustum, ink, 50.

Indea, a book-label, 39, 57.

Ink, varieties and materials, 50 ;

various colours, 51.

Ireland : history of writing in,
236-244 ; ornamentation of

MSS., 239, 240; influence of

Irish writing abroad, 2 13, 244.

Isidore, St., MS., 224.

Italy: mediaeval MSS., 272,279,
285.

J.

JEROME, St., his denunciation of

sumptuous MBS., 40 ; works of,

233, 283.

Jesus Christ, forms of contrac-
tion of the name, 102.

Jews, their use of skins as a
writing material, 34.

John VIII., Pope, Arab protocol
in a ball of, 32 ; bull, 295.

John, King of England, charter

of, 303.

Jucundus, L. CsBcilius, tablets
found in his house afi Pomp.ii,
23.

Justiuian, Pandects, 198, 199.

K.

/caraar<Jv, a column of writing,
58.

"
Kolls, Book of," 239.
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Kent, early charter, 251.

Kfpa$y the tip of an umbilicus,
56.

Kilian, St., G-ospels of, 237.

Kiwa.pa.pLs, purple ink, 51.

Klarv], KOTO'S, a chest for rolls,
57.

K&KKIVW pehdviov, red ink, 51.

KovdtXiov, a brush for "writing with
fluid gold, 4^.

Kopwm, a paragraph-mark, 68
KUKAojuoAijSSos, lead lor ruling,

53.

Kfaivdpos, a roll, 54.

LEAD, as a writing material, 16,
17 j for ruling, 53, 58.

Leaves of trees, as a writing
material, 12; used for ostra-
cism and for charms, 13.

Lectionaries, 169, 221, 228, 274.
Letters (epistles), tablets used

for, 21 5 process of sealing and
opening, 22 ; late examples on
tablets, 22.

Liber, libellus, a papyrus roll, 54,
55 ; a codex, 60.

Lime-tree, the inner bark as a

writing material, 13.
" Lindlsfarne Gospels," 246.

Linea, a line of writing, 63.

Linen, as a writing material,
14.

Linum, \tvov, a thread to fasten

tablets, 21.

Livy, MS., 193.

A<fyo?, a division of a work,
55.

Lombardio writing, 218-222.

Lothair, Emperor, his MS. of the

Gospels, 2gy.

M.

Gospels," 242.
"
MaoRegol Gospels," 241.

"
Maslbrighte Gospels," 243.

Majuscule letters, definition of,

117.

Manuscripts, lists of, etc.:
Greek tablets, 19, 23, 2t;
GreeK and Latin mediaeval
MSS; on papyrus, 33, 34; par-
pie and gilded velltim MSS.,
40-42; early paper MSS. ,45;
a red-ink MS., 51 ; MSS. writ-
ten in gold, 52 ; MSS. written
in many columns, 64, 65 ;

palimpsests, 77; MSS. with
sliohometrical memoranda, 78,
81; tachy graphical MSS., 83,
84, 85 ; Greek papyri, 107-115 ;

earliest Greek cursive papyri,
131; Greek MSS. in early
uncials, 152-154, 321 ; late, 157,
158, 321; in sloping minuscules,
161; written inWestern Europe,
181,182,321; Latin MSS. in rus-
tic capitals, 188, 189 ; in mixed
uncials and minuscules, 197,
199, 200 ; in half-uncials, 200,
201

;
in Roman cursive, 215 ;

in English half-uncials, 247 j

Anglo-Saxon MSS. in foreign
style, 253.

Martyrology, 225.

Massa, Michael de, MS., 280.
Mathematical treatise, 153.

Maurilius, St., life of, 266.

Maxitnin, the younger, bis MS.
of Homer, 40.

Maximus, St., MS., 216.

l*.\av, ink, 50.

fj,e\avl56xov, an ink-standj, 51.

Menseum, 176.

Mercia, baudwriting of, 249,
250.

Merovingian writing, 2-6-233.

Mesha, King of Moab, record of

his ware on the *' Muabite
stone," 5.

Minium, red ink, 51.

Minuscule letters, definition of,

117. $ee Palaeography.
Miracles of the Virgin, 284.
"Moabite stone," 5.

jU(fAt#5oy, Ky/cAoTepfy'?, or Tpc^6ets t

lead for ruling, 53.

ju<fAuj85os, a plummet, 53.

Monastic rules, 2^2.

iu0vJj8i#Aos, a work contained in a

single roll, 55,
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N.

NETHERLANDS : mediaeval MSS.,
266, 282.

Nidus, a chest for rolls, 57.

Novma, a rnler, 53.

Norwich, Bishop of, charter of,

308.

Notae. Juris, legal abbreviations,
97.

Novacula, an erasing knife, 53.

"Numerals : Greek, two systems,
104; fractions, 105; B.man,
105 ; Arabic, 106.

0.

Obelus, a mark for distinction,
75.

Occleve, MS., 291.

ofji<t>ci.\6st stick or knob of a roll,

56.

Opisthographs, 59, 60.

Oracles, on lead, 16.

Origen, MS., 271.

Ostracism, with leaves, 13 ; with

potsherds, 14, 15.

Ostraka, 14.

Oxford, Earl of, charter of, 312.

P.

Psenula, the wrapper of a roll, 39,
56.

Pagina,, a column of writing
1

, 58.

Paleography, Greek ; divisions

of, 116 ; the book-hand in

papyri, 118129 ; cursive writ-

ing in papyri, 130-148 ; forms
of cursive letters, 144-148 ;

uncial writing in vellum MSS.,
149-158; classes of mediaeval
minuscule MSS., 159; codices

vetustissimi, 162-165 ; codices

vetusti, 165-170 , codices re-

centiores, 170-176; codices

novelli, 176-181; Greek writ-

ing in Western Europe, 181,
182

; Greek letters used in

Latin signatures, 182.

Palaeography, Latin: writing in

capitals, 183-190; square and
rustic capitals, 184 ; age of

earliest MSS. in rustic letters,
187 ; writing in uncials, 190-
195 ; in, mixed uncials and
minuscules, 196-200 ; in half-

uncials, 200-202 ; Roman cur-

sive writing, 203-216; forms
of cursive letters, 205, 206,
213-215 ; writing in minus-
cules, 217-285 ; Lombardic

writing, 218-222; Tisigothic
writing, 222-22(5 ; Merovingian
writing, 226-233 ;

the Caro-
line reform, 233; Irish writing,
236-244; the round hand, 237-

241; the pointed hand, 241-

243; English writing before
the Norman conquest, 244-256;
the round hand, 245, 247 ; the

pointed land, 248-252 ; medi-
aeval writing in books, 257-235;
of the ninth century, 259-261,

2fi4; of the tenth century,
261-263, 267; of the eleventh

century, 265, 266, 268 ; of the
twelfth century, 269-271; of

the thirteenth century, 272-
275 ;

of the fourteenth century,
275-279; of the fifteenth cen-

tury, 279-285 ; MSS. in the
E n giish tongue, 285-292 5

mediaeval cursive writing, 293
301 ; writing of the Papal
Chancery, 294-297; of the

Imperial Chancery, 297-300 ;

origin of modern writing in

Western Europe, 300; the

English mediaeval charter-

hand, 301-312; later legal

writing 313-320
;
Chan eery -

hand, 315-317; Court-hand,
315, 317-^20.

Palermo, papyrus grown there,
29.

Palimpsests, 75-77.

Pamphilus of Csesurea, vollum
MSS. in his library, 37.

Pandectes, a Bible, 55.

Papal chancery, writing used in,

294-297.

Paper, history of, 43-JL7; medi-
aeval names, 43; introduction
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into Europe, 43 ; materials, 44 ;

manufacture in Europe, 4 /, 46 ;

water-marks, 47.

Papyrus : description of the plant,
27 ; ancient Egyptian papyrus
rolls, 28 ; price of the writing
material at Athens, 28; im-

portation to Rome, 28, 29 ;

manufacture, 30-33 ; varieties,
32, 33; late use, 33, 34; papy-
rus in book-form, 34, 62.

Papyrus MSS., Greek: discoveries
in Egypt, 107-113; at Hercu-
laneum, 113, 115 ; MSS. writ-
ten in capitals and uncials,

118-129; in cursive letters,

330-148; Latin MSS., 34.

irapd*ypa<po$, & dividing-stroke,
68,

Paragraphs. See Text.
Parchmeut. See Vellum.

Pausanias, MS , 178.

Pen, early use of, 49, 321.

Penicillus, peniculus, a brush to

apply fluid gold, 49.

JPentapfycka, Trei/Tciirrvxa, a five-

leaf tablet, 20.

Pepin le Bref, imperial letter to,

33, 143.

Persians, their use of skins for

writing material, 35.

vera.Xio~p.6s, ostracism with leaves,
13.

<patv6\ri$t the wrapper of a roll,

39, 56.

Philodemus, MSS., 114, 124.

<jbiAi5pa, inner bark of the lime-

tree, 13.

Phoenician alphabet, 5.

"Piers Plowman," MS., 239.

7riV|, irivaicls, a tablet, 20.

iriTT&Kiov, a book-label, 57.

Plato, fragment of the '

Phsedo,"
112, 120.

Plumbum, a plummet, 53-

irtfTL)fj.araf breathings, 71.

Polybius, MS , 175.

Polyptycha, a many-leaf tablet,

20.

Pompeii, wall-scribblings at, 15,

203; waxen tablets from, 24,

25.

Porphyrius, MS., 172.

Positurse, positions of marks of

punctuation, 70.

Potsherds, as a writing material,
14.

" Prisse papyrus," 4, 28.

TrpwT&cuAAot/, the first sheet of a

papyrus roll, 31.

Psalters, 156, 173, 252, 276, 281.

Ptah-Hotep, precepts of, 4.

Ptolemy, MS., 178.

Pugillaves, small tablets, 21.

irvKTt6v, TTVIOV, a tablet, 20.

PuncTorium, a pricker, 53.

Punctuation, systems of, 67-71.

Purple vellum. See Vellum.
Puteus s a chest for- rolls, 57.

Quaternio, a tfuire of four sheets,
62.

QuintupUces, a five-leaf tablet,
20.

Quires, arrangem nt of, 62, 63.

Quotation, marks of, 73.

R.

RABANUS MAUBUS, MS., 2G2.

Rasorium, a sciibe's knife, 53.

Ravenna, papyrus documents
from, 34.

Reeds, as a writing implement,
49.

^

Rescript, imperial, 212.

Riga,, a line of writing, 63.

Roll (book), 54-60; its forma-

tion, 56 ; method of unrolling
and rolling, 58, 59; opistho-

graphs, 59, 1
; survival in the

middle ages, 60.

Rome : history of the Roman
alphabet, 9-11; use of various

writing materials in, 14; of

waxen tablets, 24-20; of papy-
rus, 29 ; of vellum, 36, 37.

Rotulus, mediaeval term for a

roll, 55.

Rouge", de, his discovery of the

origin of the alphabet, 3, 4.

Rubrica, red ink, 51.
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Ruling of lines, in papyri, 58; in

codices, 63, 64.

Rustic capitals. See Palaeography,
Latin.

S.

Y, 263.

Saints, Lives of, 164. 168. 265,
292.

Sallust, MS. 285.

Samnites, their use of linen as a

writing material, 14.

ficalprum, Scalp ellum, a pen -knife,
53.

Scapus, a roll, 31.

(TXO^OS, a writing reed, 49.

Scrinium, a chest for rolls. 57.

<r\is, oreAflJioy, a column of writ-

ing, 58.

Semitic alphabet, 3-9.

Seneca, Tironian notes collected

by, 84.

Severus, Sulpicins, MS., 234, 235.
Shorthand. See Tachygrapby.
Sigla,, single-letter abbreviations,

86, 96.

<r/XAu#oy, <rrTi'os, a book-label.

39, 57.

Silver, as a writing material, 15;
as a writing fluid, 52.

Simpliciua, MS., 176.
"

Sinaiticus "
codex, 150.

Skins, as writing material, 34.

0-^X17, a pen-knife, 53.

cupdriovi a vellum codex, 61.

Spain : Yisiorothio writing, etc.,

105, 222-226.

Sponge, used for erasure, 53.

Scichometry, 78-82.

CTTI'XOS, a line of writing, 63, 78 j

a &ense-]jue, 81.

ffTLyp-fj, a mark of punctuation,
70.

Stilus,, a writing implement, -48.

Subdistinctio, a mark of punctua-
tion, 70.

crvyypaniAa, a subdivision of a
book, 55.

auvrayt^a, a subdivision of a book,
55.

Syracuse, papyrus grown there,
21).

T.

Tabellarii, messengers, 21.

Tablets, of lime-wood, 14 ; mili-

tary diplomas, 17, 18; wooden,
tablets, 18, 19 ; waxen tablets,
19, 23, 139, 167, 204, 208-210;
special uses, 19-23; price of,
at Athens, 19 ; denominations,
20; representations, 20, 21;
materials, 22; late use of, 2*5;

Greek, 23, 24; Latin, 24-26;
arrangement of writing on, 25,
26 ; vellum tablets, 37.

Tabulae, tabellas, writing tablets,
20.

Tachygraphy, 82-84; signs used
in Greek contrac ious, 91-96;
in Latin contractions, 98, 101.
102.

Tallies of the Exchequer, 19.

Tax-receipts, 25, 133.

Terpcfcs, rerpaSiOf, a quire of four

sheets, 62'.

reCxos, a literary work, 5-5.

Text : arrangement, 64-67 ; co-
lumns, 64 ; paragraphs, 65 ;

separation of words, 65, 67,68;

enlarged letters, (55, 66; com-
piession, 65; first lines of divi-

sions, 65; titles, rubrics, and
colophons, 66; division of

words, 66, 67 ; running titles,
66 ; hyphen, 67 ; paragraphs,
68 ; enlarged letters, 69 ; punc-
tuation, 69-71 ; accentuation,
71-75; marks of correction,
etc., 73, 74.

Theodore, St., MS., 169.

Theonas, Bishop of Alexandria,
his advice on ornamentation of

MSB., 39.

Theophylactus, MS., 171.

Theopompus, stichometrical re-
ference by, 79.

fleVcis, positions of marks ofpunc-
tuation, 70.

Tiles, inscribed, 15, 211.

Tilia, inner bark of the lime-
tree, 13.

Tironian notes, 84, 98, 101, 102.

Title, 58.

Tiiulus, a book-label, 39, 57.
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Toga, wrapper of a roll, 39.

r6p.o$ t portion of a work, 55,

r6voi
9 accents, 72.

Tours, school of writing at, 233,
234:.

Treasury circular, on papyrus,
136.

Triptycha, triplices, rptirrvxa, a
thiee-leaf tablet, 20.

U.

Utnbilicus, the central stick or

knob of a roll 56.

Uncial letters, definition of, 117.

See Palaeography.
Urban II., Pope, bull of, 296.

"Uapensky Psalter," 156.

"Utrecht Psalter," 64, 189.

T.

VALERIUS MAXIM ors, MS , 270.
" Vaticanus "

codex, 150.

Vellum or parchment : its tradi-

tional invention, 35 ; its tis*

and value at Eome, 36, 37, 6 L
;

varieties, 38; ornamentation,
38, 39 ; purple staining, 39-42 ;

gilding, 42 1 the vellum codex,
60, 61.

Venice, lead used there as a

writing material, 17.

Versus, a line of writing, 63, 80.

Virgil, MSS., 185, 188, IS',

Visigotbic numerals, 105 ; writ-

ing, 222, 226.

Vitelliani, small tablets, 21.

Volumen, a roll, 54:.

Voragine, Jacobus de, MS,, 276.

W.

WALL-INSCEIPTIOXS. See Graffiti.

Water-marks, in paper, 47.

Waxen tablets. See Tablets.

Wessex, character of writing in,

250, 251.

Wills, written on tablets, 21.

Words, separation and division
of. See TexC.
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